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Preface

The establishment of the Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical

Research has strengthened the study of early modern Ukraine at the

Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. The centre's major project,

producing an English translation of Mykhailo Hrushevsky's Istoriia

Ukrainy-Rusy, has focused its work on the medieval and early modern

periods. Three scholarly associates of the centre—Zenon Kohut, Serhii

Plokhy, and Frank Sysyn—are specialists in early modern Ukrainian

history. In cooperation with Natalia Pylypiuk and Peter Rolland, faculty

members of the university's Slavic Studies Department who specialize in

the period, they have expanded research on and teaching about early

modern Ukraine at the University of Alberta. Since its founding, the

Jacyk Centre has sponsored guest lectures by noted scholars of early

modern Ukraine, including David Frick of the University of California,

Berkeley; laroslav Isaievych of the Institute of Social Sciences at the

Academy of Sciences, Lviv; and Antoni M^czak of the University of

Warsaw.

The Jacyk Centre has undertaken a number of projects to further the

development of studies on early modern Ukraine. In conjunction with the

Institute of Balkan and Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy of

Sciences, Moscow, and the Institute of Ukrainian Studies of the Ukrainian

Academy of Sciences, Lviv, it is publishing a series of sources on

seventeenth-century Ukrainian history in Russian archives. The centre's

English-language monograph series will include several volumes on the

period, the first of which will be Ihor Sevcenko's Ukraine between East and

West: Essays in Cultural Elistory (to the 1700s). The centre's Ukrainian-

language monograph series, undertaken in conjunction with the

Archaeographic Institute of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, also

concentrates on the early modern period. In 1994, it will publish a

translation of Zenon Kohut's Russian Centralism and Ukrainian Autonomy.

The centre has also been instrumental in enabling specialists on the early

modern period from Ukraine to carry on archival projects in Poland.

This special volume of the Journal of Ukrainian Studies began as a

project to publish the papers given at a panel on relations among
Belarusians, Ukrainians, and Russians from the sixteenth to the seven-

teenth centuries, sponsored by the Jacyk Centre at the Fourth World

Congress for Soviet and East European Studies at Harrogate, England, on

26 July 1990. When additional papers on the subject were received, it
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became feasible to devote a double issue of the journal to early modern

Ukraine. Dushan Bednarsky, a graduate student in Slavic Studies at the

University of Alberta, undertook and accomplished the editing of the

volume, together with Frank Sysyn and Zenon Kohut. The editors are

grateful to the editorial board of Zion for permitting the publication of

Shmuel Ettinger's article; we also thank Alan Rutkowski for translating

the article from Ffebrew into English, and Lynn Hirsch and Gershon

Hundert for editorial advice. We thank Peter Rolland for his careful

reading of the proofs of this volume. Uliana Pasicznyk has rendered

editorial assistance in the production of the volume, and Nancy Misener

has entered editorial corrections with care.

D.B.

Z.K.

F.S.
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Belarus, Russia, and Ukraine from

the Sixteenth to the Eighteenth

Century: An Agenda for the

Study of Politics^

Zenon E. Kohut

The study of politics among the East Slavs has been coloured by a

number of political and cultural presuppositions. In the nineteenth

century, most Russian historians viewed Ukrainians and Belarusians as

wayward branches of a single Russian nation and judged historical events

and personalities from that perspective. Differences between Russians, on

the one hand, and Ukrainians and Belarusians, on the other, were

explained as the result of contamination by Polish influences. That view

was brought to the West by Russian emigre historians after the Russian

revolution and, to a remarkable extent, was accepted by their Western

students.’

Ukrainian and Belarusian historians eventually created their own
conception of national history. In the nineteenth century, however,

Ukrainian historiography was dominated by populism. The populists

made significant contributions to political history but their primary

interest was in social issues, such as the struggle of the masses for free-

dom and social justice against Polish and Russian landlords.

Only with the emergence of a "statist" orientation in the twentieth

century did historical research focus on politics, particularly on indicators

Although almost all works dealing with political affairs in early modern
Ukrainian and, to a lesser degree, Belarusian history touch upon practical

relations with Muscovy/Russia, relatively few analytical or thematic works on
the topic exist. In general, historians of Russia paid little attention to the topic.

By the 1930s, it was virtually taboo in Soviet historiography. In this essay only

a few important and more recent works are mentioned.
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of Ukrainian or Belarusian statehood. Some Belarusian and Ukrainian

historians viewed the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as an embodiment of

Belarusian and/or Ukrainian statehood. Much attention was paid to

politics and foreign relations (e.g., the Ukrainian Cossack political entity).

After the statist historical school was proscribed in the Soviet Union, it

was continued by Ukrainian and Belarusian emigre historians.

In the Soviet Union, Marxist historians of the 1920s viewed Russian

expansion into Ukraine and Belarus as a manifestation of Russian

imperialism. However, by the 1930s the old Russian school, with some

new embellishments, emerged victorious once more. The Soviet scheme

now posited the concept of an ancient unity of the Russian, Ukrainian,

and Belarusian peoples in an "old Russian nation." According to the

Soviet interpretation, after the breakup of the "old Russian nation" into

three national components, the Ukrainians and Belarusians wanted

nothing more than to "reunite" with their Russian "elder brother." The

study of politics was fitted into this scheme. Only recently, as the result

of openness and restructuring, have these dogmas come into question.^

Because of such views, political relations among Russians, Ukrainians,

and Belarusians have been characterized largely as either "fraternal

reunion" or "Russian imperialism." It is necessary to go beyond such

slogans and attempt to see political relations among the East Slavs within

the context of sixteenth- to eighteenth-century politics.

In the sixteenth century, Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus were hardly

political equals. Russia, as represented by Muscovy, was a major political

power, while Ukraine and Belarus were part of the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth. Relations among the East Slavs, therefore, existed not on

the level of state policy and diplomacy, but more in the realms of

religion, trade, and culture. These seemingly unofficial relations, however,

had political and international dimensions. In fact, what constituted

"politics," "sovereignty," and "international affairs" in the sixteenth

century is still open to question. Dependent political entities

—

protectorates, vassalages—and autonomous political bodies within

states—estates, regional parliaments, free cities—were common in Europe.

Estates and regional bodies were still assessing their "rights to resist" a

sovereign and their ability to seek assistance from "foreign" rulers.

Poland-Lithuania did not experience a fully developed feudalism and

therefore had fewer autonomous political bodies than other states.

Nevertheless, its politics were complex and diffuse. The Kingdom of

Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania were two separate states first

joined in a personal union under a common monarch in 1385 and then

brought together into a common state by the Union of Lublin in 1569.

The unity of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth rested in a common
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king and in a Diet, a two-house legislature composed solely of nobles.

Separate administrations, law, finances and armies continued to exist in

the Kingdom of Poland and in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Govern-

ment structures were poorly developed and, to a substantial extent,

merged with the corporate institutions of the nobility. Local dietines of

nobles assumed more power. Some large landowners, called magnates,

had their own armies and administrations, and even conducted their own
foreign policy. Despite a gradual polonization of the nobility of the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania, separatist tendencies persisted into the eighteenth

century.

Many scholars have viewed the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as a suc-

cessor state to Kievan Rus'. Nineteenth-century Russian scholars labelled

the Grand Duchy as the "Lithuanian-Russian" state (they viewed the

Ukrainian and Belarusian population of Lithuania as Russian). Ukrainian

and Belarusian historians have referred to it as the Lithuanian-Ruthenian

(Ukrainian-Belarusian), Lithuanian-Ukrainian, or Lithuanian-Belarusian

state. Such claims stem from the facts that the Grand Duchy adopted

Ruthenian (Ukrainian-Belarusian) as its official state language and that its

law codes were greatly influenced by the laws of Kievan Rus'. The

official title for the country, the "Grand Duchy of Lithuania, Rus', and

Samogitia," supported the claim. Today, historians need to reexamine the

East Slavic contribution to the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Ukrainian and,

in particular, Belarusian claims to statehood need to be fully explored.^

At the Union of Lublin, the Belarusian lands remained part of the

Grand Duchy, while most of the Ukrainian lands were incorporated into

the Kingdom of Poland. Within the Ukrainian lands the Ruthenian

language was retained in administration, and the Lithuanian Statute

continued to be the code of law. Such prerogatives, together with the

Orthodox faith, differentiated Ukraine from Poland, and provided the

basis for the emergence of a regional political grouping of the nobility,

which referred to itself as the "Rus' nation."

The study of Belarusian and Ukrainian politics requires one to

examine, first, the policies and outlook of the nobles in general, and then

those of the great nobles or "magnates" in particular. As virtual

"kinglets," these magnates were able to pursue political and foreign

policies separately from, or even in opposition to, the Polish-Lithuanian

government. Their actions, whether motivated by belief, personal

ambition, court politics, or sheer adventurism, had far-reaching political

and international repercussions. Two instances had particular significance

for the politics of the East Slavs. In 1508, a Ruthenian princely family, the

Hlynskys, led a revolt against the Polish-Lithuanian state in which they

attempted unsuccessfully to sever the Ruthenian lands from Lithuania.
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In the 1540s, Prince Dmytro Vyshnevetsky united and organized the

Zaporozhian Cossacks, made bold raids against the Tatars, and laid the

foundation for an independent Cossack military force. Scholarship has yet

to discuss to what extent such activities can be considered an expression

of specifically Ruthenian or Ukrainian politics and foreign policy.

The most important specifically Ruthenian institution was the

Orthodox church. Apart from its religious, spiritual, and cultural

dimensions, the Orthodox church has to be examined as a political

institution within the context of the political structure of Eastern Europe.

Although many aspects of the church's political role and ecclesiastical

structures require study, the following topics need reexamination and

elaboration:

1. The politics of the Union of Brest of 1596. With the approach of

the four-hundredth anniversary of the union, dispassionate study

is sorely needed and very much in order.

2. The Orthodox church and its search for a legitimate place within

the increasingly intolerant Poland-Lithuania. The church under

Metropolitan Peter Mohyla was perhaps the best example of a

revived, vibrant, and tolerated Orthodox church.

3. The Orthodox church's relationship with the Cossacks and,

subsequently, with the Hetman state. Prom the 1620s the

Orthodox church maintained complex and at times very close

relations with the Zaporozhian Cossacks and, subsequently, with

the semi-independent political entity, the Hetman state.

4. The church's attempt to maintain a united ecclesiastical structure

despite the partitioning of Ukraine into Muscovite, Polish, and

Ottoman parts.

5. The subordination of the Kievan metropolitan to the Moscow
patriarch (1686).

6. The gradual absorption of the Ukrainian and Belarusian eparchies

into the imperial Russian Orthodox church.'^

In addition to the church, the Cossacks formed another centre of

autonomous politics in Ukraine. Cossacks were not unique to Ukraine,

but emerged somewhat spontaneously in the no-man's-land between the

sedentary states and the nomads of the steppe. Cossack hosts existed on

the borders of the Muscovite state—the Don, laik, and Volga—providing

the basis for the great uprisings of Razin, Bulavin, and Pugachev.

Similarly, the Zaporozhian Cossacks living on the borderlands of the

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth were a source of social discontent. In
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the sixteenth century, the Zaporozhian Cossacks carried out a foreign

policy increasingly independent of Poland: they made agreements with

Muscovy, Crimea, the Ottoman Empire, and Moldavia. Thus, from the

sixteenth century, the Ukrainian Cossacks played a role in the politics of

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and in the international order.^

In the 1620s, the Zaporozhian Cossacks intervened on behalf of the

Orthodox in their struggle against the Uniates and Roman Catholics. An
Orthodox church hierarchy was reestablished under Cossack protection.

From the 1620s, the Cossacks' demands to the Poles consistently included

the recognition of the Orthodox church and the abolition of the Union of

Brest. The "nationalization" of the Zaporozhian Cossacks (i.e., the process

of merging social and religious concerns) needs to be more thoroughly

researched.^

With the emergence of a semi-independent Cossack political entity in

the seventeenth century, it is possible to talk of political relations between

Ukraine and Muscovy/Russia in the usual sense of state policy,

diplomacy, and military affairs. As a first step, I propose reexamining

these relations within a larger geopolitical context. A call for traditional

political history hardly seems to qualify as a new agenda. However, the

study of politics has been so coloured by the end result—Russia's

absorption of both Ukraine and Belarus—that the place of the East Slavs

in the sixteenth- to eighteenth-century international order remains

somewhat obscured.

In sixteenth- through eighteenth-century Eastern Europe, four major

powers were engaged in a play of alliances, counter-alliances, major and

minor coalitions, and warfare. On the Baltic littoral was Protestant

Sweden, which had territorial ambitions in the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth, and was engaged in territorial conflict with Muscovy.

To the south was the predominantly Catholic Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth—in actuality, two states with varying foreign orientations:

Lithuania was very concerned about the expansion of Muscovy and

Sweden, whereas Poland was turned more toward the steppe, against the

Tatars and the Ottoman Empire. Northeast of Poland-Lithuania was
Orthodox Muscovy, which was pursuing a policy of expansion at the

expense of Lithuania and attempting to forge a path to the Baltic Sea, an

effort being blocked by Sweden. The Black Sea littoral was, through inter-

mediaries, under the control of the Ottoman Empire, itself frequently

preoccupied with Persia and the Habsburgs.

Between the sedentary states of Poland-Lithuania, Muscovy, and the

Ottoman Empire there was a belt of autonomous states and steppe

peoples—Transylvania, Wallachia, Moldavia, Crimea, and the Don
Cossacks. The existence of this frontier belt between major powers
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allowed a Ukrainian Cossack state to emerge. One unfulfilled task of

historical scholarship is to study the Cossack Hetmanate within the

context of the steppe frontier, following the "frontier" thesis of McNeill.^

Survival as a semi-independent political entity required that the

Cossack Hetmanate have good relations with at least two of its three

powerful neighbours—a position that frequently proved impossible to

hold. The Cossack polity had constantly to balance the conflicting

pressures from the regional powers. As a result, at various times Cossack

Ukraine sought protection from all the major powers: Muscovy, Sweden,

Poland-Lithuania, and the Ottoman Empire. In order to gain a new
perspective on Ukrainian-Russian relations, one must first reconsider

Ukraine's non-Russian options.

Sweden, a non-neighbour of Ukraine, did not represent a real, long-

term alternative on which to base the political future of the Cossack

polity. Nevertheless, in the second half of the 1600s—Sweden's century

of greatness—two Cossack hetmans, Bohdan Khmelnytsky and Ivan

Mazepa, turned to that country for support in their attempt to ensure the

viability of their polity. To understand why that occurred, we must more

carefully examine Sweden's policies and goals toward Ukraine in this

period, when political relations expanded into a network from the Baltic

to the Black Sea.

The most obvious non-Russian political option for Cossack Ukraine

was to reach an accommodation with its chief antagonist, Poland-

Lithuania. Only four years after Hetman Khmelnytsky concluded the

Pereiaslav Agreement with Muscovy (1654), his successor, Ivan

Vyhovsky, attempted to reach an accommodation with the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth. The resulting Treaty of Hadiach (1658)

brought the Cossack polity, as the Princedom of Rus', into a tripartite

federation with Poland and Lithuania. Hetman Vyhovsky at the head of

a combined Polish-Cossack army defeated the Muscovites decisively at

Konotop (1659). However, a subsequent uprising by the Ukrainian masses

negated that success. A Ukrainian Cossack polity under Polish protection

on the Right Bank was wiped out in the virtually continuous wars

between 1660 and 1681. In this connection, major questions needing

reassessment arise. Could the Ukrainian people have reconciled them-

selves to a joint state structure within the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth? Could the Poles have accepted the Ukrainians as a partner? Were

Cossack freedoms and szlachta dominance inherently incompatible? What
was the nature of Cossack Ukraine under the Poles?

The Crimean-Ottoman orientation should also be reexamined. At

various times, particularly when the Commonwealth and Russia were

allied or at peace, the Ukrainian Cossacks looked to the Crimean Tatars
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or the Ottoman Empire for support. The Tatars, however, proved

unreliable and exacted a heavy price from the population. Despite the un-

popularity of the Tatar-Ottoman option among the masses, it persisted

(e.g.. Hetman Doroshenko's submission to the Ottoman Porte, Petro

Ivanenko's treaty with Crimea in 1692, the activities of emigre hetman

Pylyp Orlyk). Two questions need to be addressed: Was accommodation

with the Tatars and Ottomans based on a communality of interests or

was it merely the result of desperation? What was the nature of Cossack

Ukraine under Crimea and/or the Ottomans?

While both the Polish and Tatar-Ottoman alliances seemed unpal-

atable to a large segment of the Ukrainian population, the Muscovite

orientation was also beset with problems. From the Pereiaslav Agreement

(1654) until Hetman Mazepa's siding with the Swedes (1709), Cossack

Ukraine participated in four wars against Muscovy. In 1668, there was a

massive anti-Russian uprising in Ukraine. Clearly, the political relation-

ship between Muscovy and Cossack Ukraine was a troubled one.

The scholarly-political debates over the nature of the Pereiaslav

Agreement or over the desire or lack of desire of Ukrainians and

Russians for "union" or even "reunion" have become particularly

unproductive.® A new agenda should focus on the actual interests and

policies of the two sides. Important questions to be considered include:

What did Khmelnytsky attempt to accomplish by negotiating the Pereia-

slav Agreement? What were Muscovy's goals in Ukraine and Eastern

Europe? At what point did their interests converge or diverge?

Their most obvious mutual political interest was opposition to

Poland-Lithuania. Khmelnytsky and some of his successors wanted to

establish some larger Cossack political entity at the expense of Poland-

Lithuania. Whatever other frictions existed between them, as long as

Cossack Ukraine and Muscovy acted against the Commonwealth they

had a mutuality of purpose.

Yet, for a great part of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

Muscovy pursued a policy of peaceful and even cordial relations with

Poland. Prior to the Pereiaslav Agreement, Khmelnytsky repeatedly had

to plead and entice Muscovy into an anti-Polish coalition. Just a year later

(1656), Muscovy negotiated a truce with the Polish-Lithuanian Com-
monwealth, thus denying Khmelnytsky the primary benefit of the

Pereiaslav Agreement. By the Truce of Andrusovo (1667) and the "Eternal

Peace" of 1686, Muscovy made peace with Poland and acceded to the

partitioning of Cossack Ukraine into the Polish Right Bank and the

Russian Left Bank. Every hetman up to and including Mazepa schemed
to recover Right-Bank Ukraine—a goal that clashed with Muscovy's

desire to maintain peaceful relations with the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
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wealth.

Even when they jointly opposed Poland-Lithuania, the interests of

Cossack Ukraine and Russia diverged in Belarus. As the uprising of 1648

spread into Belarus, Khmelnytsky sent Colonel Ivan Zolotarenko there to

organize a Belarusian Cossack regiment. The Belarusian lands liberated

from the Commonwealth were organized as part of the new Cossack

polity, disregarding Muscovite claims to the territory of the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania. Thus, the two allies—Cossack Ukraine and Muscovy—were

in competition in Belarus. That historical episode is little known and

poorly understood.*^ As a rare example of direct Russian, Ukrainian, and

Belarusian interrelations, it certainly deserves a major study.

Muscovite attitudes toward incorporating Ukraine should also be

reconsidered. On the whole, it is assumed that after the Pereiaslav

Agreement, the tsar laid claim to Ukraine in perpetuity. Indicators of the

new reality were the change in the tsar's title and the requirement that

the Ukrainian population pledge allegiance to the tsar. However, as

pointed out by Hans Torke, during much of the seventeenth century

Muscovy treated Ukraine as expendable or of secondary importance.^°

In dealing with the Commonwealth, Muscovy seemed much more con-

cerned about affronts to the tsar's title or with the tsar's candidacy to the

Polish throne than about claiming possession of Ukraine. In that

connection several major questions require investigation. Did Muscovy
view Ukraine as a perpetual and priceless possession of the tsar, or were

the Cossacks merely marginal and dispensable allies to be bartered away
to secure a Polish peace? Was Muscovy ready to give up not only the

Right Bank, but the entire Ukraine? (Giving up Ukraine was advocated

by A. L. Ordin-Nashchokin, who was in charge of Muscovite foreign

policy in the 1660s.)

After 1709, there came a fundamental shift in Ukrainian-Russian

relations. Hetman Mazepa's break with Peter I was the last attempt of

Cossack Ukraine to participate in an anti-Muscovite coalition.

Subsequently, the geopolitical situation changed drastically. By the end

of the eighteenth century, the newly proclaimed Russian Empire became

the dominant power in Eastern Europe, Ukrainian autonomy was

abolished, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was partitioned, and

most of Ukraine and Belarus were incorporated into the Russian

Empire.^^

In assessing political relations among the East Slavs in the eighteenth

century, one must address the question of Russian centralism. In

Muscovy, power was highly concentrated at the capital, which impeded

the emergence of any independent or regional centres of authority. As

Muscovy expanded, it abolished local peculiarities in the newly acquired
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territories. However, Muscovy was somewhat inconsistent in its adminis-

trative practices and permitted some borderland autonomy. Whatever the

reason—tenuous control, treaty obligations, fear of the Cossacks—in the

seventeenth century there was no serious attempt to incorporate Cossack

Ukraine administratively into Muscovy. In the eighteenth century,

however, Ukraine was absorbed fully into the Russian Empire.’^

The evolution of the Russian Empire on Western absolutist patterns

may be a key to explaining the change in Russia's policies toward

Cossack Ukraine. Western absolutist states were characterized by

increasing state control and activism, particularly in rationalizing

government, increasing state revenues, and encouraging development.

Peter I, who consciously imitated Western administrative models, began

the policy of extracting increasingly greater economic and human
resources from Cossack Ukraine. Regulations in trade routes, state

monopolies, tariffs on foreign goods, and import and export taxes were

introduced into Ukraine for the first time. Subsequently, great pressure

was exerted to gain control over the Ukrainian Hetmanate's fiscal

apparatus. Another major topic that must be investigated thoroughly is

the evolution of the Russian absolutist state, particularly the state's

imperial fiscal and administrative apparatus and its impact on Ukrainian

autonomy.

In order to understand the new Russian state activism, it is necessary

also to study its intellectual underpinnings. Marc Raeff has suggested that

cameralism and the concept of the well-ordered police state as developed

in the Germanies were intellectual models for Russia. The way for

penetration of such ideas had been prepared by Muscovy's Westerniz-

ation through contact with Ukraine. In essence, the cameralists had the

political goal of maximizing society's productive potential through the

agency of the state. In the West, autonomous local units that were able

to accept such a programme were co-opted by the state; those that were

not clashed with the state. In Russia, local autonomous bodies were

virtually non-existent, so the state assumed the entire role of developing

and regulating society. However, Peter I was eager to co-opt people and

adopt institutions from the Baltic provinces and Ukraine. Thus, the local

autonomy of Ukrainians and Balts was dependent to some extent on
whether they could fit their institutions into the emerging imperial

purpose.

It is also important to remember that the fate of autonomy frequently

depended more on court politics than on theories of government or the

development of a Russian state structure. For example, Ukrainian

autonomy was renewed and Kyrylo Rozumovsky was elected hetman as

a result of his brother's morganatic marriage to Empress Elizabeth. By the
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mid-eighteenth century, Ukrainians were beginning to play an increasing

role in an imperial political system, allying themselves with various court

factions. The Ukrainian role in court politics is still hardly known or

understood.

The Ukrainian entrance into imperial politics resulted in the co-

optation of many Ukrainians into the imperial service. The Ukrainian

clergy's impact on the Russian church has been well documented. Did the

Ukrainian secular elite have a similar impact on imperial politics? David

Saunders posits that the Ukrainians did indeed have an important role.^^

Was such co-optation a "pernicious loss" to Ukraine? Did these Ukraini-

ans see any contradiction between serving the Empire and maintaining

their own autonomous institutions? These questions merit serious

consideration.

That some Ukrainians saw no contradiction between imperial service

and Ukrainian autonomy is evident in the life of one historical figure,

Hryhorii Poletyka. Although his entire career was spent in the imperial

state service, he was also the most outspoken defender of Ukrainian

autonomy at the Legislative Commission of 1767-68. His political outlook

is encapsulated by the title of one of his own works, "Historical Informa-

tion: On What Basis Little Russia Was Under the Polish Republic and by

What Treaties It Came Under Russian Rulers, and a Patriotic Opinion as

to How It Could Be Useful to the Russian State Without Violations of Its

Rights and Liberties."

Although Poletyka's outlook could be fitted into cameralist and well-

ordered police state concepts, it clashed with the rationalism of the

Enlightenment that was becoming dominant in Russia during the reign

of Catherine II. Rationalist thought presumed the uniformity of human
nature and the universality of basic laws. Once discovered, therefore, the

basic laws of good government had to be equally applicable in Moscow,

Siberia, or Ukraine. There was no longer a basis for compromise between

autonomy and imperial interests. As a result, autonomy was abolished

and the Empire came to be uniformly administered.

Many of the questions raised by the integration of Ukraine into the

Empire are also applicable to Russia's absorption of the former Belarusian

nobility, or szlachta, of Smolensk. After a long struggle, Muscovy
promised to preserve the "rights and liberties" of the Smolensk szlachta:

it maintained self-rule and a territorial military organization, the

Smolensk szlachta regiment. Apparently, similar traditions from Polish

times linked the Ukrainian and Smolensk elites, and the resulting

frequent intermarriages may have reinforced autonomist sentiments in

Smolensk. How else is one to interpret the strange, secret ukase of

Empress Anna (31 January 1737), issued "to discourage the Little
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Russians from forming familial ties with the inhabitants of Smolensk."’^

In 1764, the special privileges of the Smolensk szlachta were abolished.

The subsequent integration of Smolensk into the empire remains one of

the many lacunae in study of the East Slavs.

Political outlook and integration of elites raise the question of

political culture. Although scholars have made use of the concept of

political culture, it has proved elusive to define. Edward L. Keenan has

described political culture as a complex of beliefs, practices, and

expectations that give order to political life and provide its bearers with,

or allow them to generate, both the underlying assumptions and the

patterns of their political behaviour. If such a definition is applied to

the East Slavs, can one discern distinct Muscovite and Ruthenian political

cultures in the sixteenth century? Does a Ruthenian political culture

bifurcate into Ukrainian and Belarusian components? If so, what are its

political features and when does that happen? How did the Muscovite

political culture become transformed into an imperial Russian political

culture? To what extent were the Ukrainian and/or the Belarusian

political culture merged into an imperial Russian political culture? These

are fundamental questions that scholars have rarely posed, let alone

addressed.

It is within the framework of political cultures that one has to

consider the formation of the Russian imperial and Ukrainian political

outlooks and the interrelationship between the two. That study entails a

thorough investigation into the origins and evolution of what could be

considered the Little Russian idea and its relationship to the concept of

the three branches of the "All-Russian" nation. Another important task

in studying Ukrainian-Russian relations in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries is determining the Ukrainian roots, original purpose, and

subsequent transformation of the concept of the three branches of an

"All-Russian" nation: Great Russian, Little Russian, and White Russian.

Research on these questions is only beginning, and I offer a few tentative

comments regarding it.

Although the Little Russian idea had various roots, its purpose was
to accommodate Ukraine within Muscovy and the Russian Empire. Its

first manifestation occurred in pro-Russian Kievan ecclesiastical circles in

the seventeenth century. These Ukrainian clergymen developed the

concept of a common sloveno-rossiiskii people that included Russians

(Great Russians) and Ukrainians (Little Russians). The Synopsis, published

in 1674, presented the theory of the transfer of Rus' princely seats from

Kiev to Vladimir and then to Moscow, and posited the idea that the

Muscovite tsar was the only legitimate ruler of Rossiia—a land that

included Ukraine. While these clerics sought political unity with Moscow,
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they wanted to preserve the autonomous rights of the Ukrainian church

and clergy.^®

The secular manifestation of the Little Russian idea developed in the

late seventeenth and particularly in the first half of the eighteenth

century. The conceptual model borrowed by the Ukrainian secular elite

was that of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. After the failure in

1658 to transform the Commonwealth into a tripartite state that would

include Poland, Lithuania, and Rus', subsequent political thinkers

envisoned a similar arrangement, but now within the emerging Russian

Empire. By and large, the secular elite accepted the theory elucidated by

the Kievan clergy that Great Russia and Little Russia were joined as lands

ruled by the "All-Russian" tsar. However, the secular elite also insisted

that Little Russia's submission to the tsar was based on treaties that

confirmed "rights and liberties" of Little Russia and its people.

As the Little Russian idea was reaching its greatest development, in

the second half of the eighteenth century, Ukrainian autonomy was

abolished. The question that remains is what happened to the Little

Russian idea with the disappearance of Little Russia as a distinct political

and administrative entity. The answer must be based on thorough

research and analysis. In the interim I suggest a few possibilities.

Some elements of the Little Russian idea actually survived the

abolition: (1) the concept of Little Russia as a cherished homeland; (2)

historical consciousness, through an increase in historical writings; (3) the

continuation of some "rights and liberties" through the elite's incorpor-

ation into the dvorianstvo, as well as the retention of customary law until

1917. Other elements of Little Russian political culture were transmuted

and had some impact on a variety of political and intellectual currents:

(1) the formation of a conservative Little Russianness, characterized by

intense nostalgia for the past; (2) further elaboration of the idea of several

Russias—Great and Little—forming the All-Russian state and the All-

Russian nation; (3) adoption of some aspects into the political component

of Ukrainian national consciousness in the nineteenth century. The Little

Russian idea and the Great Russian concept developed in the seventeenth

and particularly in the eighteenth century seem to have had an impact on

the formation of Russian imperial ideology, of extreme Russian national-

ism, and of modern Ukrainian national consciousness in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries.

The study of the political relationship among the East Slavs has

hitherto been approached largely from a nineteenth- or twentieth-century

political perspective. Increased interest in the West, the collapse of

communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and the emergence

of independent Belarus, Ukraine, and Russia have provided an unprece-
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dented stimulus and opportunity for reexamining and reassessing the

political history of the East Slavs. This paper has pointed to some of the

major questions, themes, and topics that apply in setting a new agenda

for the study of politics among the East Slavs.
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Less than a year after Stalin's death, Soviet and East European

newspapers published a lengthy text entitled "Theses on the Three-

Hundredth Anniversary of the Reunion of the Ukraine with Russia (1654-

1954): Approved by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union."’ The publication was a kind of summary of Ukrainian

history written from a teleological point of view. The entire history of

Ukraine before 1654 was interpreted as a preparation for the "reunion. . .of

the freedom-loving Ukrainian people...with the Russian people in a

single Russian state," and all history after that date was presented in

terms of a transition from the "friendship of the two great kindred

Slavonic peoples" to the "unbreakable friendship of the peoples of the

USSR." Although the "Theses on the Reunion" were to be accepted

without question by all Marxist historians, only in Ukraine were they

—

until recently—treated as unquestionable dogma, more weighty than the

pronouncements of Karl Marx and Vladimir Lenin.^

The "Theses on the Three-Hundredth Anniversary of the Reunion"

stressed repeatedly that "economic and cultural relations between the

Ukraine and Russia... helped to bring the two kindred peoples closer

together and had a beneficial influence on their cultures." After the

publication of the "Theses," study of the "cultural links" between

Russians and Ukrainians was officially declared to be one of the most

important tasks of Soviet Ukrainian scholars. Soviet Belarusian scholars

were charged with a parallel task. It is puzzling, then, that only two

extant comprehensive monographs devoted to cultural contacts of the

East Slavic nations during the early modern period of their history exist,

and that neither belongs to Soviet history.^ One, the magnum opus of

Kostiantyn Kharlampovych, Malorossiiskoe vliianie na velikorusskuiu
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tserkovnuiu zhizn' (volume 1; limited to the late seventeenth and first half

of the eighteenth centuries), was published in Kazan in 1914. The second,

a monograph by the British Slavist David Saunders, entitled The Ukrainian

Impact on Russian Culture, 1750-1850, appeared in Edmonton in 1985. Both

books are devoted to a later period, and both deal with the Ukrainian

influence on Russian culture. In the Soviet Union, the Russian influence

was consistently portrayed as beneficial, even charismatic, yet no one

tried to produce a solid, detailed study of this cultural interaction.

Propagandistic publications presented actual or imagined data about

cultural contacts only as "preconditions of the reunion" or as instances

of Russia's disinterested assistance to her Slavic brothers. Such rhetoric

accepted and repeated questionable information if it seemed vaguely to

conform to the official line. Only in a few areas of study could scholarly

standards be maintained. Popular among scholars in Ukraine, for

example, were topics connected with the activity of the pershodrukar ("first

printer") Ivan Fedorov (Fedorovych) in Ukraine and Belarus. Ideological

authorities favoured these because the outstanding contributions of this

Muscovite emigre to Ukraine's cultural development were undeniable.'^

In describing the background of Fedorov's activities, several Ukrainian

historians used the topic to show the comparatively full cultural spectrum

that existed in Ukraine prior to Fedorov's arrival. This avenue of

circumventing censorship was initiated by the most respected West

Ukrainian historian, Ivan Krypiakevych. His short monograph Zviazky

Zakhidnoi Ukrainy z Rosiieiu do seredyny XVII st. (Kiev, 1953), its "ideologi-

cally correct" title notwithstanding, was replete with specific facts about

economic and cultural conditions in Western Ukraine. His model was

followed, with varying degrees of success, by several other historians.^

Soviet Russian historiography, which had much more freedom (at

least, in dealing with the history of inter-Slavic relations), evidenced small

interest in the cultures of Ukraine and Belarus and in the problem of

Russia's relations with them. The second half of the seventeenth and the

beginning of the eighteenth centuries were the only period for which

considerable Ukrainian and Belarusian influence was acknowledged. The

balanced monograph of Mikhail Dmitriev on Reformation movements in

Ukraine and Belarus may signal a change in this regard.^ The exhaustive

studies of Orthodox canon law by laroslav Shchapov also take into

consideration ecclesiastical and cultural contacts among the East Slavic

nations. Until recently, contacts between Ukraine and Russia were

represented mainly as a bilateral process, not only in general courses and

textbooks, but also in scholarly monographs. The same applies to studies

of relations between Belarus and Russia. The broader context of these

contacts was more often declared than explored.
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The objective of this paper is to discuss some aspects of East

European cultural geography that can illuminate the background of inter-

Slavic cultural relations from the late fifteenth through the early

eighteenth century. The concept of cultural circles (Kulturkreise), which

until recently was readily dismissed by Soviet historians, is useful in this

respect.

Until the end of the seventeenth century, the character of Russian

culture was determined by its belonging to the realm of Eastern Orthodox

Christianity in its specific post-Byzantine variant. Ukrainian and

Belarusian culture, in contrast, began much earlier to attain a special

character, with influences from both the Eastern and the Western

Christian world. Outer expressions of this were the comparatively swifter

"Westernization" of Kievan Orthodoxy and, later, the appearance of the

Byzantine-rite Catholic church. As a result, in some important cultural

areas Ukraine and Belarus remained in the post-Byzantine Orthodox

tradition, alongside Russia, the South Slavic nations, Romania, and

Greece, while in other respects Ukrainian and Belarusian culture were

determined by contacts with Catholic and later also Protestant commun-
ities. The situation was made more complex by influences from Oriental

cultures and, in the case of Russia, by contacts with the aboriginal

peoples of Northern Europe and Asia. These contacts (which were

especially evident in popular culture) will not be discussed in detail here,

but it is essential at least to point out their importance as channels of

cultural exchange.

Until the mid-seventeenth century, links between Ukrainians and

Belarusians remained so close that in many respects their cultures were

inseparable. Both Ukrainian and Belarusian authors contributed to the

development of a "plain Ruthenian language" {prosta ruska mova), which

functioned as the Middle Ukrainian literary language in Ukraine and as

the Middle Belarusian literary language in Belarus and Lithuania. Among
educated society in both Ukraine and Belarus there existed elements of

a common Ruthenian ethnic and cultural identity. In modern scholarly

usage it is perhaps most correct to reserve the term "Ruthenian" to refer

to those phenomena that were common to both Ukrainians and Bela-

rusians during the medieval and early modern periods of their histories.

For example, the name "Ruthenian church" is rightly ascribed to the

Metropolitanate of Kiev, to which both the Ukrainian and Belarusian

territories belonged.

Initially, Belarus took a leading part in the common cultural area, as

evidenced by the pioneering activities of Francis Skoryna (Franciscus

Scorina de Poloczko Ruthenus) and of Belarusian cultural centres in

Vilnius, Navahradak, and elsewhere.^ Only later was a leading role
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assumed by Ukrainian educational centres in Ostrih, Lviv, and Kiev. In

the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, differences between

Ukrainian and Belarusian cultures existed mostly on the level of popular

culture and spoken language. Among other factors, the transfer of most

of Ukraine from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania to the Polish Kingdom
and the emergence of the Ukrainian Cossack tradition contributed to the

further divergence of these two cultures (despite the fact that many
Belarusians were active in the Cossack movement).

Ukrainians and Belarusians, together with Poles, Lithuanians, and, to

a lesser degree, other ethnic minorities (mainly Germans, Jews, and

Armenians), contributed to the emergence of a common cultural heritage

in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. That culture is often referred to

simply as Polish, but it was multinational in character and only with time

did it become polonized, ideologically and to some degree linguistically.®

The Commonwealth's culture shared in many of Europe's cultural move-

ments, including humanism, the Protestant Reformation, the Catholic

Counter-Reformation, and the Baroque movement in the arts and

literature. The influence of the multinational Commonwealth as a whole

on neighbouring countries—Russia, Romania, and Hungary—was

perhaps even more important than the influence of any one constituent

part of that Commonwealth.

Attention to the Western-oriented aspects of Ukrainian and Belarusian

cultures provides a general perspective for speaking about their Eastern

contacts. The concept of Slavia Orthodoxa as a supranational spiritual

community, most clearly formulated by Riccardo Picchio, has been

readily accepted by most Slavists studying medieval and early modern
literature. Of course, it is understood that Orthodox Slavdom was only

part of the broader spectrum of Byzantine and post-Byzantine (so-called

Byzance and apres Byzance) culture. The term "Slavia" needs more precise

definition, because not only Slavic peoples but also Romanians wrote and

spoke Slavic languages (i.e.. Church Slavonic, Middle Ukrainian, and

Middle Bulgarian) in literature and administration. The word "Ortho-

doxa" is also imprecise, for Catholics of the Eastern Rite retained not only

the Slavonic liturgy, but also Byzantine traditions in theology, ecclesi-

astical organization, architecture, painting, and music. The entire activity

of the Eastern Christian churches in Europe can be defined as a sphere

in which Cyrillo-Methodian traditions remained alive in church life and

in all cultural activities connected with the church. Literary genres and

artistic styles described as belonging to the Old Rus' culture were, in

many cases, characteristic of that sphere. It should be added that the

second South Slavic influence, which affected (although to various

degrees) the entire East Slavic region, contributed considerably to the
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cultural uniformity of Orthodox Slavdom.

Slavia Orthodoxa was divided into two realms, that of the South Slavs

and that of the East Slavs. Each of the three East Slavic peoples emerged

mainly as a result of the consolidation of several tribes or, rather, tribal

unions. Forerunners of the Ukrainians were such early Slavic ethnic

groups as the Polianians, Severianians, Dulibians, Ulychians, Tivertsians,

Derevlianians, and, probably, the Eastern Croats. At the same time, the

culture of all East Slavs acquired some common features within the

framework of the Kievan Rus' state. The Kiev metropolitanate, which

remained the East Slavs' only religious centre until the early fourteenth

century, contributed to the uniformity of church organization. The

heritage of Kievan Rus' is erroneously referred to as "Russian" by

historians who remain under the influence of the so-called traditional

scheme of Russian history. Even today many historians underestimate the

degree to which the many distinctive features of Belarusian, Russian, and

Ukrainian culture had their beginnings during the Kievan Rus' period.

Some of these features became evident even earlier.^

The direction of cultural links in the late medieval and early modern

periods was determined not only by cultural traditions, but also, no less

importantly, by the political situation in Eastern Europe. Early modern
Russian culture developed under the protection of the independent state

known as Muscovy. Although its cultural relations with East and West

never ceased, the Muscovite state's ideological policy called for cultural

isolation. In contrast, Ukrainians and Belarusians were deprived of

statehood. Although the vast majority of them were Orthodox Christians,

the Ukrainian and Belarusian nobility gradually converted to the Roman
Catholicism of the hegemonic Polish culture and consequently, over time,

became polonized. Burghers, Cossacks, and nobles who remained Ortho-

dox considered the maintenance of their "fathers' faith" crucial for

preserving their religious and ethnic identity. Cultural contacts within the

Slavia Orthodoxa helped to defend the cultural heritage that was associ-

ated with the golden age of the Rus' nation.

Inter-Slavic and inter-Orthodox relations were symbiotic. In the

Eastern Orthodox world, the only independent country was Russia. The
small duchies of Moldavia (Voloshchyna, or the Volokh land) and
Wallachia (Mutenia, Multany, Tara Romaneasca) remained semi-

independent. Naturally enough, in countries where Orthodox Christianity

was persecuted (or humiliated), the Orthodox clergy regarded the

Orthodox rulers of other countries as their protectors. For these rulers,

rendering support to their coreligionists living in heterodox states was
not only the fulfillment of their Christian duty, but also a tool of state

policy. During the Polish and Swedish interventions in Russia at the
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beginning of the seventeenth century. Orthodoxy provided the ideological

justification for the patriotic movement. Very soon afterwards, however,

the "defence of Orthodoxy" began to serve as a slogan justifying the

expansionist policy of the Russian tsars. The worsening condition of

Orthodoxy under non-Orthodox administrations provoked the emergence

of political forces seeking the protection of Orthodox monarchs or even

the full domination of these monarchs over them. In most cases, the

common identity of faith was the basis of such movements, rather than

the movements' "external manifestation," as some Soviet historians have

suggested. Several Ukrainian religious confraternities, including the

influential ones at Lviv and Kiev, initiated contacts with Muscovy in an

effort to counterbalance Polish domination. At the same time, some

hierarchs and other public figures oscillated between subordination to the

Polish Crown and sympathy to Orthodox Muscovy. Their contradictory

declarations of loyalty confuse contemporary historians, who are inclined

to take at face value declarations that are in agreement with established

scholarly concepts. What is not taken into consideration is the fact that in

many cases, contacts with Muscovite authorities helped Ukrainian Ortho-

dox public figures to exert political pressure on Polish authorities—or, at

least, to enhance their political prestige.

During the initial stages, cultural contacts within Slavia Orthodoxa

developed mostly in the religious sphere, whereas the contacts of

Orthodox peoples with the Western cultural heritage were more extensive

in the secular domain. The circulation of manuscripts, icons, and various

artifacts between Ukraine, Belarus, and Russia occurred as part of the

circulation of such items throughout all Slavia Orthodoxa. The majority of

circulating manuscripts were liturgical books, but another important

component of the exchange was canonical and apocryphal religious

literature, sermons, and hagiography. Original literature including

chronicles, letters, and secular texts of a practical nature was less

frequent, but was nonetheless interesting as evidence of cultural

creativity. What traditional texts were exchanged was determined mostly

by the activities of monasteries, bishoprics, and other ecclesiastical

structures. The same can be said about the exchange in the field of

religious art. Although church architecture developed independently on

the whole, the export of icons from Muscovy to other Orthodox countries

represented an area of important interchange.

Cultural contacts in the secular sphere developed mostly in the

context of economic and political relations. Recent studies suggest that

some linguistic parallels reflect the character of such cultural contacts. For

example, the Russian word gosudarstvo (from gosiidar) derives from the

Ruthenian hospodarstvo (from hospodar). In turn, the title of the grand
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dukes of Lithuania, hosudar i dedic, probably derived from the identical

titles of the princes of Galicia and Volhynia (dominus et heres, or hospodar

i dedic)d^ The study of cross-influences in the spheres of public adminis-

tration, law, and manners and customs is only in the initial stages.

Cultural exchange between Russia and the Orthodox territories of the

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth received new impetus from intellec-

tuals who fled from persecution in Muscovy to comparative freedom in

Belarus, Lithuania, and Ukraine. Examples include Starets Artemii in |554

or 1555, a group of Muscovite heretics in the late 1550s, and Prince

Andrei Kurbsky in the mid-1560s. These people contributed to the

popularity of works by Maksim Grek and writers of his circle. The

Muscovite emigre Ivan Fedorov was instrumental in establishing the first

printing shops in the Ukrainian centres of Lviv and Ostrih.

Changes in cultural patterns contributed to the appearance of new
forms of cultural contacts and to the narrowing of the gap between

religious and secular cultures. In Ukraine and Belarus the process began

much earlier than in Russia. Initially, Latin-oriented and traditional

cultures developed mostly along parallel lines. The reciprocal modi-

fication of the two traditions facilitated their coexistence and, to some

degree, mutual tolerance, in a milieu where East and West met. The main

problem was how to adapt traditional cultural values to new social and

cultural trends. That was undertaken in the framework of new insti-

tutions such as confraternities and the humanist schools. The first

establishment that set out to synthesize the local, mostly religious, Slavo-

Byzantine tradition with Western secular and religious cultural trends

was the Ostrih Academy, founded in 1577 or 1578. The first trilingual,

"Greek-Latin-Slavonic" school was created there. Its very name reflected

not only the languages to be studied there, but also the more general

tendency to combine native culture with the Greek and Latin cultural

heritages. Later that orientation was adopted by the Kiev Mohyla

collegium, and through that avenue the concept of “Greek-Latin-Slavonic"

learning made its way to Moscow.

Whereas the Ostrih Academy and the confraternity schools initiated

the movement toward combining post-Byzantine and Western cultural

models, Peter Mohyla and his circle not only firmly accepted Western

educational patterns, but also implanted into Orthodox theology some
important elements of Catholic thought. As Aleksander Naumov has

rightly pointed out, of less consequence is the degree to which pure

Orthodoxy was contaminated: most important is the fact that the

adaptation of tradition to the new reality was the only way to survive

while preserving links with traditional culture.

In Muscovy, the Westernization of Ukrainian Orthodoxy was watched
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with suspicion as long as the cultural orientation of the tsars' state was

determined almost exclusively by conservative circles. Later, when pro-

modernization trends took a firmer hold in Russia, the attitude toward

Ukrainian and Belarusian innovations became more sympathetic. The

direct contacts of Russians with Catholics and Protestants were instru-

mental in promoting the slow process of cultural secularization. In

religious affairs, innovations were more palatable when introduced not

directly, but through the intermediacy of Ukrainians and Belarusians who
had already modified foreign cultural models and adapted them to

Orthodox traditions in some degree. Of course, the secular and the

religious spheres cannot be neatly separated, and in both areas, direct as

well as mediated contacts were in evidence.

The contacts of Ukraine and Belarus with Russia have some

typological similarities with their Moldavian contacts. In the early period

of its history, the Moldavian principality inherited some social and

political institutions and cultural models from the Galician-Volhynian

principality. The Middle Ukrainian language of Moldavia's charters was

a continuation of the language of West Ukrainian administrative acts.

Ukrainian manuscripts penetrated into Moldavia, and the code of ecclesi-

astical law used there and in other Romanian lands was accepted from

Volhynia. Later, the situation was reversed: the Moldavian princes

(hospodars) assumed the role of protectors of West Ukrainian church

institutions. The ornamented manuscripts produced in Moldavian

scriptoria became very popular in Ukraine. The influences of Balkan

stylistic trends in art and literature often reached Ukraine through

Moldavia. At the same time, Ukraine continued to play the role of

intermediary in the advancement of Western influences in Moldavia.

In the second half of the seventeenth century, cultural exchange

between Russia and Ukraine became more regular. Although the Moscow
patriarchate eventually subordinated the Orthodox church in Left-Bank

Ukraine, cultural leadership remained in the hands of the Ukrainian

clergy. The Kiev Mohyla collegium exerted a tremendous influence on

ecclesiastical life and the educational system in Russia. Only some aspects

of this influence have been studied in detail—among them, academic

courses in rhetoric and poetics and school theatre. The activities in

Russia of Symeon Polotsky, Teofan Prokopovych, Stefan lavorsky and

their numerous followers contributed to the dissemination of Kievan

cultural achievements. These scholars acted through the official structures

of the Russian state and Orthodox church. No less important were in-

fluences on ordinary society, including the lower clergy. Official circles

invited contemporary Ukrainian scholars and educators to work in

Russia. The Old Believers, on the other hand, turned to the heritage of
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the Ukrainian and Belarusian thinkers of the former period, such as

Stefan Zyzanii, Ivan Vyshensky, and Zakharii Kopystensky,’^ as is

evident from numerous copies and translations of their works.

During the late seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries, the cultural

map of Eastern Europe changed dramatically. Russia's upper classes were

Westernized almost forcibly through the policies of Peter I. Left-Bank

Ukraine gradually succumbed to russification by the Russian government,

including the subordination of the Kiev metropolitanate to the Moscow
patriarchate, ukases (issued in the 1720s) forbidding Ukrainian publishers

to print anything that differed from Russian publications, and the

centralization measures of Catherine II and her administration. In Right-

Bank Ukraine and Belarus the nobility was eventually polonized, and the

Ruthenian language gave way to Polish in many spheres of public life

and culture. Nevertheless, the Kiev Mohyla collegium continued to

influence the development of culture in all of Ukraine and in parts of

Belarus. Many teachers were an important channel between the humanist

culture of the educated clergy and the folk culture of the peasants, the

Cossacks, and most of the burghers. The existence of the autonomous

Ukrainian Hetmanate and the acceptance of the Cossack tradition

throughout Ukraine contributed to the further development of distinctive

features in Ukrainian culture as compared with Belarusian culture.

Ukrainians, especially those from the Hetmanate, became known in the

West as the Cossack nation. On the other hand, not only Ukrainians, but

also Belarusians were involved in cultural activities in Russia. Many
Ukrainians and Belarusians were instrumental in promoting Petrine

reforms.

Most Russian historians of pro-Western orientation have evaluated

the Ukrainian and Belarusian impact on seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century Russian culture very positively. Other Russian scholars, especially

those with Euro-Asian or neo-Slavophile connections, considered

Ukrainian and Belarusian influences to have been disastrous for the

identity of "Holy Russia." For example, Georges Florovsky wrote that

"Mohyla's internal toxin" was "even more dangerous than the union with

Roman Catholicism." He condemned Stefan lavorsky, Dymytrii Tuptalo,

and other clerics educated in Kiev not only for their acceptance of

Catholic theological ideas and Latin language, but also for their affinity

to the European Baroque. Consequently, Florovsky deplored the fact that,

in Prince Trubetskoi's words, the culture of post-Petrine Russia was in

many respects "a continuation not of the Muscovite tradition, but of the

Kievan cultural circle."

If Russian historiography is divided on this point, Ukrainian and

Belarusian historians are united in their enthusiasm for the role played
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by Ukrainians and Belarusians in the "Europeanization of Russia." In

most cases they underestimate the extent to which the Ukrainian

influence on Russian culture facilitated subsequent Russification. The

Ukrainian and Belarusian cultures became most vulnerable to Russi-

fication once their cultural development lost momentum owing to most

unfavourable political conditions. The imperial discrimination against

Ukrainian and Belarusian cultures was devastating not only in its direct

effects, but also because it provoked cultural isolation and populist

provincialism in the cultural life of the submerged nations. As far as

Russian culture was concerned, the abyss between popular and elite

cultural life contributed to the superficiality of the "Westernization"

process.

Despite differences in speed and form, all East European nations

were involved in general European trends. In most of Europe, the

movement toward secularization of culture became unmistakable begin-

ning with the last decades of the eighteenth century. Change was so

profound that the late 1800s had much more in common with the next

century than with the immediately preceding years of its own. The

benefits of cultural change were argued by exaggerating the dark side of

the pre-reform situation. Thus, the secularization of culture was often

accompanied by a depreciation of the non-secular culture that preceded

it. Nineteenth century rationalists continued to be influenced by such

concepts, which sowed the ground for the quasi-rational condemnation

of religious culture after the 1917 revolution. Under the ideological

pressure of official Soviet atheism, this attitude reached virtually

grotesque forms. The current revival of interest in national heritage has

also brought a tendency to idealize all old cultural traditions.

The development of secular culture in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries led to the break of continuity in cultural develop-

ment of social elites. Initially, no abrupt break occurred on the level of

popular culture among the peasants nor among the traditionalist

burghers. Subsequently, the situation was reversed. Peasant culture

gradually began to lose its organic links with medieval traditions,

whereas the resuscitation of those traditions was taken up by intellec-

tuals. The modern generation values the traditional culture as possessing

not only theoretical, but also practical importance.

Unfortunately, studies of Slavic cultures and of inter-Slavic cultural

contacts have too often been influenced by political or ideological

factors.’® It is perhaps appropriate to conclude these sketchy remarks by

expressing the hope that in the future, historians of East Slavic culture

will be able to carry out their research without such hindrances.
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18. Since ideological stereotypes are deeply rooted, it would be useful to think
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The Religious Programme of the

Union of Brest in the Context of

the Counter-Reformation in

Eastern Europe

Mikhail Dmitriev

The history of the Union of Brest, relations between Catholicism and

Orthodoxy preceding the conclusion of that union, the policy of the pope

and the Polish state toward Orthodox believers, the history of the Uniate

church and its role in the political and cultural development of national

self-consciousness—these are topics that continue to spark heated

discussion and debate.

The reasons for lengthy discussions of the history of the Union of

Brest are clear, for the issue bears directly on national relations. The

history of the Uniate church encompasses a great many dramatic pages,

of which the most complex are those written in the twentieth century.

Scholars who study the movement must, therefore, constantly strive for

objectivity.

There are two important sets of questions concerning the history of

Orthodox and Slavic relations in the fifteenth to the sixteenth century and

the history of the Union of Brest. The union was concluded in 1596,

during a time of fierce struggle between the Reformation and the

Counter-Reformation in Europe. What, then, is the link between the

Union of Brest and the emergence of the Uniate church, on the one hand,

and the Reformation and Counter-Reformation, on the other? Why did

previous efforts to restore Catholic and Orthodox unity fail? The second

set of questions concerns the Uniate programme per se. What were the

Uniates striving for? What exactly did they intend to accomplish? How
successful were they in realizing their programme?

Relations between Orthodoxy and Catholicism took shape in the East

Slavic world during the eleventh to the fifteenth century (i.e., the period
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between the baptism of Kievan Rus' and the unions of Florence and

Brest). It was long believed that these relations were consistently marked

by deep animosity. Frequent references were made to sharp, unfair

Orthodox attacks on Catholics and to the Latin world's profound

contempt for the East Slavs. In recent times, however, it has become clear

that until the fourteenth century, at least, the attitude toward Latins in

the East Slavic world was far from being as hostile as traditionally

believed.^ The Greek clergy who came to Rus' tried to engender hatred

for the Latin West among members of the local society. Greek writings

that abounded in insults to Catholics and the most absurd accusations

were translated into Church Slavonic. Today we know that such hatred

of the Roman church was not shared by the majority of East Slavic clergy

nor by other strata of society. It was only in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries that a wave of Latinophobia began to mount. Then the pheno-

menon was linked to the development of religious and national con-

sciousness, on the one hand, and to political conflicts, on the other.

Relations between Catholic and Orthodox believers in the Grand

Duchy of Lithuania and the Kingdom of Poland, too, were certainly not

as hostile as some scholars have assumed.^ This is evident from attitudes

toward the Union of Florence (1439). Although that attempted reconcili-

ation did not take root deeply in the Ukrainian-Belarusian lands

(scholarly opinion differs as to why), it was not accorded a hostile

reception, nor did it lead to acute conflicts. An altogether different

situation existed in the Muscovite state, where Metropolitan Isidore, who
had concluded the union, was not only severely criticized, but

imprisoned and subsequently exiled to Rome. Although the Union of

Florence was decisively and irrevocably rejected by the Muscovite

authorities, they did not treat Catholics as enemies. In Russia, adherents

of the Roman church were viewed as dispassionately as before—that is,

as erring rivals rather than as heretics. Instances of cultural contact and

cooperation continued to occur.^

This situation prevailed until the late sixteenth century, when it

became evident that any attempt to conclude a universal, all-Christian

union was doomed to fail. The futility of such efforts became absolutely

clear to the papal legate, Antonio Possevino, following a visit to Moscow
during the reign of Ivan the Terrible. Possevino proposed abandonment

of the idea of a universal union for the time being. He urged, instead, the

conclusion of a regional union between Catholics and Orthodox in the

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which, by this time, included the

Polish, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Belarusian lands."^ That proposal was

implemented in 1596.

Was, then, the establishment of the Uniate church the result of the
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policies of the papacy and the Jesuit Order? By no means. If we look

attentively at the events that preceded the Union of Brest, we discover

that the initiative came from the Orthodox bishops of Ukraine and

Belarus, whereas the Jesuits played a far-from-major role in negotiations

for the union and the unification of the two churches.^

The Union of Brest was begotten by developments within Ukrainian

society and Belarusian society in the Commonwealth during the sixteenth

century. First, there occurred a deep crisis within the Orthodox church of

the Commonwealth, precipitated not so much by the pressure of Cathol-

icism on Orthodoxy as by society's increasing expectations vis-a-vis its

church and by its more sophisticated and strict religious requirements.^

The situation reflected the European-wide process that led to the

Reformation and to Catholic reform in Europe during the sixteenth

century.

Second, there was a need to curtail the dissemination of heresy and

Protestantism among the Orthodox faithful.^ Nearly all the documents

and writings that accompanied the conclusion of the Union of Brest

testify to the need to protect the Orthodox church from heretics.

Third, church-state relations became more complicated in the second

half of the sixteenth century. In 1589, Moscow established its own
patriarchate, an institution that could claim jursidiction over the Orthodox

church in the Commonwealth. Furthermore, although the patriarchs of

Constantinople were entirely dependent on Turkish sultans and utterly

unable to assist the Orthodox church in Ukraine or Belarus, they

intervened in its affairs. Church confraternities made up of laymen came

into existence among the Ukrainian and Belarusian Orthodox. They

secured broad autonomy and independence from local bishops by placing

themselves directly under the patriarch of Constantinople. Indeed, they

themselves sought to gain control over not only schools and printing

houses, but even the activities of local bishops. The Polish Catholic

church, having repelled the Protestant offensive, vigorously launched a

variety of activities and constantly worked to consolidate its influence in

the Orthodox regions of the Commonwealth. Contrary to the widespread

belief that the Union of Brest resulted from the polonization of Ukrainian

and Belarusian territories, it was actually conceived to stand in opposition

to the onslaught of Roman Catholicism, to ensure the independent

existence of the Ukrainian-Belarusian church, and to restore that church's

former role in Ukrainian-Belarusian society.

The fourth development was the growth in national-religious con-

sciousness among the Orthodox inhabitants of the Commonwealth during

the sixteenth century, especially its second half. That development

required appropriate changes in church life and practice.®
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Under pressure from all these circumstances, and after consultations

with representatives of the Catholic hierarchy, the Orthodox bishops, led

by Ipatii Potii and Kyrylo Terletsky, approached Rome with the request

that the union be concluded. Instead of the expected outcome—reconcili-

ation of Orthodox and Catholics—or concerted work to overcome the

crisis in the church, the union produced the completely opposite result:

a heightening of national-religious conflicts in the Commonwealth. To

some extent, then, its conclusion contributed to the upheavals that took

place in the middle of the seventeenth century.

The first question posed at the beginning of this article concerned the

link between the Union of Brest and the European Counter-Reformation.

The Union of Brest was not the continuation of the unionizing tendencies

of medieval European Christianity, but the product of a special stage in

the history of Christianity in Europe, including the history of the

Orthodox church. The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are rightly

characterized as the epoch of the Reformation and the Counter-Reforma-

tion, but that is hardly a formal definition. The Reformation and the

Counter-Reformation resulted in a deep transformation of Western

Christianity, a process to which Roman Catholicism contributed no less

than Protestantism.

The connection between the Union of Brest and the papacy's Counter-

Reformation policy in Eastern Europe is, today, clear enough. From the

end of the sixteenth century, the papacy undertook a series of actions to

bring under submission to Rome the churches of the Christian East,

including those of the Balkan and East Slavic region.^ The connection

between the Union of 1596 and other aspects of the European Counter-

Reformation remains unclear, however. In particular, the connection

between the Union of Brest and the cultural-historical and ideological

aspects of the European Counter-Reformation has received very little

study.

That issue turns our attention to the nature and character of the

Counter-Reformation in Europe and, particularly, in the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth in the second half of the sixteenth and the first half of

the seventeenth century. What significance should we attribute to the

Counter-Reformation movement and the Counter-Reformation in general?

Among Soviet scholars, the Counter-Reformation was characterized most

often as a Catholic reaction to or fierce offensive against the reform

movement and as the appropriate policy of the papal curia, embodied

most vividly in the activities of the Jesuits and the measures taken to

implement the decisions proclaimed by the Council of Trent. The In-

quisition, the Index of Prohibited Books, militant monastic orders with
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"Jesus' hosts" at their head, pervasive violence combined with perfidious

political intrigue—these were viewed as the main weapons of the

Counter-Reformation. Such an interpretation of the Counter-Reformation

is both one-sided and inconsistent with Western historiography. The

Counter-Reformation was by no means a marginal episode in the history

of Europe. It played a vast role in the historical development of European

society. Particularly significant was its influence on social development

in the countries of Eastern Europe, including the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth, comprising Polish, Lithuanian, Ukrainian, and Bela-

rusian lands.

Can the Counter-Reformation be equated with a Catholic reaction? If

that reaction is taken to mean a return to the medieval forms of

Catholicism, the equation is not valid. Although different from humanism

and Protestantism, the Counter-Reformation responded to the same call

for religious renewal as the humanists and reformers, albeit in its own
way. The Counter-Reformation was not merely a negation, but rather a

surmounting of Protestantism and humanism: it preserved and assimi-

lated much of what those two movements had achieved. This was

expressed in the Counter-Reformation's administrative and political

programmes, in its educational, artistic, and intellectual activities, and in

the renovation of cults and beliefs reinvigorated by the decisions of the

Council of Trent. It is a paradox that the Counter-Reformation achieved

the renewal of Catholicism without sacrificing any of the latter's dogmas,

rites, or institutions. Note the conservative spirit of all the decisions made
at Trent, which did not make a single concession to the Protestants or

reformers.

New religious requirements were satisfied along traditional lines,

without the destruction of existing cults or organizational structures. The

Counter-Reformation breathed new life into the old cults of saints,

created new ones, and filled sacraments and rituals with a content new
to believers. To a certain extent, it bridged the gap between popular and

institutional Christianity by organizing regular preaching, pursuing

missionary work, and encouraging the study of scripture. It created a

network of schools and colleges, adapted itself to the new intellectual and

aesthetic climate created by Baroque culture, and responded in its own
way to the contradictions of the time. The result was a Catholicism

renovated and strengthened in all its aspects.

Polish Catholicism, along with European Catholicism, acquired a

special character and a new image.’° Its characteristic features were

internal discipline, integration, political influence, material power, and

expressiveness through use of the artistic media of Baroque culture. With

the help of resplendent processions, religious pilgrimages, and the
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rejuvenated cults of icons and relics, the Jesuits were able to "conquer the

soul of man through his eyes." Also, certain unique features were

acquired by Polish Catholicism as a whole and by its new local variants,

as regional characteristics continued to develop in the separate lands of

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The latter was achieved through

use of the resources of popular culture (i.e., local religious holy days,

local folklore, local cults of saints, etc.). Finally, we can point to the social

conformism of post-Tridentine Polish Catholicism, which quickly adapted

itself to the peculiarities of the Polish gentry's political culture and social

views, without losing contact with popular moods and ideas.

_ The means by which Catholicism prevailed over the Reformation in

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and secured a practical monopoly

in society did not exclude methods of direct coercion (political, judicial,

administrative), fanaticism, pogroms, and the manipulation of mob anger

and hatred. Promoting the influence of Catholicism on the body politic

was not, however, confined solely to these phenomena. We must also

keep other factors in mind: the creation of a new system of education and

of a network of specialized educational establishments; broad reliance on

written propaganda; peaceful missionary activity; daily dissemination of

scripture; renewal of parish life; and the education of a new clergy more

disciplined and responsible than their fifteenth- and sixteenth-century

predecessors. In other words, victory was secured largely through peace-

ful, non-violent tactics and relatively honest rivalry with Protestantism,

although the power of the state could be brought to bear when necessary.

The Commonwealth's Diet guaranteed certain conditions of religious

tolerance that made it impossible to rely on violence alone.

The Counter-Reformation was thus a distinct epoch in the develop-

ment of the Commonwealth that did not abdicate many achievements of

the preceding period but reworked them in conformity with its own aims

and programme. The Union of Brest was doubtless a product of the

papal, the Polish, and the Ukrainian-Belarusian Counter-Reformations. If

we regard the union as something broader and deeper than a Catholic

reaction (i.e., as a regional variant of the Counter-Reformation that

occurred among the Ukrainian and Belarusian peoples), it can be seen in

a somewhat different light than that of traditional historiography. Even

in the eyes of the Latin hierarchs, the Jesuits, and the Polish Catholics, the

idea of the union was not reducible to the subordination of the Orthodox

church. Among the initiators and promoters of the union among Eastern

Christians, this goal was even less important.

What, specifically, was the Uniate programme? There were, in fact,

several programmes for church union. Konstantyn Ostrozky had one

vision, Ipatii Potii another, and Kyrylo Terletsky a third. Today, it is
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apparent that the early Uniate leaders (i.e., those of the late sixteenth and

early seventeenth centuries) did not stand aloof from the religious and

social questions of their time. To a certain extent, owing to the Latin

school system, they were familiar with humanism, Protestantism, ancient

culture, and Renaissance philosophy.

What did the Uniates view as their main religious-cultural task? It is

usually presumed that their primary aim was to achieve rapprochement

between, if not the full merger of. Orthodoxy and Roman Catholicism. At

some stages in the history of the Uniate movement, and for some groups

of the Uniate clergy, that may indeed have been perceived as the main

task. But there was more to the Uniate programme. Like the Counter-

Reformation throughout Europe as a whole, the Uniate movement

endeavoured to consummate the Christianization of the rural population.

This is well illustrated in a seventeenth-century manuscript containing an

extensive address to its readers, i.e., the clergy. It sets out to list—with

reference to decisions taken at the Council of Trent—the eight duties of

the parish priest: (1) to be present in his parish at all times; (2) to conduct

church services if not daily, then at least on Sundays and holy days, and

to see to it that on each occasion all parishioners attended; (3) "to explain

God's word to the people" on Sundays and holy days; (4) to administer

the sacraments not only when required by canon law, but also in

accordance with the needs of the people; (5) to be a good role model for

his flock; (6) to be a guardian of the poor and underprivileged and to

care for them; (7) to visit the poor and the sick and to provide them with

the sacraments; (8) to see to it astutely that, at least once a year, the

faithful participated in confession and communion. If any parishioners

grossly violated the final charge, they were to be punished or sent to the

bishop. In another section, the same text states that a priest must

constantly interpret for his parishioners the basic dogmas of the Christian

faith, above all, the doctrine of the Trinity.”

The need for priests to perform such duties was enormous. According

to Lev Krevza, during the 1630s in the Siverianian land there were only

thirty priests for every one hundred churches, so that many infants

remained unbaptized and many people died without receiving the last

sacraments. Today, of course, we can scarcely say to what extent the

Ukrainian and Belarusian population was Christianized by the seven-

teenth century, or determine what the Uniates contributed to the process.

To judge from European analogies concerning the extent of Christian-

ization among the masses, however, even the most pessimistic appraisal

seems plausible.^^

The urgency that the Uniates attached to freeing the church from

secular control cannot be overemphasized. Lev Krevza's viewpoint is
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typical in this respect. He believed that the situation of the Orthodox

clergy in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was worse than in

Muscovy and even worse than in Constantinople. In those places, the

grand prince and the sultan interfered in church affairs, whereas "in our

parts, every estate owner who has a priest on his land lords over him as

he sees fit and even compels the priest to work for him. And some of

them are so much obsessed by godless boldness that they may punish a

priest for disobedience. Even in questions of divine service, he demands
obedience, and if something is done without his permission, it is declared

invalid."’'^ Krevza's judgements were, perhaps, overstated, but we well

know from other sources how pitiful the position of the Orthodox clergy

was in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. In order to understand the

Uniate programme, we must remember that the Uniates strove not just

for privileges and Senate seats, but for consolidation of the clergy's social

position. The last goal alone reveals that to the Uniates, the problem was

not simply one of papal jurisdiction.

The Uniates strove to escape this crisis, to renovate and reform the

Orthodox church, and to place it on a firm organizational foundation

through closer ties with Rome. The old Soviet historiography, which saw

the Uniates as a handful of renegades who sold the Orthodox church for

thirty pieces of silver in exchange for seats in the Senate, adopted an a

priori explanation and refused to look at the main motives of the Uniates,

which were much more complex. Also, some Uniates did indeed adhere

to the idyllic, Campanellan dream of reunifying all Christianity.

The last observation is substantiated in the polemical writings of

Ipatii Potii.’^ He belonged to a group of Uniate ideologists who were

well educated, acquainted with sixteenth-century European religious

culture, and, apparently, had no selfish motives in taking up the Uniate

cause. Potii's programme for church union, although motivated by the

same desire to protect the church from heresy, is not identical to that of

the famous Jesuit leader of the Polish Counter-Reformation, Piotr Skarga.

Both Potii and Skarga argued the case for union on the premise of

combatting the "heresies" that were spreading throughout the Orthodox

territories of the Commonwealth. Why was unification with Rome neces-

sary in order to destroy heresy? Because, according to Potii, "there are

more heretics among the Greeks." The Orthodox church had proved

ineffectual in crushing the Reform movement on its own. If the Protes-

tants were to have their way in the Commonwealth, the Orthodox faithful

would fall under their heretical sway.’^ Hence, union with Rome could

save the Orthodox church from the Reformation. Characteristically, Potii

viewed the disagreements between Catholic and Orthodox in light of the

threat posed to Orthodoxy by the Reformation: historically, it was none
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other than the "heretics" who were responsible for the split in Christian-

ity, and now, at the end of the sixteenth century, it was none other than

these same "heretics" who were proclaiming the pope to be the anti-

Christ and denying the existence of purgatory7^ To the Protestants, the

differences between the Catholic and Orthodox faiths were inessential. In

the Protestants' view, both churches betrayed Christ's commands.^®

Therefore, according to Potii, the destruction of heresy and union with

Rome were interconnected.

The organizational and ideological crisis of the Orthodox church in

Ukraine and Belarus during the second half of the sixteenth century was

apparent to contemporaries—above all, to the Orthodox hierarchs. Potii

realized that Protestants and Catholics were fully justified in their

accusations that the Orthodox clergymen were ignorant, gain-seeking,

and indifferent to eccesiastical and pastoral needs. In his own view, the

Orthodox priests were neglecting their chief duty
—

"to take care of the

flock and to do everything for it, so that the wolves and other beasts do

not devour and pilfer it."^‘^ Yet the higher clergy, too, were wholly inert,

not caring for the salvation of their own souls, much less for the souls of

their flock. They did not care for the translating, transcribing, collecting,

or study of patristic books, nor did they read theological literature.

Instead, they submitted passively to secular authorities on ecclesiastical

questions. Potii appealed to the Orthodox hierarchs "to stave off wrong-

doing...by advice, teaching, and through their writings. He did not

hesitate to cite as an example the Protestants themselves, who used the

living word, printing presses, church synods, polemics, and church

services to convert people to their faith and to maintain order in their

church.^^ He called on the Orthodox clergy to deprive their opponents

of any cause to accuse the Rus' church of stupidity, ignorance, illiteracy,

and lack of teaching. That would require translation of biblical and
patristic texts into the vernacular, increasing the number of sources by
turning to Western models, and separating Orthodox books from heretical

texts (on the model of the papal Index of Prohibited Books ) For Potii,

church union was a means of outwitting the heretical "wolves" who were

carrying off victims from the Orthodox flock, of overcoming the internal

crisis of the church and the negligence of the clergy, of ensuring better

order and efficiency in the Orthodox church, and, finally, of freeing it

from the dictates of secular authorities.^^

Unlike Skarga, Potii did not conceive a union as a cardinal reor-

ganization of internal church traditions and rites. Although Potii agreed

with papal authority, the doctrine of purgatory, the Catholic dogma con-

cerning the procession of the Holy Spirit, and the need to free the clergy

from secular control, he disagreed with Skarga's demands for the renun-
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ciation of the Slavonic liturgy, for the adoption of universal celibacy

among the clergy, and for the introduction of Latin liturgical rites.^'^

Whereas Skarga's programme called for universal religious-cultural

unity, Potii refused to support any such idea3^ It was not his task to

justify or defend the pope from reproach, Potii maintained: that was the

task of Catholic scholars3^ He emphasized the distance separating the

Uniates from the papal throne and withheld any expression of approval

for the pope's unlimited authority over patriarchs, bishops, archbishops,

synods, tsars, and princes. He insisted that contemporary popes had no

more authority than God, the saints, or their predecessors on the papal

throne. Whereas Skarga gave little attention to Orthodox worship, Potii

devoted considerable attention to the matter: Skarga drew from Latin

writings on the subject, whereas Potii deliberately relied on Greek

patristic sources. Potii perceived obstacles to the union in questions

concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit, purgatory, papal supremacy,

and the Gregorian calendar: he proposed that in the creed, the procession

of the Holy Spirit be described as "through the son" (per filiiim) rather

than "from the son" {filioque) in an attempt to strike a compromise

between the Orthodox and Catholic positions. He also saw other funda-

mental obstacles. He strove to emphasize that the pope was humble in

relation to God and heaven, and did not prohibit the invocation of saints

through prayers. He insisted on the veneration of icons in the churches,

and said that he himself revered "as many saints in heaven as there are

sculptures and painted icons on earth. The last statement reflects

Potii's desire to combine Catholic religious customs with Orthodox

tradition, in contrast to Skarga, who tended to level them.

Compromise was especially evident in Potii's accommodation of the

Catholic doctrine of purgatory with Orthodox teachings. In his view, the

widespread Orthodox custom of offering prayers for the departed had no

meaning if the existence of purgatory was denied: in reality, purgatory

is identical with "what our people call suffering (mytarstvo; Potii's

emphasis)."^® Thus, Potii's programme for church unification, which

fully respected the Eastern tradition, can hardly be identified with

Skarga's levelling approach.

In style and poetic language, Potii's polemical writings reflect

Ukrainian literature's early Baroque tendencies. They also clearly

reveal the influences of the humanist education cultivated in Latin

schools of the period. Potii liked to quote the "famous poet Homer,"'*”

to chide his opponents for their ignorance of Cato's works, to recall

Pindar, Sappho, and Demosthenes, to cite Plato and Aristotle, and to

quote from Latin proverbs and from Aesop's fables.^’ He lauded Latin,

not as the language of divine service, but as the language of European
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education.^^ For Potii, the sign of a Christian man's piety was his ability

to explain contradictions in patristic texts by comparing them.^^ There

is evidence of individualism in the Antyryzys and several of his other

works. For Potii, the union was not simply passive submission to the

Roman church, but a bold, personal act requiring energy, responsibility,

fearlessness, unselfishness, and prowess. He declared that it was not gain-

seeking that prompted him to take up the Uniate cause, and his

biography gives us reason to believe him.^^ It was a sense of duty that

turned him into "a pillar of support for the union" (as 1. N. Golenish-

chev-Kutuzov put it):^^ "With love for the souls of the innocent,

redeemed by the blood of Christ our God, for which, as the pastor having

them in my care, I must give strict account, and it does not befit me to

leave them, and as long as I live in this world 1 must discharge my duty

insofar as I can."^^ Potii sincerely adhered to the principle "Talent is

given to each so that, working hard, he may multiply his salvation.

These words echo the humanists' principle of personal self-assertion (i.e.,

virtii) and the need to serve an ultimate purpose. In arguing for

ecclesiastical unity, Potii appealed not to the medieval conception of

papal omnipotence, but to the experience of the Council of Florence and

to the testimony of Bessarion of Nicaea, the Greek humanist who was a

central figure at the council. Potii referred to Bessarion' s famous

Dogmatics, a text acknowledged to be one of the period's most vivid

humanist works.

We may not choose to describe Potii as a religiously tolerant

apologist—indeed, many of his works are imbued with intolerance.

However, we cannot deny the irenic qualities of his works, especially the

way he substantiated the ideal of union by interpreting it as "brotherly

grace and unity." We should also note one interesting nuance of Potii's

polemical reply to the "Ostroh cleric." His warm applause for those who
travelled to Western Europe for education and out of curiosity ("who

travel around the world in order to see good things and to learn what is

worth learning" undoubtedly echoed the humanist joy in "discovering

the world" and a craving for new ideas.

Humanist traditions were not absent in the works of Ipatii Potii and

other Uniate writers. Even the tendency to extremes, so profuse in Potii's

works, was part of Renaissance and Baroque stylistics.^*^ Of course, one

example hardly suffices to document the spread of humanist ideas among
the Uniate polemicists. However, the foregoing should prompt us to

consider that the literature of the Uniate camp, like that of their Orthodox

opponents, whose attachment to the humanist tradition is unquestioned,

could indeed have served as a channel between Renaissance humanism
and the Ukrainian and Belarusian Baroque.
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The Counter-Reformation nature of the Union of Brest of 1596 and of

the Uniate movement as a religious-social phenomenon lay not only in

the link they established between the papacy and the Orthodox lands of

Ukraine and Belarus. No less importantly, they resulted from attempts by

the Orthodox and Catholic hierarchies to crush and eradicate the

Protestant movement within the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, to

terminate the Orthodox church's internal crisis, to reform it internally,

and to accelerate the process of Christianization among the East Slavic

population (i.e., to bring popular Christianity closer to ecclesiastical

standards). There was also a link, corresponding to the tenets of the

Counter-Reformation, between the Uniate programme and the national

self-determination of the Ukrainian and Belarusian population of the

Commonwealth. Finally, notable differences in religious perceptions and

beliefs separated Uniate ideologists such as Potii from Roman Catholic

ones such as Skarga.
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The Reformation and the Counter-Reformation were sixteenth- and

seventeenth-century Western events that produced a ferment in the

intellectual life of parts of Eastern Europe, including the Ruthenian lands

of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. There, the ferment found its

most articulate expression in contemporary religious polemics that raged

among Protestants, Catholics, Uniates, and Orthodox. Protestant polemics,

restricted for the most part to the elite, can be described as skirmishes by

generals without armies. In contrast, the debates over the Union of Brest

(1596) involved a good part of society and even seeped down to the

Cossacks. The various positions represented in the debates can be

correlated with social and national differences in the area, and herein lies

their interest and importance.

The history of the controversies falls into two periods. One, extending

from the 1580s to about 1630, was centred in Vilnius and Western

Ukraine; the other, extending from 1630 to the end of the century, was

centred in Kiev. The writings of the first period are livelier and closer to

events of the time than those of the second period, at which time they

tend to be dogmatic and abstract. Most examples to be adduced here

come from the first period.

During that first period. Catholic or Uniate authors generally led the

attack; the Orthodox merely reacted, sometimes enlisting Protestant

arguments—and, once, even a Protestant writer—in their cause. The Jesuit

polemicist Piotr Skarga's On the Unity of God's Church (O iednosci Kosciola

Bozego pod iednym pasterzem y o greckim od tey iednosci odstqpieniu z

przestrogq y upominaniem do naroddw ruskich przy Grekach stoiqcych...,
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Vilnius, 1577), which delivered the first thunderous salvo in the battle,

went unanswered for exactly twenty years. The answer did finally come,

in a work entitled Apokrisis (AnOKPIXlZ, abo odpowiedz na xiqzki o Synodzie

Brzeskim imieniem ludzi starozytney religiey Greckiey, przez Christophora

Philaletha w porywczq dana), but it was written by the king's secretary,

Marcin Broniewski, a Protestant Pole masquerading as an Orthodox

Ruthenian. A Uniate pamphlet by Lev Krevza, entitled The Defense of the

Unity of the Church {Obrona iednosci cerkiewney, abo dowody, ktorymi sie

pokazuie iz Grecka Cerkiew z Lacinskq ma bye ziednoezona, podane do druku za

roskazaniem...Oyca Jozefa Wielamina Rutskiego, Archiepiskopa y Metropolity

Kiiowskiego , Halickiego y wszystkiey Rusi)f appeared in 1617. It was
answered by the enormous Palinodija {Palinodia, siricb kniha oborony svjatoj

apostolbskoj vsxodnij Cerbkvi kafoliceskoj i svjatyx patriarxovb i o Hrekoxb i o

Rossoxb xristianexb v lasce bozoj) of Zaxarija Kopystens'kyj in about 1621.

In 1586, the Jesuit Benedykt Herbest published a pamphlet entitled

Wiary koscioia rzymskiego wyzvody y greckiego niewolstwa historya... in

defence of papal primacy and on behalf of the reform of the calendar

introduced by Pope Gregory XIII in 1582. It was answered a year later by

Herasym Smotryc'kyj, rector of the Ostroh Academy and father of Meletij

Smotryc'kyj. Herasym refused to accept the new calendar, saying that it

moved the date of Easter so far back that the latter would be celebrated

in a blizzard. The Ruthenians were not alone in their rejection—various

Protestant countries did not accept the Gregorian calendar until the

eighteenth century, and Russia did so only in 1918. The Ruthenians,

living in a state in which the Gregorian calendar had been adopted, and

under attack by the Counter-Reformation church that had propagated it,

continued to emphasize their distinctiveness by maintaining a stubborn

attachment to the Julian calendar, which has persisted among Uniates

into the twentieth century.

When it was the Catholics' turn to reply to the Orthodox, their

reaction was quick. Meletij Smotryc'kyj's Threnos (Oprivoq, to test Lament

iedyney s. powszechney apostolskiey wschodniey cerkwie z obiasnieniem dogmat

wiary—pierwey z Graeckiego na Stozviehski, a teraz z Slowiehskiego na Polski

przetozony. Przez Theophila Orthologa . . .)

f

which made a splash in 1610,

was countered by the formidable Skarga in the same year {Na threny i

lament Teofila Orthologa do Rusi greckiego nabozehstwa przestroga, Cracow,

1610). These dates would seem to indicate that the Orthodox side, once

awakened by the Catholics, started somewhat sluggishly, but, as time

went on, its actions gathered momentum and were able occasionally to

put the Catholics on the defensive.

We can distinguish traditionalists—at times, even reactionaries

—

among the Orthodox polemicists. A member of the Ostroh circle, Vasyl'
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of Suraz (south-west of Bialystok in present-day Poland)—author of the

work without title, called after its first chapter On the One Faith (O edinoj

istinnoj pravoslavnoj vm i o svjatoj sobornoj apostolskoj cerkvi, otkuciu nacalo

prinjala i kako povsjudu rasprostresja, published in Ostroh in 1588)—and

Ivan Vysens'kyj represented this traditional wing. The Protestant Marcin

Broniewski, author of Apokrisis, represented the extreme end of the

"progressive" wing. The anonymous author of Perestoroha {Perestoroha zilo

potrebnaja na potomnyje easy pravoslavnym xristianom sojatoje kafoliceskoje

vostocnoje cerkve synom) of 1605 or 1606 should be placed somewhere in

between.

The differences between these three factions are to be sought not in

their uniformly negative attitudes toward Catholic dogma, but in the

literary form employed in their works and in their views on modern

ways of education and learning. The traditionalists wrote in a less

Polonized form of Church Slavonic, or in a Church Slavonic mixed with

Ukrainian vernacular, and used Byzantine or para-Byzantine—in both

cases, outmoded—polemical texts in Slavonic translation. They distrusted

Latin and extolled the virtues of Church Slavonic. People in between, like

the author of the Perestoroha, wrote in a heavily Polonized vernacular and

extolled the values of education, including worldly learning. Finally, the

"progressives" wrote in brilliant Polish, betrayed Latin modes of thought

in their prose, quoted Latin phrases, and dealt with questions of

authenticity on the basis of whether the original of the incriminated text

was written in Greek or in Latin.

Although on all sides the polemics were conducted with only a

superficial show of learning, they were written with genuine gusto,

uninhibited by anything like modern libel laws. The showing-off took the

form of using Greek, mostly for the titles of the tracts: Smotryc'kyj's

response of 1608 to a script accusing the Orthodox of heresy and

ignorance was called Antigraphe ( 'Avxiypa(l)ti, albo odpozviedz na script

uszczypliwy
,
przeciwko ludziom starozytney religiey graeckiey od apostatow

cerkwie wschodniey ivydany, ktoremu titul: «Heresiae, ignorancie y politika

popow y mieszczan bractwa wilehskiego» tak tez y na ksiqzke, rychlo potym ku

obiasnieniu tegoz skriptu wydanq, nazwiskiem «Harmoniq» . .
.

,

Vilnius, 1608)

which the author translated as "reply." This called forth Potij's rejoinder,

called Antirrisis (ANTIPPHZIZ, abo Apologia przeciwko Krzysztofowi

Philaletowi ktory niedawno wydal ksiqszki imieniem starozytnej Rusi religji

Greckiey przeciw ksiqszkom o synodzie Brzeskim napisanyjn w roku Paiiskim

1597), the Greek word having the sense of "refutation" but also meaning
"reply." Broniewski's refutation of Skarga's work was called Apokrisis,

which again means "reply." In literature of this kind, the title Apologia is

common: it was used for the tract written by Meletij Smotryc'kyj upon
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becoming a Uniate (Apologia peregrinatiey do kraiow wschodnych...., L'viv,

1628). A refutation of his work was called Antapologia (Antapologia aho

Apologiej, ktorq...O.M. Smotrycki...napisal, zniesienie, 1632), an invented, if

correctly formed, Greek term which, according to its creator, meant

"refutation of the Apology." Setting Orthodox errors straight was the

purpose of a work by Kasijan Sakovyc called Epanorthosis (i.e., "correc-

tion") ( 'ETiavdpOcoau; albo Perspectiwa y obiasnienie bkdow, herezyey y zabo-

bonow w grekoriiskiey cerkwi disunickiey, Cracow, 1642). It called for a

response, and got one from no less a person than Peter Mohyla, who,

writing under the pseudonym of Eusebius Pimin, and getting some

editorial help, entitled his work Lithos, or the Stone Hurled From the Sling

of Truth of the Holy Orthodox Rus' Church (AiGoq, abo kamieh z procy prawdy

cerkwie swietey prawoslawney ruskiey na skruszenie faiecznociemney Per-

spektiwy abo raczey paszkwilu od Kassiana Sakowicza...., Kiev, 1644). That

"Stone" was in turn crushed by Sakovyc' s Adze, or Hammer for the

Crushing of the Schismatic Stone Hurled from the Kievan Monastery of the

Caves by a Certain Eusebius Pimin (Oskard albo mlot na skruszenie kamienia

schyzmatyckiego, rzuconego z Lawry Kijowskiej Pieczarskiej od niejakiegos

Euzebja Pimina, Cracow, 1646). Pimin, which means "shepherd" in Greek,

referred, of course, to Mohyla himself.

"Pimin" shows that the vogue for Greek extended to the names—or,

rather, pseudonyms—that these authors chose for themselves. The king's

secretary, Marcin Broniewski, a Protestant, hides under the mask of

Christopher Philalet (i.e., "lover of truth"). Meletij Smotryc'kyj appears

as Theophil Ortholog, meaning "man of true utterance," which adver-

saries turned into Mateolog, meaning "man of vain utterance." Indeed,

puns of all sorts, not just Greek ones, abound in this literature. A Catholic

would be called a katolyk, the word lykos meaning "wolf" in Greek. A
metropolitan would be called a metropilate, invoking the name of Pontius

Pilate. The author Philalet was derided as Philoplet—the verb plesc means

"to spin a yarn" in Polish, so the name Philoplet meant "lover of

nonsense."

Authors affecting a more popular style used the device of rhymed

prose, such as the one employed at the end of a colourful vignette in

Herasym Smotryc'kyj's Key to the Heavenly Kingdom (Kljuc carstva

nebesnoho, probably Ostroh, 1587), concerning celibate Catholic priests and

their patrons:

In the same way they took away from their clerics their legally wedded
wives, preordained and offered by the Scriptures and by the holy

apostles as well, wives who were confirmed by them in deed and writ.

In their stead they substituted adultresses, and even when [the church

authorities] did not substitute them, the [present-day] clerics themselves
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think up the evil, given the fact that many of them openly keep [these

women] with themselves [i.e., in their households] and they require a

special stipend to be given to these women by their lords. "If your Grace

has provided for the chaplain, there is a need for a laundress to boot"

—

while you, poor Ruthenian pope, must live in wretched poverty with

your lawfully wedded wife (potreba esce i na pracku, a ty hidnyj pope ruskij

musys i z zakonnoju nendzu klepaty neboracku)?

Other rhymes and puns that Smotryc'kyj employed for sarcastic or

humorous purposes include: onoho Formosa, za kotoroho stalsja kostel

rymskyj jak lyce bez nosa ("that <Pope> Formosus [the name means

'beautiful'] in whose time the Roman church became like a face without

a nose [i.e., ugly]"); and jakova toho cernyla duxoimaja syla ("what is the

spiritual power of this ink [i.e., writing]").

Sometimes the style transcends the level of rhymes and puns and

rises to that of a tragic dirge. That occurs in the following passage from

Perestoroha, in which a parallel is drawn between the time of Christ

—

sorely tried by the archpriests and by pagan Rome, represented by

Pontius Pilate—and the author's own time:

For this very reason, at this end of Time, Satan, seeing that his power is

coming to an end, is devastating the church through her elders, through

the highest, most powerful, and wisest superiors, through the internal

enemy—namely, through the archpriest of the Roman church, in the first

place, and through the present pagan Turkish emperor, in the second.

The pope, who leads everyone away to his obedience—excom-

municates, tortures, kills, sends armies, destroys states and churches,

takes away all kinds of liberties, menaces, exclaims, blares, wages

perpetual warfare, leading the powerful and the humble into temptation,

asserts that the Catholic church must be situated at his court in Rome,

sends his innovations (?) all over the world, sends the preachers of his

new Order, the Jesuits, all over the world, and changes times and

years—he confused and curtailed the counting from the creation of the

world and concealed the anti-Christ. As if they were still waiting for the

Messiah together with the Jews, they have rejected the blood of Christ,

and are using unleavened bread together with the Jews according to the

order of Aaron, and they reject the sacrifice of Christ, their priest-king

according to the order of Melchizedek.

On the other hand, the pagan emperor has extended his dominion

over the church, this having been brought about by the pope, and, just

as the pope does, is dragging everyone under his sway, and is devastat-

ing churches and turning them into his mosques. The Son of Man has

been given to the archpriests and pagans to be mocked, and while they

are crucifying him, they deride him and say: "If you are the Son of Man,
descend from the cross, and we will believe in you. You have saved

other people; save yourself and those who are with you now."
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Such is God's providence instituted from the very beginning of the

world concerning our human kind: He always opposes the just people

to the unjust."^

Of course, whatever place the Orthodox author may have held on the

spectrum just outlined—-whether he was a traditionalist, a middle-of-the-

roader, or a "progressive"—his main topics were shared both by his

fellow polemicists and by his Catholic adversaries. Topics on doctrine

and canon law had to do with papal primacy, with the procession of the

Holy Ghost, with the use of unleavened bread for communion, with

purgatory, and with the celibacy of priests. Depending on the polemicist's

point of view, the just cause would be defended by having recourse to

Scripture and history, or else by equating Rome with Babylon and the

pope with the anti-Christ. The procession of the Holy Ghost would be

through the Father and the Son (i.e., filioque) or the Father alone. Holy

communion would be taken by the adversary in the Jewish (i.e., Roman
Catholic), or in the schismatic (i.e.. Orthodox) manner. Purgatory would

or would not exist, and saints and sinners would either enjoy bliss or

suffer punishment from the very moment of death (according to Roman
Catholicism), or would have to wait until the second coming of Christ

(according to Orthodoxy). According to one side, the intellectual and

spiritual development of the benighted Ruthenian priest was hampered

by wife and children; according to the other, the Roman Catholic priest

was mired in concubinage. Every one of these issues went back to

Patriarch Photius (ninth century). Patriarch Michael Cerularius (eleventh

century), or Metropolitan Mark of Ephesus (fifteenth century), and, in

every case, stemmed from Byzantium.

Another set of arguments used in these polemics was somewhat more

exciting: it can be called historical, and it centred on four events. The first

concerned the baptism of Rus'. The question was whether Rus' had been

baptized in an Orthodox font or in a Roman Catholic one (either because

the conversion took place before the events of 1054, or because Christian-

ity came to the Slavs from Rome via the Slavic apostles Cyril and

Methodius). The Orthodox carried the day by maintaining that Rus' had

received its faith from Constantinople and should remain under its

jurisdiction. The second set of arguments revolved around the historical

question: who was responsible for the schism? It ended in a draw. The

third had to do with ecumenicity, legality, and the aftermath of the

Council of Elorence. It ended in a draw as well, or represented a small

victory for the Orthodox. Indeed, it was equally possible to call the

council listrikijs'kifj (i.e., "the robber's synod")—borrowing the term

applied to the Council of 449—or ecumenical (although the repercussions

of this council in the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands were faint indeed).
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Finally, there remained the history, denigration, and defence of the recent

Council of Brest. Here passions ran highest, and the verdict—at least, that

regarding the council's effectiveness—could only be given by posterity.

Posterity—that is, we ourselves—may be most interested in still

another category of topics, which we might call local topics, or vignettes

reflecting the state of mind and society as perceived by the polemicists.

Here belongs the following statement by Peter Skarga:

There are only two languages, Greek and Latin, through which the Holy

Faith has been spread and grafted onto the whole world. Outside those

two no one can obtain perfection in any kind of learning, especially

spiritual learning concerning the Holy Faith. This is not only because

other languages are subject to constant change...but also because

sciences are based only on these two languages, and cannot be translated

into any other. The world has not known, and never will know, any

academy or collegium where theology, philosophy, or other liberal arts

could be taught and understood in any other language.^

This assertion only amuses any North American college student of

today, but the Orthodox readers of Skarga' s time must have been greatly

offended by it. It was even more reactionary than the trilingual heresy

against which the Slavic apostles Cyril and Methodius struggled in

Venice in 867. At least the trilingualists admitted that there were three

languages in which the word of God could be preached (Hebrew, in

addition to Greek and Latin), while Skarga admitted only two. He
reiterated the assertion in other terms as well. No one, he claimed, can

acquire learning on the basis of the Church Slavonic language, because

in order to understand Church Slavonic, the Orthodox must rely on

Polish. No Ruthenian knows Greek, Greeks are ignorant of Slavonic and

Ruthenian, and in Moscow laymen read more than priests do. All science

is in the hands of Catholics. Against such accusations, SyTvestr Kosov, a

former teacher at the Mohyla collegium, archimandrite of the Caves

Monastery in Kiev, and recently ordained bishop of the Belarusian sees

of Mahileu (Mogilev) and Ms'cislau (MstislavT), was prompted to write

a defence of the Orthodox schools in 1635 under the title Exegesis, to iest

dank sprawy o szkolach kiowskich y winickich, w ktorych uczq zakonnicy

Religiey graeckiey, przez wielebnego oyca Sylwestra Kossowa, electa episkopa

Mscislawskiego
, Mogilowskiego , Orszahskiego, przed rokiem teraznieyszym w

tychze szkolach przez trzy lata professora, napisane...l635.^

Other vignettes, whether by Uniates or by the Orthodox, referred to

the wretched social position of the Orthodox clergy, forced to perform

statute labour and to plough landlords' fields (Ipatij Potij, Antirrisis). If

a Catholic landlord saw a horse, a cow, or a bee swarm that belonged to

an Orthodox cleric and wanted it, he simply took it away. "O just God,
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look down from above and avenge/' exclaimed Kopystens'kyj in his

Palinodija of 1621. Some twenty-five years later, God would avenge,

indeed.

One argument found in the polemics was of a triple nature: it was

historical, timely, and even of local application. It had to do with the fall

of the Byzantine Empire, which had occurred some one hundred fifty

years before these polemical tracts were written. The fall suggested that

something was wrong with Orthodoxy, the official faith of the Empire,

which had been adopted by whole nations outside the Empire's boun-

daries. The tract Perestoroha has papists, heretics, and Jews say: "We do

not believe you, because you do not have a Christian empire of your own
in Constantinople." The following was the answer to the Jews: "Why
were you not baptized during the long years ti.e., the eleven or twelve

Christian centuries that preceded the fall of Constantinople to the Turks]

during which you could have upheld the Christian Empire in that city?"

In their polemics with the Catholics, the Orthodox of Ukraine met the

perennial argument based on the fall of Byzantium by defending the

Empire and extolling the spiritual purity of post-Byzantine Greeks,

unencumbered by the cares of a worldly empire and free to seek the

kingdom of God under the eye of the tolerant Turk. The Greeks no

longer ruled, but this was an advantage when it came to the salvation of

their souls. They had no choice but to be humble; they could no longer

raise the sword, and even the pagans in whose midst they lived marvel-

led at their piety.

In Ukraine, however, deep respect for the Greeks and for Greek lore

was limited to the erudite Orthodox. A less learned West Ukrainian

writer of about 1600, Ivan Vysens'kyj, scorned Plato and Aristotle and

associated them with the great heretic Origen. He preferred John

Chrysostom, or, better yet, the liturgical books: the Horologion and the

Oktoechos. He also thought that Slavic—by which he meant both Church

Slavonic and the semi-vernacular language in which he himself wrote

—

was more honourable before God than Greek and Latin. Vysens'kyj

benefited from this loyalty to native tradition at the expense of Byzantine

models: he is doubtless the most vigorous and exciting author of early

seventeenth-century Ukrainian literature. Here we can draw a parallel

with Protopop Avvakum of Muscovy. Avvakum also rejected what he

called "Hellenic swiftness," stating that he was "not learned in dialectics,"

and wrote in practically vernacular Russian: he is also the most vigorous

and best author of seventeenth-century Muscovite literature. There is one

difference between the two writers, however, which helps to measure the

distance that, in the mid-seventeenth century, separated their two cultural

communities from Byzantium and Greece: when in need, Avvakum ex-
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changed a book by Ephrem the Syrian for a horse and a Nomocanon (a

collection of Canon Law) for the services of a helmsman, and did not

know Greek; Vysens'kyj, who spent much of his life as a solitary monk
on Mt. Athos, must have known that language fairly well. He could make

Greek puns and raise his Church Slavonic to the level of a caique of the

Greek at will. Thus he called the hated emperor Michael VIII Palaeologus

Mateolog, and in another passage, Suetoslov. Both mean "Mr. Vain Word,"

but one uses Greek, and the other, Slavonic components.

How many people read, or at least acquired, this polemical literature,

and how passionately were they involved in it? We can give some kind

of answer by extrapolating from the number of printed copies that

survive, from manuscripts of works never published, and from data on

single editions and their stock in printing houses. To conclude that a

work not in print at the time of the polemics had no influence may be a

mistake: Kopystens'kyj's Palinodija did not appear in print until 1876, and

yet traces of it can be found in many works printed in the seventeenth

century. Much of the printed literature must have been ephemeral, how-

ever, for some of the works are lost altogether or known only from

citations of their titles in the polemics of their adversaries. This is the case

with the initial reply to Skarga's work by the Protestant Motovylo, and

with the Orthodox Catechism by Stefan Zyzanij (1595), known only from

a Uniate refutation. All other lost works, as far as I know, were written

by the Uniate side: The True Account of the Synod of Brest {Spravedlivoe

opisan'e postupku i spravy synodu Berestejskoho, Vilnius, 1597); The Second

Epistle by Potij to Prince Konstantyn Ostroz'kyj (dated 3 July 1598); Heresies

(Herezje, ignorancje, i polityka popow i mieszczan bractwa wilehskiego, 1608),

which provoked Meletij Smotryc'kyj's already mentioned Antigraphe of

1608; Discussion Between a Man from Brest and a Member of a Confraternity

{Rozmova berestjanina s bratcikom, Vilnius, 1603); and Nalyvajko Resurrected

(Zmartwychwstaly Nalewajko, 1608).

Some of the tracts—usually the ones written in defence of the

Catholic cause or of the Union of Brest—were republished in modern
times from a single, often defective, remaining copy. Some examples are

the first edition of Skarga's work of 1577, the Ukrainian text of Potij's

Antirrisis, and the Belarusian-Ukrainian text of Skarga's Description and

Defence of the Council of Brest {Opisan'e i oborona S7)boru Ruskoho Berestejs-

koho V roku 1596), dated 1597. The Polish copy of the same work, pub-

lished in 1596, was unknown in the Russian Empire in 1903, but may
have existed in the Polish city of Toruh. Modern editors used the editions

of 1610 and 1783. Finally, here belongs, on the Orthodox side, Herasym
Smotryc'kyj's Kljuc carstva nebesnoho, presumably dating from 1587,

preserved in one defective copy in Kiev. Some works are known in only
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a few copies, either because the editions became depleted (e.g., Broniew-

ski's Apokrisis, which was a rarity by 1630), or because adversaries bought

up an edition and burned it (according to Skarga, this was the fate of his

own book in 1577). The Orthodox also burned copies of Smotryc'kyj's

Apologia of 1628. Finally, an Orthodox work might be confiscated by the

Crown, as happened with Smotryc'kyj's Threnos, written when the author

was still Orthodox. On the other hand, a curious detail about Threnos'

s

fate suggests the wide dissemination of polemical literature; when the

magistrates arrived to destroy Smotryc'kyj's work, they found only 36

copies of the Threnos left at the printer's. Incidentally, in Moscow,

literature imported from Ukraine seems to have appeared in large

editions and to have enjoyed great popularity. Pseudo-Nathanael's Book

on Faith (Knizica o inri), published in Ukraine in 1644, was reprinted in

Moscow in 1658 in 1200 copies; 850 copies of the Moscow edition were

purchased within two months of its appearance.

Judging by these figures, the anti-Uniate movement was stronger and

more popular than the Uniate one.^ The number of lost, rare, or partially

destroyed Uniate writings is larger, even though most of them were

printed in Poland-Lithuania, which protected the Union and occasionally

confiscated anti-Uniate works.

Such a crude quantitative analysis of the readership of polemical

literature might also be useful if applied to its authors: this on account of

the information it could yield on the social, educational, and geographical

background of the authors themselves and of their patrons. In addition,

places of publication and the languages used in the tracts should be

tabulated.® Here, by applying a rule of thumb, we come up with some

surprising finds. Thus the number of anti-Uniate authors of noble descent

turns out to be larger than one might have anticipated. Of seven com-

moners, five were connected with the church. In fact, the large majority

of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century authors were ecclesiastics. We have

to wait until the eighteenth century for the emergence of a group of lay

writers coming from the ranks of higher Cossack bureaucracy, such as the

compilers of the Cossack "chronicles." Another surprise concerns the

geographical background of the anti-Uniate—or, at least. Orthodox

—

polemicists of the first period. All eight of them were from Western

Ukraine, and of those, all but two were from Galicia. This finding should

provide food for thought to a modern observer of Ukraine who is accus-

tomed to identifying the west of the country with the Uniate church.

By comparison, the results of tabulating places of publication are less

surprising, unless one is struck by the realization that much of the

polemical literature of the earlier period was published outside Ukraine.

Most of the texts, both Orthodox and Uniate, that were published
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between 1595 and 1617 came from Vilnius; Ostroh was second in

importance, but disappeared as a source of printing by 1600. Kiev began

to figure in 1619 and L'viv in 1629, but in the latter case the polemical

work was Uniate.

The patrons of polemical literature stand out by their rarity. Among
the high nobility, the Orthodox Prince Konstantyn Ostroz'kyj is easily in

first place, for at least five polemical books were dedicated to him. He is

followed by his Catholic son Janusz and by the Orthodox Myxajlo Vys-

nevec'kyj (Michal Wisniowecki), father of Jarema. Among the princes of

the church, only Metropolitan Myxajlo Rahoza of Kiev comes to mind for

the early period: the L'viv Confraternity dedicated its Greco-Slavonic

Prosphonema to him in 1591.

About the language of the polemics there are no surprises to report.

While the Orthodox wrote in the Polonized vernacular more often than

the Uniates did, the works of the first period (whether Orthodox, Uniate,

or Catholic) were more often than not written in Polish.

What about Muscovy, then? Skarga, in his work of 1577, claimed to

know what "pulled [the Rus' nation] away from unity with the [Catholic]

church," and what "was the greatest stumbling block in the way of

unity." The reasons were "the glances you Ruthenians were casting

toward the Muscovite churches and the successes the Muscovite prince

was experiencing in his rule in our time and toward people with whom
you share the same language and religion."^ In spite of his last state-

ment, Skarga could not quite have believed that the people of Rus' spoke

the same language as the Muscovites, because in another place in the

same work he clearly distinguished between Rus' and Muscovy. Still, he

must have had reasons for singling out Moscow as the chief stumbling

block to union. Was this assessment correct? As yet no answer has been

given; future research might look for it among the writings of Orthodox

polemicists and of other authors active, say, between 1577 and 1704’°,

both by collecting direct indications of their feelings towards the

Muscovite ruler and by analyzing symptomatic phrases of Ruthenian,

Polish and Muscovite origin, such as the use of the terms Rus', ruski, do

narodow ruskich, rusak, rus'kyj, Rossija, rosiejski, rossiyski, roxolanski,

rhossaikos, and rossijs'kyj. One should also determine the social status of

individual polemicists.

Take, for example, the Kievan Metropolitan Jov Borec'kyj. In his

Polish Protestacja of 1621, Borec'kyj echoed Skarga when he stated that

"we," that is, the Orthodox of Ukraine and the Cossacks, shared "faith,

liturgy, origin, language and customs" with Moscow; no disloyalty to the

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was implied, however. Borec'kyj

wished only to show to the Polish side how absurd it was to accuse both
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the Orthodox hierarch and the Cossacks of conniving with the Turk.^^

Take, as another example, the Belarusian Afanasij Filipovic, for some
time monk of the Kupjatyci Monastery and later hegumen in Brest. Some
ten years before the Cossack wars, he travelled to Moscow to collect alms

for a miraculous icon of the Theotokos and to petition Tsar Mixail

Fedorovic. He was not overtly pro-Cossack; his Diary of 1646 contains not

a single good word about them. Yet he was accused by Polish vigilantes

of sending gunpowder and letters to the Cossacks in 1648; although he

denied the accusation, and no proof could be found to substantiate it, he

was executed. When Filipovic, who had a neurotic streak, was accused

of being against the Union, he admitted it readily, even stridently. He
wanted peace within the Commonwealth, and knew that it could be

realized only if the Union were abolished. He considered that to be the

only way to put an end to the Cossack wars.

Filipovic also wrote a loyal "supplication" to King Wladyslaw IV, in

which he thundered against the Union and respectfully pointed out all

the alleged evidence that the pope had severed himself from the other

four patriarchs. But he also wrote something more unusual: he compli-

mented the king on sending a pretender to the Muscovite throne back to

Moscow for investigation; he praised him for loving the holy concord

(i.e., for not pushing too strongly for the Union), for loving the Eastern

people (i.e., the Orthodox), and—for loving Moscow. If we collect more

data of this kind, we may be able to proceed beyond guesses.

The polemicists of the period we have investigated did not seek

truth—they possessed it already, regardless of which side they were on.

The arguments they used were not meant to convince adversaries, but to

strengthen the beliefs and resolve of their own supporters. The import-

ance of the polemics does not lie in their intellectual content, but in the

stimulus they provided for an intellectual movement in Ukraine. During

their early period, the polemical debates between Catholics, Uniates,

Protestants, and the Orthodox created a climate that made the success of

the Kiev Mohyla collegium possible.

Notes

1. On the works of Lev Krevza and Zaxarija Kopystens'kyj, see: Omeljan

Pritsak and Bohdan Struminsky, Introduction to Lev Krevza's "Obrona iednosci

cerkiewney . . and Zaxarija Kopystens'kyj's "Palinodija," Harvard Library of

Early Ukrainian Literature, Texts, vol. 3 (Cambridge, Mass., 1987), pp. xi-lviii.
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2. On Meletij Smotryc'kyj and his works, see the series of articles by David

Frick: “Meletij Smotryc'kyj and the Ruthenian Question in the Early

Seventeenth Century," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 8 (1984), pp. 351-375;

“Meletij Smotryc'kyj and the Ruthenian Language Question," Harvard

Ukrainian Studies 9 (1985), pp. 25-52; Introduction to The Collected Works of

Meletij Srnotryc'ki/j, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian Literature, Texts, vol.

1 (Cambridge, Mass., 1987), pp. xi-xxxviii; Introduction to The "Jevanhelije

ucytelnoje" of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian

Literature, Texts, vol. 2 (Cambridge, Mass., 1987), pp. ix-xvi.

3. Cf. Arxiv Jugo-Zapadnoj Rossii, pt. 1, vol. 7 (Kiev, 1887), pp. 242, 243, 261; cf.

also Myxajlo Voznjak, Istorija ukrajins'koji literatury, vol. 2, pt. 1 (Lviv, 1921),

p. 123. This and the subsequent translations from the sources are by the

author of the present article.

4. Myxajlo Voznjak, Pys'mennyc'ka dijal'nisT Ivana Borec'koho na Volyni i u L'vovi

(L'viv, 1954), p.
48.^

5. Cf. Russkaja istoriceskaja biblioteka, vol. 7 (1882), p. 485; cf. also Voznjak, Istorija

ukrajins'koji literatury, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 41.

6. On Syl'vestr Kosov and his works, see Paulina Lewin, Introduction to

Seventeenth-Century Writings of the Kievan Caves Monastery, Harvard Library

of Early Ukrainian Literature, Texts, vol. 4 (Cambridge, Mass., 1987), pp. xi-

xxiv.

7. On the history of the book trade in Ukraine, Belarus, and Muscovy during

this period, see laroslav Isaievych, “The Book Trade in Eastern Europe in the

Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries," in Consumption and the World

of Goods, John Brewer and Roy Porter, eds. (London, 1993), pp. 381-392.

8. Lists of polemical writings are found in: Myxajlo Voznjak, Istorija ukrajins'koji

literatury, vol. 2: Viky XVI-XVIII, pt. 1 (Lviv, 1921), pp. 356-376 (some

inexactitudes); Antoine Martel, La langue polonaise dans les pays ruthenes:

Ukraine et Russie Blanche, 1569-1667, Travaux et memoires de I'Universite de

Lille, Nouvelle serie: Droit et lettres, vol. 20 (Lille, 1938), pp. 132-141; A.

Bruckner, “Spory o Unig w dawnej literaturze," Kivartalnik Historyczyiy

,

1896,

no. 3, pp. 578-644. Biographical data on authors of the polemical writings,

lists of their works, and related bibliography are provided by Leonid

Maxnovec', Ukrajins'ki pys'mennyky: Bio-bibliohraficnyj slovnyk, vol. 1: Davnja

ukrajins'ka literatura X-XVII st. st. (Kiev, 1960).

9. Pamjatniki polemiceskoj literatury, vol. 2, Petr Giltebrandt, ed. (= Russkaja

istoriceskaja biblioteka, vol. 7 [St. Petersburg, 1882]), pp. 497-498.

10. These years refer to the respective dates of publication of Piotr Skarga's O
iednosci Kosciota Bozego and of Eedor Polikarpov's Leksikon trejazycnyj.

11. Platon Zukovic, “Protestadja mitropolita lova Boreckago i drugix zapadno-

russkix ierarxov, sostavlennaja 28 aprelja 1621 goda," in V. I. Lamanskij, ed.,

Stat'i po slavjanovedeniju, vyp. 3 (1910), pp. 135-153, esp. p. 143.
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Orthodox Centres and
Organizations in Podlachia from

the Mid-Sixteenth through the

Seventeenth Century*

Antoni Mironoivicz

This article traces the changes that took place in Orthodox centres

and organizations in Podlachia (Pidliashshia) from the middle of the

sixteenth to the end of the seventeenth century. Hitherto the subject has

not been studied in detail.^ Yet it was here, in the Podlachian region, that

the earliest religious organizations of the Orthodox laity came into

existence in Ukrainian and Belarusian territories as religious conscious-

ness grew among the confessionally diverse population of the larger

towns. The influence of the laity on the character of the church and on

parish organization was more noticeable here than anywhere else.

Previous studies have dealt with that influence in the context of

patronage (kti/torstvo) and cultural activities.^ More detailed analysis

reveals complex relations between clergy and laity of the same confes-

sion, relations that strongly influenced the activities of the Orthodox

church, especially after the establishment of the Uniate church in 1596.

Orthodox parishes in Podlachia constituted a rather uniform entity

despite their division between eparchies and their differing proprietary

status. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries they were the west-

* This article is an abbreviated summary of my doctoral thesis, written at the

Institute of History of the Bialystok Branch of Warsaw University under the

supervision of Professor Stanislaw Alexandrowicz. Special thanks to Professor

Wladyslaw Serczyk for his valuable comments on the manuscript, and to the

Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research at the University of

Alberta for material support during my research.
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ernmost outposts of the Orthodox church. Shortly before the Council of

Brest the process of delineating Orthodox Podlachia's territorial borders

was completed, as was the establishment of their proprietary structure.

The termination date for our period of study is 1702, when the last

Orthodox bishop of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, Dionysii

Zhabokrytsky of Lutsk, became Uniate. The close of the seventeenth

century effectively put an end to the evolutionary process as Orthodox

parishes became Uniate, although a number of "Greek faith" (i.e..

Orthodox) centres continued to exist up to the demise of the Common-
wealth at the end of the eighteenth century.

The vast literature on the Union of Brest is not free of tendentious-

ness in the interpretation of historical facts. Traditional research on the

union was influenced by either the researcher's religious point of view

(Orthodox, Uniate, Roman Catholic) or political affinity (Polish, Russian,

Ukrainian). Contemporary research on the subject now often adopts a

critical approach, but studies of this kind have only just begun.

The documentary sources for this article are manuscript documents

found in the libraries and archives of Poland (Warsaw, Wroclaw, Lublin,

and Bialystok), Russia (St. Petersburg, Moscow), Belarus (Minsk) and

Ukraine (Kiev). Among them the most valuable document is the

"Registry of Greek-Catholic Metropolitans," preserved in the State

Historical Registry in St. Petersburg. Published documents, including the

multi-volume editions of the Archeographic Commissions published in

Vilnius, Kiev, and St. Petersburg between 1864 and 1917, were also fully

utilized.^

Prior to the Union of Brest the Orthodox church in Podlachia had at

least 146 parishes.'^ They were administratively divided between the two

eparchial sees of Kiev (Podlachia was under the Vilnius-based administra-

tor) and Volodymyr. In Podlachia the line of division between these two

sees changed periodically, according to administrative needs; eventually

it came to coincide with the boundary separating the two Roman Catholic

dioceses of Vilnius and Lutsk. Administratively, Orthodox parishes in

Podlachia were separated into five presbyteries located in the administra-

tive centres. In the area of Podlachia belonging to the Kiev eparchy there

were two presbyteries, located in Horadnia and Zabludiv (Zabludow),

whereas in the area belonging to the Volodymyr eparchy there were three

presbyteries, located in Bilsk (Bielsk Podlaski), Brest, and Dorohychyn

(Drohiczyn).

The growth of Orthodox parishes in Podlachia was determined by

several factors: the extent of Ukrainian-Belarusian settlement; the

construction of new churches in towns and villages; the manufacture of

sacred objects; the degree of autonomy of affiliated agencies; and the
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proprietary structure of parishes, which was related to the Podlachian

szlachta's tendency to group their serfs according to parish membership.

The social situation of the Orthodox clergy varied according to differ-

ences in land apportionment caused by proprietary relations within each

individual parish. In parishes belonging to royal estates each priest was

given two volokas (33.5 hectares) of land. That land was not the Orthodox

clergy's only source of income. They received a rent paid in money and

in kind, they took payment for sacramental services, and they were

entitled to free use of woods, rivers, and lakes in landed estates.

In the second half of the sixteenth century, the main cultural and

religious centres of Podlachia were the following; the monastery of

Suprasl (Suprasl), the town of Zabludiv, the monastery of lablochyn

(Jableczna), and the towns of Bilsk and Dorohychyn. The monastery of

Suprasl was the second in importance (after the Kievan Caves Monastery)

among monastic centres of opposition to the Union of Brest.^ In Zablu-

div, in 1569, Hryhorii Khodkevych established the first printing press to

serve the needs of the Belarusian-Ukrainian Orthodox church.^ The

monastery of lablochyn was an important religious centre for the Ortho-

dox,^ and the towns of Bilsk and Dorohychyn were notable for their

churches and monasteries.®

Orthodox clergy and laity from Podlachia who were present at the

Council of Brest opposed the creation of the Uniate church. Nestor

Kuzmych, an archpriest from Zabludiv, presided over the anti-Uniate

synod, held separately. Ilarion Maslansky, the archimandrite of the

Suprasl monastery, became a target for Uniate attacks after voicing his

opposition to the Union of Brest: he was forced by his patron (ktytor)

leronym Khodkevych and the Uniate metropolitan Ipatii Potii to leave the

monastery. The administration of the Suprasl monastery changed, and

after 1609 it ceased to function as an Orthodox cultural and religious

centre.

The Union of Brest changed the legal status of the Orthodox church

in Podlachia and shattered its organizational structure: canonically it no

longer existed. After the Union of Brest, the cultural and religious life of

Orthodoxy in Podlachia became concentrated in fewer centres—namely,

in the lay organizations known as confraternities and in the churches and

monasteries with which they were associated. The town of Bilsk (at the

time its population was approximately 4,000) became the largest Ortho-

dox centre in Podlachia. The Theophany Confraternity (after the patronal

feast-day of the church in Bilsk, which was under the auspices of this

organization) was established by Ipatii Potii when he was eparch of

Volodymyr and, presumably, still Orthodox.^ This confraternity was one

of the wealthiest in the Commonwealth. Its membership consisted
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primarily of furriers, members of a rich and powerful trade guild. There

were also members of other guilds—cobblers, shoemakers, tanners,

butchers, and blacksmiths—and social structure within the confraternity

reflected the hierarchy of the trade guilds. Members of the confraternity

often held highly placed municipal offices in Bilsk—one of them, Savko

Hlyvko, was mayor. The confraternity was governed by a board, which

in its work followed a special statute. Following the model of statues

adopted in Lviv and Vilnius, it defined the rights and duties of the

membership, regulated the competence of the board members, and con-

trolled internal relations. The statute imposed an obligation to conduct

charitable, educational, and cultural activities on the confraternity's mem-
bers. Accordingly, the Bilsk confraternity maintained a school and a

poorhouse. Every adult male who contributed to the fund and complied

with the statute became a member of the confraternity. In the conflict

over church buildings and property that developed following the Union

of Brest, the Theophany Confraternity of Bilsk became the defender of the

Orthodox position. It continued its anti-Uniate work until 1645, when it

finally accepted the union. Once the Theophany Confraternity accepted

the Catholic faith, four of the five Orthodox churches in Bilsk were taken

over by the Uniates: the Nativity of the Theotokos, the Resurrection, the

Trinity, and the Theophany Church itself. The other important centre for

Orthodoxy in Bilsk was the St. Nicholas Confraternity, which existed

under the auspices of the monastery of the same name. Following the

Theophany Confraternity's acceptance of the union, the St. Nicholas

Confraternity, which remained Orthodox, took up charitable and edu-

cational work on behalf of the Orthodox population.

Dorohychyn, the capital of the palatinate, was second in importance

among the Orthodox cultural and religious centres in Podlachia. Two
monasteries existed there, the Transfiguration and the Trinity monas-

teries, and two confraternities, named after the Transfiguration and St.

Nicholas. They performed a function similar to that of the monasteries

and confraternities of Bilsk. Several other monasteries were active in

Orthodox religious and cultural life in seventeenth-century Podlachia: the

St. Onuphrius Monastery in lablochyn, the Dormition of the Theotokos

Monastery in Zabludiv, and the Transfiguration Monastery in the Narau

(Narew) forest. These centres took advantage of the tolerant religious

attitudes of the magnates of the Leszczyhski, Radziwill, and Massalski

families. Many of these Orthodox congregations were active up to the

partition of the Commonwealth. Beside Bilsk and Dorohychyn, there were

two other Podlachian towns under royal patronage: Klishcheli (Klesz-

czele) and Melnyk (Mielnik). The Orthodox churches in these towns

functioned under the protection of the laity. The St. Nicholas Confrater-
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nity in Klishcheli, its membership drawn from the Orthodox merchant

elite, survived until the middle of the seventeenth century.

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the growth of the Uniate

church had left only a few Orthodox monastic centres in Podlachia. A
small group of Podlachian monasteries remained under the Kievan

metropolitanate, which maintained an administrative centre in Slutsk

(Sluck). They included the St. Symeon and Nativity of Christ monasteries

in Brest, the St. Nicholas Monastery in Bilsk, the Trinity and Transfigur-

ation monasteries in Dorohychyn, the St. Onuphrius Monastery in lab-

lochyn, and the Dormition of the Theotokos Monastery in Zabludiv.

These institutions, whose patrons were descendants of a long line of

Orthodox townsmen, remained vital centres of the ''Greek faith" in

Podlachia. Two Orthodox confraternities continued to provide leadership

and organization in the Podlachian Orthodox community: the St. Nicholas

Confraternity in Bilsk and the Transfiguration Confraternity in Dorohy-

chyn.

The development of religious and national consciousness among the

townspeople of Podlachia stimulated their participation in seventeenth-

century Orthodox cultural life. The confraternities assumed patronage

over the churches in royal towns because the magnates and landed

gentry did not undertake these responsibilities. The strength of the

Orthodox confraternities derived from the weakness of the Orthodox

church hierarchs, the changes in socio-political life in the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania following the introduction of Magdeburg law, and, finally,

the new religious attitudes that appeared as a result ofihe Reformation.

The religious, cultural and educational life of the Podlachian Orthodox

community was influenced by the ethnic diversity of the region, which

included settlements of Polish (Mazovian), Lithuanian, and Belarusian-

Ukrainian immigrants. Despite this ethnic and religious diversity,

Podlachia remained the westernmost outpost of Orthodoxy and Bela-

rusian-Ukrainian culture until the end of the seventeenth century.

Notes

1. Podlachia was given its name by the Rus' who populated this region

bordering on ethnic Polish territory. Political and ethnic borders constantly

changed over the course of history, and the boundaries of Podlachia were
never exactly fixed. During the Middle Ages (i.e., from the thirteenth to the

fifteenth centuries) Podlachia included the towns of Brest, Melnyk (Mielnik),

Dorohychyn (Drohiczyn), Surazh (Suraz), Branske (Brahsk), Bilsk (Bielsk

Podlaski), and Kamianets (Kamieniec). The southern border of the region
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reached the marshes of the rivers Wlodawa, Piwonia, and Tysmianka. The

northern border went somewhat north of Augustow and Rajgrod. In the east,

the area reached the western outskirts of the Belavezha (Bialowieza) forest.

In the west, the border followed the woods between Kossow and Miedzna
and reached the river Liwiec. Territorially, this article includes not only the

areas of historical Podlachia, but also parts of Navahradak and the Trakai

and Brest palatinates (wojewodztwa) that are within the borders of present-

day Poland. Podlachia was inhabited by people of Ukrainian, Belarusian,

Lithuanian, and Mazovian origin.

2. W. Zaikin, "Kaplahstwo panuj^cego," Voskresnoe chtenie (Warsaw), no. 6,

1935, pp. 69-70; W. Abraham, Poczqtki prawa patronatu w Polsce (Lviv, 1889);

Metropolitan Makarii (Bulgakov), Istoriia russkoi tserkvi, vol. 9 (St. Petersburg,

1879), pp. 220-222; M. F. Vladimirsky-Budanov, Introduction to Arkhiv lugo-

Zapadnoi Rossii, pt. 8, vol. 4 (Kiev, 1907), pp. 30-54.

3. Akty izdavaemye Vilenskoiu arkheograficheskoiu komissieiu dlia razbora drevnikh

aktov V Vilne, vol. 1-30 (Vilnius, 1865-1905).

4. Podlachian Orthodox parishes at the end of the sixteenth century (place

names in Polish): Andryjanki, Augustow, Baciuty, Biala Podlaska, Bielsk
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Zyzanij and Smotryc'kyj

(Moscow, Constantinople, and

Kiev): Episodes in Cross-Cultural

Misunderstanding

David A. Frick

I begin in the middle, with perhaps the most curious episode in the

series of events I shall seek to link together here. At the end of February

1627, Lavrenti] Zyzanij, the Ruthenian archpriest of Korec, took leave of

Moscow after a stay of nearly a year. Zyzanij had come to Moscow in

April 1626, apparently with the purpose of having his catechism of the

Orthodox faith corrected and printed by Patriarch Filaret. The archpriest

received a much altered version of his work and said his farewells in

words of extreme gratitude (at least according to the Muscovite protocol);

I marvel at the great wisdom of the Orthodox lord, most holy lord

Filaret, Patriarch of Moscow and of all Rus'. What understanding, what

intelligence, what great God-given wisdom does he have in himself!

How did he, this sovereign, make such a large book in so little time!

Truly God works in him.^

Then, we read, Lavrenti] "took the book and pressed it to his breast,

embraced it with his arms, and lovingly kissed it all over."^

I find something odd in this encounter. Why was Lavrenti] so grateful

to receive a book that had undergone so many changes in translation,

excision, and alteration, as he himself complained to his Muscovite

collocutors at one point?^ Further, how often did Ruthenian churchmen

of the early seventeenth century look to Moscow for doctrinal

enlightenment? And—considering the issue from the other side of the

fence—why did Filaret finally agree to print a work on doctrine by an

archpriest from "Lithuania?" After all, the Orthodoxy of Ruthenian

churchmen was generally subject to doubt in Moscow. What did the two

sides expect to gain from this apparently uncomfortable and quite clearly
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misunderstanding-ridden encounter?

I approach this encounter with several working assumptions: that this

episode and the events surrounding it were informed by a complex of

cross-cultural dissonances ranging from misrepresentations to misunder-

standings; that these seams in the text may allow us to get beyond the

polemical programme of the Muscovite editor of the protocol; and that

a micro-investigation of such disjunctures may offer us new insights into

the workings of two Orthodox Slavic national cultures at different stages

in the process of coming to terms with each other and with the early

modern West.^

In the 1620s, at approximately the time when Zyzanij was working

on his catechism, Ruthenian cultural leaders (who were not only under

pressure from Polish Catholic and Protestant proselytizers, but were also

engaged in Uniate-Orthodox internecine competition) were generally

aware of the need for an authoritative statement of correct doctrine in the

form of a handbook for popular instruction. The archpriest from Korec

was not alone in his efforts in that direction: Meletij Smotryc'kyj was also

at work in those same years on his own Ruthenian catechism of the

Orthodox faith and had recently travelled to Constantinople, manuscript

in hand, ostensibly to have the work approved by Patriarch Cyril Lukaris.

Zyzanij and Smotryc'kyj were adversaries, and it is entirely possible

that part of Zyzanij's motivation was a personal need to oppose the

archbishop of Polack. That adversarial relationship would reach its climax

after Lavrentij's return from Moscow and, specifically, at the Orthodox

council in Kiev in August 1628, where Zyzanij played a leading role in

anathematizing Smotryc'kyj's Uniate writings, including the archbishop's

new catechism of the Orthodox faith, and in charging their author with

suspicion of apostasy. But that antagonism may well have been growing

for some time. Zyzanij and Smotryc'kyj had probably encountered each

other by the 1590s in Vilnius, when Lavrentij was active in the Orthodox

confraternity and Meletij was a student at the Jesuit academy. In the

earliest record of a connection between the two churchmen, an entry in

the Barkulabov Chronicle for 1600, we read (in addition to a report on the

weather) that Prince Bohdan Solomerec'kyj had replaced the older

Lavrentij with the younger Meletij as a tutor in Latin to his son, Bohdan.^

We do not know that it was this incident that set the tone for the

relationship between the two men, but it certainly could have given rise

to some enmity in the future archpriest toward the future archbishop.

Smotryc'kyj was soon to accompany the young prince Solomerec'kyj on

a study tour of German academies. It was by displacing Zyzanij that

Smotryc'kyj was able to continue his studies, and he later thanked "God,

the Ostroz'kyjs, and the Solomerec'kyjs" (in that order) for his educa-
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tion.^

Smotryc'kyj continued from that time on to eclipse Zyzanij in

importance in the Vilnius confraternity and in the Ruthenian church in

general. There were other occasions when a direct comparison between

Smotryc'kyj and Zyzanij would once again have been inevitable. In 1618

Smotryc'kyj published a grammar of Church Slavonic that effectively

replaced Zyzanij's own effort of 1596. He may well have included

Zyzanij's grammar in his considerations when he wrote in the preface to

his own work that Church Slavonic grammar had until that point sorely

lacked a good description of inflectional morphology.^ As Smotryc'kyj

rose to prominence in the church and nation, Zyzanij retired into the

background. In 1620 Patriarch Theophanes of Jerusalem, who was

returning home from Moscow (where he had consecrated Filaret), made
Smotryc'kyj archbishop of Polack and bishop of Mstislau and Vicebsk.

This was a part of the general "illegal" restoration of the Orthodox

hierarchy in Rus' in October 1620. Zyzanij was elevated at some point

from priest to the position of archpriest (the highest position in the

hierarchy that a married man could occupy), and there is some reason to

speculate that he, too, may have been consecrated to this (lesser) position

at the same time by Patriarch Theophanes. A parallel biography of these

two churchmen and philologists might make Zyzanij seem a less success-

ful version of his younger competitor.

Smotryc'kyj had published his first catechism in 1610 in what he

would later characterize as a "colophon" to the widely read Orthodox

polemical pamphlet Threnos. On one occasion the Uniate Smotryc'kyj

stated that he had begun work on a new catechism of the Orthodox faith

in 1621, the year that marked the beginning of his defence of the newly

consecrated Orthodox hierarchy; but he also portrayed his work on that

catechism as an important point along the road to his ultimate conversion

to the Uniate church. One of the main reasons for his trip to Con-

stantinople (according to the Uniate Smotryc'kyj's representations) was
to have his catechism censored by Patriarch Cyril Lukaris. When he

discovered that Lukaris' own catechism was Calvinistic in several key

doctrines, Smotryc'kyj was determined not to show his work to the Greek

authorities.^ He returned to Rus' and secretly converted to the Uniate

church on 7 July 1627. Over the course of the next year he discussed his

catechism with Orthodox churchmen—Metropolitan Jov Borec'kyj of Kiev

and Peter Mohyla (who would soon become archimandrite of the Caves
Monastery)—in preparation for the Orthodox synod scheduled for

August 1628 in Kiev. But during that same period he was covertly

showing the same work to Uniate and Catholic authorities. The Uniate

metropolitan of Kiev, Josyf Ruc'kyj, served as the main corrector of his
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work on that side of the fence.*^ Apparently Smotryc'kyj thought that a

catechism that had been approved in advance by leaders of both sides

could serve as the linchpin for his plans for a reunion of Rus' with Rus'.

But the Orthodox side seems to have had doubts about Smotryc'kyj'

s

reliability well before he was publicly charged with suspicion of apostasy

at that council in Kiev. It is difficult to say with certainty when these

doubts first began to surface. According to later Orthodox representa-

tions, the Orthodox sheep never completely trusted this particular

shepherd, but this may have been, to some degree, sour grapes. We
should note, however, that the Uniate side had devoted much of its

attention in the polemical pamphlets of 1621-1622 to encouraging just

these sorts of suspicions, portraying Smotryc'kyj as a near convert to the

Uniate church in 1617, just before he took holy orders in the Orthodox

church. Apparently there were some doubts about Smotryc'kyj's trip

to Constantinople, especially after he returned to Rus' with a letter from

Cyril Lukaris annulling the stauropegial rights of the confraternities. And
Smotryc'kyj himself was to write to Ruc'kyj that he had nearly been

"found out" in 1627-1628, while he was still an undercover Uniate.

The general atmosphere of suspicion surrounding Smotryc'kyj's

behaviour in the period 1623-1628 formed part of the background for

Zyzanij's trip to Moscow in April 1626. But was there a direct connection

between Smotryc'kyj's actions and Zyzanij's decision to set off for

Moscow? The timing was curious at the least. Smotryc'kyj seems to have

returned to Rus' from Constantinople in late 1625 or early 1626. He was

in Kiev by the Sunday of Orthodoxy, 26 February 1626, when the Ortho-

dox metropolitan of Kiev, Jov Borec'kyj, publicly defended his own, as

well as Smotryc'kyj's, bona fides against suspicions that the two leaders

had betrayed the church to the Uniate side.’^ Zyzanij must have known
that one of Smotryc'kyj's reasons for travelling to Constantinople was to

acquire an authoritative censor for his catechism of the Orthodox faith.

Smotryc'kyj had spent some time in Kiev in 1623 before setting off for the

East, and he seems to have discussed some of his plans with some of the

Orthodox, including another future "defector," Kasijan Sakovyc. Let us

recall that Zyzanij would have been residing in Kiev at that time and

acting as a corrector of church books at the printing house of the Kievan

Caves Monastery.’'^ Sakovyc wrote during Smotryc'kyj's absence in the

summer of 1625 that the archbishop would answer rumours about his

activities upon his return from that place "whence power and permission

for the pacification of such matters is wont to come."’^ I assume that one

of those "matters" was an authoritative statement on Orthodox doctrine.

Smotryc'kyj had returned to Kiev by early 1626, and Zyzanij set off from

Kiev for Moscow a few months later. Zyzanij returned to Rus' about the
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time Smotryc'kyj was engaged in his "secret" negotiations with the

Uniate side. Thus, while Smotryc'kyj was gathering support for an

Orthodox synod and was showing his catechism in secret (or half secret)

to leaders of both sides, Zyzanij was waiting in the wings with two

catechisms: his own Ruthenian-language manuscript (assuming he had

retained a copy for himself) and the Slavonic version corrected and

printed by Filaret. And when Smotryc'kyj stepped forward publicly with

his catechism at the Orthodox synod in Kiev in August 1628, Zyzanij was

ready to lead the attack of the lesser clergy, laity, and Cossacks against

the apostate archbishop.

Let us now return to that curious middle episode in the chain of

events. Zyzanij seems to have arrived in Moscow shortly after 24 April

1626.^^ His purpose in coming would seem to have included having his

Ruthenian catechism corrected and approved by Patriarch Filaret. Ten

months later, on 18, 19, and 20 February 1627, Zyzanij discussed and

defended "his" work (or, at least, the version of his work as it had been

translated and adapted in Slavonic at the Moscow printing house) with

Muscovite authorities. Filaret had ordered the correctors, a certain Il'ja

(who was a hegumen) and a certain Grigorij, in the presence of the boyar

Prince Ivan Borisovic Cerkasskij, and the state councillor ("dumnyj djak")

Fedor Lixacev, to discuss those articles in the catechism that "were in

disagreement with the Russian and Greek translations."^^ Our source is

a Muscovite protocol of that encounter.’®

If we do a little reading between the lines, some aspects of the

relationship between the interlocutors emerge from the record of their

conversation. This is a question of tone and thus is not subject to "proof"

in the usual sense of the word. And yet, it is crucial to consider this

aspect of the testimonies, especially given the fact that the Muscovite side

controlled the shape of the document: what was obscured in the overt

statements may nonetheless have come through in more indirect ways,

and we should not neglect to make cautious use of such interpretive

clues.

First, then, let us note that the power and authority in this discussion

was an absent one: Filaret did not take direct part in the debates. He is

portrayed as having corrected (or perhaps having supervised or ordered

the correction of) the translation of Zyzanij's work, and as having

commanded the correctors to discuss the work with its author. I receive

the impression that the correctors also reported on the progress of their

talks at the end of at least the first day and that Filaret made further

suggestions concerning issues to be raised with the Ruthenian

archpriest.’^ It would seem that Lavrentij did not actually see the

patriarch, at least not during this last encounter with the Muscovite
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authorities. Further, Filaret had ordered the correctors to conduct their

discussions with Lavrentij amicably}^ This leads me to wonder whether

in fact an inimical conversation might have been a possibility, and

whether Zyzanij might in fact have been in danger of some stricter

ecclesiastical censure, depending upon his performance during those

discussions.

There is some support in the protocol for taking these suspicions

seriously. There was a marked difference in tone between the first day

and the following two. Filaret had ordered his correctors at the beginning

of the first day to give Zyzanij "his" book and to discuss with him "those

articles that were in disagreement with Russian and Greek translations."

But the correctors gave the book to Lavrentij only at the end of the first

day, and Lavrentij seems not to have known until then that his request

had been fulfilled. Zyzanij defended his work during that first day as if

his life depended on it. Four times during that first conversation Lavrentij

blamed apparent errors upon the translator.^^ And one other time, when
the correctors sought to prove to him that he, not the translator, had been

in error, the archpriest "swore vehemently" («KAiiTBaMM KAHAca») that he

had not been responsible for a particular heretical formulation concerning

the nature of the Trinity. The correctors presented the book to Lavrentij

at the end of this long discussion, immediately after the archpriest had

attempted to blame the translator for the fifth time. At this point, the

correctors expressed disdain for Lavrentij' s behaviour, pointing out that

the patriarch had fulfilled his request (something Zyzanij had apparently

not known until that moment) and had only demanded a discussion of

the questionable issues.^^ Lavrentij's reaction showed considerable relief:

he "took the book honourably and kissed it lovingly and said: 'God save

the lord, most holy Filaret, patriarch of Moscow and of all Rus', that he,

a great sovereign, has fulfilled our request.'"^'^

In my reading of the first day's conversation there is something of the

haughtiness of underlings given rein to exercise the power of their

superior over someone at his mercy. But there is an added wrinkle here.

Another source would seem to indicate that this translator whom
Lavrentij attempted to make into the scapegoat was none other than the

hegumen ll'ja.^^ Zyzanij was apparently not aware of this fact. Nor are

readers of the protocol given this important piece of information. Perhaps

this helps explain some of the occasional oddities in tone in the account

of the first day's discussions. Zyzanij sought every means to defend both

himself and his catechism because, at this point, with the outcome still

uncertain, they may have been the same thing. The correctors withheld

from Lavrentij the information that his work had already achieved a

certain kind of acceptance, and ll'ja did not betray that he himself was
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the much-maligned translator—hence his impatience with what he

portrayed as Lavrentij's needless whining.

After the first day, Zyzanij no longer made a scapegoat out of the

translator, and he accepted the Muscovite corrections with greater and

greater willingness. Six times, on days two and three, Zyzanij said

something of the sort; "I came here precisely so that I might receive

better doctrine here from you. It was precisely for this reason that I

petitioned the Orthodox Sovereign and most Holy Lord Filaret."^^ That

is, Zyzanij continued to put up a fight, but he became much less tied to

his stated opinion. In fact, Zyzanij seems on several occasions to have

been willing to shape generalizations concerning what the Ruthenians

believed in ways that would be acceptable to his Muscovite collocutors,

but which were not necessarily reflective of the truth about what Rus'

believed.

Let us consider, for example, the question of the status of Greek

authorities. Il'ja and Grigorij seem to have suspected that Lavrentij

belonged to a nation that accepted the new Greek texts. Echoing Maksim

Grek, the Muscovite correctors told of new Greek texts that agreed

neither with the old Greek nor with the Slavonic texts and that they did

not accept because, ''although they are indeed printed in the Greek

language, the Greeks now live under great oppression in infidel countries

and are not able to print them according to their custom."^^ Asked by

Lavrentij whether they knew Greek, the Muscovite correctors responded

that "we know enough Greek that we do not add any syllable to any

phrase, or take one away."^^ In spite of this attitude on the Muscovite

side, Lavrentij continued to attempt to gain a polemical advantage by

appeal to Greek authorities; and, still, twice he was forced to retreat,

assuring his collocutors that "we, too, do not accept the new translations

of books in the Greek language."^^

But was this true? By "translations," the Muscovite correctors clearly

had in mind "editions" of all sorts: after all, Filaret had ordered them to

discuss with Lavrentij those passages where his catechism differed from

Russian and Greek translations . And the reigning attitude among the

Muscovites toward Greek texts printed in the West encompassed all

Greek texts—scriptural, canonical, patristic—which, in this view, had

been taken from the Greeks by the Latins, printed in the West in corrupt

form, and then destroyed, such that all appeal to Greek authority was

invalidated. We can find this view in the works of Maksim Grek, Meletij

Smotryc'kyj (but only as author of the Orthodox Threnos), and, eventually,

the Old Believers as well as the "Latinizer" Silvester Medvedev.^^

Lavrentij was clearly searching for some authority to support his side

of the argument, and he attempted twice to make Greek texts his author-
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ity. Apparently he suspected that the Muscovites might bow before Greek

authority; even better—that they did not know Greek, and that he might

thus be able to gain a polemical advantage. "In the Greek language it is

said thus," Lavrenti] began his challenge, and he continued, "Who among
you knows Greek?"^^ But the Muscovites managed to maintain the

authority of genuine Greek texts and still undermine Lavrentij's argument:

we adhere to the new Greek texts and to the Slavonic texts translated

from them; you adhere to the new Greek texts that have been corrupted

by the "Latins." And twice Lavrenti] retreated after some argument,

agreeing that these texts were indeed corrupt. And not only did he

concede that this was the case, but he asserted that "we" (i.e., the

Ruthenians) also believed this.

But the prefaces to the Kievan editions of liturgical and patristic texts

published in the 1620s, on some of which Zyzani] had himself collabor-

ated as corrector, explicitly defended recourse to precisely those new
Greek texts published in the Latin West. Zyzani] himself had served as

corrector of the 1623 edition of the sermons of St. John Chrysostom, and

he had carried out his correction according to "the most reliable Greek

archetype, which was most excellently imprinted in the city of Eton" (i.e.,

in Protestant England).^^

This exchange calls in doubt Zyzani]' s claims that he had come to

Moscow for spiritual enlightenment. In my reading, Zyzani] on both

occasions first argued one way, expressing views that were in keeping

with the Kievan programme; and both times he finally gave in not

because he had been convinced (he attempted twice, after all, to make the

same point), but because he despaired of convincing the Muscovite

authorities with this argument. That is, Zyzani] shifted his statements

—

subtly and not so subtly—whenever he felt the need to do so during his

conversation/interrogation with/by the Muscovite authorities.

The "why" is, at one level, clear enough: Zyzani] wished to survive

the discussion and to obtain Eilaret's approbation. Perhaps a consider-

ation of the "how" will lead us somewhat further. What aspects of the

relations between the two sides made this sort of shifting a viable tool for

dispute? I would point, among other things, to the levels of knowledge

each side had of the other. In short, considerable mutual ignorance seems

to have separated Zyzani] and the Muscovites in 1627. Both sides devoted

much of their attention to establishing the differences between "you" and

"us." Some of the ignorance may have been feigned; much of it was

clearly genuine. Each side sought knowledge of the other, but both

players could also retreat behind mutual ignorance (or feigned ignorance)

in moments of danger.

What did the two sides actually know about each other? And,
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perhaps more interesting, what things did they fear (and thus

—

consciously or subconsciously—seek to discover) in their collocutors?

How had they defined each other before this encounter began? In 1627

we are, after all, at the very beginning stages of the Ruthenian-Muscovite

encounter. The Muscovites were willing to accept Lavrenti] as one of their

own, but only up to a certain, very limited point. They were willing to

print his book on "their" doctrine (after the necessary corrections had

been made) and to converse with him in their own language about the

faith. Throughout their conversation, however, the Muscovites seem to

have suspected that they did not entirely understand this man who had

appeared on their doorstep with a "Lithuanian" catechism they claimed

was in a language foreign to them.

The attitudes of the Muscovite correctors toward Zyzanij seem to

have been shaped by a certain amount of ignorance and a few cultural

stereotypes. This ignorance began—so we are led to believe—at the

linguistic level. Zyzanij wrote his work in Ruthenian, apparently under

the assumption that his interlocutors would at least be capable of

understanding it. But although they knew some "Serbian" words, the

Muscovites claimed not to be able to understand "Lithuanian" or "Polish"

(the two terms the Muscovites used to refer to the language of Zyzanij'

s

work).^^ "If 1 had only known," Lavrenti] exclaimed at one point, "1

would have submitted my book to the sovereign, most holy patriarch,

entirely in the Slavonic language.

By paying attention to the things that Il'ja and Grigori] seem to have

expected

—

and, especially, feared—from Zyzanij, we can begin to recreate

some part of Muscovite perceptions of Rus' in the 1620s. Grigori] objected

to Zyzanij's assertion that "the Father collected (co6pa) the Son and the

Holy Spirit," saying that "we do not speak of the collecting {coGpamie) of

the Holy Trinity."^^ Zyzanij asked to see the translation (he seems no

longer to have had direct access to his original), and he then blamed the

translator, claiming that he "had written that the Father deduced (useege)

the Son and the Holy Spirit. It would seem reasonable to assume that

in the oral discussion Lavrenti] was offering Slavonic equivalents of the

words in his Ruthenian original. But at this point Prince Ivan Borisovic

Cerkasskij asked Zyzanij:

"How do you say in Lithuanian coGpal” And Lavrenti] said it is the

same in the Lithuanian language

—

coGpa. And then [the prince] asked:

"And how do you say useegel” And Lavrenti] said; "it is also useege

in our language."^®

Thereupon "we" (i.e., the correctors, Il'ja and Grigori]) said that whether
it was iiseege or coGpa was not the point: it was still theologically

incorrect.^^ Zyzanij seems not to have spoken through an interpreter.
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What did he mean by the curious statement that co6pa was coGpa and

useege was useege in "Lithuanian?"

Was Zyzanij perhaps wilfully exploiting the distance between himself

and his Muscovite interlocutors here? Was the mutual ignorance of use

to Zyzanij, especially on the first day, when he seems to have been in a

panic to defend himself and his book? On the first day he may have

benefited from this situation of linguistic unclarity since it allowed him
to make himself less "clear" to his collocutors, thus rendering it more
difficult for them to declare him a heretic. On the second and third days

there was a more genuine will on Zyzanij' s part to discover who the

Muscovites were and to communicate to them somewhat more accurate

information concerning the Ruthenians. Day Two began with Zyzanij

posing questions to the Muscovites, itself a sign that the dynamics had

changed considerably. (And again, we may wish to take the claims of

incomprehensibility with a grain of salt. After all, remember that one of

those men present and claiming not to know "Lithuanian" was the

"translator" of the work, Il'ja.)

But let us continue for a moment with the Muscovite fears of Zyzanij.

At the doctrinal level, the Muscovites' first worry seems to have been that

Lavrentij was a secret Arian, in other words, that he had come under the

influence of the Polish radical Antitrinitarians who were active in the

eastern lands of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Several of their

questions, including the first ones, were thus devoted to probing

Lavrentij's beliefs on the Trinity.

Other areas of concern (or, as we will see, even annoyance) were

more general. On one occasion, when Lavrentij sought one excuse after

another after having been caught in an apparently heretical formulation

on the Trinity, he "began to speak in terms of orthography.'"^’ Here,

again, Zyzanij sought a polemical advantage by recourse to the tools of

sacred philology. Once again, the Muscovite protocol represented this as

an act of desperation, and the Muscovite side responded with annoyance

at the Ruthenian grammarian's argument:

"This, Lavrentij, is the childish affair of those who are learning letters,

that through the characters one understands singularity and plurality;

but we are not occupying ourselves today with such a matter." And to

this, Lavrentij answered nothing."*^

The Muscovites neutralized Lavrentij's appeal to grammar in the same

manner as they had dealt with his appeal to Greek texts—in both

instances by co-opting the authority in question.

In other cases the Muscovite side would simply reject the authorities

to which Lavrentij either overtly adhered or (perhaps more interestingly)
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which they suspected behind his utterances. The Muscovites alleged, for

example, that Lavrenti] had drawn some of his information from what

they might otherwise have termed "worldly philosophy." He had taken

his view of man from the fables of Aesop."^^ Even worse, he had

accepted a cosmology formed on the basis of handbooks on astrology

"taken from the Greek magi.'"^^ Zyzanij defended himself by drawing

a distinction similar to that between analytical and judicial astrology,

which were the traditional terms in Western discussions: he wrote only

descriptively of God's creation, not in order to foretell the future.'^^ The

Muscovites responded with the fundamentalist position, which rejected

all speculation about the structure of the universe: "we" have all our

knowledge concerning the cosmos from the Bible, especially from Gen.

1:17, where it is written "and God set them in the firmament of the

heaven to give light upon the earth."^^ Still Lavrenti] pushed the issue:

"Then how do the lights make their motions?"^^ When the Muscovites

returned once again to the Bible to explain how the heavens go,'^®

Zyzanij finally gave in, saying that he had come to Muscovy, after all,

precisely in order to receive enlightenment from Filaret.^^

But again, was this true? If Lavrenti] knew (or suspected) he was

wrong, why did he put up such a fight in the first place? Was he really

so easily convinced to change his views on how the motions of the

heavens were to be described? Was he speaking for a Ruthenian

consensus? Since we do not have Zyzanij's original (and since, according

to the correctors themselves, the passages on the heavens had been

excised), we can only speculate on the archpriest's "original" cosmology.

But we can note at a minimum (and it was a significant minimum) that

the two sides adhered to different rules in their descriptions of the

motions of celestial objects—the Muscovites drawing all their knowledge

from the Bible, and Zyzanij apparently willing to read other books,

including perhaps the book of nature.

This is one of those misunderstandings that may have resulted from

the beginnings of a change in world-views. Whether Zyzanij's views were

geostatic or geokinetic (probably the former), the archpriest of Korec lived

in a world where, owing to the discussion of the new and old calendars

if nothing else (the new calendar had been introduced in the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1583), theorizing about the movements of

heavenly bodies could have formed part of the background of confes-

sional debate. Not so, apparently, in Muscovy. For the correctors ll'ja and

Grigori] the question seems not to have been geokinetic versus geostatic

world-views, but whether in fact there should be any speculation at all

beyond the information provided by a few biblical passages. A recent

history of Orthodox theology has offered as a token of continuing
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conservatism the fact that as late as 1808, an Orthodox theologian was
still attempting to adapt the compromise solution offered by Tycho Brahe

(d. 1601), in which the moon and the sun revolved around the earth and

the other planets around the sun;®° and yet, even this belated willingness

to play the game by Western rules, to answer the questions posed by the

West, marks a step away from the position of Lavrenti]' s Muscovite

opponents, who still refused to debate these issues.

There were other passages where Zyzanij's original text may have

reflected a certain "modernity" that was unacceptable further to the east.

The Muscovites objected forcefully to the relative quantity and quality of

descriptions Zyzanij had devoted to the Godhead and to man, respective-

ly:

Why, Lavrenti], did you write in your book very boldly and audaciously

questions and answers concerning the Divinity and His essence? And
when the question was about Man—"What is Man?"—then you say in

answer, "This is an unfathomable thing."^^

What was behind this disagreement? Apparently, for one thing, the

Muscovites continued to adhere to a kind of apophatic theology. This was

part of their reaction to the fact that Zyzani] had much to say about the

nature of the Divinity (and in terms of positive knowledge, rather than

as a resignation to assess the ineffability of the godhead). Conversely,

when Zyzani] wrote that man was a mystery, he may have been reflecting

"new" ideas that put man more in the centre of attention by making his

nature a matter for speculation and by lending him some of the transcen-

dence of the divinity. In treating at length of the nature of God, Zyzani]

was perhaps reflecting the sense prevalent among Ruthenians that the

Orthodox needed to provide positive answers to precisely those questions

raised by Protestants and Catholics. Orthodox Ruthenian definitions of

faith in this period were informed in large measure by their reactive

nature; as late as 1627, it seems, the Muscovite side had yet to begin to

define itself in reaction to the Western confessions.

Lavrenti] led off the second day of discussions (19 February 1627) by

posing the following question to his Muscovite interlocutors: "How do

you call your faith, and what name do you give it?"^^ The Muscovite

answer—"we call it the faith of Christ, transmitted to us by His Holy

Apostles and confirmed by the Holy Fathers, who had gathered at the

seven holy ecumenical councils"^^—did not satisfy Lavrenti]. This was

for him an unexpressive minimum. Zyzani] knew from experience that

it was what everyone said. Catholics and heterodox included. Lavrenti]

wished to know "what do you call it [your faith] in your own person («ot

cBoero y\Mi;a»)? When someone asks you 'What is your faith?'—what do

you call it for him?"^'^ I suspect that Zyzani] was genuinely hoping for
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enlightenment here on the question of how an Orthodox Christian was

to respond to challenges from a variety of corners denying that the

Orthodox faith was the Christian faith. This, it seems, was the kind of

challenge that Ruthenian churchmen had to meet on a daily basis, but

one that was still foreign to the Muscovites.

This sort of Muscovite ignorance concerning the ways of the world

in the western borderlands of Orthodox Christendom gave rise to a

disagreement over whether non-priests had the right to perform a

baptism when no priest was present. This situation often arose for

Orthodox Christians living in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth; it

was thus a matter of grave concern for Lavrenti], who had written that

"if no priest is present, a person can be baptized by a deacon, or a clerk,

or a monk, or a layman."^^ Il'ja and Grigori] responded with apparently

unfeigned amazement: "What city is there where there are deacons and

clerks, but no priest?"^*^ Zyzani]'s response was eloquent in its terseness:

"there is much of this in the world. The Muscovites simply could not

fathom this, arguing that "without a priest, not only is it improper for the

faithful to be baptised, but even to be born or to die."^®

Lavrenti] attempted in vain at this point to defend himself (and what

was apparently common Ruthenian practice) by stating that he had not

invented this idea, but had based his statement on old authorities:

"bishop Augustine" and Patriarch Nicephorus of Constantinople (ca. 758-

829 )
59 Muscovites not only re]ected Zyzani]'s point of doctrine, but

they questioned the manner in which he established his authority. First,

this doctrine was not to be found, so the Muscovites argued, in the rules

of St. Nicephorus (whose authority they acknowledged). Second, the

Muscovites had some problems with according authority to St.

Augustine. The Muscovite attitude was curious: either it showed an

ignorance about the life of the bishop of Hippo, or it reflected an

Orthodox tradition that sought to "accept" Augustine, but to blame most

of his writings on Latin falsifications. Both interpretations imply a certain

discomfort with Augustine and uncertainty as to how to neutralize (or co-

opt) his authority. Now, for the first and only time, so the tone would
seem to reveal, it was the Muscovite side that was on the defensive. First,

they argued that although "we know Augustine, nonetheless, his rules

and his other writings are not found in Greek translations, because his

writing was corrupted by Latin sophists according to their heretical

custom."^^ When Lavrenti] defended Augustine as "the Orthodox bishop

of the city of Hippo and the author of many authoritative works,"^^ the

Muscovites offered a highly unusual life of the bishop to "prove" their

point: "we know that Augustine was an Orthodox bishop and that he

then renounced the Christian faith and was returned to the true path by
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Ambrose, Bishop of Milan; thereupon, up to his death, Augustine

finished his life in repentance, and he did not write any more writings

and commandments, or teachings and epistles, since the Fathers do not

allow such people to teach."^^ Lavrenti] stuck to his guns: "You are quite

right that Augustine abandoned the Christian faith and was returned to

the true path by Ambrose, Bishop of Milan; but his sermons are even in

the book of Meletios, Archbishop of Constantinople."^^ Still the Musco-

vites managed to appear unimpressed: if Augustine's works were used

by Meletios, it was because he wrote to refute the Latins "on the pro-

cession of the Holy Spirit, on unleavened bread, and on other Latin

customs." And the Muscovites made their point one more time: "we do

not have his doctrine; but even if it is found somewhere, we do not

accept it, because his doctrines are of the Latin custom."^^ Further, "they

[the Latins] have yet another interpreter, called Jerome; nor do we accept

his writing, because they corrupted many Greek books according to the

Latin custom."^^

By this point a tired Zyzanij agreed: "We know Jerome, and we do

not accept his writing either."^^ But again: was this true, or was

Lavrenti] simply worn out by the series of mutually contradictory

ob]ections that the Muscovite side had offered in an oddly frantic attempt

to discredit Augustine? In his Threnos of 1610, the Orthodox Meleti]

Smotryc'ky] had placed both Augustine and Jerome in the ranks of the

teachers of the "Universal Apostolic Eastern church" next to Basil the

Great, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Cyprian, Athanasius, Cyril of Alexandria,

and Gregory of Nazianzus.^® The exchange recorded in the protocol

revealed a certain amount of discomfort on the Muscovite side in the face

of Zyzani]'s continuing insistence on the authority of St. Augustine's

writings: why else would the side that was, after all, in control of the

discussion resort to a series of shifting, contradictory critiques of this

church father?

Was there a general pattern in all these disagreements, misunder-

standings, and inconsistencies? I suggest that each side began with a set

of unexpressed assumptions concerning its needs and goals, that these

assumptions were given direct expression only rarely and almost

inadvertently, but that they nevertheless in large part informed the

arguments. Central to these assumptions, I suspect, was a definition of

the main opponent, the immediate "other," against whom each side

defined its articles of faith and its method of argumentation and appeal

to authority. This attitude expressed itself indirectly, but it was anterior

to the choice of argument and thus of crucial significance in moments of

misunderstanding. Lavrenti] seems to have defined his position primarily

against that of the Roman Catholics, who were, in his opinion, the most
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immediate threat to Orthodox Ruthenians. The Muscovites were, of

course, overtly anti-Catholic (perhaps, in a sense, even more so than

Zyzanij: the fact that the archpriest was engaged in a protracted debate

with Uniates and Catholics required him to accept some of their

authorities in an effort to beat his opponents at their own game); but their

deepest suspicions were directed toward traitors to Orthodoxy, first the

Greeks and now (they feared) the Kievans.

These attitudes gave rise to some of the irony in the misunder-

standings between the two parties. Consider the following case; the

Muscovite correctors objected to Zyzanij's teaching on the disposition of

righteous souls at death. In their representation, the Ruthenian archpriest

had posited a "first hell" for the souls of those who had repented before

death, and a "second hell" for unrepentant sinners; those righteous souls

that had been sent to the first hell could later be freed by the prayers of

the living.^^ The Muscovites argued in response that souls "with pure

and true acts of repentance do not descend into hell, but for those souls

that have descended into hell without repentance there is no confession,

according to the saying of the prophet IPs. 6:5]: Tor in hell, who shall

confess thee, O Lord?'^° Further, in the Muscovite argument, it was the

doctrine of Chrysostom, Athanasius, and John of Damascus that "the

souls of Orthodox Christians who have died with pure repentance depart

unto bright places, into the hands of God, where God knows. The

Muscovites offered as proof of this assertion the instance of the righteous

thief, who, according to Christ's own words, was to be with him in

paradise. This argument "convinced" Lavrentij: after having considered

"for some time" where the righteous thief went after his death, Zyzanij

allowed that the Muscovites had "got him that time."^^

The irony here was that the Muscovites reacted to Zyzanij's teaching

on the disposition of righteous souls using arguments that foreshadowed

the objections that the Uniate Meletij Smotryc'kyj would soon make to the

similar teachings of Lavrentij's brother Stephen. And the irony was
heightened by the fact that, a year and half after he had bowed to

Muscovite pressure on this issue, Zyzanij would be instrumental in

having Smotryc'kyj charged with suspicion of apostasy, ostensibly

because he had objected to the teachings of the Zyzanijs (among others)

on points of doctrine, including precisely this one.

In his Protestatia Przeciwo Soborowi w tym roku 1628 (Lviv, 1628)

against the treatment that he had received at the Kievan Council of

August 1628, Smotryc'kyj made Zyzanij into the greatest foe of the Union
and into his own personal adversary. In Smotryc'kyj's representations, he

had been led into a trap in Kiev prepared by the lesser clergy—Zyzanij

together with Andrij Muzylovs'kyj, who was archpriest of Sluck. In this
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account, Smotryc'kyj had carefully prepared for this council in meetings

with the appropriate church leaders, above all with Metropolitan

Borec'kyj and Archimandrite Mohyla, who had expressed their agreement

with those portions of his Apologia they had seen. Smotryc'kyj came to

Kiev under the assumption that the leaders were still in agreement with

him and without realizing that the hierarchy had been upended, that

Zyzanij and Muzylovs'kyj, together with the laity, had usurped the

power rightfully belonging to the bishops. Instead of achieving official

church approval for his unionizing catechism (remember: he had recently

been showing this work to the Uniate metropolitan Ruc'kyj at the same

time as he was negotiating with the Orthodox leaders), Smotryc'kyj was

forced to participate in a solemn ceremony in the church of the Caves

Monastery, during which his Apologia was condemned and pages from

it were burned and stomped underfoot.^^

When Smotryc'kyj criticized the Ruthenian "new theologians" in

Apologia and elsewhere, he wrote of "your Zyzanijs, Philalets, Orthologs,"

etc., and in referring to the "Zyzanijs," he made a pun on the sowers of

^i^dvia or tares. But in this case alone, he also had actual referents for his

plural: the brothers Stephen and Lavrentij. In fact, almost all of Smot-

ryc'kyj' s references to "Zyzanij" were to Stefan Zyzanij. Only in the

Protestatia did he refer to Lavrentij. But even here he was purposefully

vague in his references to the brothers, and he often allowed his readers

to maintain the impression that the Zyzanij whose "heretical" works he

had refuted in Apologia and the Zyzanij who was his main opponent in

Kiev were the same person. He wrote in his Protestatia that while the

church leaders gathered in the Caves Monastery were anathematizing his

Apologia, he was in his heart doing the same to "the blasphemies, errors,

and heresies of their sowers of chaff, the Zyzanijs, who were refuted by

me in my work; them did I tear; upon them did I put the candles out; and

them did 1 cast under my feet":^'^ here Smotryc'kyj counted upon a

linking of the two brothers, the one who had been a false teacher to the

Ruthenian nation and the other who was now condemning Smotryc'kyj

and supporting his brother's errors.

Smotryc'kyj delighted in unmasking the contextual contingency of the

"truths" expressed by his Orthodox opponents. In his Apologia he argued

that the Ruthenian new theologians and the Greeks who were gathered

around Patriarch Cyril Lukaris had made heterodox doctrine into their

own pseudo-Orthodox doctrine simply in order to contradict Catholic

dogma, not stopping to consider whether the Orthodox agreed with the

heterodox or with the Roman church on a given point.^^ In particular

—

at least in the Uniate Smotryc'kyj's representations—Cyril Lukaris (whom
he identified in a roundabout way) confessed to him privately that the
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reason for denying particular judgement was in order to be in a position

to be able to "destroy the Roman purgatory."^^

Zyzanij's statements on the disposition of souls at death seem to

reflect some confusion in his views on purgatory and particular

judgement. Asked by the Muscovites how many judgements there were,

Zyzanij produced the shocking answer "four." The Muscovites were so

surprised by his response that they only allowed him to list two of them

(in addition, we may presume, to the last judgement) before they

"convinced" him of his error. Lavrentij argued that God had first judged

Sodom and Gomorrah (to which the Muscovites replied that God had not

judged, but would judge) and that there was a judgement when the soul

departed from the body (i.e., particular judgement—here Zyzanij

"agreed" with Smotryc'kyj—which the Muscovites argued was not

judgement per se, but a disposition).^^ This exchange came on the

second day and was, perhaps, prompted by the longer debate on the first

day concerning the disposition of righteous souls.

In his refutation of Stephen Zyzanij, Smotryc'kyj used several of the

same arguments employed by the Muscovites in their debate with

Lavrentij. Like the Muscovites, Smotryc'kyj drew on the story of the

righteous thief at Christ's crucifixion and on Chrysostom, Athanasius,

and John of Damascus to "prove" that a decision was made concerning

the disposition of souls at death and that the souls of the repentant went

to some "light and peaceful place. Thus, we might falsely conclude,

the Uniate Smofryc'kyj "agreed" with the Muscovite authorities in

rejecting the teachings of the Zyzanijs on this particular point. But this

"agreement" tells us little and is in fact misleading if we do not also

determine how it happened that those two otherwise inimical parties

were suddenly in agreement.

In this particular case, Smotryc'kyj cited the story of the righteous

thief against Stephen Zyzanij's argument on the disposition of repentant

souls, which the archbishop represented as a direct borrowing from the

Protestants. Smotryc'kyj cited these biblical passages, together with the

authority of the Greek fathers (Chrysostom, Athanasius, Damascene) in

order to "prove" the licitness of Roman doctrine on particular judgement

and purgatory. His argument was that "we" (i.e., the Eastern Orthodox

church) believe these same things (even if we do not give them the same
names), so why do we condemn the Romans as heretics?

Lavrentij seems to have been seeking to distance himself somewhat
from the position of his brother, who had denied particular judgement,

the existence of purgatory, and the efficacy of prayers of the living for

intercession for the souls of the dead. He seems to have reached a stage

in his thought where he recognized that the Ruthenian "new theologians"
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(including his brother) had become a polemical liability for the Orthodox

in their debates with the Uniates and the Catholics. It thus became

necessary to find an Orthodox position that was neither Roman nor

markedly Protestant (and—most important—to gain some authoritative

support for that position). Lavrentij's dilemma may explain some of the

curious elements in his doctrine and in his manner of argumentation: not

two judgements (and not one judgement), but four; not purgatory (but

also nof-purgatory), but "first hell," whence souls could be freed through

prayers for intercession.

The Muscovites were less directly worried about opposing Roman
positions, more comfortable with their own authority on this particular

issue, and most suspicious of Ruthenians and "new Greeks." Thus they

had no difficulty in reacting to Zyzanij's position in a way that would

have been for the Ruthenian archpriest compromisingly close to the

"unionizing" position of Meletij Smotryc'kyj. Yes, souls are sent to good

and bad places according to their merits at death (but this, according to

the Muscovites, is, technically speaking, a disposition rather than a judge-

ment). Yes, there is a place outside of hell for the souls of those who,

although sinful in life, had repented before death (but there is no

particular name for this place). The church prays for the souls of those

who died repentant (but it prays for the souls of all, living and dead, in

hell or elsewhere).

And there were many other points in the cultural and confessional

debates of the seventeenth century where representatives of sides that

had little in common, and were otherwise inimical, made use of similar

or even identical arguments. The point is that the "truth" in these

debates—as Smotryc'kyj himself frequently pointed out—was to a certain

degree contextually determined. We should note that in 1627, "ortho-

doxy" and "heresy" were terms that had not yet reached even the

relatively clear state of the late seventeenth century, to say nothing of the

modern definitions. On these particular issues all sides—Zyzanij,

Smotryc'kyj, and the Muscovites—espoused some doctrinal points that

would make their way into the current definition of Orthodoxy and some

that would be declared in error. The crucial point is that it is of little

importance to discover what a given party held on questions like

particular judgement, purgatory, Greek authority, etc., if we do not also

determine "against whom" they held these opinions and to what end.

This tale of two men and three cities actually "ended" with a third

man and a fourth city: Peter Mohyla and the Romanian see of Ia§i.

Mohyla was in the beginning stages of his rise to power when Smot-

ryc'kyj and Zyzanij were seeking official approval from the various sides

for their catechisms., One of the early tests of Mohyla's political savvy
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may have been in the events surrounding the condemnation of Smot-

ryc'kyj's catechism in Kiev in August 1628. According to Smotryc'kyj,

Mohyla had privately expressed his agreement with the archbishop's

unionizing position, but through cowardice and fear of pressure from the

Cossacks and from the lesser clergy (including Zyzanij), he had allowed

himself to be swayed for the moment to a rigid anti-Uniate position.^^

There may have been some truth to these obviously self-serving

allegations. Once he had neutralized the influence of the Cossacks and

the lesser clergy and had gained the support of the Ruthenian gentry and

regular church hierarchy, Mohyla would show himself open to much of

what had been Smotryc'kyj's programme.

One crucial difference seems to have been that Mohyla had created

a stronger power base, and he had a better sense how far this power base

would allow him to move toward the Romans. With his well-established

"Orthodox" credentials, Mohyla was in a position to include many of

Smotryc'kyj's doctrinal points, including the teaching on particular

judgement and purgatory, in his own catechism of the Orthodox faith.

Mohyla did not send his work to either the patriarch of Constantinople

or the patriarch of Moscow for correction and approval; rather, he

submitted it in 1642 for acceptance by the Eastern patriarchs gathered in

Ia§i. The translation of Mohyla's work into Greek marked the official

adoption of a work much closer to Smotryc'kyj's than to Zyzanij's as the

Orthodox standard.

By now "everyone" (the catechism was supposed to have been a

definitive statement of Orthodox belief) "believed" the same thing on this

particular point, and what they "believed" was more or less what

Smotryc'kyj had argued: that the Orthodox faith accommodated
something akin to what the Catholics called particular judgement. But

why did many of the same people "believe" this now but not a few years

earlier? The answer lies in considerations of power and authority. The

crucial thing was not only (although this played a role, too) what people

believed, but who expressed the belief, against whom, and to what end?

Smotryc'kyj and Zyzanij seem to have been working alone. The most

plausible reconstruction I can offer is that Smotryc'kyj went to Con-

stantinople in the hope of gaining Lukaris's authority for some version

of a unionizing national Orthodox church in Rus'. When he saw that this

would be impossible, he decided to return to Rus' and work for a

bilateral agreement on such a vision, perhaps under a local independent

patriarch to be established on the Muscovite model.

The curious episode remains Zyzanij's trip to Moscow. Clearly

Zyzanij was hoping to gain some sort of authority through Filaret's

approval. It seems to have been important to him, and he was willing to
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put himself in some danger and to agree to opinions that were not his

own to get it. But then, why did he make no use of this authority when
he returned to Rus'? As far as I know, Ruthenian documents are silent on

Zyzanij's trip. Is this a significant or a fortuitous silence? Or did Zyzanij

simply lack the authority to be heard in the Ruthenian debates?

And what did the Muscovite side expect to gain? Perhaps there were

at the outset some expectations that the Ruthenian scholar might offer a

usable statement of the Orthodox faith. (But against whom would this

document have been exploited at that time? Against the Greeks?) Perhaps

the Muscovite authorities realized that they had not got what they were

after. The work seems to have had little resonance with mainstream

church culture.^’ In fact, 1627 marks the beginning of an official Musco-

vite reaction against Ruthenian books.®^ Did the encounter with Zyzanij

play a role in this move to control access to Kievan printings? Perhaps at

this point the Muscovite side was simply seeking information about a

representative of this nation that was soon to become such a significant

"other" in the Muscovite psyche. In other words, viewed from the

Muscovite side of the fence, the "Prenie" may have recorded an

important early debriefing in the realm of national-confessional intelli-

gence gathering.
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Carlo Ginzburg, "Clues: Roots of an Evidential Paradigm," Clues, Myths, and

the Historical Method (Baltimore, 1989), pp. 96-125.
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5. Polnoe sobranie russkix letopisiej, vol. 32 (Moscow, 1975), p. 185: «Toro poKy

6biAa 3HMa AioTa m CHe>KHa>i. BAaroBCLLjeHne 6biAo Ha cbhtom hc^cah b [hbItok.

OoHaAH opaTM no cbbtc Ha HCTBepTOH He/ieAc. Toro >k poKy, Mcceija aripcAa y

HOHC/ICAOK Ha CBBTOFO MapTHHa Hailbl pHMCKOrO, B3aBIHH 3 HayKH OT AaBpCHTMa

3apa3 4aHO 40 nayKH AarnncKHa 40 riana MaKCHMa PepacMMOBUMa CMOTpmjKoro.»

6 . Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Jevanhelije ucytelnoje (Vevis, 1616) (= The 'Jevnnhelije

ucytelnoje of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian

Literature, Texts, vol. 2. Cambridge, Mass., 1987), vV13: «To boBkivia, Bce

HjOKOABCK B po3yMa> Mory, ecAH Lijo Mory, 110 Aacye B[o]>koh, h ho Aacije Hcne

OcBeyoHbix Kh>k. OcrpoacKHXTb, Aaci;e h 4o6po4'feHCTBaM B. Kh>k. M. 40M0BCTBa,

iipMnHcoBaTM HOBUHCH HaM4yio CH: KOToporo npn 6oKy h ryGbiTHbix h ny>KO-

acMCKHX AKa4eMiH BbiSBOACHbix HayKT) B4aMHOCTM, BC4Ayr mEakopo 40BTkny

Moero, 3BL4aTH 34apHy\ MH r[ocno]4b Bor'b...»

7. Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Grammatiky slavenskija pravilnoe sintagma (Vevis, 1618;

facsimile ed., Nimcuk, 1979), 2'': «[This grammar] HayHiiTa. b peMCHHHXTy

po303Hana po3AMMHOcTH LpaMMaTHMHbix CAOBa nacTHH: HayMMTa. HivieHa.

CKAOHCHHa, a LAaroyXOBTj CHopa>KeHHa, Be4Ayr"b By\acHOCTH okohhchmh hci homo
naM'b 6ap30 cxoguAO aabiKa mmctc CAaBeHCKoro» (emphasis added).

8 . See Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Apologia peregrinatiey do Kraiow Wschodnych (Lviv,

1628; facsimile ed.) (= Collected Works of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library

of Early Ukrainian Literature, Texts, vol. 1, Cambridge, Mass., 1987), pp. 105-

06/576; Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Exethesis abo Expostidatia (Lviv, 1629; facsimile

ed.) (= Collected Works of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library of Early

Ukrainian Literature, Texts, vol. 1, Cambridge, Mass. 1987), 3V697.

9. See Smotryc'kyj's letter to Ruc'kyj in M. I. Kojalovic, Eitovskaja cerkoimaja

unija, vol. 2 (St. Petersburg, 1861), pp. 361-67.

10. Eor the post-conversion Orthodox allegations, see Andrij Muzylovs'kyj

(Andrzej Muzylowski), Antidotum, Przezacnemv Narodozui Rvskiemv, Albo,

Warvnek Przeciw Apologiey ladem Napelnioney; ktorq ivydal Melety Smotrzysky,

niestusznie Cerkiew Ruskq prawoslawnq w niey pomaiviaiqc Haeresiq y Schismq, dla

niektorych Scribentow. Wporyiuczq przygotowany y podany (Vilnius, 1629), 6L1F.

11. Eor the Uniate allegations of 1621, see Soivita Wina. To test Odpis na script,

Maiestat Krola lego Mosci honor y reputatiq Eudzi Zacnych Duchownych y
Swieckich obrazaiqcy, nazioany, Verificatia Nieivinnosci (Vilnius, 1621) (Reprint:

Arxiv [1887], pp. 443-510), pp. 69-71/492-93; Examen Obrony, To test Odpis na

Script Obrony Werificatije nazwany (Vilnius, 1621) (Reprint: Arxiv [1914], pp.

562-96), pp. 43-46/590-92.

12. See Kojalovic, Eitovskaja cerkovnaja unija, p. 367.

13. See S. Golubev, Kievskij Mitropolit Petr Mogila i ego spodvizniki (Opyt

istoriceskogo issledovanija), vol. 1 (= Materialy dlja istorii zapadno-russkoj cerkvi)

(Kiev, 1883), pp. 280-83.

14. See V. V. Nimcuk's introduction to Lavrentij Zyzanij, Hramatyka slovens'ka,

Pam"jatky ukrajins'koji movy (Kiev, 1980), p. 18.

15. See Golubev, Kievskij Mitropolit Petr Mogila i ego spodvizniki, p. 123, and
Sakovyc's preface to Kasper Wilkowski, transL, Desiderosus abo sciezka do

mitosci Bozej i do doskonalosci zywota chrzescijahskiego (Cracow, 1626),) P '': "O
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ktorey ksi^szki [i.e., Desiderosus] zaleceniu bym dobrze nic nie powiedzial,

to samo wielk^ iey v kazdego z nas powag^ ziednac moze, iz tak wiele

narodow w Europie naszey swoiemi i^zykami przetlumaczon^ chcieli miec,

az tez z Polskiego i^zyka na nasz Ruski wiele ich sobie przekladaig y
przypisui^, nawet w Monasterzech przy Trapezach do stolu braciey

Nowicyuszom i^ czytywai^, iakosmy w Kiiowskim Bratskim Monasterzu, za

rezydenciey Oyca Smotrzyckiego czleka wielmi godnego czynili, (ktorego

niech Bog w poboznych zamyslach iego szcz^sci, ktore amore veritatis in causa

pacandae nostrae religionis w serce swe zawzi^wszy, lubens libensq[ue] suscepit,

odiezdzai^c tarn, sk^d moc y dozwolenie na vspokoienie takich spraw
zwyklo wychodzic, ktory z spokoynym swoim do nas si? zwroceniem, moze
zniesc opaczne o sobie rozumienie)."

16. See K. Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie na velikorusskuju cerkovnuju zizn'

(Kazan', 1914; reprint. The Hague, 1968), p. 103.

17. "Prenie," p. 81: «HcnpaBH, rocy4apb CBareiimHi narpMapxTb bca^a ek nporonony

AaBpeHbTHK) oT4ar, a o rkx crarbax, KOTopbie b nen Hecxo4Hbi c pycKHMH h

rpenecKHMH nepeB04bi . .
.
[noroBopHTH].»

18. This work often accompanied manuscript versions of the catechism. It is

available to the wider scholarly community in two editions: a printed edition

of a seventeenth-century manuscript in Prenie 1859 and a facsimile of a

seventeenth-century manuscript published in Zasedanie v kniznoj palate 18-go

fevralja 1627 goda po povodu ispravlenija katexizisa Lavrentija Zizanija (=

Pamjatniki drevnej pis'mennosti i iskusstva 17, St. Petersburg, 1878). I have cited

from the former.

19. The report on the second day's proceedings began with the information that

Filaret had once again ordered ITja and Grigorij to discuss the catechism

with Lavrenti). "Prenie," p. 88: «Ha 3aBTpHe>K OeapaAB Ba> 19 4ch bcaLa

rocy4apb CBBTenmni KMp OnAaper, naTpnapxTj mockobckhI i Bcea PycMi, iryivieHy

klAHe 4a TpHmKe or KHH>KHbie cnpaBbi 6biTH y npoTonona AaBpeHTna aa

n04B0pbe M rOBOpMTH C HUMr. O TOH>K KHMre Beck40CA0BHi.»

20. "Prenie," p. 81: «...a bcacho noroBopMTM AioOoBHbiM oObinaeM a CMapenaeM

HpaBa...»

21. "Prenie," p. 81: «To 4e nepeBOTHHK norpemMA»; "Prenie," p. 82: «a to bcc ot

nepeBOTHHKa»; "Prenie," p. 87: «To 4e nepeBOTMHK HanacaA...»; "Prenie," p. 88:

«a TO 4e MHoro nepeBOTMMK ae TaK aocTaBaA.»

22. "Prenie," p. 86: «H AaBpeaTaa o tom KABTBaMa kabacb, mto oa ae aacbiBaA: o6a

cyajecTBa, ao cyujecTBO nacaA.»

23. "Prenie," p. 88: «M ootom aryMea IdAba, Bocraa c Kaaroio, a peKAT eny: /(a ya<

TO 4e Tbi, AaBpeaTae, a ae KpyHaaca: 4Ab Toro tL cTaTba Te6k a oOTHBAeabi,

KOTopbie ObiAa B TBoea Kaare ae npaMO aaaacaabi, a tL bcL cTaTbi rocy4apb

CBHTeamai OaAapeT, naTpaapxT MOCKOBCKaa i Bcea Pycai, caMT acapaaaA a,

aanpaBB, aaM aeA^A aaaeaaTaTa a, aaaeaaTOB, Te6t oT4aTa. M roBopa Ty pkab,

Kaary eMy oT4aA.»

24. "Prenie," p. 88: «M Aaspearaa Kaary b3ba necao a yeAOBaA Aio6e3ao a

roBopaAT.: Caaca Bora. rocy4apa CBHTeamero OaAapera, aarpaapxa mockobckofo

i Bcea Pycai, mto oa, BCAaKai rocy4apb, aame apomeaae acaoAaaA.»
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25. Russkaja istoriceskaja biblioteka, vol. 9 (St. Petersburg, 1884), p. 441: «...a BeAMKiw

rocy4apb CBaTtMuiift naTpwapxTb Terpa4M, aah nepeB04y, oT4aA'b boroBBAen-

CKOMy wryMeny MAblD.»

26. “Prenie," p. 99: «A aa 4ab Toro cio4bi m npMtxaA, MTo6bi mh^ ot sac 34eca

AyTHaa Hayxa npuaTH, a Bt40io m cam, hto b Moeft KHure mhofo 6biAO m He 4'feAa

HHcaHO Toro pa4H aa h 6ha mcaomts npoBOCAaBHOwy rocy4apio h CBaTeflujeMy

KHp OHAapery, naTpwapxy MocKOBCKOMy h Bcea PycHi»; "Prenie," p. 95: «M mto

MHt cnpocraBaAoc; npocTHTe, Bora pa4w»; "Prenie," p. 95: «aa cMy, rocy4apio,

o TOMT> M 6mth HeAOM HpH'fexaA, HTo6bi mhId He4oyMeHHe Moe ManpaBHA, a to a

H caMT) 6^4010, MTO B KHwre Moeft H He 4'feAa MHoro HHcaHo»; "Prenie," p. 97:

«/(o6po TaKT.. ila pa4 noxapaTHca, 4Aa Tor cio4bi h HpH'fexaA, 4a AyTMbe naBbiKHy

OTT Bamer ripeno4o6Ha»; "Prenie," p. 100: «Bcer4a pa4 b3 c BaMH 6ec'fe40BaTH

H AyTMbe Ha6HpaTH.»

27. "Prenie," p. 99: «4a MHorna khmth rpeMecxaro aabixa ecTb y nac cTapbrx

nepeB040B, a Hbine k HaM KOTopbie KHurn bxo4bt neMaTHbie rpeMecKaro>K aabixa

H 6y4eT coH4yT4a c cTapbiMH nepeB04bi h Mbi mx npneMAeM h aio6hm; a 6y4eT

MTO B HHX npMAO>KeHO HOBO H MbI T"fex He npHeMAeMT, XOTa OHH H rpeMecKHM

aabIKOM THCHyTbl, nOTOMy mto PpeKH >KMByT HbIHe B BeAHKHXT TeCHOTax B

HeBepHbix cTpanax h neMaTaTH hm ho CBoeny oObiMeio HeBoaMO>KHO.»

28. "Prenie," p. 95: «yMfeeM no rpeMecKHi ctoako, mto ne 4a4HM hh y KaxoBbi pfeMH

HHKaKOBa CAora hh yOaBHTH, hh hphao>khth.»

29. "Prenie," p. 99: «M mbi hobbix nepeB040B rpeMecxaro aabixa khht'b ne npneMAeM

>Ke.» And also "Prenie," p. 88: «To 4e h mbi hobbix nepeB040B Knnr'b rpenecKaro

aabiKa ne npHeMAeM >Ke: HCKaaceHbi 4e no cTponaM.»

30. "Prenie," p. 81: «...Hecxo4Hbi c pycKHMH h rpeMecKHMH nepeeogbi...» (emphasis

added).

31. For the Old Believer texts, see N. Subbotin, Materialy dlja istorii raskola za

pervoe vremja ego suscestvovanija, vol. 2 (Moscow, 1876), pp. 86-87; N.

Subbotin, Materialy dlja istorii raskola za pervoe vremja ego suscestvovanija, vol.

3 (Moscow, 1878), p. 15; N. Subbotin, Materialy dlja istorii raskola za pervoe

vremja ego suscestvovanija, vol. 4 (Moscow, 1878), p. 257; N. Subbotin,

Materialy dlja istorii raskola za pervoe vremja ego suscestvovanija, vol. 6 (Moscow,

1881), p. 157. For Maksim Grek, see Gerhard Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie

in der Zeit der Turkenherrschaft (1453-1821): Die Orthodoxie im Spannungsfeld der

nachreformatorischen Konfessionen des Westens (Munich, 1988), pp. 46-47 and
the literature cited there. See also Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Threnos (0PHNOZ) to

iest lament iedyney s. powszechney apostolskiey cerkwie (Vilnius, 1610) (= Collected

Works of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian Literature,

Texts, vol. 1, Cambridge, Mass., 1987), 125' ''/141-42.

32. "Prenie," p. 95: «rio rpeMecKOMy aabixy Tax roBopHTca.... Kto y sac yM'fecT no

rpeMecKHi?»

33. Xv. Titov, Materijaly dlja istoriji knyznoji spravy na Vkrajini v XVI-XVIII vv.:

Vsezbirka peredmov do ukrajins'kyx starodrukiv (= Ukrajins'ka Akademija Nauk,

Zbirnyk istorycno-filolohicnoho viddilu, no. 17) (Kiev, 1924; facsimile edition,

with an introduction by Hans Rothe, Bausteine zur Geschichte der Literatur bei

den Slaven, vol. 16, Cologne, 1982), p. 57: «Paacy4HBT> >xe h oycMOTp'feBT

CBo6o4Ha H oynpaa4Hena Obith, 6A[a]roroB'feHHa Myx<a, CAOBecntHma /fi4acKaAa
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H Btriio, xy40>KHaro >Ke Eaahhho FpeMecKaro aabiKa oyMtHie h HCKyccTBO

CTa>KaBLua, npeM[e]cTHoro OTija KHp AaBpcHTia SeaaHia TycraHOBCKoro,

OpecBHTepa, h C[Ba]Tbia OpaBOCAaBHbiH Btpbi ncnoB'fe./iHHKa m nponoBt/iHUKa,

Toro oyMOAH, Bbi>Ke y\io6oTpy4H% rioTLi;aTHca ripeBO>K4eHie roe H3'bCA'fe40BaTM,

H HcnpaBHTH; H>Ke H Aio6e3HO Ba-cnpiMMa) BpyHeHHoe, C5 usebcTHbuiuuM apxi-

TunoMi) Eaauhckumi), uspngnbe e epagb Eronb u3o6pa>KeHHbLMib, geoAb-

Tcreoeaeb e gbAb, cbreopu moh KHuau ucnpasAeme^ (emphasis added).

34. "Prenie," p. 81; «FI KHB3b iBaa BopwcoBMM cnpocHA AaBpeHbxea: Ho ahtobcko-

My 4e B3biKy KaK 6bi roBopHTe...?»; "Prenie," p. 87: «...TOAbKo mh H3biKa noACKoro

He paayMteM....”

35. "Prenie," p. 88: «PI Mbi eMy pckah; Bh4aeM cepOcKHM aabiKOM KynwHa, a no

pycKHi KycTa^. M hotom ynaA roBopnTH, HTo6bi 4e a toako Bt4aA, n a 6bi 4e

CBOio KHMry no4aA bcio Ha CAOBencKOM aabiKC rocy4apio CBaTeftmeMy narpnapxy,

a TO 4e MHoro nepcBOTMHK ne ran nocTaBHA.»

36. 'Trenie/' p. 81: «riMcaHo y re6a b otbEtc: OreiJiT) Cbina n /(yxa CBaroro paBHbix

ce6t co6pa, or KOTopor OorocAOBna B3aro? rioHe>Ke apje Oreya. China n /lyxa

CBararo co6pa: to oTKy4y co6pa? Mbi coOpanna CBaTbia Tponya ne TAaroAeM.»

37. "Prenie/' p. 81: «AaBpeHTeH Tot phnn oTnnpaAca n pEkat: OoKa>KHTe mm iimcmo

Moe, a a tobo ne nncbiBaA. FI kbk hhcmo cbo noKaaaAH eny, n oh CKa3aAT>: To 4e

riepeBOTHHK norpeiiiMy\, a ne a; a 4e nncaA: OTeyT> Cbina i /(yxa CaaTaro M3Be4e,

a He co6pa.»

38. "Prenie," p. 81: «PI Knaab laan BopncoBHH cnpocHA AaapenbTea: Flo Amtobc-

KOMy 4e aabiKy kbk Bbi roBopHTe: co6pa? H AaBpenTni CKaaaA to>k m no

AHTOBCKOMy a3biKy co6pa. M hotom cnpocMA: A H3Be4e kbk? M AaBpeHTen

CKaaaA: no nameMy h M3Be4e.»

39. "Prenie," pp. 81-82: «M Mbi eMy: A xoTa h H3Be4e, mho m to o CbaTen e4M-

HocyiijHeM TponyF ne Gotocaobho, noHea<e Kynno CbaTaa Tponya, a hh e4MH

e4MHor He nocAe4M, hm npe>Ke hm M3Be4e, hm co6pa.»

40. "Prenie," p. 82: «Mbi >Ke k neMy peKAM: A ne rAaroAM, AanpenTne, cero, ea<e c

HAOTiio cTpa4aTM OoxecTBy; cne y6o Apni m nponni epeTnybi TAaroy\iOT, naoxe,

npaBOCAaBHbix xpHCTnan, 4a coxpannT Focno4b Boft ot TaKOBar 3Aaro

HaMMHaHHa.»

41. "Prenie," p. 87: «V[ motomt. AaBpenTni ot rpaMOTMKM homoa roBopMTii oy\4>o-

rpaeeio.»

42. "Prenie," p. 87: «FI mbi eMy oTKaaaAM: Ta, AaBpenTne, 4FyKaa plsHb ynaiynxca

OyKBaM, HTO HMCMenaMM paayMtTM e4HHCTBO m MHoa<ecTBO, a mbi Hbine ne o

TaKOBOM 4'feAe ynpa34HaeMca. M AaBpenTMi k TOMy HMMToa< oTBhujayX."

43. "Prenie," p. 94: «Mbi naKM phxoM: Mnyio Tbi npMTMio o HeAOBhye peKy\T>, 4yniy

M HAOT, KaK opeA CO CBMHbeio CBaaaHbi. Mho b nauinx oGbinaex rpenecKiix khhtt.

TaKOBbia 6ecF4bi o MeAOBtye ne Be4yTca; a mhmtcb naM: tF npocTbie npMAorn

MMaHbi M3 KHMTM Eaoiia, 4)paHCKoro My4peya, 6acHOCAaraTey\a.»

44. "Prenie," p. 94: «Mbi>K pFxoM eMy: OepecTyriMAM, mto naM BeAtA rocy4apb

CBaTenmni Knp OnAapeT, naTpnapxT MOCKOBCKMi i Bcea Pycni, mto Obiao y Te6a

B KHMre HanncaHO o Kpyaex neOecHbix m o HAaHMTax, m o 304nax, m o aaTMEnin

coAHya, o rpoMe m o moahim, m o TpecHOBenin, m o innOeHMi, m o nepynt, o

KOMMTaX M npOMMX 3Be34aX, HOTOMy HTO tF CTaTbM M3 KHMCM ocTpoAomi, a Ta
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KHlira OCTpOy\OrME B3HTa OT BOAXBOB eAy\eHCKHX H OT U/lOAOCAy>KHTey\eH, HHO

Tyro B KHurt k HaiiieMy iipaBOB'fepMio Hecxo4Ha.»

45. 'Trenie/' p. 94: «AaBpeHTni pene: Hero pa4H Hecxo4Ha? H 3B'fe34'b hc rincay\, hh

KOAa, HU CMaCTHB, HH pO^CeHHB HCAOB'feMeCKarO, HH HO 3BC34aM IipaBACHUa >KHTHK)

HaUJCMy: TOAKO H3 HaHHCaA Bt40M0CTH pa4H, MTo6bI MCAOBtiKTy Bt4aA, BKO TO eCTh

TBap 6o>KMB, a to H MBI O tom HC My4pT>CTByeMT>, MToGbI 3BC34aM npaBHTHOI

>KHTHK) HaLueMy.» On contemporary Western debates over astrology, see

Eugenio Garin, Astrology in the Renaissance: The Zodiac of Life (London, 1983).

46. "Prenie," pp. 94-95: «AaBpeHTHi pene: /(a Kax no BaiiieMy rincaT o 3Be34ax? Mbi

iiaxH pbxoM: Mbi HMineM i BbpyeM, xaKO Mohcch naiiHca: h coTBopn Bora. 4Bb

CBCTHAC BCyMIKIlB H 3BC34B1 H HOCTaBM HX BoFT Ha TBep4H HeGcCHeH, EKO CBCTHTH

HO 3eMy\H i BAa4CTi 4HCM H HOLI^HK), H p03AyMHTH MCyK4y CbIjTOM H Me>K4y HOILJIO,

a /KMBOTHblMH H SBCpaMH HC pCK MoHCCH.»

47. "Prenie," p. 95: «AaBpeHTHi pene: xax cBCTHAa iiiecTBUH TBop>iT?»

48. "Prenie," p. 95: «Mbi>K pexoM: Flo noBeAennio 6ox<hio anrcAM CAy>xaT, TBap

B04au;e. OncaHo 6o ecTb bo BTopoM aaKOHni: ohhx, pene Mohcch, iiocTaBH

Iipe4'fey\bl H3BIKOM HO HMCAy aHrCAT 6o>KHiX; TaXO H O TBapH TbMH>X aHrCAbl

cAy>xHTH rioBCAb: anreyXH, pene, rpoM, anrcAH moahhcio, anreyXM 40>x4eM, anreyxn

cnbroM, anrcAH MpasoM, anrcyXH B^TpoM ii npoMaa.»

49. "Prenie," p. 95: «AaBpeHTni pene: Boy\en Bora> 4a rocy4apb CBaTeHiiiiii

OnyxapeT, naTpuapxT) mocxobcxih h Bcea PycH; as eny, rocy4apio, o tomt h 6hth

MCAOM npubxaA, mtoGbi mhP He4oyMCHHe Moe n3npaBHy\, a to a 11 caM bE40io, mto

B xHMre Moefi n hc 4by\a mhofo riMcaHo.»

50. Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, p. 353.

51. "Prenie," pp. 93-94: «rioTOM'b ptxoM eny: Mto, AaiipeHTHe, b tboch xnnre o

6o>xecTBk H o cyiijecTBk ero nncano Bonpocbi h oTB^Tbi 4ep30CH0 3€ao h cmFao?

A er4a o HCAOBbye Boripoc: Mto ecTb MeAOBkxT.? Tor4a rAaroyxeiun bo otb^tc:

HenocTiDXHa ciia Bbiyb."

52. "Prenie," p. 88: «Kax mbi x neny npHtxaAii 11 nepBue cnpocMyx nac: Kax Bbi

HasbiBaeTe h hto HMenyeTe Btpy cboio?»

53. "Prenie," pp. 88-89: «I Mbi CMy oTBlsLLjayXH: Bkpy napiiijaeM xpiicTOBy, npe4an-

Hyio HaMTb CBBTblMM ailOCTOAbl CFO H yTBCp>xeHHyiO CBBTblMH OTIJbl, H>Xe Ha Ce4MH

cBBTbix BceACHCXHX co6opex come4UJHxca.»

54. "Prenie," p. 89: «ripoTonon pene: Mho to cTaAa Bkpa xpncTOBa; xax >xe tbi ee

HaaoBem ot cbocfo AHi;a? er4a xto Ta cnpocHT: mto TBoa Bkpa? h tbi CMy xax ea

HapeMeiiib?»

55. "Prenie," p. 97: «MHcay\ aa TaxoBbia pkMH, hohox, aiije F4k ne npiiAyMUTca

CBanjeHHHxa, MO>xeT xpecTiiTii MCAOBbxa 4naxoH, 11 xAiipiix, u hhox, h Miipcxiii

MeAOBkxT..»

56. "Prenie," p. 97: «/\a xoh rpa4 ObiBaer ah TaxoB, i4e>x 6biah 4iiaxoHH h XAnpiixii,

a Hona ne 6bb\o 6bi?»

57. "Prenie," p. 97: «AaBpeHbTni pene: Mhofo tofo ObmaeT ne 3eMAH.»

58. "Prenie," p. 97: «noHe>x, aii;e nona ne 6y4CT, Hii>xe BkpHHi ryT MoryT ObiTii; a

F4'fe bkpHblX H^TTb, HH XpeilJCHHa TyT GblBaCT BO oOcTOaHlli H He BO oOcTOaHHi:

BkpHbiM 60 6e3 Fiona ne tomhio xpecTiiTnca, ho hh po4HTiica, hh>k yMpeTii aPho

ecTb.»
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59. "Prenie," p. 97: «AaBpeHTHH pene: ila to HanncaA hc co6oio; 40 mchb HanHcano

ecTfa B npaBHACx ABrycTMHa enncKona 4a HwKHcJ^opa, narpnapxa LJapHrpa4a.»

60. "Prenie," p. 97: «Mbi>K CMy naxH ptxoM: HHKH(|)opa, narpnapxa Ljaparpa4a,

npaBHAa 3Haem, a:ace cyr hsaoxcchbi o yepKOBHbix CHHHCHHax 4Ba4ecHT n rpH nx<e

C HUM CBHTbIX OTCyT., a TOBO HpaBHAa B HHX H-feTT, O K06M TbI HaM CKaSblBaeiH; 4a

6biTM He A3t. A er4a 6bi to 6biAO b HHKH(|3opoBbix npaBMAex, 6biAO 6bi to i bo

MHbIX CBBTblX OTeyT HpaBHAex.»

61. "Prenie/' p. 98: «Mbi naxH ptxoM: ABrycTHna mbi anacM, a npaBHA ero h npoHMx

CHHcaHCH B rpenecKHX nepeB04exT) h^tt, noTOMy mto nncaHHe ero MCKaKeno ot

AaTbiHCKHX My4pei;oB Ha cboh epeTHMecKHi o6biHaH.»

62. "Prenie," p. 98: «AaBpeHTHi pene; ABrycTMH npaBocAaBen 6bia enMCKonT

HHHOHCKoro ppa4a h mhoto nHcanne ero hoaokoho ecTb.»

63. "Prenie/' p. 98: «Mbi>Ke ptxoM: B^mbi AbrycTHHa, hto oh npaBocAaBen 6biA m

nOTOM XpMCTOBbI btpbl OTBeprATCH H 04Ba AMBpOCHeM, Me4HaAaHCKHM

enncKOHOM, naxH nanpaBAen Ohctb, noTOMXce h 40 CMepTH CBoea ABrycTHH b

HOKaaHMH )KHTHe cBoe CKOHMaA, a y>Ke nncaHHe h 3anoBe4eft, h yneneH h

nocAanefi HHKaxHX He nncaA, noTOMy hto TaxoBbiM yMMTH OTybi ne noBeAeBaioT.»

64. “Prenie," p. 98: «AaBpeHTHi pene: npaMO 6biAO Tax, mto oTCTynaA ABrycTHH

XpHCTHBHCKHe B^fepbl H HaKH HanpaBAOH ObICTb AMBpOCMOM, eHHCKOHOM Me4Ha-

AaHCKHM; TOAKO ecTb OBO CAOBeca i B MeAeTMeBe KHHre, apxHenncKona Kohctbh-

THHa rpa4a.»

65. "Prenie," p. 98: «riaKM mbi eMy ptxoM: Auje i b khmso MeAeTMeBe ecTb CAOBeca

aBrycTMHOBa, mho 4ab tobo ecTb, hto MeAeTMH Ty KHMry nncaA AaTMHOM o

MCxo>K4eHMi /lyxa CBHTaro m o npecHoyex h o npoHMX AaTbiHCKMX oObineax, m

T^M ABryCTMHOM o6y\MHaA MX, HOTOM HTO erO HapMI^aKDTT. CeOt yHMTeAH. M
MeAeTMi, He npocAaBAaa yneHMa aBrycTMHOBa, nncaA; ho AaTHHCxyio epecb t^m

oOAMHaA; a y nac ero yneHMa ntcTb, a xotb r4t m oOparyeTCH m mm ne npneMAeM

4AB Toro, HTO AaTHHCKoro oObiHea yneHMa ero.»

66. "Prenie,” p. 98: «ecTb y hmx h 4pyroM toakobhmk, EpoHMM 3obom; TaKoace ero

HMcaHHa He npHeMAeMTac, noTOMy hto MHorna khmtm rpenecKMa no AaTMHCKOMy

oObineio MCKa3MAM.»

67. "Prenie/' p. 98: «AaBpeHTMi pene: B’fe4aeM PlepoHMMa, a nMcanne ero m mm ho

npneMy\eM ace.»

68. Smotryc'kyj, Threnos, 4''/21: "Gdzie teraz Basilius on dla osobliwego o

trzodzie Chrystusowey starania y pilnosci, wielki nazwany. Gdzie Am-
brozius Mediolanski Biskup, y Ian s. od ziototocznych struy niebieskiey iego

do pokuty nauki Zlotousty mianowany. Gdzie Hieronym Bogiem podanych

pism tiumacz wyborny. Gdzie Cyprian, gdzie Augustyn gorliwi Haeretyckich

plew rozproszyciele.... Gdzie Athanazius y Cyrillus Alexandryiscy Patri-

archowie, y Grzegorz Nazianzenski Biskup."

69. "Prenie," p. 84: «M rAoroAeT otbIst AaBpenTneB: OpaBOCAaBHbix xpncTMaH

4>HUM, KOTopbie c noKoanneM yMepuin b nepBOM a4e cyTb, a 1104 hmmm b upyroMT

M-fecTe cyTb HeKpeiyeHMx 4ymM.»

70. "Prenie," p. 84: «Mm>k ptxoM eMy: Mm rAaroAeM o oTme4UJMx 4yuiax: c

HMCTMM M MCTMHHMM nOKOaHMeM He CX04BT BO a4, a BO a40 COmeUHJMM'b 4yniaM

6ec noKaaHMa nkcTb HcnoBb4aHMa no npoponecKONiy peneHMio: bo a4e >Ke kto
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MCnOBtcTb TM CH, r0Cn04H?»

71. "Prenie," pp. 84-85: «Mbi xe ptxoM cMy: Hto hhm pasyM^TM yMbicAbi cbommm?

riHcaAH o TOM 40 Hac iBaH SAaToycTbiH M AcJjoHacni AAeKcaH4pnicKni h

/^OMaCKHH iBaHT. M npOMHi CBBTHi OTIJbl BCH, HTO C HMCTblMT nOKaBHHCM

npecTaBuiHXCB 4yma npaBOCAaBHbix xpMCTHBH otxo4bt b Mtcra CB^TAa, b pyi^t

6oXHi, H4C>K BoTT) BtcTb.®

72. "Prenie," p. 86: «Mbi>K p'fexoM'b cMy...CKa>KH nan o paaGoHHHij'b, n>Ke npn crpacTM

rocno4HM pacnaTOMy: npaBe4HbiM hah rp’feujHbiM ero Hapnijaemn, er4a 6bicTb b

>KH3HH CBOCH? AaBpCHTHi peHC: EbC CCTb, BKO 3A04'fen TOH 6bIA. MbiaC CMy ptxOM:

4a r4'fe 4yina B3ara ero no HcnoBt4aHHi, bo a4e hah b paio? AaBpcHTHi, o tom

He MaAO noMbiCAHB, pene: A to Hbint 40U10A Tbi mohb, a hotom h a Te6a 40H4y.

Mbi>K K HeMy P'fexoM'b: 4oxo4M, a Mbi OT Te6a ne 6o>khm, tohhth xothm; a

KOTopoe CAOBO HpaB40io caMO ce6a naacHHT, TOMy nane i B'fepoBaTH no4o6aeT.»

73. See the account in Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Protestatia Przeciwo Soborowi w tym

Roku 1628. we dni August Miesiqca, w Kiiowie Monasteru Pieczerskim obchodzone-

mu, vczyniona przez vkrzywdzonego na nim (Lviv, 1628; facsimile ed.) (=

Collected Works of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian

Literature, Texts, vol. 1, Cambridge, Mass., 1987), Ciif-ivfe

74. See Smotryc'kyj, Protestatia, Diir/641.

75. See Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Paraenesis abo Napomnienie (Cracow, 1628) (= Collected

Works of Meletij Smotryc'kyj, Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian Literature,

Texts, vol. 1, Cambridge, Mass., 1987), 44/667.

76. See Smotryc'kyj, Apologia, p. 44/545: "Pytalem ia drugim Hierarchalney

wladze stopniem w dostoiehstwie moim pierwszym, wyzszego nad mi^,

czemu by w swym Kathechizmie offiary y modlitwy zaduszne niepotrzebne

bydz napisal? odpowiedzial: ze Czysciec Lacihski inaczey zniesiony bydz nie

moze."

77. "Prenie," pp. 91-92: «KaKne neTbipe cy4bi 6o>khh BosBeLLjaemn? CBHTaa^

HHcaHHB B'feujaioT HaMT> 4Ba npnmecTBHB xpncTOBa na tcmaio, a e4HH cya't

CTpamHbiH, er4a bo BTopoe h CTpauiHoe npHuiecTBHe CBoe B034acT'b K0My^40
no 4feAOM ero. OpoTonon pene: A to Co40My h PoMopy cy4HA ecTb Bott. Mbi>K

p'fexoM: He cy4MA, HO cy4HTH HMaT.... HpoTonon pene: a er4a 4yrua ot T'feAa

pa3AyMHTCB, He cy4 ah en ott> Bora H3bi4eT, r4'fe ei 6biTH hoboaht? Mbi>K pfexoM:

HpBMo Tbi rAaroAemn, r4t en 6biTH noBey\HT, h cne ecTb noBOAenne, a ne cy4.”

78; See Smotryc'kyj, Apologia, 26-35:539-41.

79. See Smotryc'kyj, Protestatia, Ciii''"''/ 636-37.

80. On Mohyla's catechism, see Podskalsky, Griechische Theologie, pp. 232-36.

81. ll'inskij believes it was burned by Filaret. Nonetheless, it existed in more
than a hundred copies and—another contextual irony—enjoyed a certain

following among the Old Believers. See Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie,

p. 107.

82. This is the year Kyrylo Trankvilion-Stavrovec'kyj's Homiliary Gospel was
banned in Moscow. See Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie, p. 108.
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/^o nHxaHHH npo ccijiaAbHO-

CKOHOMiMHC CXaHOBHIIje

ceABHCXBa BoAHHi B nepmiH
nOAOBHHi XVII cx.

Ipuna BopOHHyK

Bce6iMUe BUBMCHHil iCTOpil yKpai'UM HeMO>KAHBe 6c3 rAH6oKOrO 40CAi4 -

>KeHHH icTopi'i ceAHHCTBa OKpeMHX i‘i perioHiB xa nepio4iB, ryo MO>Ke 6yXH

34incHeHO tIabkh uia^xom mupoKoro BHKopHcxaHHH apxiBHHX MaxepiaAiB.

4ocAi4>KeHHH coyiaAbHO-eKOHOMiMHoro cxaHOBHuya cepe4HbOBiMHoro

CeABHCTBa 403B0AH6 p03mHpMTH Haiui yHBAeHHH UpO TOrOMaCHe CycniAbCTBO

B yiAOMy xa noro OKpeMi cxoponn, 4onoMarae rAH6me po3i6paxncb y xaKHX

Ba>KAHBHX riHxaHHHX BK xapaKXcp xa CBOAioyia ceAHHCbKoro rocno4apcxBa,

cxau OKpeMHX noro raAyaeu, >khxxgbmh piBCHb ceABHuna, cxyniHb po3no4iAy

npayi b cycniAbcxBi, ynacxb ceABHCbKoro rocno4apcxBa b oGMini ft xoBapno-

rpoLUOBHX Bi4HOCHHax, CKOHOMiMHi MOXHBH ceAHHCbKHX BHCxyoiB xa in.

/l>KepeAOM 4AH n0Bi40MAeHHB npHCAy>KHAHCH 40KyMeHXH aKXOBHX KHHr

rp04CbKHX i 3eMCbKMX Cy4iB BoAHHCbKOrO B0GB04CXBa. Fp04CbKi i 3eMCbKi Cy4H

6yy\H opranaMH lUAaxexcbKoro caMOBpH4yBaHHH. Aac ocKiAbKn ceABHH

BX04HAH B KOAO MaXCpiaAbHHX iHXCpeciB LUAHXXH, BHHBHAOCb, LyO aKXOBi KHHm
MicxHXb y co6i 3HauHy 3a oGcaroM i yiHHicxio incj^opMayiio 3 naftpi3HOMaHix-

HiuiHX aciieKxiB cxanoBHiya ceAancxBa. SoKpena, y hux M05KHa anaftxH 4ani

npo cxpyKxypy ceAancxBa, CKAa4 ceAancbKoi poynnn, po3Mip aeMeAbnnx

Ha4iAiB, >KMBnft xa MepxBuft inBenxap, npo nociBH xa Bpo>Ka'i xa in. Opn ybOMy

CAi4 aaanannxn, ryo b aKXOBnx Knnrax Micxnxbca ne xIabkh axicna, aAe i

40cxaxHbo penpeaenxaxHBna, KiAbKicna inc^JopMayia npo piani acneKxn

cxanoBHLya ceAancXBa, ryo 403BOAae BnanaunxM cxaxncxnHni oyinKn ftoro

naft6iAbm Ba>KAHBnx xapaKxepncxnK.

y 3BH3Ky 3 neMO>KAHBicxK) B ueBeAMKift cxaxxi 4axn BceGinne BncBixAenna

cxanoBurya ceAancxBa BoAnni ayriHHMMOCb xiAbKH na 4box naftBa>KAHBimnx

acnexxax, njo MaAH BnpimaAbnnft BnAHB na ftoro aaraAbnnft eKonoMiMnnft cxan.
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MaA. N. 1. PoanoAiA Hacrocxi Kaxeropiii ccajew
BoAHHi B 40-x pp. XVII cx.

iHftiHdoat^u
mfruidoat?'
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TaKHMH Ha Ham HorAa4 e aaGeaneMenicTb ceAiiHCbKoro 4Bopy aeMAeio ra

xy4o6oio.

HopMaAbHe ceAaHCbKe rocno4apcTBO GaayeaAOCb na aeMeAbHOMy na4iAi,

po3Mip HKoro HaftSiAbmoio Mipoio i BHaHanaB Horo eKOHOMinne CTanoBHuje.

y cepe4HHi XVI ct. b CTanoBHUji ceABHCTBa BeAHKoro AHTOBCbKoro

KnaaiBCTBa cTaAHca BCAHKi apyrnenna, BHKAHKani arpapnoio pecjDopMOio

CHriaMyH4a-ABrycTa. /^BOpHuiHe ceAHHCbKe aeMAeB0A04iHHa, hjo icTopHMHO

CKAaAocb npoTaroM bIkIb, 6yAO aAaMano. 3ri4HO «ycTaBH na boaokh» 1557 p.

6yAO BB04eHO Ha4iA0HHH C0AaH a0M0AbHHMH 4iAaHKaMH-BOAOKaMH.

Ha BAacH0 AHTOBCbKHX a0MAax i^0H npoy0c H0p0BO4y c0AaHCTBa a

4BopHHjHoro a0MA0BOAO4iHHH Ha BOAOHH0 Bi46yBca anaMHO panim0, ni>K na

yKpaiHCbKHX a0MAax. 3a ni4paxyHKaMH A. noxHA0BHMa b Kini^i XVI ct. b

AHTBi i BiAopycii' 60-80% c0AHHCbKMX rocno4apcTB H0p06yBaAH b>k0 na

BOAOKaX.*

Ha yKpaiHCbKHX acMAax BOAOMHa noMipa np0B04HAacb nocxynoBO i

poararnyAacb MafioKC na cTOAiTTa. Y ncpmy Hcpry na boaokh H0p0BO4HAHCb

C0AHHH 4CpjKaBHHX MaCTKlB TaK BBaHHX «KOpOAiBUJHH». Y C0p. XVI CT. Ha

BoAHHi Ha BOAOKH 6yAH HCpCMipHHi C0ABHCbKi aCMAi TiAbKH B Kp0M0H0ybKOMy

CTapocTBi.^ Pcopraniaaijia inmnx 4epa<aBHHX i npHBaXHHX MacTKiB na

cjDiAbBapKOBO-naHHJiHHHy CHCTCMy Bi46yBaAacb noBiAbHO. TaK, y c. OujiB

AyybKoro noBixy b 1562 p. Bci ccAHHCbKi rocno4apcxBa 6yAH ujc «no4-

BopHHjHbiMH.»^ 3a iHB0HxapcM MasTKy KHaaa A. MacaAbCbKoro Bi4 1570 p. b

ycix Horo ccmh ccAax, hjo aHaxo4HAHCb y AyybKOMy noBixi: BothhI, CycKOBi,

Bo4aM0Bi, HocaHCBHxax, HcxpamcBHMax, OAcmKOBHMax, CM0p4HHi ccahhh

HcpcOyBaAH Ha 4BopHHjax.‘^ y 1572 p. 4BopHujaMH McmKaioTb ccabhh MaexKy

BnmKOBa AyijbKoro noBixy, ujc Mcpca 4ecaxb poKiB y 1582 p.—ccabhh ciA

KoHioxiB, MAHHOBa, BiAonoAH, KyxiB, /IcpcMHHa, 3aBH40Ba BoA04HMHpcbKoro
HOBixy xa c. PpHropoBHMiB AyybKoro noBixy.^ y 1588 p. na 4BopHHJ[ax

OaxHMO C0AHH c. BcpxoBa AyijbKoro noBixy xa c. XpcHOBa BoA04HMHpcbKoro

HOBixy.*^ HaBixb hj[0 b ncpmiH hoaobhhI XVII cx. b 4chkhx MacxKax ccabhh

noBHicxio HcpcOyBaAH na 4BopHujax. TaK, y 1626 p. ccabhh c. Fopo4Ka

AyijbKoro noBixy MaAH 4BopHuja.^

04HaK y IJ0H Mac a Kinya XVI cx. nocxynoBO noMnnacTbca H0p0Bi4 ccabh

BoAHHi Ha BOAOMHy noMipy. TaK, y 1582 p. b MnxHujax AyijbKoro noBixy

C0AHHH B04yxb rocno4apcxBO na BOAOKax, a b TKnxaHax i CnniBijax Boao-

4HMHpCbKOrO HOBixy CCA4HH «CH4aXb» H0 XiAbKH Ha BOAOKax, a BXC0 i Ha

niBBOAOKax.®

IJc npHB0AO 40 xoro, ujo a kIhi^h XVI cx. na BoahhI cniBicnyBaAH paaoM

4Bi CHCX0MH CCAHHCbKOFO a0MA0KOpHCXyBaHHH: 4BOpHLLJHa i BOAOMHa. TaCOM

y MacXKax 04hoxo BAacHHKa OyAH ccAa hk a 4BopHHJ[Hoio, xaK i a boaomhokd

CHCX0MOIO CCAHHCbKOrO a0MA0KOpHCXyBaHHH. TaK, aa iHB0HXap0M OcxpoabKoi

MaeXHOcxi 1626 p. b /JoAOynoBi, Byuji, BopnjoByi xa in. ccAax icnyaaAa
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4BopHLL[Ha cHCTCMa, a B BeAMaai, 3aBH40Bi, HoBociAKax, XopeBi yiei hk

MaeTHOCTi—BOAOMHa. BiAbuie Toro, y 6araTbox ceAax 04H0MacH0 6yAM hk

«no4BopHUJ[Hi», TaK i «BOAOMHi» ceABHH. HanpHKAa4, y BiAOMy Ctoi;! AyybKoro

noBiTy B 1619 p. MeiiiKaAH paaoM «no4BopHii[Hbie», «nyA4BopMiijHbie» i «AaH-

HHKH», to6to BOAOMHi.^ V l646 p. B TpocTCHiji Ayi^bKoro noBiry pasoM 3

BOAOMHMMH, niBBOAOMHHMH Ta iH. 6yAH ni44aHHi «Ha 4BopHu;ax ce4aHHe»9°

TaKHM HHHOM, 3aAeXHO Bi4 p03Mipy Ha4iAy 3CMAi CeABHH BoAHHi B

nepmiH noAOBHHi XVII ct. no4iABAncb Ha Hacrynni KaTeropii: 4BopHujHi

/«n04B0pHLL[Hbie»/, niB4BOpHHJHi /«nyA4BOpMUJHbie»/, HBepTb4BOpHHJHi,

BOAOMHi a6o AaHHHKH, HiBBOAOMHi, TpCTHHHHKH, HeTBepTHHHHKM, 4HHHHHKH,

ropo4HHKH a6o «3aropo4HHKH», xaAynHHKH Ta ni4cyci4KH a6o «komophhkh».

/iBOpHLLje o6iHMaAO B Co6i 4iAHHKH 36MAi Ca4M6H01, OpHOl Ta yri44B, UJO

nepeGyBaAH b B0A04iHHi 04hoto rocno4apa. V 40KyMeHTax 4BopMu;e

OHHcyeTbCH HK rocno4apcTBO: «30 bchm Ha Bce, 3 3eMAeKD, 3 nauineio, 3 Gopw,

3 Aecbl, 3 03epbl, 3 AOBbI 3BepHHbIMH H HTaLUHMH, BKO C6 TOC 4BOpHLLje B

rpaHHijax h o6bixo4ex cbohx caMO b ce6e MaeTb»9^

y AiTepaTypi 3a3HaMaAocb, hjo BH3HaMHTH aeMCAbHy HAOujy 4BopHHj 4y/Ke

Ba>KKO, 60 BOHH H0 paXyBaAHCb nCBHHMH aeMCAbHHMH MipaMH i 4y>Ke

pi3HHAHCb. A. OoXHAeBHM BBaJKaB, UJO Ba>KKO 6yAO HaBiTb 3HaHTH 4Ba

4BopHHJ[a, 04HaK0BHX 3a HAOHjeK)9^ Ha MaTepiaAax BiAopycii' M. B. BAa4H-

MHpcbKHM-By4aHOB HaB04HB po3MipH 4BopHLLj y PerpoBHHax HiHCbKOrO

CTapOCTBa, HJO CTaHOBHAH 6 BOAOK 22 MOpPH 36MAi Ta 11 BOAOK 22 MOpPH i

18 BOAOK y CeMHXOBHMax ijboro >k cTapocTBa/^ ujo 4opiBHioBaAO Bi4noBi4HO

114, 209 i 342 ra.

y 3 B’ii3Ky 3 Bi4cyTHicTio 6e3Hocepe4Hix 4aHHX npo po3MipH 4BopHuj na

BoAHHi B nepmiH noAOBHHi XVII ct. CKopHCTacMocb OiAbui panniMH 4aHHMH.

TaK, y c. Hi4raH4i AyybKoro noBiTy b 1528 p. 40 04Horo 4BopHHj[a HaAOKaAH

B pi3HHX MiCIJHX 17 HHB, HJO CTaHOBHAH 76 4HiB HOAX i ciHOJKaTCH Ha 26

KOcapiB.^^ TyT paxynoK 3eMAi H4e 3a KiAbKicTio nacy, ujo 6yB noTpiGHHH 4ah

OpaHKH neBHOl 4iABHKH 30MAi, a p03Mip CiHO^aT0H BH3HaMaBCH KiAbKiCTIO

KOcapiB, BKa HOTpiGna GyAa 4ab ix Kocinna b 04hh 4eHb. 3a 4aHHMH inmoro

4OKyM0HTy GyAO ni4paxoBano, ujo «40Hb» hoah cTanoBHTb 0,03 boaokh, aGo

0,64 ra.^^ 3a ljhmh poapaxyHKaMH 40 4anoro 4BopHiya HaA0>KaAH 2,3 boaokh

aGo 45,6 ra opnoi bomaI Ta 15,6 ra cino>KaT0H.

04HaK 40HKi 4OKyM0HTH CBi4MaTb, ii;o na BoahhI GyAH 4BopHHja i 3HaMHO

GiAbmi 3a iiAoujaMH opnoi’ 30MAi. TaK, y CKapai F. FopHocTaa npo Ha’i34 na

Horo MacTOK—

C

0AO HicKH AyybKoro noBiTy b 1587 p. H4eTbca npo

«BHTOHTaHHH» 30pHOBHX y C0AHH i, 3OKp0Ma, 4BOX AaniB y Bor4ana KopoTKoro,

y /K4anya Moponorn o4Horo Aany i llj0 n’aTbOx «hhb», po3Mip bkhx 4ocHTb

B0AHKHH 3a KiAbKicTK) piBHoro 3Gi>K>Ka, LLjo bIh 3 HHX «Ha>KHHaB». A B ByKa

IJoKOTyna GyAO noHHiyoHO «>KHTa Aan..., rpoMKH AanoB 4Ba..., OBca AanoB

4Ba»,*‘^ toGto hk MiniMyM y yboro coAannna GyAO n’aTb AaniB aGo 106,8 ra
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3eMAi. 04HaK MO>KHa BBa:«caTH, iijo 40 4BopHiija yboro ceAHHHHa BX04HAa

3HaMHO 6iAbma KiAbKicTb opnoT 3CMAi, 60 crpyKTypa KyAbTyp Ko:acHoro

OKpeMoro rocno4apcTBa He MorAa o6Me>KyBaTHCb TiAbKH >khtom, rpeMKOio xa

BiBCOM.

ripoTHroM nepmoi' hoaobhhh XVII ex. KiAbKicxb 4BopHujHHX xa niB-

4BOpHLLJHHX CCAHH, LLJO CXaHOBHAH IiepeBaXHy GiAbUliCXb CeAHHCXBa BoAHHi

B XVI cx. 3MeHmyBaAacb. V 30-x-40-x pp. XVII cx. yi Kaxeropii ceAHH bjkc

6yAH MaAOMHCeAbHHMH i MeHIKaAM, HCpeBa^CHO Ha BoAHHCbKOMy riOAicci, 4e

3eMAi 6yAH HeBKicHi.

BoAOMHi CeAHHH MaAH B KOpHCXyBaHHi Ha4iA, lyo 40piBHIOBaB 04HiH B0A04 i

/Aany/ 3eMAi. AnxoBCbKa BOAOKa Man/ 4opiBHioBaAa 21,36 ra a6o 213600 kb.

M. Bi4nOBi4HO niBBAOMHi, XpeXHHHHKH, HeXBepXHHHHKH MaAH HOAOBHHy /10,6

ra/, xpexio /7,1 ra/, nexBepxy /5,3 ra/ MacXHHH boaokh, a ropo4HHKH—ropo4-

lH04i ropo4HHKH MaAH xaKO>K i HOAbOBi Ha4iAH. TaK, y c. Ty4opiB AyijbKoro

HOBixy B 1644 p. riepe4aBaAH b aaexaBy uiicxbox «3aropo4HHKiB», xpn 3 bkhx

MaAH «HOAH».'^ /[oCAi4>KeHHB aKXOBHX KHHX 4aAO MO>KAHBiCXb BH4iAHXH U;e

04Hy Kaxeropiio ceAHH na BoahhI b ijen nepio44^ IJe xaK 3Bani «4hhhhhkh»,

rijo «HO 4HIO HOAH XpHMaAH».^^ XaAyHHHKH MaAH CBOl 6y4MHKH «xaAyHH».

KoMipHHKH He MaAH CBOXO BAaCHOXO /KHXAa, a 3HiMaAH HCHXAO B OiAbLU

aaMOHCHHX ceAHH, BHKOHyiOMH 3H 1^6 HeBHi poOoXH B IXHbOMy rocH04apcxBi.

4aH OIjiHKH eMHipHMHOrO p03H04iAeHHH CeAHH BoAHHI 3a 03HaK0I0

po3MipiB 3eMeAbHHX Ha4iAiB, HKi BOHH xpHMaAH B 40‘X pp. XVII cx., 6yAH

BHKOHani CXaXHCXHMHi 40CAi4HCeHHH Ha Hi4CXaBi 4aHHX no 13 BOAHHCbKHX

ceAax /XoxHH, Bponne, Ooahhh, Ananna, ropo4HUje, Bepeann, Thu^hijh,

FHH4aBa, Kpacne, PoAeLHOB, Pa40MHUiAb, Koamhho, Knanca/, ujo exanOBHAH

40CHXB HOKaany BnOipKy 3 56l rocno4apcxBa.^° llpn ijbOMy OyAH o4epHcani

xaKi 4ani: 4BopHH;ni h niB4BopHujHi exanoBHAH 6AH3bKO 0,5% ceAHHCbKHX

r0CH04apCXB, BOAOMHI 10%, niBBOAOMHi 43%, XpeXHHHHKH

—

10%,

MexBepxHHHKH— 20%, ropo4HHKH— 15%, KOMipHHKH /ni4cyci4KH/— 1,5%

/MaAKDHOK Nol/. llpH ijbOMy oyiHKa cepe4Hboro anaMeHHH poaMipy aeMAi

BOAHHCbKoro ccAHHHHa Mae anaHeHHH b 0,4 boaokh /xoOxo 8,4 ra/, a cepe4Hbo-

KBa4paxHMHe KOAHBaHHH— 6iAH 0,25 BOAOKH /xo6xo Bi4 4 ra 40 5,4 ra/.

npoxe 40KyMenXH CBi4Maxb, lyo cJ^aKXHMHO KiAbKicxb aeMAi b ceAHHCbKHX

rocno4apcxBax 6yAa anaHHO OiAbuioio, nine cJjiKcyioxb 4>KepeAa. llo-nepLue,

OiAbuiHMH 6yAH po3MipH Ha4iAiB opHoi' aeMAi aa paxynoK 4iAHHOK neapyMHHX

4AH aeMAepoOeXBa /Ooaoxo, iiicKH, AicoBi aapocAi/, aa HKi ceAHHaM Ha4aBaAacb

KOMnencaijiH—npnpiaKH npH4axHoi' aeMAi. TaK, Bxce b xpbox ceAax KpeMe-

HeybKoro cxapocxBa, 4e rpynx KBaAicJ^iKyBaBCH hk noraHHH, ceAHHaM 6yAH

Bi4Be4eni na4iAH He b 33 Moprn /BOAOKa/,“* a b 36 MopriB.^^ KpiM opnoi

aeMAi KOHCHe ceAHHCbKe rocno4apcXBO MaAO ropo4 i cinoxeaxi, HKi cxhhobhah

He 1-3 MopxH, HK aaanaMHAocb y Aixepaxypi, a hk noKaayioxb 4>KepeAa, 6yAH

anaMHO OiAbuiHMH aa HAoryeio.
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TaK, B aKTi oOiviipioBaHHa Bcix rpyHTiB ni44aHHX c. Py>KHHa AyijbKoro

noBiry Bi4 1606 p. sasHaHaeTbca, ujo Ha ko^hc ceAHHCbKe rocno4apcTBO

npMna4aAO He TiAbKH no niBAana opnoi aeiviAi, a uje ft ropo4H. V ijbOMy

40KyMeHTi nepoAinyioTbca Bci 54 ceABHCbKi rocno4apcTBa 3 aasHanenHaM

Mici^a po3TamyBaHHB ca4H6H i po3MipoM ropo4Hboi 4iAJiHKH. TaK, «nepujHft

HABij 3 xaToio H oropo4 TaM ace... 40 noAAaHKa» Ha4aBaBca FpHijy AHTBHHy,

a FpHi^ Oe4HHM, LLjo «Ha noAAaHKy CBoeM xary MaeTb» 04epacaB ropo4 «3a

ceAOM y poBa 40 noAAaHKy».^^ TaKHM mhhom, Bci ceABHH ijboro ceAa KpiM

niBAana noAbOBoi' 3eMAi MaAH Lye no niBAana 3eMAi ni4 ropo4aMH. FIi4 Mac

noMipH BpaxoByBaAacb TaKoac axicTb rpynriB i, aKujo 3eMAa 6yAa neaKicnoio,

ceABHH 04epacyBaAH «Ha44aTKH». Tax, Bace 3ra4yBanHft ceAannn Fpny Ahtbhh,

BBaacaiOMH «na no4AOCTn Krpynry nncKOBaToro» 04epacaB npnpiaoK 40 CBoro

niBAana. Bcboro Taxi «na44aTKH» o4epacaAH 44 rocno4apcTBa 3 54 . IJi

na44aTKH 6yAH 40CHTb BeAHKHMH «na44aTOK 04HH na mecTna4yaTb caacon

BLunp».^^ TaKHM MHHOM, BKLyo paxyBaTH Bci 3eMAi /noAbOBy i ropo4Hio/ paaoM

3 npnpi3KaMH, to 3araAbna 3eMeAbna nAonja Koacnoro ceAancbKoro roc-

no4apcTBa yboro ceAa cTanoBHXHMe BOAOKy i OiAbiue, xoMa b 40KyMenTi

BpaXOBySTbCa TiAbKH opna BOMAB i CeABHH MHCAHTbCa niBBOAOMHMH.

BaacKO BBaacaxH ye BHna4KOBHM BBHLyeM. CKopime BCboro noMipa

npoB04HAacb y Bi4noBi4HOCTi 40 BCTanoBAenoi' npaKTHKH i Tpa4Hyii. Thm

OiAbLue, Lyo anoAoriMna Kapxnna npocAi4KOByeTbca i b BiAopycii' Ta AnTBi.

A. rioxHAeBHM 3a3naMaB, lyo b peayAbTaxi «na44aBKOB» po3Mip boaokh b

BiAopycii' KOAHBaBca Bi4 32 40 45 MopriB,^^ to6to Bi4 1,06 40 1,5 boaokh.

Heo6xi4HO aaanaMHTH, Lyo Bci ceABHH c. Pyacnna 04epacaAH Lye ft

cinoacaxi. FIpHMOMy, bhxo4bmh 3 BKOcxi cinoacaxeft y piannx MicyeBocxax, Bci

rocno4apcTBa 04epacaAH cinoacaxi bk «na OoAoxi... poBMeponbie no44anbiM 40

noAABHKOB nBX4ecBX H MOXbipex», xaK i
«3a oropo4aMH no44anbix na

nooAaBex... na Kaac4Bift noAAanoK no ocmh caacon BUJHp».^^ «OcxaxoK xbix

CHHoacaxeft» xaKoac y BHXAB4 i npnpiaKiB <<40 04hoxo noAAanKa» 6yB na4aHHft

n’BXbOM ceABHaM, ca4H6n bkhx 3naxo4HAHCb na ropo4Hix 4iABHKax.

ilK npaBHAO, ceAaM Bi4B04HAHCb BHXOHH 4AB xy4o6n, a ino4 i i 4iABHKa

Aicy 4AB BAacHHX noxpeO. CeABnaM c. Pyacnna Bi4B04HAHCb «na 6opy...

noAAaHKH MyacnyKHe... no 4Bana4yBXb caacon, L4e 4Ayaceft, a r4e Kopoxmeft no

MOXbipna4yaxH caacon... c xopocxbi, cenoacaxBMH».^^

KpiM xoro, 3a ceABnaMM aOepiraAocb npaBO oOMeacenoro KopncxyBanna

nancbKHMH AicaMH, piMKaMH, oaepaMH, OoAoxaMH. Ccabhh molah xpHMaxn

6opxi, aaroxoBABXH 6y4iBeAbni MaxepiaAH, 4poBa, kochxh cino, BHnacaxn

xy4o6y, aobhxh pn6y, aOnpaxn rpnOn, blo4h xa in.

O4HHM 3 naftBaacAHBiuiHX i BnanaMaAbHHX noKaannKiB cxanoBHLya

ceABHcxBa xa ftoro 4H(|)epeHyiayn e cxyninb aaOeaneMenocxi poOoMOio xa

npo4yKXHBHoio xy406010. (Y 3BB3Ky 3 Bi4cyxnicxio 4ocxaxHboi‘ KiAbKocxi

6e3nocepe4Hix npBMHX 4anHX 3 yboro nnxannB, 6y4eMO bhxo4hxh xaKoac i 3
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y rBo^l
° LboaokyJ

MaA. N. 2. XapaKTepMCTmca 3a6e3ne^eH0cxi ccawh
po6oHOK> xyao6oK)

BHna4KOBHX eni304HHHHX CB144cno.y

3 TOMKH 3opy HaaBHocTi poOoHoi xy4o6n ceAaHH Boamhi b nepmiH

noAOBMHi XVII CT. no4iABAHCb Ha 4Bi KaTeropii— «TarAbie» ra «HeTarAbie».

HaHKpauje 6yAH aaOeaneMeHi poOoHoio xy4o6oio 3BHMaHHO 4BopHujHi,

niB4BopHU^Hi, boaomhI ceAaHM. Bohh, hk npaBHAO, MaAH «HAyr BOAiB». V ijeft
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Mac, HK noKaayioTt. 40KyMeHTH, y nAyr sanparaAOCb si4 6 40 10 boaIb. TaK, y

llo>KapKax, ToniAbHOMy, MaAOMy ra BeAHKOMy UlHOeHax, /JyOHLyax

AyybKoro noBiry «b K0^4biM nxyry no mecTio BOAiB» aanparaAocb.^® Y
KyeAyMHHi yboro >k noBiry b 1624 p. aacraBAHAMCb ni44ani 3 «nAyroM o

ocbMio BOAOB»^^. y pa4i CKapr niAHXTHMiB npo Hai34H na ix MasTKH aaananae-

TbCH npo «3arpa6AeHHB» nAyriB, b bkhx 6yAO aanpiDKeno «boaob 4ecHTb».^®

y BopncKOBHHax y 1643 p. BOAonni ccABnn CTec|)aH KaAHOMHC ra HoBKa

MaAH no «nAyry boaob» i ni4B04y, to6to kohch 4ab ni4B04H.-^^ y Xopoxop-

nni Grecian KAOBana, njo MaB BOAOKy 3eMAi, MaB «nAyr boaob i KAHMy».^^ Y
c. GaiB BoA04HMnpcbKoro noBiry BOAonni TaKO^ npaiJ[ioBaAH «cboim nAyroM

i;aAbiM»3^ 3a inBenxapeM 1631 p- b Borypnni AyijbKoro noBiry 6yAO

«BOAO'4Hnx Tpn, Ka:ac4biH cbohm nAyroM ope».^^ y c. UlnaniB y 1631 P-

BOAOHHi MaAH: AH4piH iBaUIKeBMH HOTHpH BOAH i Tpn KOHi, CeMCH MopO-

30BHM Ta lOpin FpnijenKOBnH—no rpn boah i no Tpn Koni, KnpnAnx

—

4Ba

BOAn i 4Ba Koni, Fy4pHixa

—

4Ba BOAn i 04hoto kohb3^ Kapxnna aaOea-

neMenna xy4o6oio niBBOAonnnx ccabh 6yAa OiAbUJ cTpoKaxoio. y TOMy >k ceAi

BopncKOBnnax y 1647 p. niBBOAonnnn FpnijbKO MaB «nAyr ijaAbin» boa1b7^

y Fy4MOMy Bpo4 i AyybKoro noBixy b 1644 p. uiAaxXHHKa FyACBnnoBa aacxaB-

AHAa «/[aHnAa CoAOMKa na nyABOAOKe ce4aHoro, mecxb boaob 40 nAyra i kohh

64Horo MaioHoro»7^ Y /[MnxpoByio AyybKoro noBixy b 1643 p. «nyAAannxn

LUoAyxa, MnpyOa, Ban43epa, Apanixa MaAn no noxnpn BOAa i 04noMy kohio,

Fop4in xa FlepenyXKa no xpn BOAa i kohio, OMCAbKO xpn BOAa, Kahm 4Ba BOAa

i Kona, a FpaOapnnK xiAbKn 04hoxo BOAa»7^

y MoAMnni AyybKoro noBixy b 1643 p- 3 xpbox niBBOAonnnx «MncKOBa

B40Ba» MaAa Kona i nAyr boaIb, a 4Ba inmnx CeMen MnxpoBnn i FpnybKO

Mapijena MaAn no xpn boah i no 04H0My KoneBi7^ Y BncKynnnax AyybKoro

noBixy B 1642 p. 3 n’axbox niBBOAonnnx 04nn Pe4bKO MaB noxnpbox boaIb i

Kona, 4pyrnn CepOnn—xpbox boaIb i Kona, xpexin BonxeK—xpbOx boaIb,

nexBepxnn Cn4op

—

4BOX boaIb i Kona, n’axnn Fpe4HeHeHija— «BOAa 64 -

nero>>40

y c. lUnaKiB AyybKoro noBixy na 15 niBBOAonnnx ceAan npnxo4HAOCb

22 BOAH i 16 Konen, a BCboro— 38 xoAiB poOoMoi xy4o6n, a6o na o4ne

niBBOAOMHe rocno4apcXBO ijboro ccAa npnna4aAO 2,5 foaIb poOoMoi

xy4o6n7*

/^Aa Bnananenna oijinKn cxynena aaOeaneHenocxi ceAancxBa BoAnni

xy4o6oK) B 40-x pp. XVII cx. 6yAO Bn6ipKOBo 4ocAi4a<eHo 244 ceAancbKi

xocno4apcxBa na ni4CxaBi inBenxapiB 7 ciA, 4e MeuiKaAO 45 boaomhhx ceAan,

150 niBBOAOMHHX, 24 xpexnHHHKn i 25 MexBepxnnnnKiB.'^^

BnaBHAOcb, Lyo icnyaaAa 3aAe>KHicxb KiAbKocxi poOoHoi xy4o6n Bi4

po3Mipy na4iAy 3eMAi. Y cepe4HbOMy na rocno4apcxBO boaomhofo ceAannna

npnxo4HAOcb 2,9 BOAa i 1,8 Kona, xo6xo npnOAnxno 4,7 foaIb poOoMOi

xy4o6n, niBBOAonnoFO—Bi4noBi4HO 2 i 1, xpexnnnnKa 1,3 xa 0,4, MexBepxnn-
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HHKa 1,16 Ta 0,56. Ha 04Hy BOAOKy ripHna/iaAO b cepe4HbOMy 3,4 BOAa i 1,7

KOHH /MaAK)HOK No2/. /[ah nopiBHBHHB Hara4a6MO, lijo aa ni4paxyHKaMH M. B.

4oBHap-3anoAbCbKoro b aaxi4HHX MaGTKax BiAopycii 6iAa noAOBHHH 4BopiB

MaAH 4BOX BOAiB i 04Horo KOHH, a peujTa—OiAbme.^^ Y cyci4Hix iiOAbCbKHX

B06B04CTBax rocno4apcTBa, iijo MaAH 4ecHTb MopriB opnoi aeMAi, to6to Tperio

MaCTHHy BOAOKH /xpeTHHHHKa/ TpHMaAH TpbOX-MOTHpbOX BOaIb.'^'^ A. BHMaH-

CbKHH, 40CAi4HHK yboro nHTaHHB 4AB HoAbLyi BBajKaB, Lyo HAyr 3 ynpa>KKOio

B 2-4 BOAH aaOeanenyBaB noBHicTio o6po6iroK 1-1,5 Aany aeMAi. KpiM Toro,

Bi40Ma 4yMKa A. rocTOMCbKoro, 46aHAHBoro rocno4apH XVI ct., lyo

niBBOAOHHe ceABHCbKe rocno4apcTBO, b BKOMy 6yAH 4Ba boam i 04HH KiHb,

4o6pe aaGeaneneHi poOoMoio xy4o6oio.^^

Bi4TBopeHHB xy4o6M, hk npaBHAO, Bi46yBaAocb y BAacHOMy rocnoyapcTBi,

xoMa ceAHHH Macro i npo4aBaAH i KyiiyBaAM xy4o6y.

SHaMHo ripme npe4craBAeHo b 4>KepeAax, a raKOJK i b Aireparypi

craHOBHLye a npo4yKTHBHOio xy4o6oio ra nTnyeio. ilKuyo b iHBeHrapax

nepeAiMyerbCH poOoMa xy4o6a, to npo4yKTHBHa—anaMHO pi4me. /JocHTb

Macro yi 4aHi aycrpiMaiorbca b nporecrayiax, aAe ocKiAbKH bohh BHna4KOBi,

cf^parMCHTapHi i crocyioTbca oxpeMHX rocno4apcTB, Ba>KKO bhbccth crarHCTH-

Ky i apoOHTH aaraAbHi ni4paxyHKH. Aac Bce >k raKH bohh 4aioTb neBne

yHBAeHHH npo cran peMen. TaK, y c. KopncriB AyybKoro noBiry b 1641 p. rii4

Mac pyMayii «y CaxyAHXH b40bh» 6yAO aarpaOoBano «boaob poOoMHx Mornpn,

KAHMy a /KepeOareM... OBey mecrepo...».‘^^ Hi4 nac Hai34y b 1641 p. Ha ceAax

BorypHHO i KynarKOBO AyybKoro noBiry b cca^hkh SeHKOBHMOBoi «b3hto

BOAOB mecTb, KopoB mecTb c reAHTbi..., Koni..., OBey a arnarbi ocMHa4yarb,

BenpoB KopMHbix MOTHpbi..., CBHHCH ocM c HopocHTbi..., ryccH OCMHa4yaTb...,

KanAyHOB 4BaHa4yarb..., Kyp rpH4yaTb n’arb».^^ Y 1642 p. b c. KynarKiB b

ni44aHoi' >KeAio6oBCbKoi 6yAO bIcIm boaIb, Mornpn Koni, Mornpn KopoBH a

TCAaraMH, 19 cbhhch, 20 OBeyb, 70 Kypen."*^ Y Anaanax AyybKoro noBiry

B ceAaHHHa MHHjena 6yAO ciM boaIb, n’arb kohch, cIm KopiB, n’arb rcAar ra

04HHa4yaTb cbhh0h. Bo4HOMac OACKcin XoMena a yboro )K ceAa MaB riAbKH

04Horo BOAa i 04Hy KopoBy, Oe4ip Hobbk—AHUie rpn BiByi.^° Ho4i6HHX

H004HH0KHX HpHKAa4iB OaraTo. Ha ix ni4craBi ne Moacna bhbccth neBHOi

craTHCTHKH, aAe aaraAOM bohh CBi4Marb npo xopomy aaOeaneMenicTb

ceAaHCTBa BoahhI xy4o6oio.

TaKHM MHHOM, 40KyMeHTH aKTOBHX KHHF CBi4HaTb, LyO Ha BoAHHI B HCpUjiH

noAOBHHi XVII CT. 4BopHHJ[Ha CHCTeMa ceAancbKoro aeMAeKopHCTyBanna

ocTaTOMHO BMiHioGTbca BOAOMHOKD, to6to CHOcTepiraGTbca TeH4enyia 40

3MeHuieHHa cepe4Hboro poaMipy aeMCAbHHX Ha4iAiB ccabh npn o4HOMacHOMy

apocTaHHi Horo KOAHBaHHa. Hepme oananaG, ujo Bi46yBaGTbca npoyec

HoripmeHHa cepe4HboeKOHOMiMHoro cTanoBHrya ceAancTBa, a 4pyre cbUmhtb

npo HocHACHHa npoyecy 4Hc|)epeHyiayii cepe4 ccAancTBa.
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The Legal and Social Status

of the Jews of Ukraine

from the Fifteenth Century to the

Cossack Uprising of 1648*

Shmuel Ettinger

Whereas the history of Jews in Poland has been discussed extensively

in Jewish historiography, no special attention has been given to the

Jewish community in Ukraine. To this day we lack not only a general

study, but even partial preliminary works on this topic. ^ This may be

because from the time of the dissolution of Kievan Rus', Ukraine did not

achieve independent statehood. The territory was annexed in the four-

teenth century to the Lithuanian state; in the middle of the sixteenth

century—as a result of the union of Poland and Lithuania at Lublin in

1569—to the Polish state; and after the partitions of Poland, to Russia.

Even following the partitions, Ukrainians were not all under Russian rule,

for some were inhabitants of Galicia.

S. Bershadsky summarized the history of Jews in the Lithuanian state

from 1388 to 1569 in his Jews of Lithuania, a Russian-language work
published in 1883.^ Bershadsky's book remains the only general work on

the topic, and it has retained its value. His treatment included Jews who
lived in Ukraine—it seems that in this period there were no discernible

lines of demarcation between them and other Jews of Lithuania. From his

examination of the primary sources,^ it emerged that the Jews of Lith-

This essay is a chapter of my doctoral dissertation, entitled “Jewish Settlement

in Ukraine from the Union of Lublin to the Cossack Revolt," which was
written at the Hebrew University under the supervision of Professor B. Dinur.

I am grateful to him for his assistance. Special thanks go my teacher and
friend. Professor Y. Halpern, for the advice he gave me throughout my writing

of the work.
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uania were close to the local inhabitants and distant from the other Jews

until the coming of Polish rule, which brought to Lithuania "the Talmud,

Jewish autonomy, and the solidarity of the kahal.'"^

After the Union of Lublin the situation became quite different. In the

wake of the rapid and extensive settlement of the steppe, in which Jews

took an active part, there developed various elements in the legal and

social status of Jews, in their economic activity, and in their organization

that were different from those of Jews in other parts of Poland and

Lithuania. In these respects they were most similar to the Jews of the

Ruthenian palatinate (later Eastern Galicia), but they, too, differed from

the Jews of Ukraine (here by "Ukraine" I mean the Ukrainian territories

ruled by the Grand Duchy of Lithuania until 1569). The political and

cultural attachment of the Ruthenian palatinate to Poland was greater

than to Lithuania, and urban areas were under the German-Polish

cultural influence characteristic of Poland proper. This was of great

importance from the Jewish point of view, for Jews lived mainly in the

cities.

The Jews of Ukraine can be viewed as a separate entity from the time

of the Union of Lublin. This article examines the singular aspects of their

legal and social status, as well as the elements common to the Jews of

Ukraine and Poland proper until the harsh decrees of 1648."

A. From the beginning of the fifteenth century to the

Union of Lublin

The earliest news of Jewish communities in Ukraine comes to us from

the charters of settlement that were granted by the Lithuanian Grand

Duke Vytautas in the years 1388-89 to the Jewish communities in the

Lithuanian state, which at that time included most of Ukraine. One of the

charters, it seems, applied also to the communities of Volodymyr and

Lutsk in Volhynia.^ The explicit information we have today, however, is

from the fifteenth century, from the time that civil war between advocates

of independence and the advocates of political union with Poland raged

in Lithuania after the death of Vytautas in 1430. Two years later (1432),

King Jagiello confirmed the rights of the inhabitants of Volhynia and

granted its various corporate orders the same rights enjoyed by equival-

ent orders in Poland. In the same charter, he also granted the Jews of

Literally, (evil) decrees of 1648: the usual way of referring to the Khmelnytsky

uprising in Jewish writings. In rabbinic literature, these decrees are taken to

be a punishment for sins, a testing of the righteous, or simply the chaos

preceding the end of time. (Translator's note.)
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Lutsk the same rights as those enjoyed by the Jews of Cracow and Lviv.^

We know little about Jewish settlement in Ukraine in the fifteenth

century. Wealthy Jews were favourites of the grand duke: they served as

tax farmers, and some lent him money. ^ In return for their services they

were generally paid in kind, as were his other servants.® Jews also held

estates and farms that were worked by indentured tenants, some of

which they received as gifts from the grand duke himself.^ We do not

know, however, to what extent the charters granted to the Jews were

actually implemented.

The edict of expulsion from Lithuania (annulled eight years later)

caused several changes in the lives of Jews. Even before it was issued,

many Jews converted, especially wealthy Jews,^^ and the expulsion, of

course, increased their number. Most of the converts continued to work

at their previous occupations,^^ but the state's need to have Jews

organize the economy diminished. Moreover, immediately after the

expulsion, the government launched several efforts at urban development

in the state. From 1496 on, many towns received Magdeburg law,^® and

the burghers, organizing themselves accordingly, became a force that

would compete with and fight against the Jews for centuries to come.

King Alexander agreed to the return of Jews to Lithuania on the

condition that they provide money for 1,000 horsemen in his service. A
brief time later, however, the Jews turned to the same king and requested

his support for the "ancient custom," that is, to exempt them from

obligations to the military. The king complied by exempting them from

going to war and from equipping soldiers. He made their status equal to

that of the burghers in matters of taxation and exempted those who
refused to use non-Jewish courts from paying fines. In 1514, Zygmunt I

confirmed the charter, added to it the freedom to "engage in all means

of livelihood together with the city [that is, the burghers

—

Eds.], in

commerce and in the trades," and promised not to infringe upon the

Jews' religion and privileges. In Volhynia, an officer of the king had

jurisdiction in Jewish matters,^^ whereas in Polish Podillia that jurisdic-

tion was in the hands of the palatine or his deputy.^® It seems that after

the introduction of a written law—the First Lithuanian Statute—restric-

ting Jewish privileges in several areas, officers and estate owners began

to show contempt for the charters of Jews and their special jurisdiction.

The king ordered that they be adhered to as before.^^ At the beginning

of the sixteenth century there was still a tendency to see the Jews as

dependent on the grand duke, not on his officials^® (hence, in 1514 the

Jews of Lutsk were exempted from paying the starosta for their syna-

gogues).^^ But, under pressure from the szlachta, the king abandoned [his

support for the Jews

—

Eds.].
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A certain change in the status of Jews came in the wake of the

"conversion libel" of 1539-40.^° On the one hand, it strengthened the ties

among the various communities,^^ whereas on the other, the king felt

compelled to restrict the privileges of the Jews in accordance with the

spirit of the Lithuanian Statute and the demands of the nobility. The

council of the grand duke debated the whole matter in his absence, and

that debate seems to show deviation from the principle that jurisdiction

over the Jews was the sole preserve of the grand duke.^^ Indeed, the

Jews were found innocent, but they did not escape suspicion. Restrictions

were imposed on their relations with Christians, in keeping with the

spirit of the church's regulations,^^ and they were forbidden to go to

Turkey without the knowledge of the king. Apparently the king could

not withstand the pressure of the corporate orders hostile to the Jews,

and was forced to make their protection—and, in any case, his authority

over them—a matter common to him and the magnates.

The autonomous jurisdiction of the Jews was acknowledged by the

authorities,^'^ but there were differences between Volhynia and Podillia.

The framework of Jewish autonomous organization in Lithuania was
apparently still rather weak (witness the great discord in Horodnia in the

middle of the sixteenth century),^^ and its power of coercion was not

strong, since we find many Jews going to non-Jewish courts for litigation

among themselves.^^ This was not the case in the Ukrainian territories

belonging to Poland, where the principle of personal autonomy was

mandated more coherently. There the removal of a Jew from the

jurisdiction of the Jews and their rabbis required a special order from the

king.^^

As we have seen, the king and the magnates attempted to defend the

Jews, but throughout the sixteenth century the opposition of the other

corporate orders grew. The nobility was content to demand that taxes

exacted from Jews be increased,^® but the burghers did not miss any

opportunity to attack their Jewish competitors. The struggle was

especially intense in the royal cities where Magdeburg law had created

a framework for the consolidation of the independent organization of the

burghers and helped to strengthen them. The burghers tried to reduce the

area where Jews could settle^^ and to limit the range of their occupa-

tions.^° They plotted against them,^^ and some took the law into their

own hands.^^ The Jews defended themselves through appeals to royal

charters^^ or by means of payments and bribes to the officers of the king

and heads of the burghers.^^ The process of government centralization

in the state and the tendency to impose monetary taxes instead of corvee

led the government to group the Jews together to some extent with other

city residents. Previously, the Jews had been subject to special municipal
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payments and, together with the burghers, had paid only a special

defence tax—the serebshchyna (giving of silver). In the course of time they

began to impose on the Jews a certain percentage of the city's taxes. Thus

in Kovel (1547) Queen Bona cancelled most of the Jews' labour obliga-

tions and replaced them with a uniform annual tax and participation in

payment of the burghers' tax.^^ In 1556 the Jews of Bar were forced to

compromise with the burghers and to define their obligations to the city

and its defence.^^ Dependence on the burghers grew in the wake of Zyg-

munt August's regulation (1557) exempting the burghers from various

labour obligations and replacing them with uniform monetary pay-

ments;^^ Jews were included in this arrangement.

Relations between the two sides continued to worsen and the position

of the Jews deteriorated. We learn this from one of the early documents

in the registers of the Kehillot. The "Liuboml community made the

following agreement in the year 5318 [15581: 'In the ban on any house-

owner going and buying a house or land from any non-Jew within the

wall,' because it has been seen that if non-Jews dwell in the city among
the children of Israel (heaven forbid they should mix together), it is

feared, heaven forbid, lest they burn down the houses of the Jews, or

insist on expulsion (heaven forbid they should demand that the Jews be

expelled from the city), heaven forbid. Therefore they decreed in the ban,

in that same regulation, to establish it for themselves and for their

offspring'." So strict were they in observing the regulation that "some

who transgressed the regulation were prohibited from returning and

selling to non-Jews."^® Yet one cannot infer from this that there was no

place for cooperation between the burghers and the Jews, especially in

efforts to reduce taxes or in the struggle against foreign merchants.^^

B. The legal status of the Jews after the Union of

Lublin

The legal status of the Jews of Lithuania (including the Jews of

Ukraine) was defined anew just before the Union of Lublin, in the Second

Lithuanian Statute of 1566. This statute later became known as the

"Volhynian Statute" because it was retained only in the Ukrainian

territories annexed to Poland in 1569, whereas in the rest of the

Lithuanian territories it was replaced by the Third Statute of 1588. The
Second Lithuanian Statute ruled against disqualifying the testimony of

Jews (and Tatars) in real estate cases. But one can infer from its language

that the statute disqualified Jews absolutely from serving as witnesses in

all cases, in contrast to the specific permission granted by the First

Statute.'^° Similarly, the Second Statute forbade Jews (and Tatars) to hold
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Christian slaves. Slaves purchased by Jews (or Tatars) were immediately

expropriated from their servitude without compensation; for those

enslaved because of debt, conditions were established for their release.^^

Moreover, the Second Statute contained restrictions that were not in the

first: Jews, like merchants and other burghers who were not members of

the nobility, were forbidden to sue for debts according to the register of

debts they held, unless these debts had been registered in the books of

acts, administered by one of the officers of the king or municipality, that

were intended to register claims and complaints. Also, enslavement on

account of debt, as well as payments on a debt, were to be registered in

the books. Jews were forbidden to convert or to circumcise an indentured

slave, and anyone doing so was subject to death by burning. Christian

women were forbidden to be wet nurses for Jewish children; anyone

compelling a Christian woman to do so was subject to the death penalty.

The duke and members of his council were not entitled to grant Jews (or

Muslims) possession of an estate and its people. The duke was not

entitled to impose on his subjects work or payments to which they were

not accustomed. Jews were forbidden to wear clothes decorated with gold

or silver, and were, moreover, required to wear yellow hats "in order that

there be a sign to distinguish between Christian and Jew."^^

The Lithuanian statutes did not comprise a written constitution. Like

the Polish statutes (for example, that of Wislica in 1347, of Warta in 1423,

and of Nieszawa in 1454), the Lithuanian statutes were the nobility's

charters of freedom, or, more precisely, deeds of concessions made to

them by the king for various reasons.^^ Therefore, the degree to which

these statutes were implemented was dependent on the real balance of

power between the nobility and the king. It is almost certain that the

paragraphs relating to the Jews were never enforced (owing in particular

to the continual movement of Jews from the property of the king to that

of the nobility, where the Jews were subject to the jurisdiction of the

estate owner). Nonetheless, in addition to the statutes, the charter of

settlement granted by Vytautas in 1388, reconfirmed by Zygmunt I in

1507, remained in force throughout the sixteenth century. After the

publication the First Statute, and the various attacks on the rights of the

Jews that apparently resulted, in 1533 Zygmunt I again confirmed the

validity of the former charters."^"^ The Second Statute confirmed the same

charters, published in 1564 and 1565.^^ In Poland at that same time

Kazimierz the Great's extended charter of settlement, which granted the

Jews various rights in addition to those in Vytautas's charter, was already

in effect.'^*^ One can assume that after the annexation of Volhynia and the

Kiev land to Poland, the Jews of these territories asked that their

privileges be made equal to those of Poland. During the very time that
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the Union of Lublin was being concluded, the palatine of Volhynia,

Oleksander Chartoryisky (Aleksander Czartoryski), proclaimed his

jurisdiction over the Jews of Volhynia, since according to Vytautas's

charter, the Jews were under the jurisdiction of the starostas, whereas

according to the extended charter they were under the jurisdiction of the

palatines. It stands to reason that the Jews had an interest in this. Indeed,

on 9 August 1569, a royal charter was issued that transferred the juris-

diction of the Jews to Oleksander Chartoryisky for his lifetime and,

simultaneously, granted the Jews of Volhynia all privileges then held by

the Jews of Poland.'^^

On 1 December 1576, King Stefan Batory granted a charter of settle-

ment to the Jews of Volhynia generally, to the inhabitants of Lutsk, and

to the inhabitants of royal and private towns. The charter made their

legal status equal to that of the Jews of Poland. It was granted at the

request of the two Jewish communities in Lutsk, Rabbinic and Karaite,

who complained to the king about the accessibility of various officials.

The political and legal changes that befell the annexed regions apparently

proved hard on the Jews. The king confirmed all the rights that the Jews

had held in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and added that officers of the

state were forced to judge the Jews according to Polish laws, namely: (1)

the palatine's deputy in the capacity of "judge of the Jews" (as customary

in the Polish lands) was not to judge them except in the presence of two

Jewish leaders in their synagogue; (2) if the palatine or one of his officers

set a term for a Jew to appear before a court, he was not to designate a

place other than a synagogue, unless the Jew was required to appear

before a district court;'^® (3) fines and fees for a summons to court would
be collected as in Poland; (4) if there was a legal dispute between a Jew
and a Christian^^ before the head of the city (vUt) or the head of the

burghers (burmistrz) in a case of murder, injury, or physical assault, the

Jew would be tried according to Polish law; (5) in mortgage matters Jews

would be judged according to Polish law;^° (6) if a Christian had a case

against a Jew, he was obliged to have evidence from two reliable

witnesses, one Christian and one Jewish, and the same procedure applied

in the case of a Jew against a Christian; (7) if a Jew was to take an oath

and the claim involved a large sum—that is, more than 50 hryvni of

minted silver—the Jew was to swear in the synagogue on the Ten Com-
mandments; but if the value of the claim was less than 50 hryvni, he was
to swear on the chain [of the doorl, that is, in front of the synagogue; (8)

Jews were permitted to trade in all lands of the kingdom in exchange for

payment of the usual customs; in the royal towns they were entitled, as

were all other Jewish inhabitants of Poland, to sell honestly (that is, to

engage in retail trade); (9) if a fire or other acts of violence occurred in
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their neighborhood, the burghers were obliged to show compassion

toward them, and the Jews were similarly obligated toward the

burghers;^^ (10) Jews were not to be tried on their holidays or on the

Sabbath; (11) Jews were permitted to engage in work and trade at all

times except on Sundays, Easter, and Christmas, the feasts of the Virgin

Mary and the feasts of apostles; on these holidays they were to behave

in matters of work and trade according to the customs of Christians; (12)

if a Jew rebelled and did not behave according to his religion, his Jewish

community was entitled to expel him with the help of the authorities,

which was not the case if the Jew wished to convert to Christianity; no

violence was to be done to such a Jew and he was to be removed ab-

solutely from the authority of the Jewish community; (13) if Jews came

to the synagogue before a rabbi to try a case, officials were not to forbid

them this, or to prosecute the rabbi because of it, or to impose a fine on

him. The king ordered all palatines and other officials to judge the Jews

according to Polish law and the above paragraphs, and to preserve them

from all harm and miscarriages of justice.^^

This charter was a marked improvement over Vytautas's Lithuanian

charter in its acknowledgement of the Jewish community and institutions,

the defence against libel regarding fires, etc., and in its steps toward the

expanded Polish charter. The Jews of Lutsk continued their efforts to

secure their position and succeeded. On 17 June 1578, Stefan Batory

granted them the freedoms held by Jews in the palatinates of Ruthenia

and Podillia,^^ and just several months later, on 5 January 1580, con-

firmed for them the expanded charter of 1453 in all its paragraphs.^'^

Even before they won application of "Polish law" to them, the Jews

of Ukraine had received a number of economic concessions. Given the

opposition that the Union of Lublin aroused in certain circles, Zygmunt
August was interested in winning over the inhabitants of the annexed

territories and convincing them of the advantages of the union. One
result was the king's charter to the Jews of Lutsk of 24 April 1570, in

which he made their rights regarding exemption from taxation in all

areas of the Lithuanian Duchy equivalent to those of the burghers.

However, since the Diet that decided upon union also granted the

burghers of Lutsk a similar tax exemption even in Polish areas, the

following was also granted to the Jews: "It seems right to us, on the

advice of several men of our council, to grant this exemption also to the

Jews of Lutsk, since they bear all obligations like the burghers. [There-

fore] we have graciously and freely given to the Jews of Lutsk, both

Rabbinic and Karaite, and we grant them in this our charter, exemption

from all taxes in our Kingdom [of Poland], which we have already

granted to the burghers of Lutsk mentioned above, and we exclude from
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this exemption only the new border tax, which we keep in its entirety for

us and for our successors." The king ordered all officials of the kingdom

to exempt from taxes all Jews of Lutsk, who saw a copy of this charter

signed and sealed by the palatine.^^

That same year the burghers and Jews of Volodymyr, too, received

from the king a charter of exemption "from paying taxes on all of the

following: fees for sugar, bridges whenever they occur (except fees for

salt and wax) on land or on waterways and rivers, in the Kingdom of

Poland and in all other lands belonging to her, on all articles, property,

money, goods, and merchandise—forever."^^ The king also ordered

officials and tax farmers to exempt from taxes all who showed the seal

of that charter sealed with the municipal stamp. Anyone violating that

order was subject to a fine of 6,000 zloty—half to the treasury and half

to the injured party.^^

Immediately after his ascension to the throne. King Wladyslaw

confirmed all charters relating to the settlement of Jews in the country.^®

In 1635 the king confirmed the charters granted by the starostas of Kovel

to the Jews of the city (principally in matters of personal justice and in

cases between Jews and Christians, which had to be resolved in the

presence of a kehilla representative),^^ and granted to the Jews of Bratslav

and Vinnytsia a charter of settlement "for rights and freedoms."^” In

1638 the king allowed the Jews of Dubno to establish a synagogue, to

maintain their customs, and to engage in trade and in the selling of

merchandise, as had been allowed formerly. The king obliged them,

however, to pay the same taxes as the burghers.^^

Clearly, then, the legal status of Jews in Ukraine improved with the

annexation of the Ukrainian territories to Poland, although the Second

Lithuanian Statute, which restricted their rights, was not annulled in

practice until the end of the eighteenth century. Later legislation did not

mention that statute's restrictive paragraphs. In fact, "Polish law," which

was more amenable to the Jews, prevailed, while in several matters

(freedom of trade, exemption from taxes) it made the Jews equal to the

burghers. Paragraphs of the previous Lithuanian charter that equated the

law of the Jews with that of the nobility (such as the rate of payment for

injury) were maintained, as well.

C. The legal status of the Jews in practice

Jews held Christian slaves and indentured servants, and it seems that

they were not hindered in this. According to contracts of hire, they

received not only the assets of the hired, but also the authority to judge

indentured servants and to impose the death sentence (although we know
of no case in which a Jew made use of that right). The estate of the
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bishop of Pinsk and Turau (Turiv) listed indentured servants who had

been bought from Jews.^^ The Jews also held slaves purchased with their

own money: captives who returned to their lands and were examined at

the seat of the Patriarch of Moscow gave convincing evidence of this. In

1623, one such individual said that he was taken captive when "Lith-

uanian men" conquered Putyvl "and brought him to Oster in Lithuania,

and a Cherkassian (Cossack) sold him to a Jew, and the whole time he

lived with the Jew, ate meat on Wednesdays and Fridays (meatless days

according to the custom of the Orthodox church), did not see the ksiqdz

(Polish Catholic priest), did not receive the sacrament, and did not

embrace the Jewish faith."“ Another captive, of Tatar origin, said in

May 1624 that "he was baptized during the time of Tsar Boris as a lad

and was taken captive by men of Lithuania and transported to [the land

of] the Cherkassians, Zaporizhzhia beyond the Dnieper, and he was sold

to a Jew and that he embraced the Jewish religion . It is clear, then, that

not only did Jews have slaves, but that sometimes they even compelled

them to accept the religion of Israel.

There was a constant struggle between Jews and other corporate

orders of the state over the charters of rights granted to the Jews. Most

characteristic was the dispute that broke out between Prince Kurbsky and

the Jews of Kovel. Prince Kurbsky was the chief military commander of

Ivan IV (the Terrible), but because of political disputes he fled Russia and

went over to the side of the Lithuanians. As a sign of respect Zygmunt
August granted him the town of Kovel as an estate. A dispute quickly

arose between Kurbsky, who was unversed in Polish ways, and the local

Jews. The content of the dispute was represented in the complaint of the

heads of the community of Volodymyr as follows: "An official of Prince

Andrei Mikhailovich Kurbsky, the starosta in Kovel, Ivan Kelemet, at the

instigation of a burgher of Kovel, Lavryn the apostate, became angry

without cause at our brothers and friends, the Jews of Kovel Yosef ben

Shmuel and Avraham ben Yaakov, at the Jewess of Kovel, Bohdanna,

wife of Aharon, and at all the rest of the Jews who inhabit Kovel, and

without considering our freedoms, rights, and charters, granted by the

forefathers of His Majesty and by the king himself. His Majesty our

gracious king, to all the Jews, on the Sabbath, on our Jewish holiday

'Shabbat,' unjustly and completely illegally ordered them arrested in the

synagogue, the place in which they prayed to God, had them taken to a

prison cruel beyond compare, in a dungeon of water, and sealed the

rooms and cellars of their houses and the houses of other Jews, all their

property, merchandise, and food."

The Jews of Volodymyr asked that a bailiff {woiny, an agent of the

court) be made available to investigate and confirm the facts of the
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incident, to interrogate the official about his actions, and to demand that

he free the Jews and their property. An agent of the court travelled to

Kovel together with the heads of the Jews of Volodymyr and a nobleman

in the service of Prince Roman Sangushko (evidently a patron of the

Jews), but he was not permitted to enter the fortress. From a distance he

heard the cries of the Jews: "We are suffering from imprisonment and

cruel torture without trial or charges at the hands of the official of Kovel,

Kelemet, and at the hands of Lavryn the apostate, and we declare before

God and man that we want justice. And if we owe anything to anybody,

we are prepared to pay the penalty for it."

The official at Kovel came out and stood on the bridge of the fortress,

and the Jews of Volodymyr demanded to know why he was holding the

Jews in prison. The official answered: "Tt is true that 1 am holding two

of the guarantors who posted bail to Lavryn the apostate for the

appearance [at courtl of Aharon ben Natan, and they are Avraham ben

Yaakov and Yosef ben Shmuel, and a Jewess, the wife of Aharon,

Bohdanna. But is the lord not entitled to punish his subjects, not only

with prison but with any other punishment, even with the punishment of

death? Everything that I am doing here [I do] at the command of my lord.

His Excellency Prince Kurbsky, for my lord Prince Kurbsky has the right,

since the estate of Kovel and its subjects are under his authority, to

punish them as he sees fit. Neither His Majesty the King nor any other

man has any involvement with the matter. Since the Jews rely on the king,

let the king come and protect them. I will not release them from prison

unless they pay Lavryn 500 groszy.' And then the Jews of Volodymyr

said: 'Our brothers, the Jews of Kovel, do not owe Lavryn anything. They

also said: Pan Kelemet! If the lord is entitled to punish his subjects, he is

[entitled to punish them only] in accordance with the law, while you
have caused a miscarriage of justice for all of us, in opposition to our

Jewish freedoms, which we have from our ruler His Majesty the king, our

gracious lord, and from the fathers of His Majesty, in the charters of

settlement, which His Majesty has made inviolable.' To this Kelemet

answered: 'I pay no attention to your rights and freedoms...'" (the

emphases are mine—S.E.).^^

An official from Koshyr who had come earlier to the fortress "at the

request of the Jew Israel, tax collector of Kovel" also asked that Kelemet

free the Jews. Kelemet acquiesced and promised not to put the Jews into

the dungeon again. Yet immediately after the official from Koshyr left the

fortress, he had them imprisoned once again.^^

The vivid description of this episode is a good reflection of the actual

status of the Jews. The Jews put their trust in their charters and were

prepared to fight for them. They attempted to exercise various means of
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influence, mostly through the officials of landowner-benefactors. If this

did not prove useful, they did not hesitate to claim their rights in court

or to seek the support of the authorities. Subsequent developments in the

Kovel dispute showed that at the end of the sixteenth century the Jews'

confidence in the charters and in the help of the authorities was not in

vain. The Jews brought their complaint before the king during the Diet

of 1569 in Lublin (the crucial one that decided on union between

Lithuania and Poland), and he ruled in their favour. Subsequently, the

Jews of Kovel again addressed Kelemet, querying him: "'Will you

continue to imprison our brothers, the Jews of Kovel, and to drive all of

us from the city, giving us until tomorrow to leave?' And he said: 'Yes,

I order you to leave the city!' [And they asked,] 'Will you not order our

houses opened and our property and our synagogues opened and are

you absolutely unwilling to treat us in accordance with the royal

command?' And he answered: 'I am keeping the Jews in prison, and I

will not order them freed from prison nor will I order your synagogue

or your houses or your rooms, which have been sealed, opened....

On 15 January 1569, the agent of the court recorded the refusal. On
January 23, however, Kurbsky sent a special courier to invite a deputy of

the court to the fortress of Kovel, so he would be present at the Jews'

release from prison. According to Kurbsky, the Jews were arrested

because of bails they had posted and for various debts that they owed
(rental fees to the duke and taxes to the city treasury, as well as private

debts). The very fact that the debts were itemized (whether true or false)

was an attempt at justification. Kurbsky said that all debts would be

demanded from the Jews through the court. He was prepared to release

the Jews when the royal chancellor (head of the royal chamber) and the

royal marshal (head of the Diet) intervened on their behalf, but the Jews

themselves were not satisfied with the compromise and obtained an order

from the king himself. Although the Jews knew that the prince was

present at the Diet, they did not even show him the order. If they had,

he would have discussed the matter with them then and there, before the

king. He did not know about the order until he returned from Lublin. "In

order not to oppose the will and order of His Majesty," he ordered the

Jews released.

“

As the plaintiff clearly admitted, under influence from officials of

state, he was prepared to negotiate with the Jews, but the Jews would not

agree to compromise and insisted on full recognition of their rights on

the strength of the royal order. Hence, the Jews were indeed confident of

their rights, and even high-ranking nobles like Kurbsky were compelled

to take account of them.
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D. Problems of jurisdiction

One of the important problems in the observance of the charters in

theory and practice was the problem of jurisdiction: before whom was a

Jew to be litigated and according to what law should he be judged? As

we know, the Jews were exempted from using the courts of the burghers

or of the church, a matter stated explicitly in the expanded charter.^^

Consequently the Jews refused to be judged according to Magdeburg law,

to which the burghers were subject, and demanded to be judged

according to the "justice of the land,"^° which applied to the nobility. In

practice that is how they were treated. An exception was the agree-

ment made in 1621 between the burghers and the Jews in Pereiaslav,

which included the Jews in Magdeburg law (that is, within the auton-

omous organization of the burghers). Jewish leaders in Pereiaslav were

obligated, on their own behalf and on behalf of all the Jews "present and

future," to bear all debts equally with the burghers. The latter authorized

the Jews, because of the services they had rendered, to enjoy all the

privileges of Magdeburg law. The agreement was confirmed by the king

in 1623.^^

Generally the Jews insisted, even in small private towns (to which the

charters' paragraphs guaranteeing the Jews separate jurisdiction did not

apply), that they were subject only to the "jurisdiction of the castle"—that

is, to the jurisdiction of the official of the local ruler. Actions of the

court regarding a Jewish defendant (such as detention^'^ or release on

baiP^) were all taken by the "castle."

The charters of settlement recognized the authority of the "Jews'

judge" to adjudicate claims against Jews. There were, indeed, such Jews'

judges in Volhynia, although generally the deputy to the palatine

ipodwojewoda) performed the function. In Volhynia the practice was
introduced in the wake of the Union of Lublin; already in 1575, a Jewish

resident of Lutsk complained that the palatine's deputy refused to give

him a copy of one of the court books of the palatine.^^ In 1593, a case

was tried before the "Jews' judge" in which a burgher from Riga claimed

property from a local Jew.^^ In 1601, a Jewess was released on bail

before the "Jews' judge" of Lutsk (not the judge mentioned in 1593).

Similarly, a court was organized "in Volodymyr, in the house of a certain

Jew, before the beadle (szkolnik) and other heads of the rabbinnic kehilla

who were present, on the seventh of January, the year of our Lord 1621,

before Wojciech Milczewski, deputy to the palatine of Volhynia, who
extends the right of his jurisdiction over the Jews of Volodymyr...."^®

The presence of Jewish representatives during court proceedings was one

of the rights in the expanded charter. The charters all required that trials
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be held before the synagogue or in any other place chosen by the Jews7^

In the charter granted in 1634 by Hetman Stanislaw Koniecpolski, as

starosta of Kovel, to the Jews of that city, he ordered that no case between

a burgher and a Jew be tried unless a Jewish leader was present.®^

The charters also figured in court verdicts. According to the 1388

privilege issued by Vytautas, a Jew who had suffered an injury had to be

paid compensation "the same as a noble" such compensation was
termed a naviazka. In 1578, the court of the castle in Volodymyr ordered

that a Jew who was injured in the head be paid a naviazka of the

nobility—30 [Lithuanian] groszy
—

"in accordance with the charters

granted by Their Majesties to them [to the Jews]." Since the guilty party

was unable to pay, he was handed over to the Jew to work for him at a

rate of 50 groszy per year, as determined by the Second Statute.®^ This

was no chance occurrence, but an accepted custom also mentioned in one

of the Orthodox polemical writings. The writer complained that in the

eyes of the authorities, the status of the Orthodox clergy was like that of

a simple peasant and quoted a popular saying: "a pope [Orthodox priest]

gets only the naviazka of a noble, but he is not considered a noble for this,

and like him the Jews, since they also get only the naviazka of a noble.

According to the charters, the oaths of Jews were to be sworn in the

synagogue or beside it. This, in fact, was the practice. In 1590, two Jewish

youths were accused of stoning an Orthodox religious procession. They

denied the accusation, and, as there was no detailed evidence against

them, they were required to swear an oath to that effect. The oath was

sworn in the synagogue, in the presence of the bailiff and in "a wording

supplied by the office (of the town castle)." In 1601 Jewish leaders in

Cracow and Bochnia asked their counterparts in Lutsk to search for a

certain Jew and, if they found him, to send him to Cracow or keep him

in detention. The Jewish leaders in Lutsk replied that they had searched

for him in all the cities and towns where Jews lived, but had not found

him. To this they swore an oath in the presence of the bailiff at the

synagogue.®^

The court also took Jewish regulations into account. In 1601 a noble

complained to the acting starosta in Lutsk that in his opinion, the judges

of the burghers' court were acting illegally. The noble had come to collect

a debt from a Jewish resident of Lutsk by the name of Yitshak on the

strength of a judgment by the Lublin tribunal. The judges went with the

plaintiff to the home of the defendant, but there his wife appeared before

them and pointed to a sheet of parchment with Hebrew writing,

according to which all of Yitshak's property—real estate and chattels

—

was mortgaged to her in her ketubah (marriage contract). On that basis the

court refused to expropriate the property and told the noble to treat with
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the Jewess in determining whose judgement took precedence.®^

That was the state of affairs in Volhynia. In Polish Podillia the

situation of the Jews was similar to that in the Ruthenian palatinate, but

this is not the place to expand on these matters. The situation was

different in the palatinates of Kiev and Bratslav. There the number of

Jews under the jurisdiction of the king was negligible: the overwhelming

majority lived on private estates. Until the beginning of the seventeenth

century, hardly any problem of jurisdiction arose in a dispute between a

Jew and someone not subject to the lord of his estate. Apparently in any

such dispute the landlord appeared as the plaintiff for "his" Jew or as the

defendant if the Jew was the accused. In any case, the custom survived

to some extent in the claims submitted in the first half of the seventeenth

century to the Lublin tribunal.®®

The innovation introduced in the seventeenth century (after the

inclusion, at the end of the sixteenth century, of the palatinates of Kiev

and Bratslav in the Lublin tribunal's jurisdiction) was that the Jews

themselves appear as plaintiffs and defendants before the tribunal. That

change, which did not correspond to the spirit of the charters, can only

be explained by the small numbers of royal Jews in these palatinates and

by the special conditions in their area of settlement, which to a large

extent brought the Jews closer to the other inhabitants of the region in

status and manners (noteworthy is that the inclusion of Jews in the

burghers' organization also occurred in this region, in the town of Pereia-

slav.) In any case, documents from Eastern Ukraine make no mention of

the "Jews' judge"; apparently, the office did not exist there. Indeed, the

extant registers of the tribunal are not reports of cases tried before it, or

even a collection of verdicts, but a list of complaints, sentences passed,

declarations of "banishment" (expulsion, or the removal of legal pro-

tection from a person who did not obey the law or opposed its imple-

mentation) and "infamia" (infamy or the denial of the rights of citizen-

ship.) They do not indicate whether the Jews claimed that the tribunal or

another court was authorized to judge them. What they do make clear is

that Jews appeared before the tribunal as plaintiffs and defendants in

large numbers.®^ The tribunal was the court used by all the nobility

without exception, and the possibility of appearing there on their own
behalf increased the Jews' confidence in their dealings with the nobility.

Jews enjoying the protection of highly influential nobles behaved like

them in contesting the court and its decisions. A Jew from Mazrych,

accused both of enticing into his service two barrel makers who had

previously worked for a certain noble and of stealing money, prevented

the carrying out of the sentence—i.e., the collection of damages—from

profits accruing to him from the potash furnace. In 1618, another Jew
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prevented the execution of a sentence and collection of payment. In 1622,

Jews were found guilty of attacking property and destroying the potash

furnace. In the same year, the tribunal imposed the penalty of “exile" on

the Jews of Korsun when they opposed a verdict handed down in Kiev

(in a case involving a potassium nitrate furnace) following a trial or

arbitration between them and a noble.®®

From all the above, it would seem that in the dynamic conditions of

Eastern Ukraine during the period of great settlement, most of the

paragraphs in the traditional charters carried little weight. Matters there

were decided not on the basis of legal authority, but in accordance with

the actual balance of power. On the enormous estates of Eastern

Ukraine's colonizing nobility, legal authority was entirely in the hands of

the local owner (at least, in theory, and in practice to the extent that he

was in control). Legal cases came before government courts only when
the litigants involved in a dispute were from different estates, and such

cases were considered a matter of competition between two nobles.

Apparently, too, the Jews disregarded the verdicts of the courts when the

balance of power was in their favour, behaving just like the magnates

and the nobility [with whom they were associated

—

Eds.].

Overall, the legal status of Jews in Ukraine, as in many other places,

was determined by the outcome of a struggle between two elements: on

the one hand, the tradition of their treatment by Christian society in

Europe in general, as expressed in the charters of the kings of Poland and

the grand dukes of Lithuania; and, on the other hand, the actual social

conditions that were formed in this region, particularly after the process

of rapid settlement. In light of the continual weakening of monarchical

rule after the death of Zygmunt August and the rise of other elements in

the state, the legal status of the Jews was increasingly determined by the

attitudes of those elements toward the Jews.

£. The attitudes of corporate orders toward the Jews

As already indicated above, it was the nobility, especially its

prominent members—the magnates—who were the patrons and sup-

porters of the Jews. Of course, that was not their attitude to Jews

generally, but to "their Jews," those dwelling on their estates, serving

them, and fulfilling economic and administrative functions important to

them. Although these measures were intended to defend "their own
Jews," they benefited all Jews in the state, since the magnates generally

defeated any proposal that came before the Diet or the king's council that

was intended to harm the Jews or to impose heavy monetary burdens on

them. Moreover, the Jews and the Polish nobility in Ukraine shared a

common fate in that the frequent Cossack rebellions threatened both sides
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and compelled them to make a common defence. In this spacious region

(especially its eastern part), inhabited by a populace equally hostile to the

Jews and to the nobility, the Jew was generally the confidant of the noble,

while the powerful noble was the main refuge of the Jew. Following the

uprising of Nalyvaiko (1595) decades passed without any mention of

Jewish victims. In all uprisings that broke out after the agreement of

Kurkurkiv (1625), however, Jews, too, were attacked by the Cossacks.

About the uprising of Taras (Triasylo) in 1630, evidence has been

preserved that "in Ukraine, beyond the Dnieper, there was at that time

a great war, there many Jews were killed." Other testimony tells of Jews

who accompanied the camp of the Polish army: "It was on Shavuot, in

the year 5392, that I had been in an army camp for two years during the

war with the Cossacks near Pereiaslav beyond the Dnieper—I found

many Jews and one by the name of Avraham. . .1 made an agreement with

him to buy in the camp [i.e., to trade in the camp]. I gave him 50 gold

groszy and a wagon and horse, then he went to buy liquor with other

Jews and they were all, for the sake of our sins, killed...."®^ Similarly,

about the rebellion of Pavliuk (1637-39), one source says that the Cossacks

burned the town of "Lubny, together with the castle, the monastery, and

the church of the Bernardines, and murdered the handful of nobles and

Jews who were defending them."‘^° At that time fifty Jews were killed

in Liakhovytsi.^^ The author of The Abyss of Despair also said that at the

time "many synagogues were destroyed and about 200 souls of Israel

were murdered, many churches were also destroyed; many clergy in

Liakhovytsi and Lubny and its environs were killed and the survivors

fled to Poland." In 1638 monks from Volhynia told the Moscow voevoda

from the town of Putyvl: "...and the Cherkessians (Cossacks) did not

want to be under the power of the lords (estate owners) and they killed

and robbed the officials in the towns, the Poles and the Jews, and they

burned the churches in the towns."^^

Circumstances like these obviously strengthened ties between the

nobility and the Jews. Yet members of the noble class were prone to harm
the Jews of their fellow nobles. The register of cases brought to court

provides evidence of this. Especially inclined to attack Jews were

professional military men or members of the lower nobility, who were

themselves servants of the magnates and who were often envious of the

Jews because of their advantageous economic position or their excessive

affinity to their patrons. Then, too, more than a few conflicts erupted

between a Jew and "his" noble, the prince of the town. In such cases the

situation of the Jew was particularly difficult. Jewish sources often

mention violent and terroristic princes, and even among the "good"

princes, the richest and most respected Jew was "considered no more
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than a servant."^^

Because of the special status they enjoyed in the state, the nobles,

when angered, were generally disposed to violence in relations among
themselves and with other corporate orders. Their relations with Jews

were no exception. Cases of murder, assault, and rape of Jews are

numerous. In 1625, the heads of the rabbinic community in Lutsk

complained of one noble serving in the army who attacked "their charter

of settlement, civil law, and the constitutions" that "guaranteed the

welfare of the Jews," and who would not permit a Jew to be brought for

a Jewish burial, claiming that the territory of the cemetery belonged to

him. When the Jews did not heed him, he and his retinue attacked them,

injured many in the procession, threw the corpse into a ditch, etc.^^ The

register of cases brought before the tribunal mentioned above contains

records of acts of robbery against Jews committed under various pretexts.

The robbers plundered their merchandise or "blocked their path." For

instance, "A minister of the army who passed through the town with his

soldiers" demanded from the Jews that they "give him presents and a

great deal of food" and then also plundered their stores.^^ Similarly, acts

against a Jew "in debt to a violator" were hardly rare, as noted in a

Responsa stating that "the Goyim are violators" (it is undoubtedly the

nobility that is meant here). In fact, it is not at all certain that such an act

was considered a crime. On the contrary, it seems that even after a non-

Jew committed the violence, "the Jew cannot be released from him and

must, against his will, give in or sell to him on credit....

To sum up: no one acts to destroy his own property. Hence, the

majority of the nobles were, in general, careful not to harm the Jews and

even acted as the government's main supporter in its efforts to maintain

the practices called for in the charters of settlement. In that there was no

great distinction between the secular and the ecclesiastical nobility; all

this also applied to the Catholic clergy, who mainly interfered with the

building of synagogues. According to Catholic tradition, the building of

new synagogues was forbidden, but the clergy was not excessively strict

in this regard.^® In Poland the king's consent was required. In 1626, for

instance, the king allowed the Rabbinic Jews in Lutsk to build a syna-

gogue of stone in place of the old synagogue, which was apparently

made of wood. The king explained his action as due to uncertain security

and as a measure to prevent fires. The new synagogue was to be no

higher than its predecessor, its roof was to be fortified, and it was to

include a place for weapons, which the Jews were to acquire at their own
expense. During Tatar attacks they were obliged to provide men to

defend the city and to use the weapons as instructed by the officer. The

starosta and the other officials were not to interfere with construction as
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long as the Jews paid all the required fees and "fully keep all of our

Kingdom's laws, both those of the state and those of the Catholic

church."^^ Apparently the Dominicans in Lutsk tried to interfere

nevertheless, for two years later, in August 1628, the king was obliged

explicitly to reiterate his permission for the completion of the building.

In addition to the reasons given in his previous document, this time he

indicated that "at this distance, the above-mentioned synagogue does not

interfere with the church of the Dominican fathers in Lutsk." But

opposition did not cease. In April 1629 the king issued a new order

giving the town's two wooden synagogues, that of the Rabbinics and that

of the Karaites, together with the gardens located next to their cemeteries,

to the royal notary as a gift, since the Jews were warned that they dare

not build synagogues or private houses "without the explicit permission

of us or our fathers. The reference is apparently to a wooden house

of worship built within the cemetery, not to the stone synagogue, for

which the Jews had received special permission. The order appeased

those who had opposed the building of the stone synagogue (perhaps the

very Dominicans already mentioned). In an order of 1627, Anna
Chodkiewicz lOstrozka Khodkevych], presumably under the influence of

the clergy, forbade building synagogues higher than churches, conducting

funerals, or making brandy on Sunday in her town of Ostroh.^°^ The

interference of the church did not absolutely prevent the establishment

of new synagogues, however. In the town of Ovruch, which, according

to the lustration, contained a total of three Jewish houses, the Jews

established a synagogue "with the permission of the starosta, even though

they had no charter from His Majesty the King."^°^ In 1646 the king

confirmed the charter of settlement for the Jews of Bar, permitting them

to build a synagogue, a cemetery, a public bath, and a water pit

(evidently a mikvah)}^'^

In day-to-day relations, conflicts between Jews and the Orthodox

clergy were more numerous than between Jews and the Catholic clergy.

Apparently the Jews acted more gingerly toward the Catholic clergy,

whose influence was greater. Nevertheless, in 1639 the head of the

cathedral in Volodymyr registered a complaint against a Jew who,

together with other infidels (heretyky), blocked his path while he was
taking the Sacrament from the church to a prison where a certain noble

was incarcerated. Not only did the Jew not remove his cap, but he urged

others to do likewise and called the Sacrament an "error."^^^ The details

of the incident are not clear: it may have had something to do with

relations between the Jew and the imprisoned noble. In 1640, on the other

hand, two Jews from Volodymyr and one from Ostropil made a

complaint against a Catholic preacher, head of the schools in Volodymyr,
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charging that he bullied the Jews, sent his students against them and

attacked them on the crossroads, falling upon them with his servants and

shouting, "I will teach you to complain about me to the bishop."^°^ We
learn from this that student attacks on Jews were common in Volodymyr

(as in most cities of Poland), although the hierarchy of the church may
have looked upon such acts with disfavour.

There is more evidence about conflicts between Jews and the Ortho-

dox clergy, especially closer to the time of the Khmelnytsky revolt. The

Orthodox synod in Kiev, which gathered in 1640, forbade Christian

women to serve as midwives and cooks for Jews, and Christians to buy
meat from Jews.^°^ Evidently it was on the basis of these decisions that,

in 1647, a priest in the town of Andriiv demanded that the inhabitants

refrain from buying meat from the Jews; the municipal officer, however,

ordered him to pay damages to the Jews and imposed a fine on him.^°®

The Orthodox clergy at times also tried to defend the Jews. In 1584,

the Orthodox nobility made the complaint that the metropolitan of Kiev

was granting charters of protection to the Jews: "Against the church of

God, to the aid of the Jews, you provide for their enjoyment and benefit

and to the additional weakening of our holy religion and to our

anguish.... In 1597, the bishop of Volodymyr and Brest determined

that there was no substance to a priest's complaint that on a Jewish street

in Volodymyr, Jews interfered with the church from their buildings. He
also forbade the imposition of a payment on the Jews in addition to one

established long before. That decision was upheld by the bishop (a

Uniate) who succeeded him in 1638.”° But such defence of Jews was

quite rare. As religious tension in Ukraine grew in the wake of the Union

of Brest and the renewal, in the 1620s, of an independent Orthodox

hierarchy, the opposition of the Orthodox church to the Jews also

increased, as shown by the decisions of the Synod of 1640. In fact, there

was no longer any distinction between its attitude toward the Jews and

that of the burghers, since the Orthodox church became closely tied to the

burgher element after most of the nobility converted to Catholicism.

The relations between burghers and Jews are very important in

explaining the legal and social status of the Jews. The Jews were

primarily urban inhabitants who lived and worked alongside the

burghers.”^ The need to maintain constant readiness in the face of

recurring forays by the Tatars perforce strengthened ties between the two

groups. The Jews participated in local defence alongside the burghers and

were even obliged to be trained in the use of weaponry. One Hebrew
source says: "For when there was tumult in Volhynia because of the

Ishmaelites, which was common in the large towns of the region,

everyone was obliged to be ready with instruments of destruction in
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hand to wage war against them on orders of the Prince and his officers.

And there was a time when the present man [the writer?] fired the

catapult, which in the language of Ashkenaz is called biks, from his house

through the window to the place marked for him in his courtyard wall,

in order to try the biks as the instructors had done.... The heathen, who
was taskmaster (commander) of Israel and ruled over them because he

was the commander, stood outside to warn anyone who came into the

courtyard...."”^ The lives of all the "inhabitants of the district" were

stamped with "fear of the wars of the Ishmaelites.""^ An inventory of

the town of Vinnytsia from 1616 indicates that the inhabitants of the town

were "obliged to stand guard against the Tatars and go out against the

enemies of the kingdom on horseback and with weapons [in hand] at the

side of the starosta of Vinnytsia." The burghers of Bohusiav and

Pereiasiav (presumably including the Jews) were obliged to go out and

take a stand against the enemy upon the guards' first summons. But the

burghers and Jews of these towns were forbidden to take part in Cossack

wandering, to send out patrols, or to allow Cossacks to enter their houses

or equip them.^’^ Hence Jews of the border district sometimes took part

in the organization of Cossack raids that were aimed against the Tatars

or to plunder the Turkish coast.

Cooperation between the burghers and the Jews, intended essentially

for defence, existed in other areas as well. For instance, the privilege

granted to the burghers of Volodymyr after the Union of Lublin made it

incumbent on the head of the town and on members of the town council

to take effective measures for local defence and to regulate relations

between Christians and Jews. If a fire broke out in a house, the town

officials were not to fine the owners of the house, but the head of the

town council was to punish the guilty for negligence. All burghers,

Christians and Jews, as well as men of the jurydykaf^^ were obligated

to join municipal guilds (craft societies) and to conduct themselves

according to their customs. As mentioned above, burghers and Jews were

equally exempt from payment of fees.^^® Relations between the burghers

and Jewish inhabitants of Lutsk were established in a mutual agreement

arranged by royal dignitaries (elected by the Diet of 1569) and confirmed

by the king in 1580. The agreement involved the sum of 350 Lithuanian

groszy, which the Jews paid the burghers to acquire liberties for the

whole town, and it obliged the burghers to make the Jews partners in

their liberties, "owing to their common residence and the bearing of all

municipal debts." The burghers were forbidden to impose transport

charges beyond the accepted custom on the Jews, to impose taxes on

them for defence or other municipal needs by municipal decrees, or to

arrange the distribution of taxes ad hoc, without the knowledge of the
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Jews. Also, they had to include Jews in the preparation of accounts and

allow them to participate in tax farming.”^ We have noted how the

Jews of Pereiaslav were included in Magdeburg law. In 1609 the king

gave a charter to the burghers of Kovel, obligating the Jews to work on

repairing the town's walls and dams and to stand guard equally with the

burghers. By the privilege given to the Jews of Dubno in 1638, they

had to pay taxes on par with the burghers, since they did business with

the latter and made a similar profit.^^^ Also, an inventory of Bile Pole

in 1646 stated that the Jews were obligated to bear all debts equally with

the burghers.^^^

There were also more specific instances of cooperation, such as that

in Lutsk in 1588, when, at the sound of the town bell, burghers and Jews

jointly attacked the house of a local noble and destroyed it,^^^ or the

joint complaint of the town's burghers and Jews against Cossacks led by

Loboda, who attacked the town during the revolt of Nalyvaiko in 1595

and plundered it.^^^ Another testament of close relations is the question

placed by one remarkable personality of his generation: "the gentiles

borrow clothes and jewelry from Israel [the Jews] on their holidays and

wear them when they enter their houses of prayer and afterwards return

them. Is it forbidden to lend them for the sake of peace, or not?"^^^

Yet, physical and occupational proximity increased the competition

between the Jews and the burghers. The burghers attempted, through the

authorities, to limit the rights of the Jews and to place them under

municipal jurisdiction. In the years 1569-72, the burghers of Kremianets

received several royal charters forbidding Jews to interfere in their

commerce.^^^ In 1576 the king confirmed for the burghers of Kiev "the

ancient right" by placing all those who came to the city to trade,

Christians and Jews alike, under municipal jurisdiction.^^^ Moreover, in

1589 the Jews of Volodymyr were accused in court of evading personal

duties imposed on all burghers. Ten years later (1599), pogroms

occurred against the Jews of Volodymyr.^^^ The charter granted by the

starosta to the burghers of Bar and confirmed by the king forbade Jews

from selling meat other than retail and beside their synagogue; moreover,

the number of their butchers could not exceed six.^^° That same year,

1615, the Armenians of lazlovets received a charter of settlement from

Prince Radziwill in which Jews were forbidden to interfere in their com-

merce.^^^ In 1624 the burghers of Kiev obtained a privilege from the

king making Saturday the city's market day;^^^ that, surely, was to

diminish competition from the Jews. In 1629 the furrier and tailor guilds

in Lutsk obtained a charter forbidding Jews to engage in commerce that

could have threatened their guilds.^^^

We also know of several overt conflicts between burghers and Jews
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in royal towns. In 1616 King Zygmunt III appointed a commission to

investigate burghers' complaints against the Jews in Kovel. The burghers

complained that the Jews were destroying the town by buying from

Christians taverns and houses facing the street, thereby harassing them

and driving them from the town; also, they did not take part in repairing

the town wall or standing guard. They also farmed taxes set by the Diet

and private levies, collecting twice as much as was imposed, thereby

impoverishing the town. The king appointed a commission to investigate

the situation on the spot and correct it, but it was to take into consider-

ation the "liberties" of both sides and the charters that had been granted

them. Both sides were entitled to appeal the commission's decision before

the king.^^^ In 1619, apparently as a result of the complaint, a royal

charter was granted to the burghers of Kovel according to which royal

taxes would henceforth be collected directly rather than through the Jews,

who seemed accustomed to leasing the collection of taxes. At about

the same time the burghers of Pereiaslav and Bohuslav complained of the

"domination of the Jews," that "their number in the town was not small,

that they held almost the whole market and the streets with their

houses," and that because of "their machinations" they were reducing the

burghers to naught. By the charters of settlement given to the burghers

in each of these towns in 1620, the king promised to send commissars to

the towns to investigate the complaints, to mediate between the sides,

and to determine their obligations in regard to taxes, guard duty, repair

of walls, bridges, and so forth. If the matter could not be settled, it would

then be brought before the king.^^^ We know nothing of the activity of

the commissars in Bohuslav, but the inclusion of Pereiaslav's Jews under

Magdeburg law apparently resulted from a compromise struck by the

commissars. In 1619 the burghers of Kiev were granted the right de non

tolerandis Judaeis. Their complaints were not serendipitous, but part of a

political campaign, possibly an organized one, by which the burghers

attempted to take advantage of the difficulties of the Polish state and the

weakness of the king to supplant their competitors, the Jews.

Finally, in 1637, the following complaints against the Jews by the

burghers of Lutsk were recorded: they sell brandy and pay nothing to the

municipal treasury; they build houses on municipal land and transfer

them to the jurisdiction of the castle; they dig within the wall and build

breweries and wineries; they refuse to share with the burghers the

burden of guarding and repairing the roads; they seize all leasing from

the burghers. The burghers of Lutsk estimated their total damages at the

hands of the Jews at 10,000 Polish zloty. Moreover, they complained that

the Jewish municipal lessee, who was appointed by the starosta, arbitrar-

ily raised the tax rate, which was high to begin with.^^^
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The increase in the Jewish population—most of it urban^^^—and the

intensified economic activity of the Jews exacerbated their relations with

the burghers, especially in the royal towns, where the starostas lacked

sufficient power to impose their authority on both sides. The compro-

mises made from time to time through the mediation of special royal

commissars were nothing more than temporary solutions, and the

dynamic development of the region hardly allowed for stability. The

burghers wanted to increase the Jews' portion of municipal debts and

taxes, whereas the Jews sought advantages and concessions in their

reliance on the "castle" (i.e., on the royal officer residing in the town).

The Jewish share in municipal payments actually did increase gradually,

but not enough to reassure their enemies. With the coming of Khmelnyts-

ky, even fortified towns fell into the hands of the rebels, in most cases

with the help of the burghers.

Notes
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Kiev—who are mentioned in REA, vol. 1, doc. 24. Also, Fedor, Petr, and Ivan
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The question of "nation" and "nation-building" is a minefield on

which the scholar must tread with trepidation. The terms of the

discussion
—

"nation," "nationality," "people," "nation-state"—are at the

core of the problem, because they are invested with diverse meanings

and great emotion. In using them we frequently become caught up in

models: historical and non-historical nations. West and East European

nation-building, old and new nations, etc.^ For the purposes of this

discussion, we shall resort to a tried and true model—the distinction

between a cultural nation and a political nation. The cultural nation,

today frequently described as "ethnic," is a linguistic and cultural

community often encompassing both elites and masses (in the past,

however, high culture was confined to the literate minority.) The

Germans and Armenians of the seventeenth century were such nations,

with the distinction that the latter was also a religious community,

followers of the Armenian church. The political nation designates a

community with allegiance to a political entity, a sovereign state or a

local patria} In this sense, Bavaria, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,

and Scotland were all seventeenth-century political nations. For early

modern Europe, political nation refers primarily to the elite orders who
enjoyed privileges and rights in a given territory or fatherland. Such

elites could belong to two or more political-national communities (e.g.,

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Grand Duchy of Lith-

uania.) The distinction between cultural and political nations is not clear-

cut, since no one would deny that political circumstances influenced

cultural communities and that linguistic, cultural, and religious affairs

influenced political communities. The discussion here leaves aside the

endless debate on the nature of modern nations and nationalism, since it

is confined to the early modern world. It does not deny that national

communities and concepts of nation underwent substantive transform-
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ations in the modern age, but it assumes that both have their origins in

an earlier period.

A Polish scholar, Jozef Chlebowczyk, has put forth a heuristic model

for European nation-building that emphasizes the relationship between

culture and politics.^ He separates the evolution of the West European

model (state community-language community-national community) from

that of the East European model (language community-national com-

munity-state community). While he examines mainly nineteenth- and

twentieth-century processes, Chlebowczyk avoids the mistakes of Western

scholars who declare Eastern Europe a terra incognita for nation-building

before 1800 and who see nation-forming as an almost mechanical process

through which nineteenth-century national awakeners, influenced by new
German ideology, formed national movements that transmitted nation-

hood to the masses.

Chlebowczyk is also careful to differentiate what are usually called

the historical nations of Eastern Europe from the non-historical. In

essence, historical nations are those that have existed for considerable

periods as political nations, whereas non-historical nations have been

almost exclusively ethno-linguistic or cultural nations. The experience of

Eastern Europe, however, shows that Chlebowczyk has inaptly named his

models, since his "East European variant" does not apply to the historical

nations of the region.

Despite the general "stateless" situation of East European nations in

1800, they had different pasts that were to be reflected in different

futures.^ However unfortunate the terms "historical" and "non-historical"

nations are, the Poles and Hungarians certainly differed from the

Slovenes and Slovaks. The former had long, continuous state traditions,

claimed territories beyond their ethnic-linguistic territory as part of their

legacy of political control, and had native political elites—nobles

dedicated to national and political traditions. The latter had not formed

long-lasting political entities, had never existed as united distinct

territories, and had no traditional national elites. Polish and Hungarian

nationhood was always political—Slovak and Slovene nationhood was at

first merely cultural. The strong traditions of Polish and Hungarian

medieval and early modern statehood and the de facto existence of

Hungarian statehood after 1867 distinguish them from the typically "non-

historical" and "East European" (according to Chlebowczyk' s model)

Slovaks or Slovenes.

Between these two extremes fall the Czechs and the Ukrainians. The

Czechs had an old historic state, a political and cultural tradition of

greatness, and a territory that, although integrated into the Habsburg

domains, remained distinct as historic provinces. While unsuccessful, the
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Czechs of the nineteenth century focused on the Bohemian "State-Right"

and their claim that the Habsburgs should restore the rights of the Czech

Crown. By the late eighteenth century, however, the Czech literary

language had atrophied and the Czech elite had been assimilated to

German culture and Habsburg political loyalty. Therefore, the Czech

national movement of the nineteenth century revived Czech culture and

marshalled Czech speakers to acquire positions of political, social, and

economic power.

The Ukrainians had been the centre of a great medieval empire and

had maintained distinct political entities to the fourteenth century

(Galicia-Volhynia). Then, after they were integrated into Polish and

Lithuanian states in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they lost

much of their traditional elite to assimilation and conversion. At that

point, they followed a singular course in nation-building in early modern

Europe. They engendered a new military elite, the Cossacks, who estab-

lished two polities in the core Ukrainian lands. In the late eighteenth

century these polities, the Hetmanate and the Zaporozhian Sich, were

abolished and the elite of the Hetmanate were integrated into the nobility

of the Russian Empire. By 1800, the Ukrainians, in contrast to the Czechs,

had no distinct administrative historic territorial entity. Nevertheless, they

probably retained a higher portion of their traditional elite as part of their

cultural nation and had more recent traditions of a distinct political

nation in control of a patria.

In the nineteenth century, Czech nation-building proceeded much
more rapidly than Ukrainian, particularly because language became the

most important criterion of nationhood. Crucial to the difference between

the two peoples is the distinction between the Western and Eastern

Christian worlds. The Western Christian peoples began replacing Latin

as their secular language—and, in the case of Protestants, their sacred

language—during the late medieval and Renaissance periods. The Eastern

Christians clung to their sacral languages, which in many cases were

more closely related to their modern vernaculars. By the fifteenth century

the Czechs had produced a major vernacular literature that in the

nineteenth century would inspire a literary national revival. Old

Ukrainian literature was written in the Eastern Church's sacred language.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries early literature written in the

vernacular never drove Slavonic from the field. Therefore the modern
Ukrainian linguistic-literary movement created a new literary language

based on the popular vernacular rather than reviving an earlier tradition.

The vernacular linguistic circumstances of the two nations also

differed. While the Czechs' assimilators were the Germans, from whom
they were clearly linguistically distinct, the Ukrainians' assimilators were
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the linguistically akin Poles and Russians. Hence, in the nineteenth

century, the Ukrainian movement was to face greater difficulties than the

Czech in forming a modern linguistic-cultural community. The difficulties

were magnified by the differing political, cultural, and socio-economic

conditions of Bohemia and Galicia within the Habsburg lands and

between the Habsburg and Romanov domains. These differences fur-

thered the Czech movement and hindered the Ukrainian.

In 1800, the Ukrainians seemed to have some advantages over the

Czechs in the process of nation-building, largely because of the different

fate of the seventeenth-century revolts in Bohemia and in Ukraine. The

Bohemian estates rose against Habsburg centralizing policies and

increasing Catholic pressure. When they were put down, the Habsburgs

had a free hand even to create a new elite and to emasculate the

Bohemian Crown. The period that followed the Battle of White Mountain

of 1620 is usually called the "Darkness" in Czech historiography. In

contrast, the Ukrainian Cossacks led a revolt against Poland and Catholic

pressure that tore part of Ukraine away from the Polish state. By

establishing a new political, social, and cultural order, the revolt

engendered a new political nation in Ukraine and renewed the cultural

nation. The Bohemian revolt retarded Czech nation-building, whereas the

Khmelnytsky revolt advanced the process in Ukraine.^

Other early modern revolts also affected the process of nation-

building. The primary examples are the Netherlands, Portugal, and

Catalonia.^ In recent years, historians have criticized Pieter Geyl's view

that the Dutch-speaking community expressed its nationality in the revolt

in the Low Countries.^ Certainly, however, the revolt cast the die for the

nation-forming process in those disparate linguistic, cultural, and political

possessions of the King of Spain in the German Reich. Rarely has there

been an example as clear-cut of a new political order forging a new
culture and identity as in the Dutch Republic. New ruling classes and a

new official faith, Calvinism, served to reinforce that national identity.

The Golden Age of the United Provinces overshadowed the destruc-

tion and dissension that had occurred during the revolt. The revolt did

leave many untidy ends. Begun in the south, it succeeded in the north,

leaving the Spanish Netherlands eventually to form a Belgian identity

common to French and Dutch speakers, based on Habsburg loyalties and

Catholicism. Modern linguistic nationalism has subsequently made
Walloons and Flemings "nations" within the "Belgian nation," and

history keeps them apart from their respective linguistic kin in the

Netherlands and France. But if the Spanish Netherlands and

nineteenth-century Belgium were, at least, united in a Catholic faith, the

Dutch Republic and its Calvinist ethos were to encounter great difficulties
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in trying to integrate the large Catholic minority in the Republic into the

national community. If the Dutch Republic was too large in religious

territory, it was also too small in linguistic territory. In general, the

outcome of the revolt, or war of independence, has been the major

determinant of the Dutch nation, but it left behind the major obstacles of

integrating divergent religious groups and of dealing with the divide of

Dutch speakers.

On the Iberian peninsula, two other early modern national struggles

were fought by subjects of the Spanish king.® The restoration of the

Portuguese Kingdom was the simpler—the elite of a long-separate king-

dom reasserted its political separateness and restored a collateral of a

traditional dynasty after an interlude in which attempts were made to

integrate it into the domains of the Spanish Habsburgs. With this action,

the political existence of the Portuguese nation and Portuguese cultural

integrity were ensured. There would be at least two national communities

in Iberia.

Far different was the revolt of the Catalans.^ Catalonia, a medieval

county that became part of the Kingdom of Aragon, contained most, but

not all, of the Catalan-speaking population. Mediterranean-facing

Catalonia found itself at odds with the Atlantic Spanish Empire centred

in "provincial" Castilian Madrid. At the same time, Castilian had made
inroads against the Catalan tongue. Military exactions unleashed a long

revolt in which the elite and the masses took part, albeit at different times

and for different reasons. The rebels called on the French for aid.

Ultimately, Catalonia was reduced to obedience, with the transfer of two

Catalan-speaking districts to France as the major political change

occasioned by the revolt. Catalonia did not become a third independent

Iberian state. Its political autonomy was curtailed further, and use of the

Catalan language was continuously circumscribed.

The loss of Catalan political autonomy in an increasingly centralized

Spanish state did not put an end to the problem. Linguistic nationalism

in the nineteenth century revived Catalan consciousness, and the re-

sistance of the Catalans, based in part on the memory of their great

revolt, continues to plague Spain to this day. As we shall see, in Ukraine

parallels exist with the Dutch, Portuguese, and Catalan nation-building

experiences. Contrasts exist as well, however.

What was the state of Ukrainian nationhood prior to 1648?’° Of
course, we can deal with this complex question only in the most general

terms. In contrast to the West Slavs and the South Slavs, who had from

the first consolidated into separate political entities generally comparable

to the modern nations of the region, the formation of the far-flung Kievan

Rus' state constituted an extremely important, though fleeting, period of
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East Slavic unity. This period, which left behind a name, "Rus'," a

dynasty, and a faith, made the process of forming nations in the East

Slavic territory extremely complex and extended. By the sixteenth

century, clear distinctions were made between the Ruthenians and the

Muscovites that reflected different political, social and cultural character-

istics, though views that they were both part of Rus' were also

expressed.” The Ruthenians included the Ukrainians and Belarusians,

and they were viewed as one cultural-linguistic-religious community of

the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Had a Ruthenian polity existed,

we might have two rather than three East Slavic nations today. Instead,

the Union of Lublin of 1569, which removed most Ukrainian-speaking

territory from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, furthered the process of

differentiating the Belarusian and Ukrainian peoples, who already lived

under different geographic and economic conditions. It also served to

consolidate a Ukrainian-Ruthenian community by placing Western

Ukraine (already Polish-ruled before 1569) and Eastern Ukraine—Lviv

and Kiev—into one political entity, the Kingdom of Poland. This

furthered the integration and mixing of the Ukrainian population, as did

the massive west-to-east migration. All the while, however, the two parts

of Ukraine continued to have different legal and linguistic administra-

tions, as well as different social orders, de facto. Unlike Western Ukraine,

Eastern Ukraine, in particular, contained numerous magnate-princes and

the Zaporozhian Cossacks.

Although the Volhynian, Kiev, and Bratslav palatinates that were

annexed to the Kingdom of Poland in 1569 were not a united political

entity, they shared a legal code different from that of the Kingdom,

Ruthenian as their official language, and guarantees for the Orthodox

church. These particularities made these territories (to which the

Chernihiv palatinate, conquered from Muscovy in 1618, was added in

1635) a de facto Ruthenian-Ukrainian regional bloc, an incipient patria, and

engendered in its noble elite the sense that they were a Rus' political

nation. The West Ukrainian territories, although not part of this political

grouping, contained many petty nobles who had a strong identity as

Ruthenians. But, just as the Ruthenian nobles of the Ukrainian lands were

becoming more articulate in expressing their Ruthenian identity, they

were diminishing in number through assimilation and religious conver-

sion and were being diluted by migrants from Poland, thereby under-

mining the sense of a separate identity for a Ruthenian political elite.

While nobles were the only recognized political nation in the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth, three other social groups played a major role

in early modern Ukrainian nation-building. The Ruthenian burghers,

discriminated against by the Catholic urban patriciates, developed a
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strong Ruthenian identity and communal organizations. At times they

cooperated with the nobles in defending the Orthodox church, thereby

emphasizing a Ruthenian link across the noble-common divide. The

Cossacks in Eastern Ukraine were a military frontier population excluded

from participating in the nobles' Commonwealth, but possessing an

organizational structure that at times made them a virtually autonomous

entity in the lands they inhabited. They had the potential to contest the

nobles' political and social position, and their support of the Orthodox

church associated them strongly with the Ruthenian identity. The

identification of the Cossacks with the Ruthenian tradition was primarily

propagated in writings of the Orthodox clergy. Although composed of

both nobles and commoners, all the Orthodox clergy was relegated to a

subordinate position in Catholic Poland and Lithuania.

The entire Ruthenian community of the Commonwealth—Belarusians

and Ukrainians—drew its identity largely from the Orthodox Rus'

church. In its popular name (the Rus' faith) and in its historical-cultural

traditions, the Orthodox church provided an institutional structure that

united the Ruthenians and demarcated them from the Latin Christian

Poles and Lithuanians. From the early fourteenth century, after the

metropolitans of Kiev took up residence in Russian territory (end of the

thirteenth century), the rulers of Galicia-Volhynia, the grand dukes of

Lithuania, and the kings of Poland had sought a separate metropolitan

for their Orthodox subjects. The final creation of two metropolitan sees

for the East Slavs in 1458, and the severance of the allegiance to

Constantinople of the metropolitan see of Moscow, furthered the differen-

tiation of religious and cultural life between the Ruthenians and the

Russians. The existence of one church structure for the Belarusians and

Ukrainians served to reinforce the perception of the unity of one Ruthen-

ian nation. The shift of the church's centre to Kiev with the return of the

metropolitan to his titular city in the 1580s made the Ukrainian land, in

general, and the city of Kiev, in particular, the focus of the Rus'

community.

In the sixteenth century the Ruthenian community declined in

number as many nobles and burghers converted to Protestantism and
Catholicism. Despite translations of scriptural works into Ruthenian in

the 1560s, a separate Ruthenian branch of Protestantism, which would
have made the Ruthenian community multi-religious, did not emerge.

Also, despite loyalties to the Rus' land and Ruthenian ancestors. Ortho-

dox converts to Roman Catholicism inevitably came to be viewed as Poles

as they accepted the faith of the Liakhs or Poles.

The Union of Brest was the first real fissure in the conterminous

situation of the Orthodox church and the Rus' "nation." The refusal of
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both Uniates and Orthodox to accept a religious divide in the Rus' church

seems to have been motivated partly by concepts of communal unity. By
the first decade after the Union, the Orthodox showed that they would
continue to wear the mantle of the Rus' national church, for the Uniates

had proved unable to inspire widespread loyalty or to gain numerous

converts. Even as this situation changed, the Uniates had more success

in the Belarusian than in Ukrainian territory. That created a religious

divide between Belarusians and Ukrainians, since the Ukrainian areas of

Galicia, the Dnieper basin, and most of Volhynia remained staunchly

Orthodox. Conversions of Orthodox in Ukraine were almost all to Roman
Catholicism rather than to the Union, although the energetic efforts of

Bishop Metodii Terletsky of Kholm in the 1630s demonstrated that in

time the Union might have more success in the Ukrainian lands.

The defence of the faith was described as the defence of the Rus'

nation. The enterprise drew in more and more elements of the popula-

tion, including Cossacks and burghers, just as religious polemics were

sharpening the arguments of the literate classes on national history and

traditions. Schools, printing presses, and confraternities arose as part of

a cultural revival stimulated initially by the Latin Christian and Polish

challenge and later by the internal community religious polemics. It was

accompanied by a rediscovery of the Rus' past—an argument on the

tenth-century conversion of Volodymyr resounded throughout the Rus'

land. With it came greater attention to the Rus' state that once had been

centred in Kiev.

The weakest link of this cultural revival for Ukrainian nation-building

was the language question. Even though Slavonic was not fully compre-

hensible to most Ukrainian speakers, the clerical intelligentsia viewed it

as the preferred literary language. Ruthenian was used for a new litera-

ture and for communication, but, deprived of the authority of Slavonic,

it began to give way to Polish, a closely related language useful

throughout the Commonwealth.

By 1648, Ukraine was a land in which the elements of national con-

sciousness were rapidly developing, precisely because of the threat to the

national inheritance. Still, they remained inchoate. The Ruthenian nobility

had only somewhat coalesced into a political nation, with a national myth

distinct from that of the Polish nobility. The lands incorporated into

Poland at the Union of Lublin had only the rudiments of a separate

administrative-legal structure. The various orders cooperated only under

duress. The native culture had developed rapidly, but still continued to

lose the elite to Polish culture. The Orthodox church had revived and it

continued to serve as an institutional framework for Ruthenian identity,

but the Uniate church put the association to the challenge, while the
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increasing influx of Latin Christians and the growing number of converts

undermined the position of the Orthodox church in the Ukrainian lands.

The Ruthenians of Ukraine had a more developed sense of being a

cultural nation, an ethno-linguistic-religious community with a history

and culture (albeit frequently in conjunction with the Ruthenians of

Belarus), than the socio-political elite had of being a political nation

defending regional particularism in a Rus' patria in Ukraine. But, by 1648,

a Rus' national consciousness, which had barely existed in Ukraine in the

mid-sixteenth century, had strongly emerged. With it, nation-building

made major advances just as major losses were also occurring by

assimilation and integration into the Kingdom of Poland.

To what degree did national sentiment inspire and influence the

Khmelnytsky revolt? We do, after all, have a contemporary case, Portu-

gal, in which a successful revolt was undertaken primarily for national

reasons—the restoration of national statehood. We also have the example

of the Catalan revolt, in which the opposition to Castilian intrusion

combined with Catalan patriotism to incite a great uprising. In judging

the role of national sentiment in the Khmelnytsky revolt, we must be

careful to distinguish elaborated expressions of national sentiment from

widespread popular xenophobia. We also face difficulties in separating

the general expressions of national sentiment from the usual goal of

nationalism in the modern age, namely, the establishment of a national

state. Finally, we must be aware of how closely religious and national

sentiments were intertwined in the conception of Rus'.

Extant general manifestos of the rebels in which they presented their

reasons for embarking on the war are few. Among them there are certain-

ly no calls for a "national-liberation" war. Unlike in Portugal or

Catalonia, no kingdom or well-defined united regional institutions existed

for a traditional elite to defend as an embodiment of the "nation." Indeed,

the Ukrainian revolt was not launched by a traditional political elite, and

even though many nobles joined the revolt, the great nobles opposed its

social radicalism. The first statements by the rebels declaring national

goals were not made until after Christmas of 1648, including Khmelnyts-

ky' s vow that no longer was he fighting for his own cause, but for the

liberation of the entire Ruthenian people as far as Kholm and Lviv. While

the account of Khmelnytsky' s comments of early 1649 included a

programme for overthrowing Polish rule in all the Ukrainian lands, and
a declaration of hostility against the Poles, the years following brought

few elaborated statements of the national elements of the revolt, and
those few were intermixed with views of the "Poles" as class and
religious enemies. It was not until 1655-56 that Khmelnytsky returned to

an open espousal of the unification of the Ukrainian lands and the
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overthrow of Polish rule in Western Ukraine as his goal.^^

If we have few "proto-nationalist" statements by the rebels, we do

find that the revolt was immediately viewed by its contemporaries as a

conflict between the Rus' and Polish nations. The Rus' "nation" was in

rebellion, and in Polish statements resentment against the Rus' nation

was expressed in conjunction with anti-Orthodox and anti-Cossack

feelings. The amalgam of national, religious, and social factors makes

each component difficult to delineate, but, in seventeenth-century terms,

the war certainly took on national dimensions. Regrettably, we know
more about Polish attitudes toward the war as a national conflict than we
know about national sentiments among the Ukrainians. Nevertheless, the

taunt of a Cossack colonel to the Ukrainian Orthodox magnate, Adam
Kysil, who served as a Polish emissary

—"Bone of our bone, you have

abandoned us and joined the Poles"—apparently conveyed a widely held

sentiment.’'^ Whether we choose to call this sentiment national, tribal, or

xenophobic, it is clear that anti-Polish feeling, strengthened by its

combination with anti-Catholic and anti-landlord-magnate views, per-

vaded the revolt.

The rebirth of Ruthenian historical consciousness that began in the

late sixteenth century informed the leadership of the revolt, which was

in practice establishing a new political entity. Knowledge of a Rus' poli-

tical past underlay Khmelnytsky's self-designation as Rus' autocrat

{samoderzhavets ruskyi), as it did the expression of the poet who attached

a panegyric to the Zboriv register of 1649, stating that "Rus' had fallen

under the twelve sons of Volodymyr, and was being raised up under the

twelve sons of Bohdan."^^ The idea that the Volhynian, Kiev, Bratslav,

and Chernihiv palatinates or some part of them formed a political entity

derived from the regional concepts of the pre-1648 Rus' nobility.

Khmelnytsky echoed that political idea when he asserted that unlike

Poland and Lithuania, Rus' had not sworn allegiance to Jan Kazimierz.

In reality, however, the Ruthenian nobles of the lands incorporated under

the Union of Lublin had provided no full political programme for a

Ruthenian patria before 1648, although they had expressed regionalist

dissent in the name of Rus' and its Orthodox church. In this fluid

situation the Zaporozhian Cossacks, as they formed their new polity,

were ultimately able to take over the role of a Ruthenian "political

nation," but the process was a slow one and its articulated programme

emerged only at the end of Khmelnytsky's hetmancy and the beginning

of Ivan Vyhovsky's. A national interpretation of the revolt was fully

elaborated only at the beginning of the eighteenth century, in the works

of Samuil Velychko and Hryhorii Hrabianka.

To what degree the popular masses viewed themselves as part of a
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Ruthenian national community cannot be known. Two factors speak for

widespread Ruthenian national sentiment. First, the church was defined

as Ruthenian; the faith was the Ruthenian faith. The struggle between the

Uniates and Orthodox for control of the Ruthenian church had involved

large segments of the population. Certainly the burghers had been active

in forming a network of Rus' Orthodox confraternities that spread

throughout the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands, and the Cossacks had

actively intervened in church affairs. Through such struggles and

organizational activities, some sort of Ruthenian consciousness that

united men beyond their village or town must have reached much of the

population. Second, the seventeenth-century Ukrainians were a mobile

people. The Carpathians were still being colonized through the sixteenth

century. Men from all over the Ukrainian and Belarusian lands were

being brought together in the Bratslav, Kiev, and Zaporozhian lands, far

from their native villages. Here a heightened consciousness could form,

as it would among immigrants to the New World in the nineteenth cen-

tury, who only became aware of their common Italian, Polish, or

Ukrainian identity when they contrasted their linguistic and cultural

similarities to inhabitants of distant villages and towns in the Old

Country with their "otherness" from other immigrant groups and the

native American population. Indeed, seventeenth-century Ukraine

contained "other" groups—Poles, Jews, Tatars, Armenians—who could

serve to remind the peasants, burghers, and Cossacks that they were all

Ruthenians.

In 1648, economic interest, ties of corporate order, religious loyalty,

regional solidarity, and sentiments of ethno-historical community all

combined into what was perceived as a struggle of the Ruthenians

against the Poles. One need not believe in the primacy of national

allegiance or the unity of all Ruthenians who carried on the struggle to

see that the revolt took on the coloration of a national struggle. The

leaders put forth their claims as representatives of Rus', and their

opponents saw all Ruthenians as potential traitors. Regional particularism

and historical consciousness of the pre-1648 period served as a basis for

the view that the emerging Cossack polity represented the Rus' nation

and tradition.

The most important result of the revolt of 1648 was to reintroduce the

political element in defining Ruthenians. From the Zboriv Agreement of

1649 to the Hadiach Agreement of 1658, recognition grew that at least the

territories of the old palatinates of Kiev, Bratslav, and Chernihiv should

be organized as a Rus' political entity. Of more significance in the long

term, the Cossack Host evolved into the civil administration of the core

Ukrainian territory. Over the next one hundred years, the polity headed
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by the hetman and administered by the Cossack starshyna shaped political

and national allegiances in Ukraine. The new political formation,

combined with its particular social composition, i.e., the designation of

a large part of the population as Cossacks, provided the context for a

Ukrainian political nation and patria. Since this political social order did

not encompass all the Ukrainian lands, its role was ambiguous. It was
both a piedmont and a distinctive land with a particularist identity.

The revolt was especially significant in differentiating Ukrainians

from Poles. The period prior to 1648 had been one in which a maturation

of Rus' consciousness occurred simultaneously with an acculturation of

the Ukrainian elite to Polish models and, in some cases, assimilation to

Polish or Commonwealth identity. Despite their early seventeenth-century

development, the distinctly Ruthenian identity and culture were showing

signs of slow but inevitable erosion and disintegration within the

Kingdom of Poland. That would prove to be the fate of the Ukrainian

lands that remained part of the Polish state, but the process was greatly

accelerated by the Khmelnytsky revolt, which drew the centre of the

Ruthenian cadres and Ruthenian political activities eastward.

In the area where the revolt succeeded, it halted the process of

integration of Ukrainians into Polish identity. The revolt drew a sharp

line between Poles and Ukrainians as political nations, between the

nobles' Commonwealth and the Cossack Hetmanate and Sich. Poles and

Polish culture still influenced the Ukrainians of the lands where the

revolt succeeded, but they did so as a foreign influence on a community

distinct in politics, religion, culture, social structure, and identity. The

failure of the Hadiach Agreement demonstrated that the break was final.

The Cossack polity became a Rus' in which there could be no natione

Polonus, gente Ruthenus.

If the Cossack revolt changed the direction of Polish-Ukrainian

relations, it nonetheless hastened the preexisting processes that differen-

tiated between Belarusians and Ukrainians. The Union of Lublin had

reinforced cultural, economic, and social factors that were dividing the

Ruthenians of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania from the Ruthenians of the

Kingdom of Poland. These differences were only occasionally expressed,

as when Belarusians were called "Litva" and Ukrainians "Rus'."

Although the Cossack revolt had reached the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania—in particular, the ethnically Ukrainian territories around

Horodnia—the "Belarusian" regiment proved to be an ephemeral pheno-

menon. Cossack campaigns were largely directed toward the West

Ukrainian lands, for after 1654, the Muscovites dominated the northern

or Belarusian front. Khmelnytsky and, later, the Ukrainian planners of the

Union of Hadiach sought to include all the Ruthenian lands of the
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Kingdom of Poland in their Cossack polity—that is, the Ukrainian lands.

The Ruthenians of the Grand Duchy were falling out of their horizons.

Distinctions increased as Ukraine began to be called "Little Russia" and

Belarus "White Russia." "Little Russia" had long described Ukraine in

whole and in part. In the early seventeenth century it had been used by

the Ukrainian Orthodox clergymen to discuss their Rossiia and its

relationship to Muscovy

—

Velikaia Rossiia. The term Belaia Rossiia did not

have the antiquity or stability of Malaia Rossiia. At first it designated the

northeastern lands of Belarus. Now it was broadened to include the

Ruthenian lands of the Grand Duchy. In both objective characteristics and

subjective views, the Khmelnytsky revolt differentiated between the

Belarusians and Ukrainians on a level other than the vernacular linguistic,

thus furthering the evolution of two modern nations.

The long-term impact of the period on Russian-Ukrainian national

relations is much more ambiguous. The most obvious answer is that

through the Pereiaslav Agreement, Khmelnytsky brought the Ukrainians

into a political connection with the Russians that was ultimately to result

in the political unification of Ukraine and Russia, the creation of the

ideology of a "Russian" nation composed of Great and Little Russia, the

formation of a joint Russian literary language and culture for the elite,

and the linguistic russification of the Ukrainian elite. Such a view is

based on the nineteenth-century outcome of the events, far removed from

the situation as it existed in 1650s, or, for that matter, from the situation

until the early eighteenth century.

What is quite correct is that the revolt and the Pereiaslav Agreement

brought Russians and Ukrainians closer than they had been earlier.

Before 1648, Russian-Ukrainian relations had consisted of border trade

and merchant trips, journeys by Ukrainian clerics to Muscovy in search

of alms, settlements by Ukrainians across the frontier into the area of

Putyvl and Sloboda Ukraine, and the intervention of Ukrainians in

Muscovite affairs during the Time of Troubles, especially the campaign

of Hetman Petro Sahaidachny of 1618. These relations were to intensify

greatly after 1648, as refugees fled war and plague to Sloboda Ukraine

and as more and more Ukrainian clerics took up residence in Muscovy.

The settlement of Sloboda Ukraine brought Ukrainian and Russian

populations into close proximity for the first time. The Ukrainian clergy's

migration to Russia, accompanied by Patriarch Nikon's desire to reform

the Russian church, resulted in the recasting of the Russian church and

the intensification of the Old Belief schism. The split in the Russian

church opened Muscovy to a virtual invasion of Ukrainian churchmen in

the late seventeenth century. A third group who came into direct contact

with Russians were Cossack envoys and officers, who journeyed to the
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Muscovite capital more and more frequently, in contrast to the relatively

few missions of the preceding fifty years.

Whereas Ukrainian trips to Muscovy represented tendencies that had
predated 1648, Russian trips to Ukraine, except for those made by
merchants, were a relatively new phenomenon. Russian clergymen

(among them Arsenii Sukhanov) accompanied the Pereiaslav negotiators

and then made numerous trips through Ukraine. Russian embassies came
to Ukraine frequently and Russian voevodas took up residence in Kiev.

Then, too, Russian armies marched into Ukraine.

All these contacts were the beginning of a process of interpenetration

that would ultimately culminate in the situation of 1800. In the 1640s and

1650s, however, the results of these contacts were very different.

Apparently, they led to an increased consciousness of the two peoples'

differences that could not be overcome by any theory of dynastic rights

or historical descent. Even linguistic similarities and a common Orthodox

faith did not become binding forces, for translations between the two

peoples' literary languages were necessary, and then two very different

Orthodox traditions viewed each other with hostility. Different political

and social structures served to reinforce concepts of estrangement

between the moskali and the rusyny or cherkesy. The triumph of the

Cossack system in Ukraine probably only reinforced the differences

between the two societies, as even the formerly similar institution of

serfdom went into decline in Ukraine. Hence, in their early stage, the new
contacts probably reinforced the views and broadened the numbers of

people in Ukraine who saw themselves as distinct from the Muscovites

or Great Russians. Paul of Aleppo, an Arab prelate who travelled in

Muscovy and Ukraine, left some of the best testimony of the popular

conception of how alien the two lands were at the time.^®

While the revolt of 1648 in general served to reinforce the Ukrainians'

sense of distinctiveness from their neighbours, it also began to break

down concepts of unity among Ukrainians. Before 1648, the centre of

Ruthenian cultural and religious life had shifted to Kiev, and the

Zaporozhian Cossacks had come to play an important role in Ruthenian

consciousness and "national" life (albeit more actively in the 1620s than

in the early 1640s). In the first surge of the revolt, the Cossack order

extended through the entire Ukrainian territory, and in the late 1640s and

early 1650s it still had a chance of embracing almost all the lands

incorporated into the Kingdom of Poland by the Union of Lublin, in-

cluding Volhynia, as well as the Podolian palatinate. But despite

Khmelnytsky's plans in 1656 and the strivings of the negotiators of the

Hadiach Agreement, the land of the Cossacks, "Ukraine," did not include

the West Ukrainian lands. Instead, it expanded eastward and northward
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to include the Left Bank. Ukrainian Cossack formations even extended

into former Russian territory. The centre of the new polity and the

Ukrainian nation was situated firmly on the banks of the Dnieper.

Ultimately, the "old Ukraine," the Right Bank and towns such as

Chyhyryn, would be lost to this socio-political order and the "new

Ukraine" of the Poltava and Chernihiv region would remain the

heartland of the Hetmanate and later Ukrainian national tradition. It

played this latter role until at least the 1930s. The regional division of the

Ruthenians of Ukraine into the Cossack nation of the centre and east and

the non-Cossack nation of the west had already begun by 1658. With the

shrinking of the Cossack Ukrainian polity, even the seventeenth-century

concepts of Ruthenian unity of all "Little Rus'" receded. By the late

eighteenth, the political or historical unity of "Ukraine on Both Banks of

the Dnieper" had also become merely a memory.

The Khmelnytsky uprising is an important example of change in a

social constituency and a political nation during the process of nation-

building. Before 1648, Ruthenian nationhood had been embodied in the

nobility in accordance with the Polish model, although the princes

occupied a special position that had no place in the Polish system. The

role of the princes, epitomized at the end of the sixteenth century in the

powerful figure of Prince Konstantyn Ostrozky, declined as the Polish

szlachta model took root and as more and more wealthy and great princes

converted to Catholicism. At the same time, the nobles of both the old

lands of the Kingdom of Poland and the lands incorporated during the

Union of Lublin were assuming the social and political outlook, but not

the social structure, of the Polish nobility. With this came the view that

the Ruthenian Orthodox nobles were the political nation of Rus', an

allegiance that did not, however, negate their participation in the political

nation of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as a whole. Conversions

in the sixteenth and early seventeenth century diminished the numbers
and influence of this Rus' political nation. Consequently, the burghers of

the major cities and, later, the Cossacks came to play a greater role in

Ruthenian national affairs than that exercised by any non-noble group in

the Polish territories in Polish affairs. Although the burghers began the

Rus' cultural and religious revival and pioneered concepts of a Rus' natio,

or cultural-religious-historical community, they lacked the wealth, the

strength of arms, and the unity among their burgher communities to

supplant the noble Rus' nation. By contrast, the Cossacks, despite their

lower cultural level and weaker tradition as representatives of the Rus'

nation, had the strength and the means to protect the Rus' church and to

overturn the political and social order. The "nationalization" of the

Cossacks in the 1620s and the extension of the Cossack order beyond the
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lower Dnieper, which had waxed and waned since the 1590s, prepared

the ground for the shift of the Rus' political nation to the Cossacks.

The number of inhabitants of Ukraine who were officially recognized

as Cossacks by being enrolled in the register and who called themselves

Cossacks expanded tremendously. The Zboriv Agreement mandated

40,000 Cossacks, and the Pereiaslav Agreement authorized 60,000.

Counting wives and children, this made hundreds of thousands of people

part of the new Cossack order. Even larger numbers were considered

Cossacks in mid-seventeenth-century Ukraine. Indeed, central Ukraine,

where about one million people lived, became the Cossack land, although

large numbers of burghers and peasants still lived there, as did some
nobles and clergy. Between 1648 and 1658, the terms "Cossack," "Ruthen-

ian," and "Ukrainian" came, in a loose sense, to be synonyms. The

process was far from smooth, as the Cossacks only gradually took on

their new role and Ruthenian society only slowly accepted the change. By

the late 1650s, the Cossacks had come to represent the land of Ukraine

and Ruthenian national interests. Their military conquest had created a

new political nation to embody early modern Ukrainian nationhood,

although from the first the officers and elite groups sought to monopolize

rights and privileges.

The revolt ensured that Ukrainians—Cossacks, burghers and clergy

—

would remain the dominant group in the cities and towns of the area

where the revolt succeeded. Otherwise, the towns might have followed

the pattern of Ukrainian towns further west, where Poles, Jews, and

others were gaining dominance in the economy and later in number. It

was still realized that the Ruthenians of the West Ukrainian lands, where

Cossacks did not take root, were part of the same cultural-historical

community as Cossack Ukraine. But after the 1650s, the Western

Ukrainians had almost no political nation left to represent them, and their

"nationhood" was institutionalized solely in their church. Only in areas

of the Hetmanate did a native Ukrainian landed gentry (Cossack

starshyna) and burgher traditions develop in the late seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries.

The Khmelnytsky years reshaped the religious component in Ukrain-

ian nation-building. Khmelnytsky's victories sealed the unity of church

and nation. The Union was rooted out and Roman Catholics and

Protestants were weakened wherever the rebels triumphed. Nevertheless,

the higher Orthodox clergy, many of whom were nobles, only reluctantly

accepted the new role of the Cossacks. They were also aware that any

identification with the rebels on their part might cause the loss of the

Ukrainian and Belarusian eparchies and parishes outside the rebels'

control, and they strove mightily to keep their jurisdiction over them.
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While their efforts in the eparchies of Lviv and Peremyshl constituted, in

practice, an attempt to maintain Ukrainian national unity, their striving

to retain the Belarusian lands was an attempt to keep the entire

Ruthenian community intact. Their subsequent failure, and the Muscovite

church's assumption of authority over the Belarusian dioceses conquered

by Muscovite armies in 1654, would further the national differentiation

between the Belarusians and the Ukrainians.

Although in the long run the common Orthodoxy of Russia and

Ukraine would retard Ukrainian nation-building, in the 1650s the church

continued to play a largely positive role in the process. The higher

clergymen strove to keep their church separate from the Moscow
patriarchate and to maintain the particular legal order and religious

customs of Ukraine. While the Muscovite delegation in 1654 cited a

common Orthodoxy as a reason for Ukraine to pass under the tsar's

suzerainty, the Ukrainian higher clergy seemed to view Moscow's

Orthodoxy as a threat to their autonomy. By reaffirming the ties of "Little

Rossiia" to Constantinople, Metropolitan Sylvestr Kosov sought to keep

his church as distant as possible from "Great Rossiia'' and its church.

Through most of the 1650s, the church continued to be a unifying and

differentiating factor for Ukrainian nationhood and to have an integrating

role for the new Cossack Ukrainian identity, despite its reservations about

the Cossack leaders. In 1659, however, the insistence of Russian envoys

that the Pereiaslav Agreement had included the transfer of Kiev to

Moscow's jurisdiction prefigured an end to this role for the church. With

the transfer of the Kiev metropolitan see to the Moscow patriarchate in

1685-86, the Orthodoxy viewed as a necessary characteristic of Ukrainian

nationhood could be seen as a unifying factor for "All-Russian nation-

hood." At the end of the seventeenth century, the Kievan see was
diminished. Western Ukraine went Uniate, and the autonomy of the

Orthodox church eroded, thereby greatly changing the role of the church

and religion in Ukrainian nation-building.^^

For Ukrainian nation-building, the study of the national past was
essential in establishing Ukrainian identity. Interest in the past of the

Ukrainian land and writings about the history of Kievan Rus' had char-

acterized the decades prior to 1648. That history-writing both answered
the needs of a newly awakened historical consciousness and stimulated

further growth of that consciousness. At the same time, by the 1620s, the

Zaporozhians had become the subject of historical discussion (the Hustyn
Chronicle).

Little new historical writing was composed by Ukrainians in the

period 1648-1658. Rather, the decade was one in which history was being

made, so much so that it would remain the focal point for all writings on
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the Ukrainian national past well into the nineteenth century. It redirected

history-writing from the Kievan Rus' past to the causes and aftermath of

1648, and provided a heroic age that occupied both the learned and the

popular imagination. It also provided new producers and consumers of

history in the persons of the Cossack administration: by the turn of the

eighteenth century, the officials of the Cossack Hetmanate—Roman
Rakushka, Samuil Velychko, Hryhorii Hrabianka and Stefan Savytsky

—

were setting down the history of Khmelnytsky's great war. Among the

clergy, too, writers of its history were to be found. By 1672-73, the abbot

of St. Michael's Monastery of the Golden Domes, Teodosii Sofonovych,

included the Cossack wars in his account of the Ruthenian people's

history. The panegyrist who wrote in the Zboriv register that what the

sons of Volodymyr had let fall, the sons of Bohdan would elevate gave

expression to an essential change in Ukrainian historical consciousness.

By restoring a political history to the Ruthenians, the revolt created a

heroic age that would become the subject of a new national historio-

graphy within two generations after the uprising.^°

The Cossack revolt also had positive consequences for the national

language. The administration of the Hetmanate used a Ruthenian

language close to the vernacular Ukrainian of its inhabitants. Both the

decline in use of Ruthenian and the polonization of the language were

reversed. Polish was not, of course, forgotten: it continued to have a

major influence in the Hetmanate well into the eighteenth century. What
did occur was that numerous official and literary works were written in

Ukrainian, and these, in turn, became part of the national legacy. Still, in

the fervently Orthodox Hetmanate, Slavonic continued to be the preferred

tongue of the clerical and lay elite, educated together at the Kiev and,

later, Chernihiv and Pereiaslav academies. That preference retarded the

growth of the vernacular as education reached deeper and deeper into

the Hetmanate's society. Ultimately, the Slavonic that tied the Ukrainian

cultural elite to Russian Slavonic culture would be transformed into a

Slavono-Rhossic language that came to be more and more like the hybrid

Russian language of the eighteenth-century Empire.

In the first decade of the revolt, few works of art and literature were

created and many others destroyed. Nonetheless, the uprising greatly

influenced the revival of a distinct and vigorous Ukrainian culture. Paul

of Aleppo, travelling in Ukraine with Patriarch Macarius in the 1650s,

was impressed by the beauty of the singing, painting, and architecture he

encountered there. These attainments stemmed from an amalgam of

Slavonic Orthodox and Western culture that was forged throughout the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Although declining in numbers, the

Ruthenian Orthodox nobles had continued to patronize the work of
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churches and monasteries throughout Ukraine. Nevertheless, by the

1640s, the convert Jeremi Wisniowiecki, the Chernihiv castellan Alek-

sander Piaseczyhski, and new Polish migrants to Ukraine were

channelling Ukraine's wealth toward Latin Christian churches and art

works. Suddenly the revolt shifted the government and the lay elite back

to patronage of the Eastern church. From the benefactor Hetman Ivan

Vyhovsky to Cossack colonels and Kaniv burghers, those who rose

through the revolt were building churches and schools and commission-

ing icons and portraits. The process began as early as the 1650s. By the

early eighteenth century, the new patronage had produced the famed

Kiev of the Golden Domes.

It would be impossible to envisage the flourishing of the Cossack or

Ukrainian Baroque without the great revolt. War and the Soviet author-

ities have destroyed much of this inheritance, but in literature, music, art,

and architecture, the Baroque of Cossack Ukraine still stands as the

Ukrainian national period par excellence—a fusion of Western, Eastern,

and indigenous traditions. A comparison of its achievements with the

relative poverty in national culture of the Ukrainian lands that remained

under Poland in the eighteenth century shows how great a difference the

uprising, the reassertion of Orthodox dominance, and the creation of a

new Ukrainian political nation made. With the decline of the Hetmanate

and the coming of new styles—classicist and international—the tradition

of the Ukrainian Baroque would give way to a new Imperial tradition:

painters—Boryvykovsky, Levytsky—and musicians—Bortniansky,

Vedel—who had been nurtured in the Ukrainian cultural milieu would

contribute their talents to the new Imperial culture and capitals. Without

the period from 1650 to 1750, however, it would be impossible to speak

of a distinctive national Ukrainian style before the nineteenth century,

with the possible exceptions of Kievan Rus' architecture and the Galician

icon school. Modern Ukrainian intellectual and cultural leaders turn to

this period again and again as a source of inspiration and self-identi-

fication.^^

The uprising also affected the complex question of the Ukrainian

national name.^^ The traditional Ukrainian Rus', Rusyn, ruskyi (in various

spellings) had in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries been

supplemented by Rossiia and rossiiskii in Orthodox clerical and intellectual

circles. In reviving the higher and Hellenistic form, some clerics also

resurrected Malaia Rossiia for their land, differentiating it from the state

and people of Velikaia Rossiia, usually called Moskva. More and more
frequently, the inhabitants of the Ukrainian lands used Rus' to define

their territory alone, rather than in combination with the Belarusian lands

of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. This geographic use of Rus' was often
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confined to the palatinates of Volhynia, Kiev, Bratslav and Chernihiv. In

the seventeenth century Ukraina was the borderland of the Polish-

Lithuanian state—usually the Bratslav and the vast Kiev palatinates,

although the ukrainni or borderland palatines at times also included

Volhynia and Chernihiv. Among the Muscovites, the place or population

of Ukraine were often called Litva, referring to its former inclusion in the

Grand Duchy of Lithuania, while the Cossacks and the Ukrainians were

called "Cherkassians," referring to a major town of the region.

The revolt changed this complex onomastic-topographic mix in a

number of ways. First, ''Ukraine" came to be used more frequently and

widely as a geographic and national name for the territories of the

Cossacks. That term, as well as "Rus'," often figured in discussions as

equivalents of "Poland" and "Lithuania." The secular Khmelnytsky

employed Rus' and ruskyi to define his people—a people centred on the

Dnieper, primarily the inhabitants the Kingdom of Poland, but still

potentially including the Orthodox of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.

Clerics continued to prefer Rossiia. The major path of development,

however, was to accept the Ukrainian convention of calling Ukraine

Malaia Rossiia to distinguish it from Velikaia Rossiia (Muscovy). By 1654,

the tsar altered his title to reflect the Pereiaslav Agreement, changing the

former "Rusiia" to "Velikaia and Malaia Rossiia." "Belaia," reflecting the

Muscovite triumphs in the Belarusian lands of the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania, was added in 1655. In everyday practice the Muscovite officials

continued to regard Ukraine as the "Cherkassian" or "Cossack" land, a

reflection of Khmelnytsky's use of "Zaporozhian Host" to define his

Cossack polity.

The revolt had, therefore, advanced the process of naming the

Ukrainian land and people. It had increased the use of "Ukraine" by

expanding the territory served by the designation and giving it political

and cultural connotations. "Ukraine on Both Sides of the Dnieper," as

early eighteenth-century Cossack historians called it, evoked loyalty and

emotion as the homeland of the great revolt and the Cossacks and was

anthropomorphized in historical and folk songs. When Ukraine was

divided into a Polish-controlled Right Bank and an autonomous Het-

manate on the Left Bank at the turn of the eighteenth century, the

Hetmanate used Malorossiia as its self-designation, whereas the use of

"Ukraine" for the Right Bank reflected a return to the concept of Poland's

borderland. Still, the Ukrainian national awakeners of the early nine-

teenth century chose "Ukraine" and "Ukrainians" rather than the more

historically based and commonly used "Rus"' and "Rusyny" in part

because of the identification of "Ukraine" with the revolt and the

seventeenth-century Cossack Hetmanate.
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If "Ukraine" was to be a term beloved by the Ukrainian national

awakeners and resisted by opponents of the national movement (tsarist

Russia and interwar Poland), Malorossiia was in modern times to be

viewed as a term of derision or capitulation to Russian imperialism. It

was not always so. In the eighteenth century, Ukrainians of Left-Bank

Ukraine proudly called their homeland Malorossiia, identifying the term

specifically with the Cossack Hetmanate. In the seventeenth century,

Malorossiia, like the Cossack Hetmanate, encompassed a much larger part

of Ukrainian territory. As used by the Ukrainian clergymen of the early

seventeenth century and by the tsarist officials of 1654, Malorossiia

included the Ruthenian lands of the Kingdom of Poland to the very Lviv

and Kholm that Khmelnytsky claimed. Therefore, while the Cossack

hetman and his followers preferred "Ukraine" and "Rus'" as designa-

tions, the revolt also stabilized Malorossiia as a national name for Ukraine

and Ukrainians. By the early eighteenth century, the term Malaia Rossiia

diminished in usage to the territories of the Cossack Hetmanate still

under the tsar's sovereignty. In practice this polity claimed the "Little

Russian" political-cultural inheritance. By the nineteenth century,

Malorossiiane was once again used to name all Ukrainians, albeit,

increasingly, only by those who viewed them as a branch of the Russians.

The usage had roots in early seventeenth-century Ukrainian clerical

circles, but it was the revolt that had given Malorossiia a new political

significance.

Finally, the revolt made "Cossack" a common adjective for defining

national and political entities in Ukraine. "Cossack Ukraine," the

"Cossack Ruthenian people," the "Cossack language," and "Sarmatian

Cossack Little Russia" were all terms in use by the late seventeenth and

the early eighteenth centuries. As Ukraine became the land of the

Cossacks, so the Ukrainians became a "Cossack people." Since, during the

revolt, at least half the population of the Dnieper basin called themselves

Cossacks, the identification reflected a reality. Even by the end of the

century, the Cossack political nation remained a greater percentage of the

population of the Dnieper basin than the szlachta nation was of the

population of the Commonwealth. As the "Land of the Zaporozhian

Army," "Ukraine on Both Banks" was a Cossack land, with offshoots

—

Sloboda Ukraine in the east and Zaporizhzhia in the south—created by
advancing Ukrainian settlement.

The revolt thus established and defined national names for the

Ukrainians that have continued to be used variously to the present time.

There are those who believe that the revolt merely impeded the difficult

process of selecting a national name by undermining "Rus"' and
"Ruthenian (Rusyn)." From the seventeenth-century perspective, however.
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the revolt created new political, social, and cultural realities in Ukraine

that required a new use of names.

What was the significance of the revolt in the long-term process of

Ukrainian nation-building? The question is as difficult as that process was
complex. To have been an irreversible, decisive, and unequivocally for-

mative event, the revolt would have had to create an enduring polity

(like the Dutch), or a political nation with an elite that survived political

failure (like the Polish szlachta of the nineteenth century), or the basis for

a national culture that developed uninterruptedly despite political

disasters and loss of elites. These were the foundations that early modern
societies could lay for modern nation-building. In these terms, the revolt,

despite its great impact on early modern nation-building, did not directly

form the modern Ukrainian nation.

Not only did the Cossack Hetmanate not become a fully independent

state, but the office of hetman was abolished in 1764 and the polity's

administrative institutions were dismantled in 1783. The area was

transformed into Russian Imperial gubernias. The Imperial Army had

already sacked and destroyed the Zaporozhian Sich in 1775. Hence, by

the end of the eighteenth century no autonomous polity or even unified

administrative entity remained.^^

The revolt had given the Cossacks dominance over a large part of

Ukraine. In the more stable eighteenth century, an elite group based on

heredity as well as office had emerged from the Cossack officer ranks. By

the early eighteenth century, the Cossack order showed signs of dis-

solution as its upper strata aspired to noble status and its lower strata

were transformed into peasants or were frequently required to render

labour services. The numerous Cossacks were no longer an effective or

conscious political nation by the end of the eighteenth century. Rather, it

was the upper stratum of the Cossacks that was the political class

representing the autonomy and historical traditions of the Hetmanate.

Although it resisted the abolition of the Hetmanate and treasured its

distinctive traditions, it was too new as a political nation and too similar

to the Russian elite in language and religion to long resist the blandish-

ments of integration into the Russian Imperial dvorianstvo. When in the

first half of the nineteenth century the Imperial government made clear

that Ukrainian particularist or nationalist sentiments would be punished,

even the last patriots of the elite abandoned their Ukrainian sentiments.

The Hetmanate' s elite did not prove to be a Polish szlachta flying the

national flag against the autocracy.

Finally, for the reasons outlined earlier, no stable Ukrainian-language

literary culture developed to serve as the basis for modern Ukrainian

literature and language. The artistic and musical accomplishments of the
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Hetmanate came to a dead end with the demise of the polity. In large

measure, the intelligentsia it had produced helped create a Russian

Imperial culture that inundated Ukrainian culture in the late eighteenth

century. The Kiev Academy, the intellectual glory of seventeenth-century

Ukraine, was to be outshone at the end of the eighteenth century by

Moscow University and the Imperial Academy in St. Petersburg. The

academy's conversion into an Orthodox church seminary in 1819 sym-

bolized the subordination and provincialism of Ukraine's cultural and

academic life. Even the extensive primary school system for which the

Hetmanate was famous in the eighteenth century disintegrated by the

early nineteenth century. Hence, a national awakening and new stimulus

were necessary to form a vernacular literature and to advance a modern

cultural model.^'^

This is not the place to investigate why these events at the end of the

eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries occurred. It is

necessary, however, to state that the consequences of the revolt were not

as unequivocal as they seemed. The uprising did play a major role in

Ukrainian nation-building by forming and passing on a national tradition,

even according to the three criteria listed above. We must also examine

two other issues: the revolt's impact on the Ukrainian masses, and its

significance as a symbol and force in national mythology.

Of the three elements that the revolt and Hetmanate could have

contributed to Ukrainian nation-building, the political seems the most

negative. Still, as long as the tsar, the other party to the Pereiaslav Agree-

ment, ruled, the political issue was not quite dead. Catherine II hoped

that once the hetmans were no more, their very name and age would be

forgotten. It was not to be. Movements for Ukrainian autonomy harkened

back to the Pereiaslav Agreement and charged the tsarist government

with breaking its terms. The first manifesto for Ukrainian independence

in Russian Ukraine, drafted in 1900, legitimized its cause on the grounds

that the tsardom had not lived up to the agreement. Even discussions of

Ukrainian-Russian political relations in the Soviet period—official,

dissident, and emigre—inevitably revolved around Pereiaslav. In modern
Ukrainian political life, descendants of hetmans' families (Ivan Skoro-

padsky and Dmytro Doroshenko) played major roles, and governments

as well as political and military formations harkened back to Cossack

models. Still, these aspects were primarily related to mythology and
tradition, not to the immediate political consequences of the revolt or the

formation of the Hetmanate.^^

The issue of the continued significance of the political and social elite

is more complex. The political nation of the Cossack elite did not

maintain its corporate and political institutions and as a group did not
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lead the Ukrainian national movement. It did, however, inspire it and

provide it with cadres. The political literature aimed at maintaining the

autonomy of the Hetmanate culminated in Istoriia Rusov. Written in the

first decades of the nineteenth century and circulated among the "Little

Russian" nobility, this political tract about Ukrainian history was one of

the first statements of the modern Ukrainian national movement. As
creators and consumers, the old elite began modern Ukrainian cultural

life. Even after widespread support among its members had ebbed,

nostalgia or aroused historical consciousness could cause a Countess

Myloradovych to patronize a Ukrainian cultural organization in Austrian

Galicia or a Doroshenko and Skoropadsky to lead a Ukrainian political

movement.

Most important was the cultural link. Istoriia Rusov both marked the

beginning of modern writing on historical themes and served as a

"source" for the unwary who wrote Ukrainian history. Bohdan, the

revolt, and the Hetmanate were its major themes. When, in 1798, an

official of the old Hetmanate, Ivan Kotliarevsky, used the people's

language in a travesty of the Aeneid, a common practice in eighteenth-

century Europe, he turned Aeneas and his followers into Cossacks.

Modern Ukrainian literature was thus written by and about represen-

tatives of Cossack Ukraine. Romantic poets, who were to solidify the new
literature and literary language, turned to the chronicles and histories of

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, to the dumas and historic songs,

and to the dramatic events of Bohdan's revolt and the Hetmanate.

Painters, architects, and musicians followed in their footsteps.^^

Nationalism, rooted in German Romanticism, was something new. It

was a movement that awakened Slovak, Slovene, and Kashub, and one

that roused Magyars and Poles. In the nation-building process, the

Ukrainians were ahead of the first three peoples, who had experienced

few elements of a pre-modern national existence. In comparison with the

latter two, however, they lacked the political-social continuity of the

Magyars and the political-social-cultural continuity of the Poles. If the

Ukrainians, like the Czechs, seem to fall between the two groups, it was

because of the revolt and its consequences.

Comparisons are always oversimplifications, but to understand the

significance of the revolt and the Hetmanate, one should also compare

the Ukrainians with the Belarusians. There are, it is true, a number of

factors that explain the greater dynamism of the Ukrainian national

movement in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The Ukrainians

were more numerous and lived in a richer and more rapidly developing

land. They had the advantage in some areas of a "national" church (the

Uniate in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Galicia) and of Austrian
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constitutionalism. Nevertheless, the more rapid development of the

Ukrainian movement can be explained to a great degree by the fact that

unlike the Belarusians, who lost their elite to polonization and Roman
Catholicism in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and remained a

peasant people until the twentieth, the Ukrainians established a new
native polity, elite, and national tradition in the seventeenth century. Well

into the nineteenth century, the territories of the old Hetmanate remained

a land where Ukrainians constituted an important group among the

upper and urban classes.

Nation-building is often viewed as a top-down process in which the

masses are the malleable clay. Without discussing the validity of that

argument, one can see a major impact of the revolt on the shaping of the

modern Ukrainian nation through its influence on the masses. The revolt

substantially changed the area of Ukrainian settlement. Whether to escape

war or the return of landlords and Polish rule, Ukrainians migrated

eastward. Throughout the latter half of the seventeenth century,

migrations went in various directions as people fled devastation or

oppression, but on balance the movement was definitely to the east and

south. It continued to follow the pre-revolt tendencies. Now, however,

the Hetmanate served as a magnet for ambitious or committed Orthodox

Ruthenians, thereby draining Western Ukraine and, at times, the Right

Bank of these elements. Defeat and war measures drove settlers beyond

the old Commonwealth-Muscovite border into Sloboda Ukraine. There

they reformed Cossack units, which remained apart from the Hetmanate

and whose institutions existed at the sufferance of the tsar. Still, their

formation extended Ukrainian settlement and Ukrainian Cossack

traditions to Kharkiv and beyond, where they finally met the Russian line

of settlement.

The revolt gave the masses of the Ukrainian population a chance to

better their lot and to take part in historical events. It is extremely

difficult to assess popular memory. Legends, historical songs, and dumas

deal with the Cossacks and frequently reflect the Khmelnytsky revolt,

though not all are favourable to the leader and the consequences of his

policies. Well into the eighteenth century, peasants claimed that their

personal freedom was based on the Cossack sword. If Ukraine became a

treasure-house for nineteenth-century Romantics, it was because heroic

traditions about the Cossack age survived among the population at large.

If the dumas inspired the Romantic poets, their works, in turn, evoked a

response among even illiterate peasants, for, similar in form and theme,

they could be intoned like the minstrels' performances. Of course, in the

nineteenth century, the two-way process of collecting folklore and
influencing folklore was well advanced, but the vividness and recentness
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of the Khmelnytsky revolt ensured that a mass consciousness with its

own interpretation of the events could exist.

The most important impact on Ukrainian nation-building was to

come from subsequent interpretations of the revolt and their formation

of the national mythology. The intellectuals of the Cossack Hetmanate

used the revolt to legitimize their political and social order. As the direct

descendants of the revolt, these officers and nobles sought to emphasize

its national and religious aspects and the struggle to "regain" privileges.

Those who have argued that nineteenth-century Ukrainian historians first

tried to give the revolt national overtones and portray Khmelnytsky as

a national leader have not given careful reading to Hrabianka (1709),

Velychko (1720) or the play "The Liberation of Ukraine from Polish

Servitude by the Lord Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky" (1728). Setting

quibbles about the differing nature of "early modern" and "modern"

national consciousness aside, it was the national interpretation of the

revolt in these texts that profoundly influenced the early nineteenth-

century Ukrainian historians and poets.^^

The subsequent interpretation of the revolt is, in essence, the history

of Ukrainian national and political thought. For all the subsequent

disputes about the wisdom of the Pereiaslav Agreement, the policies of

Bohdan, and the maturity of national and political thought, one is hard

pressed to find a Ukrainian intellectual (except the later Panteleimon

Kulish) who saw the revolt as negative. To do so would be to reject a

central event of Ukrainian history, comparable to the Christianization of

988 or the national revival of the early nineteenth century. In addition,

the revolt and the Cossack period reaffirm the Ukrainian self-image as a

democratic if anarchic people in contrast to the aristocratic, oligarchic

Poles and the autocratic, servile Muscovites. From the "Books of the

Genesis of the Ukrainian People" to the present, Ukrainians have seen

their tradition as enshrining the struggle for freedom embodied by the

Cossacks and the Great Revolt.

The revolt has also stood at the centre of national conflicts in Eastern

Europe. In Russian-Ukrainian relations, interpretations of the Pereiaslav

Agreement and its enactment have been fought over and debated from

the seventeenth century to the present. In the 1970s, when a group of

Ukrainian dissidents arrived in Moscow to establish cooperation with

Russian dissidents, their hosts questioned them about the Pereiaslav

Agreement. In the dominant Polish tradition, the Khmelnytsky revolt is

the first in a long series of attacks on and underminings of the Polish

cause and "Western civilization" by the Ukrainians. Sienkiewicz's

"Cowboys and Indians" treatment of the revolt turned it into the base

line from which many Poles survey all Ukrainian relations. In much of
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Jewish writing, the revolt is placed in the first stage of Ukrainian

anti-Semitism. The centuries of subsequent Jewish existence between

Ukrainians and their rulers convinced many Jews that Ukrainian revolts

and national strivings were dangerous for them. In all three cases, the

Ukrainians' own interpretations of the events of 1648 affect their attitudes

toward the three peoples. In any event, modern national relations in this

part of Eastern Europe begin with the Khmelnytsky revolt.^®

In examining the continuity or discontinuity of Ukrainian history, the

revolt and the Cossack Hetmanate provide the link between medieval

Rus' and the Ukrainian national revival of the nineteenth century. They

also links the intellectual and religious revival of sixteenth- and early-

seventeenth-century Ukraine with the modern revival. Modern Ukraini-

ans were formed by two great events. The Union of Brest provoked the

controversies and polemics in religious life that stimulated Ukrainians to

self-awareness and definition. The Khmelnytsky uprising created a new
social and political order. The social scientist may prefer the safe year of

1800 as the beginning point of modern Ukrainian nation-building and

nationalism. The specialist in early modern Europe can see that modern
Ukrainian nation-building and national consciousness have their roots in

the hundred years before the uprising, and that the uprising advanced

the process of forming the Ukrainian nation.
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Serhii Plokhy

On 8 December 1654, the very day that the Pereiaslav Council met,

Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky wrote a letter to the Muscovite tsar,

Aleksei Mikhailovich, in which he addressed the tsar by a new title:

"Sovereign of Great and Little Russia." The innovation was accepted by

the tsar, and the new terms were included in his official title a month

later, in February 1654.’

The new terms were not used by chance. They signalled that a new
concept of Ukrainian identity was emerging. In Khmelnytsky' s time, the

concept of Little Russia was not fully elaborated. In fact, it changed and

developed throughout the whole period of the Hetmanate, the Cossack

polity founded by Bohdan Khmelnytsky in the middle of seventeenth

century and abolished by Empress Catherine II in the 1780s.^

The creation of the Little Russian ideology was closely connected

with the Orthodox church. It began to take form under Metropolitan lov

Boretsky (1620-1631),^ and after 1654, it was developed by Ukrainian

churchmen in Russian Left-Bank Ukraine. One essential idea of "Little

Russianism" was the notion of a common rossiiskii (sloveno-rossiiskii)

people that included both Russians and Ukrainians. The idea was ex-

pressed most profoundly in the Synopsis, the major historical work to

appear in seventeenth-century Ukraine, compiled and first published in

1674 under the supervision of the archimandrite of the Kievan Caves

Monastery, Innokentii Gizel.^ The author of the Synopsis presented an

elaborate theory of the transference of the Rus' princely sees from Kiev

to Vladimir to Moscow, and evidenced strong adherence to the idea of

the ethnic and religious unity of the rossiiskii people. At the same time.
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Fig. 1. Pokrova icon from the village of Deshky.
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however, he supported the traditional rights of the Ukrainian clergy

against the offensive of the Moscow patriarchate. The response to

Moscow's aspirations came partly in the form of presenting Kiev as an

equal to Moscow, or, in some cases, as an even more important center of

the rossiiskii state than that "ruling city." The Synopsis undoubtedly

reflected the ideology of the Kievan monastic clergy, who supported the

idea of the political unity with Moscow but with preservation of the

rights of the Ukrainian clergy.^ That clergy was instrumental in the

creation of the Little Russian ideology.

The Ukrainian secular elites arrived at an acceptance of the Little

Russian identity by a significantly different avenue. The Ukrainian-Polish

agreement at Hadiach in 1658 demonstrated the desire of the Ukrainian

nobility and Cossack officers to build a new Commonwealth in which the

Rus' nation would have the same rights as the founding nations of the

Commonwealth, Poland and Lithuania.^ Although never implemented,

the idea was alive in the early eighteenth century. A poem of the period

describes Poland (the Polish state) as the mother of three children: Liakh,

Rus', and Lytva. Two of the three, Liakh and Lytva, joined forces to kill

the third, Rus', against the will of their mother, Poland:

Bmeu,t) Mou 3Aaruu, e noAhUj,i noAQAcenHuii,

B Tpiex Mi Kagix caosho ynAirenHuu:

Anxu, pycb, Aurea—to cyvb naga non;

/lea eo3dopgiiua, esmua Meni ceon,

lOnazo 6para y6uTt> coeiigaiua,

A Mene, Marep, 3iAO oGpyzauia/

It can be assumed that in accepting the Little Russian ideology

initially created by the clergy, the Cossack elites were endeavouring to

attain the goal that they had failed to realize in the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth. The idea that two peoples, the Great Russians and the

Little Russians, would be united under the authority of the tsar, who
would also preserve the rights of Ukrainians-Little Russians, was one of

the fundamentals in the concept of the rossiiskii state as formulated by the

Ukrainian intellectuals.®

The new Little Russian ideology had a strong impact on the national

and ethnic consciousness of the Ukrainian elites. Whereas during the pre-

Khmelnytsky period the Orthodox magnate Adam Kysil and other

members of the Ukrainian elite were aptly described as natione Polonus,

gente Ruthenus, the Ukrainian clergy and nobility of the eighteenth

century could be defined in terms of nation as rossiiane and in terms of

ethnic background as malorossiiane. By restructuring the idea of the

Russian (rossiiskii) state, the Little Russian ideology sought to eliminate

the contradictions that had existed between the cultural self-identification
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of the Ukrainian pre-Khmelnytsky elites and their national political

identification. Now, under Russia (Rossiia), even the name of the state

would reflect their ethnic background (Ruthenian). From the etymological

point of view, that name was, indeed, much closer to the Ukrainians than

to the Muscovites, the original creators of the state and its ideology.

Historically and ideologically, "Little Russianism" gave the Ukrainian

elites a much greater chance to realize their desire for self-rule under

Muscovy than "Ruthenianism" had given them under the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth. As subsequent events would show, the

Cossacks were much more able to create and preserve a polity of their

own in Muscovite Left-Bank Ukraine than they had been in the Polish-

occupied Right Bank.

This article considers how the Little Russian ideology was reflected

in Ukrainian icon painting. That ideology, once created, influenced all

spheres of Ukrainian political, social, and cultural life. It was reflected in

many contemporary documents and works, among which icons have

received little attention. Historians have, in general, known much less

about Ukrainian icons than Russian ones. Subsequent interpretations of

"pure Orthodoxy" have regarded Ukrainian icon painting, especially

during its "golden age" (from the seventeenth to the eighteenth century)

as "spoiled," owing to the introduction of naturalism in the depiction of

sacred subjects. That style developed more readily in Ukraine than in

other Orthodox lands, partly because of the absence of strong church

control over iconographers. The "purists" have also been reluctant to

recognize as canonical the "popular icon," which art historians have come

to appreciate only in the twentieth century.^

Despite the "heterodoxy" of many Ukrainian icons from this period,

the composition of most of them was still determined by iconographic

tradition. A few iconographic themes, however, allowed iconographers

to express the ideas and beliefs of their time more freely. Among such

iconographic themes were the Last Judgement, the Passion of Christ, the

Elevation of the Holy Cross, and the Feast of the Protection of the

Theotokos, or Pokrova.

The iconography of Pokrova as elaborated in Ukraine allowed

iconographers numerous possibilities to introduce contemporary elements

into iconographic composition. The figures of church hierarchs, secular'

rulers, and laity portrayed beneath the Virgin's veil, or mantle, tell us a

great deal about the forms of religious devotion and the political ideas of

early modern Ukraine. The Feast of the Protection of the Theotokos arose

from an account of the Virgin's miraculous appearance in the Church of

the Blachernai recorded in the "Life" of St. Andrew the Fool for Christ.

According to the account, the Theotokos appeared in the Church of the
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Blachernai, where her veil, robe and part of her girdle were later

preserved. She was seen by St. Andrew the Fool for Christ and his

student, Epiphanius. The Theotokos was accompanied by a group of

saints, including John the Baptist and John the Evangelist. Andrew and

Epiphanius saw the whole group poised in the air, above the heads of the

congregation. According to the account of their vision, the Theotokos

prayed for the people (the appearance took place during one of the sieges

of Constantinople by the barbarians), took off her omophorion, and

spread it as a shelter (Pokrova) over the people gathered in the church.

The Byzantine church did not know the Feast of the Protection of the

Theotokos. It is hard to say why the story became so popular in Rus', or

why this special commemoration of the Virgin's appearance and her

protection was introduced in the Rus' church. We also do not know the

exact date when the feast was instituted. Some scholars maintain that it

was established by the Kievan church at the time of Prince Volodymyr

Monomakh, who may have been the author of the liturgical text of the

Pokrova service. Others scholars believe that the feast was introduced in

the Vladimir-Suzdal Principality by Prince Andrei Bogoliubsky, name-

sake of St. Andrew the Fool for Christ.”

After the Mongol invasion and the final dissolution of Kievan Rus',

the feast of Pokrova became extremely popular in the northern parts of

the former state, in the Vladimir-Suzdal and Novgorod principalities.

Judging by the number of churches devoted to the Protection of the

Theotokos, the feast was especially popular in the fourteenth-fifteenth

centuries. In the iconographic depiction of the Virgin's appearance, two

schools existed, the Vladimir-Suzdal and the Novgorod. The rise of

Moscow as the political and spiritual center of the developing Russian

state resulted in the creation of a Muscovite iconographic school as well.

The Muscovite iconographic depiction of the feast combined the features

of the Vladimir-Suzdal and the Novgorod schools. It pictured the Virgin

standing on a cloud with the omophorion in her hands. The group of

people depicted under the Virgin's protection included St. Andrew the

Fool for Christ with his student Epiphanius, St. Ananias, a tsar and

tsarina, and St. Romanos the Sweet-Singer, who lived in the sixth century

and was the author of hymns devoted to the Virgin Mary.^^

In Ukraine, the iconography of the Pokrova feast originally had its

own distinct character. In the fifteenth century, however, this local

tradition was lost, and was later replaced by iconographic types

borrowed from the North (Novgorod, Vladimir-Suzdal, Moscow) and

from the West.^^ Western influences were represented by the icono-

graphic depiction of the Virgin with a mantle ("Mater Misericordiae") as

developed in Renaissance Italy. With time, this Western iconographic
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composition was incorporated into the Ukrainian tradition of the Pokrova

feast. The Western tradition of depicting real individuals under the

mantle (protection) of the Virgin helped Ukrainians to create a new type

of Pokrova icon and to bring the feast much closer to their earthly life.

The special patronage of the Theotokos in Ukraine was reflected not

only in the portrayal of representatives of the local elites under the

mantle of the Virgin, but also in the circulation of legends that connected

the feast with certain events in local history. Thus, one of the "Teaching

Gospels" (levanheliie uchytelnoie)

,

compiled in Ukraine in 1635, linked the

miraculous appearance of the Theotokos and the vision of St. Andrew the

Fool for Christ with the Church of the Dormition at the Kievan Caves

Monastery. According to the story, related by the compiler of that

teaching gospel, the Virgin appeared in the sky during the siege of Kiev

by the Tatars and saved the city from them.^^

Judging by the number of churches devoted to the feast of Pokrova,

in Ukraine the popularity of the Pokrova cult continued, especially

during the last two decades of the seventeenth and the first half of the

eighteenth century^^—the time in Ukrainian history when the Cossacks

dominated and the Hetmanate and the Zaporozhian Sich flourished. It is

no surprise, therefore, that the iconography of the Cossack regions in

Left-Bank Ukraine—the Kiev region and Zaporizhzhia—was heavily

influenced by Cossack tastes and that Cossack officers were the primary

patrons of the churches. They ordered icons from iconographers and,

according to the fashion of the time, wanted to be depicted in them.^^

The best-known Pokrova icon is that which includes a portrait of

Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky. Indeed, this icon often serves as a symbol

of Ukrainian icon painting. It provides not only evidence of the develop-

ment of a Little Russian political consciousness, but also information on

Cossack Ukraine's political culture much better than any other icon of the

period.

The icon was found in the church of the village of Deshky, not far

from the town of Bohuslav (in today's Kiev oblast). (See fig. I.) It

belongs to the iconography of the Pokrova type in Ukraine that was

elaborated under the influence of Western iconography. From the West

it borrowed not only its composition, in the manner of "Mater Miseri-

cordiae," and the depiction of historical persons under the Virgin's

mantle, but also other iconographic features. Among them was the

reflection of the Catholic belief in the Immaculate Conception. During the

early modern period, that belief had strongly influenced the way in

which the Virgin was pictured in Western iconography. There the masters

represented her as a young woman, or even a teenage girl, full of life and

beauty. Traces of the influence of the belief in the Immaculate Conception
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can be found in Ukrainian iconography as early as the middle of the

seventeenth century7^

Archdeacon Paul of Aleppo, who kept a diary of his travels through

Ukraine in 1654 and 1656, wrote about his visit to a monastery in Cossack

Ukraine: "...in the church we saw an icon of Our Lady, painted as a

young woman crowned. All along our way we saw her portrayed as a

maiden, an immaculate virgin, with rosy cheeks."^° His description

exactly fits the Virgin painted on the Pokrova icon from Deshky: she has

rosy cheeks and a crown over her head. The crown reflects the influence

of another Western tradition—picturing Mary as the Queen of Heaven.

That tradition became extremely popular in Ukraine in the eighteenth

century, when the practice of including crowns on miraculous icons was

introduced, but Ukrainian iconographers were already well acquainted

with it at the beginning of the seventeenth century.^^ Despite the

Western origin of the composition of the Deshky icon, the local popula-

tion regarded it as a Pokrova icon. As a result, the Eastern tradition of

the Blachernai miracle was linked with the traditions of Western

iconography.

Although the icon has been published extensively in recent decades

and often serves as a symbol of early modern Ukrainian icon painting, to

date no specialized study of it has been written. Surveys of Ukrainian

religious painting have dated it variously from the mid-seventeenth to

the mid-eighteenth century. Usually, no explanation or comment about

the dating is given.^^ The same is true of the identification of the persons

portrayed on the icon. It is generally accepted that the icon includes not

only a portrait of Bohdan Khmelnytsky, but also of Tsar Aleksei

Mikhailovich. Sviatoslav Hordynsky has stated that the church hierarch

pictured on the icon is the Kievan metropolitan Dionisii Balaban.^^

However, Balaban (1657-63), well-known for his support of Hetman Ivan

Vyhovsky's anti-Moscow politics, was not a metropolitan under

Khmelnytsky: he was installed in the Kievan see only after the hetman's

death. Also, an extant portrait of Balaban shows little if any similarity to

the hierarch pictured on the Deshky icon.^^

Identification of the tsar pictured on the icon with the person of

Aleksei Mikhailovich is problematical as well. Although it is true that the

tsar depicted in the Deshky icon resembles Aleksei Mikhailovich more
than any other Muscovite tsar, and that picturing Bohdan Khmelnytsky

and Aleksei Mikhailovich together makes sense in terms of chronology,

the portrait actually recalls the abstract (ideal) tsars depicted on Ukraini-

an icons of the early modern period. One such icon is the well-known

Pokrova icon from Sulymivka, which was painted in the tradition of

Eastern iconography and dates from the 1740s.^^
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The identification of only one figure pictured on the icon is beyond

dispute, that of Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky The inclusion of his

portrait is crucial for an understanding of the political ideology of the

icon and for answering the question of when and under what circum-

stances the Deshky icon was painted. To answer that question, we must

examine the Pokrova icon from Deshky in the context of the cult that

elevated and glorified the memory of Bohdan Khmelnytsky.

There are definite traces of the emergence of a Khmelnytsky cult as

early as 1649. At that time, speeches and verses glorifying Khmelnytsky

were produced by a circle of students at the Kievan Mohyla Collegium

and by Ivan Vyhovsky's chancellery.^^ A common feature of modern
studies on the Khmelnytsky revolt and the personality of the hetman is

the general belief that the cult of Khmelnytsky created during his

hetmancy continued to exist throughout the second half of the seven-

teenth century. As a rule, Cossack chronicles of the eighteenth century are

cited as evidence for this thesis, as are early modern panegyrics devoted

to Khmelnytsky, most of which also derive from eighteenth-century

manuscripts.^^ The time lapse reflected by the sources is not the result

of happenstance: it can be regarded as evidence that no such cult existed

during the second half of the seventeenth century.

Some anti-Khmelnytsky writings were being produced during this

period, not only by the Poles, but also by some Orthodox clergy.

Khmelnytsky had led the Cossacks who had started the war, and the

clergy generally placed blame on them for the war's consequences, that

is, for the period of travail known as the Ruin. The anonymous author of

the political pamphlet entitled "A warning to Ukraine" (1669) mentioned

Khmelnytsky only once, and then unfavorably: "...yKpaina lijo 4o6poro

co6i He cnpasMAa, ani naHOBax h pa4HX co6i He yMiAa aa cxaporo XivieAHHijKO-

ro...."^^

The first panegyric to Khmelnytsky written after his death apparently

derived from the course of rhetoric at the Kievan Mohyla Academy and

was delivered there in 1693.^^ It can be considered one of the first

indications that the Khmelnytsky cult had reemerged and begun to

flourish, probably no earlier than the second decade of the eighteenth

century. That conclusion is supported by an analysis of the texts of the

Cossack chronicles. The first of them, written by Samovydets ("Eyewit-

ness") around 1703, contains no evidence of any special veneration of

Khmelnytsky, whereas the second, compiled by the Cossack officer

Hryhorii Hrabianka in 1710, not only glorified Khmelnytsky, but

represented him as a main hero of Ukrainian history.^® Verses devoted

to Bohdan Khmelnytsky and references to him in other poems occur in

manuscripts dating from the 1710s to the 1720s: in the course of poetics.
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"Libri tres de arte poeticae.../' delivered at the Kievan Mohyla Academy

in 1714; in the book of verses, dating from 1719-1720, of Andrii Herasy-

movych, a student of the academy; and in Hnat Buzanovsky's course

"Congeries praeceptorum rhetoricorum...," delivered at the academy in

172931 underlying the famous drama "Mylost Bozhiia...,"

dating from 1728, is expressed in its full title; "MnAocTb BokIh, yKpaiHy

OT Hey4o6HOCHMHX o6h4 AH4CbKHX Mpea Bor4aHa SinoBia XMeAHHijbKoro,

npecAaBHoro BOHCbK aanoposbKHx reTbMana, cBo6o4HBiiiaa...."^^ At around

the same time, Samiilo Velychko completed his chronicle, in which he

glorified Khmelnytsky7^ Thus, the period between 1710 and 1729 was

indeed the formative one in the creation of a new image of Khmelnytsky.

Why did the numerous panegyrics of the period glorify Khmel-

nytsky? There were primarily three matters for which he was praised in

1710-1720: (1) the subordination of Ukraine to the Muscovite tsar; (2) the

liberation of Ukraine from the Polish yoke; (3) the protection of the

Orthodox church. There is no doubt that the cult of Bohdan Khmelnytsky

reemerged as an anti-Mazepa cult. Hetman Ivan Mazepa, mention of

whose very name was proscribed after he went over to the Swedes, was

described in the decrees of Peter I as a traitor of the tsar, an ally of the

Poles, and an enemy of Orthodoxy, who wanted to invite the Poles into

Ukraine and to introduce the church union.^"^ The characteristics ascribed

to Bohdan Khmelnytsky by Hryhorii Hrabianka in the foreword to his

chronicle may better reveal the meaning of the Khmelnytsky myth for

post-Poltava Ukrainians than other writings of the period. Hrabianka

characterized Khmelnytsky as a faithful son "of Russia," who liberated

Ukraine from the Polish yoke and brought it under the rule of the

"Russian" monarch: "...oGiijoio B036yjK4eHiH noAbsoio cy4Hx i cero

BipHifimoro pociHCbKoro cuna bAaropaayMHoro boxc4b Bor4aHa XMeAHMijbKoro,

MaAyio Pociio ot TaacMaMmoro ira Aa4CbKoro KoaaybKHM MyacecTBOM
CBo6o4HBUJoro i pociftcbKOMy Monapci is cTOAbHHMH rpa4H b nepBobnTHOCTb
npHBe4moro...." ^

Thus, the Khmelnytsky cult, which began to reemerge under the

hetmancy of Mazepa as part of the growing self-awareness of the Cossack

elites and the glorification of Cossack leaders (Ivan Pidkova, too, received

high priase), was transformed into an anti-Mazepa cult, the cult of the

hetman faithful to the tsar. The Khmelnytsky myth was created by

Ukrainians themselves and, from that vantage point, reflected their own
aspirations. In glorifying Khmelnytsky, the Cossack elites not only

wanted to rehabilitate themselves in the eyes of the monarchy, but also

to secure for themselves the privileges and rights once granted by the tsar

to Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky.

Securing the Cossack rights once granted to Khmelnytsky became
extremely important for the Ukrainian elites after the first abolition of the
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hetmancy and the introduction of rule by the first Little Russian College

in Ukraine in 1721. The restoration of the hetman's office under the new
tsar, Peter II, in 1727 created a new wave in the glorification of Khmel-

nytsky. The tsar decreed that "there be a hetman and officers in Little

Russia and that they be maintained in accordance with the treaty of

Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky."^^ The election of a new hetman, Danylo

Apostol, on 1 October 1727 was accompanied by festivities organized not

only by Cossack officers, but also by city officials in Kiev. In 1728, the

newly elected hetman came to St. Petersburg to participate in the

coronation of the new tsar. The main goal of Danylo Apostol' s journey

to St. Petersburg was "the restitution of ancient Ukrainian rights and

liberties according to the treaty concluded with Hetman Bohdan

Khmelnytsky."^^ His mission was a resounding success, in that he

received from the Russian government the so-called Confirmed Articles

that restored many of the Cossack rights taken away by Peter That

same year the author of the drama "Mylost Bozhiia.
.

glorifying Bohdan

Khmelnytsky and praising the new Russian tsar, called Danylo Apostol

the second Khmelnytsky.^^ Clearly the mood of the whole Cossack

society, as reflected in the writings of intellectuals from the Kievan

Mohyla Academy, was to apotheosize the memory of Bohdan Khmelnyts-

ky.

The reestablishment of the hetmancy and the new glorification of

Khmelnytsky in years 1727-1728 had a serious impact on the portraiture

of Bohdan Khmelnytsky. Apparently, W. Hondius's famous woodcut por-

trait of the hetman, dated 1651, was rediscovered in Ukraine only around

this time. Well-known in Western Europe, the portrait was almost

unknown in Ukraine until the first decades of the eighteenth century.

Indeed, no Ukrainian copy of Hondius's woodcut dates to that period.

The author of the famous portrait of Khmelnytsky in Velychko's

chronicle, if he knew of Hondius's work at all, must have disregarded it.

He, presumably, based his own portrait of Khmelnytsky on a portrait of

Hetman Ivan Samoilovych.^® (See figs. 2a and 2b.)

The first evidence we have of the rediscovery of Hondius's woodcut

dates to 1728, an important year for this study. That same year, a portrait

of Bohdan Khmelnytsky was painted on the wall of the Dormition

cathedral in the Kievan Caves Monastery. Although it was covered with

paint in 1834, an extant copy shows that the original was based on

Hondius's 1651 portrait of the hetman.^^ (See figs. 3a and 3b.) The

Khmelnytsky portrait in the Caves Monastery must have become the best
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known of all of the hetman's portraits, for thousands of Ukrainians made
pilgrimages to the monastery. It served as a model for many popular

paintings of Khmelnytsky, including the painting called "Bohdan with

Regiments," which was preserved until the 1880s in the village of

Subotiv, the family estate of Khmelnytsky. As numerous scholars, from

Hnat Khotkevych to Pavlo Zholtovsky, have proved, the painting is an

illustration of "Mylost Bozhiia.'"*^ What scholars did not notice was that

the painting definitely relied on the wall portrait of Bohdan Khmelnytsky

in the Kievan Caves Monastery, which dates to the same year (1728) as

the drama.

The years 1727-1728 unquestionably played an important role in the

creation of the Khmelnytsky myth and the establishment of his

iconography. It was around this time or, possibly, somewhat later that the

Pokrova icon of Deshky must have been painted. There is no evidence

that the portrait of Khmelnytsky contained therein was based on the

Khmelnytsky portrait in the Caves Monastery, but it is clear that the

iconographer made use of Hondius's woodcut or one of its later copies.

The icon from Deshky is one of the best reflections of the Khmel-

nytsky cult in eighteenth-century iconography. The cult, as it reemerged

in the eighteenth century, symbolized the new unity of the secular and

church elites of the Hetmanate. The verbal attacks of the clergy on

Cossack officers that occurred in the 1660s-70s and the 1710s (after

Mazepa's defeat) came to a halt in the 1720s. The development of

Pokrova iconography, which allowed Cossack hetmans and officers to be

depicted on icons side by side with church hierarchs, reflected the new
unity of these elites.

The Khmelnytsky cult was an important part of the Little Russian

ideology and reflected one of the most crucial ideas in its development.

Restructured after the Poltava defeat, the cult symbolized the final victory

of "Little Russianism" over the idea of Ukrainian independence, which

had begun to develop in Ukraine under Hetman Ivan Mazepa and was
expressed in the writings of his General Chancellor, Pylyp Orlyk. The

Khmelnytsky cult had to reflect the loyalty of the Cossack elites to the

tsars as well as their desire to preserve the office of hetman and the

Cossack privileges once granted to them by the tsars.

The development of the Khmelnytsky cult should be viewed in the

context not only of the legacy of Poltava, but also in that of a new
Ukrainian identity in which the cult of the hero had an important place.

Despite the criticism directed against "Little Russianism" in the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries, the Little Russian ideology was a most

important step in the development of modern Ukrainian national

consciousness and identity. In contrast to the "Ruthenianism" of the pre-
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Khmelnytsky elites—who did not perceive themselves along modern
national (Ukrainian and Belarusian) lines, but, instead, shared a common
"Ruthenian" consciousness—the Little Russian ideology was the first to

provide a foundation for modern Ukrainian self-awareness and self-

consciousness.
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Poetry as Milk: A Seventeenth-

Century Metaphor and its

Pedagogical Context

Natalia Pylypiuk

In 1691, one year after the elevation of Archimandrite Varlaam

lasynsky to the metropolitan see of Kiev, Halych and all Rus', the Poltava

priest loan Velychkovsky dedicated to him a collection of carmina curiosa

written in the Ukrainian vernacular and entitled Mleko ot ovcy pastyru

nalezhnoie (Milk from the Sheep to the Shepherd Owed). Like many
writings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this collection

survived in a single copy and was discovered only much later. The

carefully ornamented manuscript in which it was preserved, along with

an earlier work by Velychkovsky also honouring lasynsky as the newly

appointed primate of the Ukrainian church, was exhibited in 1908 at the

XIV Archeological Conference held in Chernihiv. Its text was published

for the first time in 1972.^

Immediately after the discovery of the manuscript and, especially,

after the publication of most of Velychkovsky' s known legacy, a number
of scholars turned to this truly remarkable figure in early modern
Ukrainian literature. They noted his elegant Polish-language panegyric

honouring the prominent churchman and prolific writer, Lazar Bara-

novych. They also took note of his inventive poetry in the lingua volgare

("pryrodnym iazykom," as Velychkovsky called it). His works in the

vernacular included masterful epigrams inspired by those of the well-

known schoolmaster John Owen, an encomium honouring Hetman Ivan

Samoilovych, a collection of meditational verses constructed around the

conceit of a pectoral watch, and, finally, the carmina curiosa mentioned

above. Mostly scholarly discussions have acknowledged Velychkovsky'

s

Baroque poetics, his unique talent, and the defence of the vernacular he

made in the preface to Mleko}

The purpose of my discussion is to focus on the alimentary metaphor
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underlying the title Milk from the Sheep to the Shepherd Owed, and to

propose that—beyond honouring Varlaam lasynsky as his hierarch and

former instructor of poetics—Velychkovsky's collection sought to

challenge a central tenet of the humanistic paideia as it was practised at

his alma mater, the Kievan Mohyla Collegium.

I will develop my argument in three stages. In the first, I will indicate

the contrast between the apologetic tone of the poet's dedication to the

metropolitan and his confident stance in the preface to Mleko. I will also

present the epigraphs in which Velychkovsky marshals one alimentary

metaphor after another. In the second stage, I will describe the function

of the poetics-rhetoric sequence within the humanistic trivium and argue

against the commonly held belief that its primary role was to instill love

and respect for the literary enterprise. In the third stage, I will reveal that

the full implication of Velychkovsky's offering to lasynsky can be appre-

ciated only after we have a synoptic view of the century-old tradition he

attempted to reshape in 1691.

I

The extended title of the collection announces that Velychkovsky's

poems are constructed in honour of the Virgin Mary and offered as a

dutiful token to the metropolitan.^ The title clearly links the concept of

"milk owed" with both "poetic labours" and "symbols of service." Then

a four-line acrostic, which communicates the year in which the collection

was presented, has Mary herself claiming that she raised her first-born

babe on a diet of milk. Subsequently, three heraldic distichs reinforce the

milk leitmotif by arguing that, in lasynsky' s coat-of-arms, the stars and

the "horns" of the moon point to the Milky Way.

Velychkovsky's manuscript did not survive these three centuries

intact. Missing from Mleko ot ovcy pastyru nalezhnoie is a fragment

containing the first part of the dedicatory. The extant text begins in the

middle of a sentence in which Velychkovsky informs the metropolitan

that lately, no less than before, he has been engaged in the translation of

religious writings. As he turns to the main subject of the dedicatory, the

author first distances himself from the poetry being presented by calling

it the effort of his early youth. Nonetheless, he submits the collection to

lasynsky' s judgement ("rozsudku") and expresses the hope that it "not

remain in the shadow of forgetfulness." He implores the metropolitan not

to reject the offering, if only because of the divine persons praised

therein—that is, the Mother and the Son of God. Velychkovsky states

that, through the dignity of God's Mother, we again become pure and

innocent infants and are allowed to suckle uncontaminated milk from the
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Virgin's breasts.^ He concludes the dedicatory by reminding lasynsky

that, as a shepherd, he deserves to consume the milk drawn from his

flock. As he signs the dedicatory, Velychkovsky addresses the metropoli-

tan as his merciful lord, shepherd, and benefactor.

At this point Velychkovsky introduces four epigraphs. The first, taken

from the Ostrih Bible's translation of Psalm 118 (119): 70, states: "Their

heart has hardened like milk into cheese."^ The second epigraph is an

anonymous syllabic distich: "Far away, my heart stands, far away, from

those/whose heart has hardened like milk into cheese."^

The third epigraph is also from a biblical source—the Ostrih Bible's

translation of I Peter II: 1,2: "Lay aside all malice and deceit, and

pretence, and envy, and all slander, and like newborn babes crave the

MILK of the word, rather than that of dishonesty, so that by it you may
grow to salvation."^ The fourth and final epigraph is drawn from the

akathiston in honour of the Theotokos {ikos 6): "Rejoice, o promised

land /Rejoice, whence milk and honey flow."®

The poet now turns to the reader. Avoiding the humility topoi he

employed in the dedication to lasynsky, Velychkovsky remarks first that

many nations, especially those renowned for the arts, possess not only

oratory but also wondrous and masterful poetry fashioned by high minds

in their "natural tongue." Couching his arguments in pedagogical terms,

he states that various nations "take delight" in such endeavours and use

them to "sharpen the wit" of their descendants.^ Because such works do

not appear in print in his own patria, Velychkovsky, driven by his love

for it, sets out to express, in Ruthenian, some of these delightful poetic

forms. He emphasizes that his collection does not consist of transla-

tions, and makes it clear that his express goal was to discover uniquely

Ruthenian constructs through the imitation of compositional stratagems

employed in other languages.” With these, he hopes to embellish the

patria and please those among her sons who love wisdom and are eager

to read.’^ In the latter part of the preface, Velychkovsky warns his

readers that none of the poems was easy to compose and that, to under-

stand and fall in love with every hidden device, they need to study each

verse carefully.^®

II

After a first reading of the material I have just summarized, it is not

difficult to conclude that Velychkovsky was courting an audience

innocent at heart, but not necessarily young in age. This becomes
especially evident when we review the verse that precedes his epigraph

(i.e.. Psalm 118[1191: 69): "Though the proud forge lies against me, with
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all my heart I will observe your precepts." The poet's self-assured stance

in the epigraphs and preface to the reader stands in sharp contrast to the

humble tone of his dedicatory letter. The full intent behind this tension

can be understood only when we realize that Velychkovsky is both allud-

ing to and simultaneously rejecting a pedagogical commonplace of this

period, namely, that poetry is merely a learning tool and a childish

pursuit.

Let me elaborate this point. Contrary to what has been posited by

numerous scholars, the grammar-poetics-rhetoric sequence at the Kievan

Mohyla Collegium was never dedicated to the study of literature per se.^"^

As in most humanistic schools—the Kievan Mohyla Collegium being one

of them—the primary function of this sequence was to teach pupils to

read, write, and think in Latin, the language of universal culture and,

specifically, the language of their future studies. Latin, it must be

stressed, was not a mother tongue for anyone. Knowledge of it was not

a skill that could be passed on, so to speak, with mother's milk.

Literature—within the trivium—served mostly "as a concrete mani-

festation, and vast territory for illustration of grammatical rules. No
humanistic school, be it Protestant, Catholic, or, for that matter. Orthodox,

held the study of literature in high esteem. As the cultural historian R. R.

Bolgar has argued: "Literature came second and was often despised. It

could hardly have been otherwise; for a great number of the pupils at

these schools were destined for the Roman Catholic priesthood or for the

Protestant ministry. They were bound to be absorbed in their vocation

and to regard as distracting studies that had not a specifically religious

content."^*’

In the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, literary study beyond

the trivium level, if pursued at all, occurred only on the individual's own
initiative or in special circumstances. In the quadrivium, the teaching of

logic, natural philosophy, metaphysics and, ultimately, theology was not

subject to methods that relied upon the presentation of literary excerpts

as models for imitation. After all, the humanist struggle for the primacy

of philological studies had not resulted in the creation of an upper-level

literary program capable of competing with the prestige of courses

designed for future theologians, lawyers, doctors, and civil servants. As

a matter of fact, in the quadrivium of all humanistic schools, scholastic

methods reigned supreme.^^

For this reason, the trivial sequence of grammar, poetics, and rhetoric

functioned—at best—as a foundation for further training. Devoted as it

was to the development of basic communication skills, it could not con-

sider literary texts as something other than auxiliary vehicles in the

process of language acquisition.^® Moreover, with the stabilization of the
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new learning within carefully supervised establishments, a boy graduat-

ing from the final class in rhetoric was, more often than not, still in his

early teens. Thus, most humanistic pedagogical treatises dealing with the

literary profile of the trivium (and the attendant expurgated texts used

at this level) allude to the classical alimentary metaphor "a milk diet for

beginners," employed by Quintilian in the Institutio oratoria (11,4,5) and by

Paul in his epistles to the Corinthians (1:32) and Hebrews (5:12).^^

The metaphor was frequently marshalled by pedagogues to defend

sound curricular principles (e.g., simple material before complex; verbal

arts before moral philosophy; carnal nourishment before spiritual instruc-

tion). But it was also invoked by moralists who felt uncomfortable with

the texts employed in the trivium. By a rhetorical twist they pressed into

service the Pauline parallels between (a) milk and carnal man, and

(b) solid food and spiritual man, thus emphasizing that literary exercises

constituted merely an initiation ritual in the educational process.

The new child psychology that led to the entrenchment of humanistic

methods in the trivium recommended close control of all adolescent

activity. This factor strongly influenced the pedagogical uses of literature.

It led many educators to regard literature as the ideal tool for assisting

the weak mind to overcome its weaknesses. For example, in Syntagma

tragoediae Latinae (Antwerp, 1593), the Jesuit author Martin Antonio Del

Rio argued that literature toughens young minds. At the same time,

however, he censured literary activity as unworthy of mature men, em-

phasizing that poetry, drama, history, oratory, and literature in general

should be studied only by the young, not by adults, whose sole concern

with these things should be to edit texts for schoolboys.^°

Ukrainian preceptors in Lviv, Lutsk, and Kiev did not write peda-

gogical treatises. Consequently, the attitudes they instilled in their

charges have to be gleaned from contemporary school documents, pole-

mical tracts, and the statements made by various authors. In my research

I have encountered numerous traces of the contradictory attitude toward

literature so typical among humanistic pedagogues. For example, the

ninth article of the 1586 Poriadok shkolnyi (School Schedule) of the Lviv

Confraternity School justified its new methods by quoting St. Paul:

"tWlhile I am a youngster I reason and think like a youngster; when I

reach the age of a mature man I need no milk."^^ On the other hand, the

anonymous Prosfonema. A Greeting..., recited by pupils of this school in

honour of Archbishop Mykhailo Rohoza on 17 January 1591, exhorted

Ukrainian children to "crave the milk of word study," in terms drawn
directly from I Peter (2:1-2).

The new learning that was being adopted by Orthodox subjects of the

Crown led to many discussions. Thus, in the 1603 polemical tract
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Questions and Answers [Exchanged] between an Orthodox and a Papist, the

exponent of Catholic schooling defends the literary framework of the

trivium while simultaneously designating it as "milk," "the soft arts,

simple and intermingled with fables."^^ Significantly, his Orthodox

opponent accepts the argument but emphasizes that, in the pupil's

education, biblical texts should quickly replace the literary diet. It is

evident that for him the initiation ritual should be as brief as possible.

Consider also the claim made in 1720 by the chronicler Samiilo

Velychko in his Discourse on the Cossack War against the Poles: "[Planegyric

and poetic extravagances are appropriate only for young children acquir-

ing knowledge.

Finally, highly indicative of this mindset's enduring legacy is the

testimony of none other than Hryhorii Skovoroda, a prominent Ukrainian

writer of the eighteenth century. In his 1781 work The Two [Principles], a

Colloquy on the Topic "It is Easy to be Blessed," the character Danyil

reiterates a recurrent motif in Skovoroda's treatises by exhorting the

uninitiated Farra to dismiss faulty explications of Holy Writ: "1...1

Discard the shadow; hasten to the truth. Leave behind physical tales for

toothless infants. [Leave behindl all that is woman-like, a fable, empty,

which does not lead you to harbour."^'^

Statements such as these, while few and far between, are significant

because they point to a single source: the Kievan Mohyla Collegium of

which both men were alumni. Velychko, a coeval of Velychkovsky's sons

and a member of the Cossack elite (starshyna), represents the stratum of

the Ukrainian intelligentsia that rebelled against the writings of Kiev's

academic ecclesiastics. The above-quoted passage is drawn from the

preface to his monumental chronicle, the most significant vernacular

work of its kind written in the early eighteenth century. Skovoroda, on

the other hand, was the son of an indigent Cossack and held sessional

positions as a teacher of syntax, poetics, and ethics. His pedagogical

activity gave initial stimulus to The Garden of Divine Songs, the most

remarkable collection of poetry written in the eighteenth century. After

failing to secure a permanent position, Skovoroda became an itinerant

philosopher and, characteristically, gave up writing poetry, turning

instead to the composition of prose tracts and colloquies in Slavonic.

The specific contexts in which Velychko' s and Skovoroda's comments

appear must be acknowledged. The chronicler's attack on the poetry of

praise (and poetry in general) buttresses his critique of versified historical

narrative, more specifically the Wojna Domowa of the Polish author

Samuel Twardowski. Skovoroda's entire oeuvre, on the other hand, seeks

to contrast the mendacity of poetic verisimilitude with the spiritual and

ineffable meaning hidden beneath Holy Writ's figurative discourse.
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The goals pursued by these authors are very different, but the terms of

their arguments are drawn from one source—the moralist's detraction of

poetry.

At the core of the differences separating early modern Ukrainian

literature from its West European counterparts (which, incidentally, were

also informed by the humanistic paideia) is the fact that the poetics taught

in Ukrainian educational establishments were never challenged by a

courtly theory of art.

The theory of style, as codified in the neo-Latin manuals of the

Kievan Mohyla Collegium, remained in essence a subset of humanist

poetics. What this meant, in practical terms, is that the symbiosis between

humanistic and courtly theories of art that ultimately stimulated the

creativity of English, Spanish, French and even Polish authors never

developed in Ukraine. In the absence of such a symbiosis, not a single

author—either before or after Velychkovsky—sought to assist the Ukrain-

ian reader with a compendium devoted to the poetic potential of the

vernacular tongue.

The Kievan Mohyla Collegium did not have as its goal the training of

businessmen or courtiers wishing to develop the language skills needed

in the service of a native or foreign monarch. Its poetics-rhetoric sequence

served, first of all, as the framework for the study of two foreign

tongues—Latin, the classical language of Roman antiquity, and Slavonic,

the sacral medium of all East Slavs. In true humanistic fashion, this trivial

sequence assigned immense civilizing power to skilled expression and,

consequently, always assumed the pedagogical ethos implied in Cicero's

notion of ethical persuasion. The courtly idea that poetry's primary aim

is to delight and provide entertainment was alien to Ukrainian precep-

tors. While they accepted that poetry succeeds as a pedagogical tool

because it imparts pleasure, they remained steadfastly committed to its

moral function. They never accepted the possibility that delighting could

take precedence over teaching and persuading. This can be easily ascer-

tained from the fact that Ukrainian preceptors rarely speak of receptive

criteria when classifying figures of speech. Their approach, as a rule,

stresses semantic and formal, in other words, grammatical criteria.

Inasmuch as their manuals address young boys—an audience uniniti-

ated to the full spectrum of humanist training—Ukrainian preceptors

focus on the microscopic issues of style: etymology, length of syllables,

morphology, and elementary syntax. The macroscopic issues of style

remain outside the scope of their textbooks. By the same token, their

manuals never aspire to develop literary theory per se. This could not

have been otherwise, for the very humanist tracts from which Ukrainian

preceptors culled their basic information had never entertained such a
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goal in the first place. Given the linguistic goals of the Kievan Mohyla

Collegium, it is understandable that the illustrative material of the poetics-

rhetoric sequence should have focused on classical models and neglected,

for most part, topical material.^^

Had the Collegium's alumni pursued additional training in something

akin to Queen Elizabeth's court, or one of the commercial schools in

Lisbon and Genoa, they would have acquired fluency in other vernacular

languages beside Polish and Ruthenian, the ancillary tools of Latin and

Slavonic learning, respectively.^^ This, in turn, would have given them

access to the truly innovative theories of art, which—in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries—were being published not in Latin, but in

modern vernaculars. Long before they were incorporated into the cur-

riculum of the humanistic educational establishment, vernacular tongues

were the tools of the cultures promoted by courts and commercial aristo-

cracies.^®

Of greater importance for the present discussion is the fact that,

unlike humanist scholars, Ukrainian preceptors never explicitly aligned

their courses with the goal of reinstating the magisterium of Roman
culture. Moreover, there is no evidence that they sought to expand the

cultural preeminence of their own "classical" language, Slavonic, beyond

the religious sphere. And, unlike English and West European court poets,

Ukrainian authors of poetics never sought to generate the ascendancy of

poetry in their "natural tongue." Consider the following, for example; in

his 1705 defence of poetry, Teofan Prokopovych, among the standard

commonplaces, declares that poetry preserves for posterity the heroic

virtues of distinguished individuals. He also underscores poetry's

usefulness—its capacity to depict models worthy of imitation. He does

not, however, identify heroes and posterity with any specific cultural

group. He does so only in the rhetoric course, when describing the

benefits that eloquence would bring to his own war-torn but unnamed

country.

Thus, in sharp contrast to both humanist and court authors of poetics,

Ukrainian preceptors do not conceive of poetry as a discrete manifesta-

tion of a cultural continuum that can be claimed as their own. Moreover,

they do not define it as a phenomenon that can be developed and per-

petuated. Rather, they view poetry as a tool serving intramural concerns

that oscillate between communication skills, moral upbringing, and

mental development.

The harnessing of Polish material by Ukrainian preceptors is not an

insignificant phenomenon. I propose, however, that assessing it strictly

in terms of the influence of Polish culture, as some scholars have done,

is ahistorical. This language had, from the very beginning, played an
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ancillary role in the Kievan Mohyla Collegium. Given the political realities

at the time of its establishment, such an approach was both a necessity

and a hard-won privilege of the Crown's Ukrainian subjects. The pheno-

menon needs to be appreciated, first of all, within the context of changes

taking place throughout Europe, including Crown Poland, in the 1650s.

At that time, the upper-track educational establishment (i.e., the

humanistic school) began the gradual incorporation of vernacular

material into the Latin trivium.^^ This was a logical result of the

ascendancy of the vernaculars, a process that had been unleashed by

institutions competing with the humanistic school. It was on the heels of

this development that Kiev preceptors began introducing examples of

Polish poetry.

The Kievan Mohyla Collegium was the construct of a society that had

integrated vertically in its defence of the Rus' religion. It was the sole

institution in Ukraine meeting the educational needs of Orthodox Christ-

ians, be they noblemen, Cossacks, craftsmen, merchants or clergymen. In

the absence of a court and merchant schools promoting the Ukrainian

lingua volgare (and other modern languages), alternative cultural models

were not nurtured. Consequently, when the reading of selected vernacu-

lar texts became an accepted practice in the trivium, Ukrainian preceptors

turned to an accessible source, the most readily available part of the

Polish repertoire.^°

Numerous as they are in Ukrainian school manuals, Polish illustrative

fragments do not represent the full spectrum of contemporary Polish

/letters. Instead, they are selections drawn from published sources and

represent either translations or periphrases, or analogues of classical

models.

Ill

Such, in essence, was the Ukrainian redaction of the humanistic

paideia. Seen from this perspective, Velychkovsky's collection Mleko ot ovcy

pastyru nalezhnoie acquires dimensions that thus far have remained

unnoticed.

Firstly, it is highly significant that, even though he does not

acknowledge any poetic activity in his mature age, Velychkovsky opts for

Peter's version of the alimentary metaphor (I, 2: 1-2) rather than Paul's (I

Cor 3:2 and 13:11; Hebrews 5:12). Thus, instead of aligning poetry with

the carnal nourishment necessary at the initial and transitory trivium, he

identifies it with a spiritual diet. In fact, none of the alimentary allusions

in Mleko suggests that poetry is fit only for the young or spiritually

uninitiated. On the contrary, the verse from Psalm 118 (119) employs a
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milk solid—literally, milk hardened Icurdled] into cheese—as a metaphor

for spiritual corruption. Velychkovsky's second epigraph, perhaps his

own syllabic distich, emphatically distances the poet's heart from those

who, through pride and mendacity, have lost their child-like innocence.

I propose, therefore, that Velychkovsky's deliberate intention was to

vindicate poetry's innocent pleasures and to dissociate the literary

enterprise from its reputation as a childish, immature pursuit. By turning

to the very games that in the humanistic trivium commanded a consider-

able segment of the poetics course, and that fourteen years later

Prokopovych would dismiss as pueriles consonantiae, Velychkovsky sought

to initiate the reader into the vernacular literary game (Indus literarius).

Secondly, the ikos from the akathiston service identifies flowing milk

with natural bounty. And, most importantly, the first acrostic of Mleko—
beside signalling that the collection consists of carmina curiosa—subtly

aligns the author's love for his patria with the primal filiation between

Mary and her Son. In this context, Velychkovsky's reference to Ruthenian

as the "natural tongue," rather than the more frequently used expression

of the time, prostaia mova, appears to have been weighed carefully.

Velychkovsky's desires that his patria be embellished with wondrous

and masterful poetry composed by high intellects in the natural tongue

reveals a mindset that is closer to that of George Puttenham than that of

countless humanistic preceptors. To appreciate this, consider the fol-

lowing fragment from The Arte of English Poesie, in which the Elizabethan

court poet argues that "Poesie" in the "vulgar" tongue can become an

"Art" if its rules and precepts are formulated by studious persons:

Then as there was no art in the world till by experience found out: so if

Poesie be now an Art, and of all antiquitie hath beene among the Greeks

and Latines, and yet were none, vntill by studious persons fashioned

and reduced to a method of rules and precepts, then no doubt may there

be the like with us. And if th'art of Poesie be but a skill appertaining to

utterance, why may not the same be with us as wel as with them, our

language being no less copious pithi and significance then theirs, our

conceipts the same, and our wits no lesse apt to deuise and imitate than

theirs were? If again Art be but a certain order of rules prescribed by

reason, and gathered by experience, why should not Poesie be a vulgar

Art with us as well as with the Greeks and Latins, our language

admitting no fewer rules and nice diuersities then theirs?!...] Poesie

therefore may be an Art in our vulgar, and that verie methodical! and

commendable.^’

Velychkovsky consciously assumes the role of both inventor and

preceptor. For, besides implying that the invention of constructs, which

could not be expressed in any other tongue, would bring "delight" and
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''sharpen the wits" of descendants, Velychkovsky directly recommends

that his audience engage in collective exercises of reading and analysis.

His consciously assumed role as teacher is best appreciated when we note

that the organizational principle of Mleko ot ovcy pastyru nalezhnoie openly

imitates the style of formulary compositions drawn by instructors to

illustrate rhetorical or poetical principles, and presented as models for

students to imitate.^^

Velychkovsky's dedicatory to lasynsky deserves to be read together

with the preface to the reader. Its defensive arguments, on the one hand,

and the poet's express hope that the collection be not forgotten, on the

other, suggest that—over and above paying tribute to his former

mentor—the author wished to obtain support for the publication of Mleko

ot ovcy pastyru nalezhnoie. How else would our inventor have succeeded

in promoting his "uniquely Ruthenian" constructs and sharpening the wit

of future generations?

Despite its inventiveness, religious subject matter, and pedagogical

goal, Mleko ot ovcy pastyru nalezhnoie never reached its intended audience.

Thus the question arises: why did lasynsky, the very preceptor who had

taught Velychkovsky Baroque techniques and who by this time was a

very powerful man, not assist him with this enterprise?

We may never know the full answer to this question. The matter

should not be treated reductively, however. As this paper has attempted

to show, Velychkovsky' s failure to secure support toward the publication

of Mleko intimates a complex of problems that goes beyond one individ-

ual author and his potential benefactor.

Scholars unanimously agree that Velychkovsky represents an intel-

lectual novum in the seventeenth-century landscape of the Ukrainian

Baroque. It is ironic, however, that as this term becomes more and more
ingrained in criticism dealing with early modern Ukrainian literature,

there seems to be an unwillingness to explore the educational philosophy

that at once nurtured Velychkovsky and prevented him from developing

his full potential as a poet. My present discussion grew out of the vital

urge to demonstrate that no literary phenomenon can be explained away
with a single term.

Notes

1. See Ivan Velychkovsky, Tvory, V. P. Kolosova and V. I. Krekoten, eds. (Kiev,

1972). This volume contains most of Velychkovsky's known works, with the

exception of several prose texts on religious and pedagogical topics. Here all
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quotations from Mleko ot ovcy pastyru nalezhnoie are taken from this edition.

2. The most detailed discussion of Velychkovsky's Baroque poetics is by D.

Chyzhevsky, Ukrainskyi literaturnyi barok: Narysy, nos. 1-3, in Praci Ukrain-

skoho istorychno-filolohichnoho tovarystva v Prazi, 3-5 (1941-44). See also the

1955 article by Serhii Maslov, "Malovidomyi ukrainskyi pysmennyk kintsia

XVII-pochatku XVIII st. Ivan Velychkovskyi (Do istorii styliu barokko v

davnii ukrainskii literaturi)," which serves as the introduction to Velych-

kovsky, Pvory (pp. 5-15).

3. Velychkovsky, Pvory, p. 69: «MAEKO OT OBLJbl flACTllPy HAAE/KHO€,
a6o Tpy4H noeTMqKie bo necTb npeOAarocAOBeHHOu 4'feBbi Mapin cocraBAeHHbie,

a6o 3HaM0Hie CAy^ebHMHOH noBOAHOcTM acne b 6ory npeocBaiijeHHOMy ero

MHAOCTH rocno4HHy oTqy BapAaaMy ilcMHCKOMy, npaBOCAaBHOMy apxienucKony,

MMTponoAHTt KisBCKOMy, faAHqKOMy M Bcea Poccin, o(|)tpoBaHHbie.»

4. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 70: «A to ah a6bi h raa npotuAbix Abr moux npai4,a

B TkHH SabBCHiH He 30CTaBaAa, yMblCAHACM OHyK) 40 npCBblCOKOrO CBHTbIHH

Bamea no4aTH po3cy4Ky, toch 6y4yMM Ha4tM, h)k ot AacKH npeocBaujeHCTBa

Bamero He 6y4eT oTphiHOBenna, npHnaMH^fi 3 Tbix inkp, a<e bo necTb h CAaBy

CAaBHOH BAa4biMMyH HameH 6oropo4HqH m npHCHO 4kBbi Mapin cocTaBAennaa,

KOTopoH CAaBa ecT H caMaro qapa CAaBa. CAaBHTT>ca 6o b^m cbiH b IiviaTept] h

MaTH B Cbink. [...] H3BOAb, MHAOCTMBblH 406p04tl0 ,
TyiO MABHUyK) MAOgeH-

HecKym npapy moio AacKaBe npunaTH, ne pa4H ho4aoctm moch, aAe pa4H

npeBbicoKOH ro4HocTH MaTepe BeTxaro 4eHbMH, nac 4tAa MAa4eHMecTBOBaTH

M3BOAMBuiaro H OT coceq 4eBHMecKMX ccaTH MA6KO He B03rHyBmaBmaroca»

(emphases mine).

5. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 70: «ycbipH ca, ano macro cep4qe hx.» Compare this

with the King James version: "Their heart is as fat as grease." The Challoner-

Rheims Catholic edition reads: "Their heart has become gross and fat."

6. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 70:

«KoTopbix ycbipHca cep4qe, aKO macro,

/(aACRO cep4qe Moe ot twx ecT, 4aAeRO.»

On the basis of the distich's formal features, especially the clever caesura,

and the enjambment of the conceptual and rhythmic group mleko-daleko, I

suspect that the distich belongs to Velychkovsky himself.

7. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 70: «Otao>rh BcaRyKD 3Ao6y h BcaRyio acctb, h

AHqeMkpie, h aaBMCTb, h Bca RAeaeTbi, aRH HOBopoac4eHHiH MA04CHqbi, CAOBecHoe,

He AecTHoe MAEKO BosAioOkTe, 4a o hcm BoapacTCTe, bo cnaceHie.» Compare
this with the King James version: "Wherefore laying aside all malice, and all

guile, and hypocrisies, and envies, and all evil speakings. As newborn babes,

desire the sincere milk of the word, that ye may grow thereby." And the

revised Challoner-Rheims Catholic edition: "Lay aside therefore all malice,

and all deceit and pretense, and envy, and all slander. Crave, as newborn

babes, pure spiritual milk, that by it you may grow to salvation."

8. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 70:

«Pa4yHCH, 3CMAC oOkTOBaHHaa,

Pa4yMca, H3 Hea >Re tchct mc4 h MAEK0.»
I have been unable to establish the edition used here.
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To appreciate the pedagogical mindset of these arguments it is important to

bear in mind that numerous West European treatises of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries recommended verse-making, especially of various

short forms, as a technique for introducing levity to classroom activities.

They considered it a pleasant method for attuning the pupil to the differen-

ces between the grammatical and rhetorical order. For example, in his

treatise Indus Literarius of 1612, the Englishman John Brinsley underscored

that verse-making served as a "great sharpener of the wit, and a stirrer up
of Invention."

10. Velychkovsky, Tvory, pp. 70-17: «nPE4MOBA 40 HMTEAHMKA. yBa>KaioMn

a, H>K MHoriM Hapo40Be, SBAaiija b nayKax o6cJ)HTyK)Hie, mhofo Marar ne tbiako

opaTopcKMX, aAe n noeTHi^KMX, Hy4He a MucTepne, npHpo4HbiM nx asbiKOM, or

BbICOKHX paayMOB COCTaBACHHblX Tpy40AIo6ift, KOTOphlMU U CUMU CM rhuiar, u

noTOMKoe ceoux goeu,hnt>i ocTpnr, a, axo ncTHHbifi cbin MaAopocciftcKOH

OTMH3Hbi HaineH, OoAkioMH Ha TO cep4iJieM, wac b MaAon namoM Poccin 40 chx

Mac TaxoBbix nk or Koro TbinoM Bbi4aHbix ne orAa4aio Tpy40B, 3 ropAHBocTH

Moen Ky mmaoh oTMH3 H'fe, npM3BaBmM 6ora m 6oa<iio MaTxy h [cBaTMx] yMbicAHACM,

MAC 3MoacHocTb no4Aoro l40BiJ['felny Moero no3BOAaAa, ukKOTopbie 3HaMHkHmbie

uiTyKM noeTHyxie pycxHM a3bixoM Bbipa3HTH [...]» (emphases mine).

11. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 71: «!...] ne 3 mkozo nsbixa na pycxiu ouvie nepe-

eogMHU, aAe BAacHoio npayeio mogk) hobo na nogoGencreo mopogubix cocrae-

AMfOHu, a HkxoTopbie u phAe pyccKie cnocoGoi ebiHaugyTOHU, xoropbie u

umubiM M3t>iKOM auh CM Moeyr ebipa3uru.» (emphases mine).

12. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 71: «[...] AoacMAeM rpya [.••] na o34o6y otmhshh

HauieH H yrkxy MaAopoccificxHM chhom ch, 3BAauja 40 MHTana oxombim m

Aio6oMy4pbiM.»

13. Velychkovsky, Tvory, p. 71: «yneBHaio reac AacxaBoro [MUTarelAa, h>x scam cin

btpmbi Mok cxopo [npo]H4eT, He yBaacaraMM, ujo ca b xoac40M 3a mrynxa
aaMbixaer, waAO, a6o a<a4Horo ne orneceT no>XHTxy. Aen ccah na4 xoa<4biM
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3aMbixaeT, BeAye ca b hhx aaxoxaeT. r4Bi 5K TyT acaynbix npocTbix [xoTopbix h
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ak)6o cyTb xopoTxie, MaAenxie, aAe BeAHxyio xoMHonyioMbiM hx 3a4aK)T

Tpy4HocTb M 40AToro, noxH ca 3AoacaT, noTpeOyioT Macy.»

14. See, for example: Hryhorii M. Syvokin, Davni ukrainski poetyky (Kharkiv,

1960), p. 5; Vitalii P. Masliuk, Latynomovni poetyky i rytoryky XVII-pershoi
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15. See Foster Watson, The English Grammar Schools to 1600: Their Curriculum and

Practice (London, 1968), p. 4.

16. See his The Classical Heritage and its Beneficiaries: From the Carolingian Age to

the End of the Renaissance (New York, 1964), p. 367.

17. For a more detailed discussion of this problem, see my "The Humanistic
School and Ukrainian Literature of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century"
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Hryhorii Skovoroda, Povne zibrannia tvoriv, vol. 1 (Kiev, 1973), p. 270.
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fana Dovhalevskoho," Radianske literaturosnavstvo, 7 (1982), pp. 64-68.

28. See Charles Sears Baldwin, Renaissance Literary Theory and Practice: Classicism

in the Rhetoric and Poetic of Italy, France, and England, 1400-1600 (Gloucester,

Mass., 1959), pp. 4-16.

29. For a discussion of developments in England, see Watson, The English

Grammar Schools to 1600, pp. 480-482. For a discussion of poetics manuals in

Poland and the gradual incorporation of Polish vernacular material, see

Elzbieta Sarnowska-Temeriusz, Droga na Parnas: Problemy staropolskiej wiedzy
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rekonstrukcji schemata retorycznego (Wroclaw, 1984), pp. 177-99.
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in question, see Wladyslaw Korotaj, "Dynamika rozwoju pismiennictwa

polskiego od polowy XVI do kohca XVII wieku," in Wiek

XVII-Kontrreformacja-Barok: Prace z historii kultury, Janusz Pelc, ed. (Wroclaw,

1970), pp. 274-290.

31. George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie, Gladys Doidge Willcock and

Alice Walker, eds. (Cambridge, 1936), p. 5.

32. For a discussion of the phenomenon of "formulary rhetorics," see Wilbur S.
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It is now axiomatic that the Kiev Mohyla Collegium was an institution

central to the formation of many generations of educated clergy for the

churches of Belarus, Ukraine, Muscovy, and even the Balkans. Occupying,

as they often did, high church positions or exercising influence in other

ways, the alumni of the renowned school constituted an "old boys'

network" that could affect not only developments within the church, but

also within their respective societies and even between the states of which

they were subjects. Hence, any record of relationships among these men
can not only illuminate their biographies, but also provide often quite

interesting insights into the societies and times in which they were active,

into their successes, and, just as often, their failures.’

Simiaon Polacki (Symeon Poloc'kyj, or Simeon Polockij) was among
the most illustrious and successful figures associated with the Mohyla

Collegium} A student of the collegium in the late 1640s, the Belarusian-

born Polacki fulfilled a number of important functions at the court of

Aleksej Mixajlovic during the period 1663/64-81: teacher of Latin to the

djaki of the Privy Council; court preacher and poet; tutor to the royal

children; secretary of the 1666-68 Church Council; participant in disputes

with the Old Believers; mediator between his family, friends, and

acquaintances in Belarus and Ukraine, on the one hand, and the tsar and

Muscovite authorities, on the other.
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Among Polacki's circle of correspondents was Lazar Baranovyc: poet,

preacher, polemicist, instructor (1640s), and rector (1650-57) of the Mohyla

Collegium, hegumen of the Theophany Confraternity Monastery in Kiev,

bishop and, later (1667), archbishop of Cernihiv7 As the most important

pro-Muscovite churchman in Left-Bank Ukraine, Baranovyc served as de

facto metropolitan of Kiev (1670) and intermediary between the various

factions in Ukraine and the Muscovite government during the tempestu-

ous decades from 1657 to 1686. Lazar used this stance not only to

improve and maintain his position in Ukraine, but also to extend his

fame and influence in Moscow by gaining royal patronage for the

distribution of his sermons and other writings. Among the persons to

whom the ambitious cleric turned to facilitate his programme was
Simiaon Polacki, who until 1674 had the ear of both tsar and patriarch.

Here I introduce three previously unpublished letters from Polacki

to Baranovyc, written between 13 June 1669 and May 1670. These three

texts reflect the epistolary campaign Baranovyc waged in his efforts to

gain royal patronage for the printing and sale in Moscow of his second

collection of sermons, Truby sloves propovidnyx (Trumpets of the Homiletic

Word). This was Baranovyc's second effort at propagating his homiletical

works in Moscow. In 1666 he had published at the Kievan Caves

Monastery printing house the collection Mec duxovnyj (The Spiritual

Sword), for which, as a delegate of the Kievan metropolitanate during the

Moscow church council of 1666, he had succeeded in obtaining per-

mission to distribute in Muscovy. On this occasion Polacki, acting as

censor for the patriarch, affirmed the orthodoxy of the theological

opinions contained in Lazar's homilies, and the work thereby obtained

the desired patronage and approval.^ As we know, these Truby sloves

propovidnyx did not sound forth in Moscow, Baranovyc' s (and Polacki's)

best efforts notwithstanding. Polacki's letters provide some possible clues

for this turn of events.

The texts (copies of the originals) are found in the Saltykov-Scedrin

State Public Library, MS F.XVII.83/formerly numbered 161. This

voluminous manuscript in folio contains numerous poems by Polacki,

Baranovyc, and others, together with Polacki's letters to numerous friends

and family in Belarus and Ukraine, among them loannikij Galjatovs'kyj,

Varlaam Jasyns'kyj, and, of course, Lazar Baranovyc. Written in Polacki's

cursive Latin script, and signed or initialled by him (three letters), the

texts are in that macaronic Latin-Polish language which the author used

in much of his correspondence. There are no breaks for paragraphs, and

punctuation is not readily in evidence. In two cases the dating is

incomplete.^

Letter 1, dated 13 June 1669, is Polacki's response to Baranovyc's
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letter of May 19 in which Lazar had informed Simiaon that the manu-

script of Truhy had been sent to the tsar, together with petitions (celobitie)

to him and to the patriarch, requesting that the collection be printed in

Moscow, the costs be underwritten by the royal treasury, and Simiaon be

named censor and editor.^ Polacki's reply is written in a flowery, if not

downright florid, style laden with biblical allusion and allegory. In it he

acknowledges receipt of Baranovyc's letter and his manuscript. Praising

the collection highly, Simiaon indicates that the matter is in good order,

"for His Majesty the Tsar has commanded and the Most Holy Patriarch

has given his blessing to examine [the manuscript] and for it to be given

to the printer and prepared [for publication]," and that he, Polacki, has

been named examiner. Noting that the press is busy at present, Simiaon

optimistically expresses the hope that the New Year and Baranovyc's new
work will arrive simultaneously. He promises that he will smooth out

any linguistic infelicities in "the Slavonic constructions that are in rare

use in our parts (naszym stronam w rzadkim uzywaniu)”

Continuing in this vein, Polacki assures his correspondent that from

the theological point of view, Baranovyc's collection presents no

problems, except in one area: "It has occurred to me to consult ahead of

time concerning an objection that I fear from the 'obdurate' {od upartych),

namely, in the sacrosanct sentiments concerning the Immaculate

Conception of the Most Holy Blessed Virgin, of which concept Your

Holiness is a most zealous partisan in the sermons on the Birth of the

Most Holy Theotokos and [onl the Conception [of St. Anne]. It seems to

me appropriate for Your Holiness to deign to write two other sermons

not mentioning anything about original sin, so that if some are bitterly

opposed and will not print it, then... I will have something to substitute

without delay, and if they do not oppose (which God grant), then I will

print both [sets of sermons]." In closing the missive, Polacki asks for

Baranovyc's blessing and reminds him about a reward for services

rendered.

Although Polacki's letter is upbeat in mood and full of optimism, his

reservations concerning Lazar's unacceptable Mariology already seem to

cast doubt on the successful outcome of the venture. Letter 2, dated 16

December 166[?], is much more sober and downcast, although not

completely devoid of optimism. It was written in response to a letter sent

to him by Baranovyc through an intermediary, "the archimandrite of

Cernihiv," loannikij Galjatovs'kyj.^ Thanking the archbishop for his letter,

Polacki praises him for his efforts in flowery terms designed to hide his

embarrassment and to cushion the disappointing message that lies at the

core of his letter: the fact that the publication of Truby must be postponed

"to an appropriate time {do shisznego czasu)/' for it has been silenced by
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"the immensely noisy trumpets of cruel Mars, together with the pipes

ipiszczalmi) of Bellona"—an obvious reference to turmoil in Ukraine

engendered by the campaigns of the Poles and Dorosenko, and by the

intrigues of Brjuxovec'kyj and Mnohohrisnyj. His full statement reads:

"But the immensely noisy trumpets of cruel Mars together with the pipes

of Bellona playing unmelodiously are preventing this tsounding of

Baranovyc's "Trumpets"

—

Truby]. As [the saying goes] Tn war laws are

silent,' so also your spiritual Trumpets, which proclaim God's laws, as I

have understood what I have been told, must keep silent to an appropri-

ate time." Seeking a way out of this impasse, Simiaon writes that he is

sending Baranovyc the corrected version of the manuscript so that the

work might later be printed "either in Moscow, should it be appropriate

to send to the printing house after such a delay, or in the Kievan Caves

printery, where [such work is done] more easily, more nicely, and more

willingly {snadnej i ladniej i radniej)." Writing that he has kept Baranovyc's

original text with his corrections and emendations to answer any

inquiries concerning the matter, Polacki commends himself to Lazar's

prayers and reminds him of the fee due him.

Letter 3, dated "Anno a partu Virginis 1670, Maii,” is the least effusive,

most sober and decisively negative of the three texts printed here. Short

and to the point, this letter by Polacki indicates that the matter of

publication has not only reached a dead halt, but that there is little hope

for improvement. Whereas in letter 2 Polacki conveyed reasons for the

delay, in this letter he seems to be at a complete loss. He writes: "...so

that the time is not convenient for the publication of the sweet sounds of

the clergy. And whether this will be a long pause, it is difficult to guess,

at least through the entire winter [?], for, to my vexation, 1 received the

response: 'Not soon,' they said, 'will you get a mouthpiece for those

trumpets,' having heard which, I lost the last underpinnings of hope

{anchorem spei utracHem), to my great sorrow and to the still greater

[sorrow] of Your Grace." Expressing his dismay at this turn of events,

Polacki assures Baranovyc of his continued good will and desire to aid

in this matter, but again recommends that Lazar consider printing his

collection in Kiev and hopes that the "golden sound" of the Truby will

soon be heard by all. He writes: "1 would desire with all my heart that

1 might serve God, the Church, and Your Holiness with my willing

labour, but my misfortune or also someone's reluctance compels me to

bear this misfortune. Your pastoral works, if not here, can nevertheless

assume perfection of form in the same workshop that printed the Sword

(Mec) and from it appear to the world.... In closing the disappointing

letter, Simiaon, as usual, requests his correspondent's pastoral blessing

and recommends himself to Baranovyc's immutable philanthropy.
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Baranovyc was not to be so easily dissuaded from his purpose.

During 1670 and 1671 he wrote several times to the influential nobleman

Artamon Matveev and even to the tsar in continuing attempts to over-

come whatever obstacle prevented Truhy from appearing in Moscow.

Although these efforts proved futile, Baranovyc did succeed in eventually

obtaining a subsidy from the tsar, but to print and distribute his sermons

in Ukraine only (1674). Later efforts (1675) at distribution in Moscow met

with limited success. Whatever the original objections to the work were,

some of them, obviously, remained in force.^

From the letters published here it seems clear that tsar and patriarch

were initially not opposed to the publication of Baranovyc' s Truby, and

that they readily agreed to entrust Simiaon with editing the text and

pronouncing on the orthodoxy of the theological opinions contained

therein. Polacki himself seems to have been sure of the eventual success

of the project. But his suggestion that Baranovyc' s Roman Catholic-

influenced Mariology and his ideas on original sin necessitated the

substitution of two sermons touching on these matters by two less

controversial ones cast doubt on that optimism. If we consider that he

took pains to bring the language and punctuation of the text into line

with Muscovite usage, lest even minor deviations in them cause the

printer to reject the text, as well as his veiled hints at the opposition of

the "stubborn" and the "reluctance" of others, together with his desire to

retain Baranovyc's original text and the corrections he made as a means

of self-defense or justification, then we must conclude that the situation

was not nearly so propitious as Polacki initially indicated. We know that

both Baranovyc and Polacki expressed views that were considered

suspect, if not heretical, by those opposed to latinskoe ucenie?^ This short

exchange from their correspondence may serve to illustrate the strength

of that opposition and its ability to affect the affairs of even those who
had the ear of the highest political and spiritual authorities in Moscow.
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Appendix

Abbreviations

A°.

Archieppowi.

Jasnie Przewiele.

J(E).N.

JE° Msd.

m.p.

Msci.

O.

Przewieleb. Je. Msc.

Przewieleb.

Przewieleb. T.

Przewieleb. W.

S.P.S.

Found in the Texts

Anno
Archiepiskopowi

Jasnie Przewielebny

Jeromonach Niedostojny

Jego Mosc

Manu proprio

Milosci

Ojciec

Przewielebna Jego Mosc
Przewielebnosc

Przewielebnosc Twoja

Przewielebnosc Wasza

Symeon Piotrowski-Sitnianowicz

Letter 1

GPB F.XVll.83/161 fol. 237"-238^

Jasnie Przewielebny w Bogu Msci. Ojcze Archiepiskopie

Panie, Pasterzu, Ojcze i Dobrodzieju moj milosciwy

Niedawno z niespokojnich stron ukrainskich mir na Moskwg przywieziono

od spokojnich caenobitow a mgznych zolnierzow Chrystusowych od Przewieleb.

Je. Msci. Ojca Archimandryty pieczarskiego i wszystkiej braci, z ktorego zaledwo

si? cieszyc pocz?to, alec Trqby twe pasterskie w tropy za nim przyleciaty

wytr^bui^c Mup z trzema nieprzyjacioly, i classicum canendo, abysmy si? nie

obespeczali od tego, ktory zawsze rugit jako leo glodny, aby co z owczarnie

Chrystusowej pochwycil. Zaiste rzetelnie Twa Swi^tobliwosc wyrazila, ze Militia

est vita hominis super terram, nierzk^c maletia dla zolnierskiej. Trqby s^ bar[d]zo

potrzebne na wszelakg pobudk?. Bez Trqh do tych czas bywszy, spalismy na obie

oczy cum fatiis viginibus az i lampy wygorzaly i z Apostolami w ogrojcu, a

zesmy Chrystusa utracili, zgolasmy przespali i Thalamum i Sponsum. Ale juz si?,

da Bog, ockniemy na glos Trqh Przewieleb. W. i defecta corrigemus. Oliwy na

targu poki jeszcze jarmark kupimy i z zapalonymi lampami Sponsum iako

Diogenes hominem, o ktorym per excellentiam rzeczono "Ecce Homo" inquere-

mus, nie przestaj^c szukac az znajdziemy. Ockniemy si?, da Bog, i postregszy
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incursie nieprzyjacielskie ad arma, do mieczow si^ rzucimy gwalt czynigc regno

caelorom, czego gdy dokazemy, to jest gdy nieprzyjacioty zwci^zymy i caelorum

arripiemus. Twojej Pasterskiej Przewieleb: aeternam gratitudinem winni b^dziemy

za duchowne or^ze, za Miecze i za Trqby. One juz w r?ku doskonale, te przy

dobrej nadziei, bo Car JE° Msci. rozkazal a swiatejszy patriarch blogoslawil

przejrzec i in incude typographica potozyc i gotowac. W przegt^daniu juz si^ ja

trudz^, a typografii curam habere nalezy Preoswiaszczennomu Pawlu Metro-

policie, ktorego crebris occasionibus [fol. 330''] racz Przewiel. T. sollicitowac aby

sine mora dac opus ad proelum. Teraz prasa s§ zaj^te, a b?d? swobodne az na

nowe lato. Daj Boze, aby te novum annum opus wespot cum novo anno

imprimere poczgto. Ja ex mea parte nulli paream labori, byle inni operatores

Henpasgnu ckgbAU. Wiorow w ociosaniu b^d^ si? wystrzegai, chyba gdzie

inaczej bye nie moze, mianowicie, in constructione sclavonica, ktora naszym

stronam w rzadkim uzywaniu. In theologicis vero nie spodziewam sig onych, bo

tu nie drwa, ale drzewa dobroplodne, z ktorych jesli by gdzie albo wilk wynknol

[sic!], albo gal^zka jaka uschla, za blogoslowiehstwem Swigtobliwosci waszej

oberzn^c cultrello iudicii chocia t^pym nie zaniecham. A w czym zdolnosc moja

poszwankuje, supplex o wybaczeniu proszg. Przytym, zdalo mi sig consultum

zawczasem occurrere przeszkodzie, ktorego obawiam sig od upartych, mianowicie

in sacrosancta sententia de immaculata conceptione Beatissimae Virginis Mariae,

ktorej Swigtobliwosc Twoia zelotissimus jestes propugnator w kazaniach

PoyKgecrea UpecenTbiJi Bozopogugu u SanaruR. Tu zda mi si^ slusznie,

abys Swigtobliwosc Twoja raezyl drugie napisac kazania niewspominaj^c nic de

culpa originale i przyslac, abym jesli b^d^ mordicus przeczyli i drukowac tak nie

chc^ ci, na ktorych cardo rei, mial co substituere sine mora, a jesli nie contra-

dicent, co daj Boze, tedy i oboje drukowac. To przelozywszy, sam si? klad? u nog

twych pasterskich blogosiawiehstwa zebrz^c i pro pensj? moj§ na uslugi

commedui^c. Data na Moskwie A° 1669 Junii 13.

Przewielebnym Ojeom Zyczliwym Swi?tobliwosci Waszej Najnizszy

pominaige i Brata Atanzego

Jasne Przewiel. w Bogu Je° Msci. Ojeu Lazarazowi Baranowiezowi Archieppowi.

Czernihowskiemu, Nowogrodskiemu i wszystkiego Sewera, Panu i Pasterzowi i

dobrodziejowi mnie wielce milosciwemu nummittimi pateant.

*"raczyl dac opus sine mora" crossed out in text

Adhaerentom Swi?tobliwosci Waszej

Unizony moj poklon zasylam

i o modly swi?te prosz?, nie za-

Podnozek

Symeon Sitnianowicz Piotrowski

JEromonach niedostojny m.p. scripsit
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Letter 2

GPB F.XVII.83 fol. 9V-9T

Jasnie Przewielebny w Bogu Msci. Ojcze Archiepiskopie,

Ojcze, Pasterzu, Panie i Dobrodzieju,

Mile przyjowszy pasterskie blogoslowienstwo przez Je° M. O. Archimandryt?

Czernihowskiego z pisaniem od Swi^tobliwosci Waszej przeslane, upadam do

nozek twych pasterskich, czolem za nie uderzaj^c naboznym sercem do

Najwyzszego Tronu modly me zasylam, aby prawica Siedzgcego po prawicy

Ojcowskiej milosciwie przez dlugie lata Twojg Swigtobliwosc w dobrym zdrowiu

i pomyslnych successach piel^gowac raczyla dla podpory Cerkwie prawoslawnej,

i dla pospolitego wszystkich nas zakonnikow we wszelakich cnotach tuo exempla

zbudowania; a po lab^dziej sz^dziwosci Isicl, aby przy swym tronie po prawej

stronie mi^dzy prawymi sercem stawila, i za trudy, ktores pracowicie ronil na

ustugach Cerkwie matki przez swe wszystkie pozycje, i swiezo w napisaniu Trqb

duchownych niebiesk^i placila nagrod?, ktorych glosu wdzigcznego, ze si? nie

zdarzylo pr^tko praelo na swiat wydac, wielce condoleo, bom zyczyl ut in omnem
terram exiret sonus eamm et in finis orbis terrae verba earum. Ale ogromnekrzyk-

liwe Marsa okmtnego tr^by z piszczalmi Bellony niemelodyjno graj^cymi temu

przeszkadzajg. Jako inter armas silent leges, tak i Trqby duchowne boskie leges

oglaszajgi, jakom zrozumial, musz^ pomilczec do slusznego czasu. Interea visum

est (jakos mi Swi^tobliwosc Wasza rozkazac raczyla w pisaniu przez O.

Protopop? danym) przesial je do Swi?tobliwosci Waszej dlatego, abys je bys-

trzejszym okiem danej sobie od Boga mgdrosci przejrzyc raczyl, bym ja swym
plochym rozumkiem w tak wysokich i subtelnych conceptach nie zdrozyl.

Posylam tedy przepisane i przejrzane ode mnie, ktore jesli nie malo poroznig z

originalem, temu si? nie racz twa Swi?tobliwosc dziwowac, bo quot capita, tot

sensus, a maj^c od Waszej Swi?tobliwosci licentiam, czynilem jako mogl

najlepsze, a jesli gdzie irrepsit deffectus, niech mi to Ojcowski wybaczy affectus.

Slowi?szczyzna Isicl nieco odmienna, bom si? accomodowal tutejszej. Dualis

numeros malo wwodzilem, aby trudnosc nie byla czytajgcym. Interpuncje

polozone jako tutejsza dzierzy typografia, jako to notam interrogationis ; a nie ?

bo inaczej imprimere [fol. 92'^] nie zezwolili. W tamtych krajach wedlug swego

zwyczaju latwo si? poprawi, jesli jego potrzeba pokaze. Jeszcze posledni raz

mialem attentii czytac oddajgc po sexternu [?] do typografii; na ten czas moglo

by si? upatrzyc co upuscilo, lecz to za niezbytnymi tutejszemi przeszkodami. Bog

wie, jesli mnie continuare zdarzy si?. Co si? zda non rectum correctum Twoia

pasterska mgdrosc poprawi. A co wiedziec, jesli nie dlatego Bog zarz^dzil tak^

zwlok?, aby twe pasterskie oko rewidowalo, zeby zlote opus wasze, mojej

smialosci a nieumi?tnosci nie bylo oszpecone. Racz tedy, Swi?tobliwy Panie, prac?

do prac przylozyc, et tuum officere partum aparuit [?1 gdzie zezwolisz, lubo na

Moskw? jesli b?dzie po takiej zwloce sluszna do typografii przesylac, lubo i w
Pieczarskiej imprimere typografii, gdzie snadniej i ladniej i radniej. Owe zas
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scripta, ktorych si? corrigowalo, zostawiam przy sobie dla tej przyczyny aby jesli

spytaj^ mi? o nie, mial co praesentare i zostal bez klopotu. Koncz? legend?, sam

si? sciel? u nozek twych i o blogoslowienstwa pokorniuchno prosz?. A pro pens)?

moj^ milosciwej lasce Panskiej commendui^c zostawam Swi?tobliwosci Waszej,

Pana i Pasterza mego.

J. M. Ojcu Archimandrycie Nowogrodskiemu,

Wzystkim zyczliwym adhoerentom Waszej

Swi?tobliwosci a mnie laskawym Ojcom i

Braciom poklon unizony zasylam [i]

o modly swi?te prosz?.

We Wszem zyczliwym

i unizonym sluga

i ustawniczym

Bogomodlcgi

S.S.P.J.N.

Data 166[9]

lObris

16.

Letter 3

GPB F.XVII.83 fol. 332^

Jasnie w Bogu Przewielebny Msci. Ojcze Archiepiskopie

Panie, Pasterzu, Ojcze i Dobrodzieju Moj wielce milosciwy,

Miedzy wdzi?cznymi slodkospiewai^cych w dnie wesolne wiosenne ptakow

glosami, miloby slyszec y glos Trqb duchoivnych mgdrze od twoiej pasterskiej

czulosci elaborowanych, na ktory wiem, ze s^ zawsze patulae aureo twe

pasterskie, ale jeszcze tej pociechy zajrzy nam sinistra Fortuna, bo jako swieckich

tr^b zadne echo po te czasy na Moskwie nie bywa, dla ustawnicznych lamentow

i wielkich klopotow wielkiego monarch! slychane; tak i duchownych dzwi?ku

slodkiego wydac czas jest nie wygodny, a dlugoz tak pauzowac zgadngc trudno,

bodaj nie przez cal? linig [?1 bom otrzymal respons na dokud? "Nieskoro" prawi

“monsztuk do tych tr^b otrzymacie" co uslyszawszy, anchorem spei utracilem z

zalem moim a wi?kszym Przewiel. Waszej. Juzbym nierad negativas appossitiones

zwiastowal Swi?tobliwosci Waszej, z ktorg nihil sequitur. Wolalbym affirmativus

albo positivas o utwierdzonym Trqh in praelo polozeniu, z ktorych by radosc

sercu Swi?tobliwosci T. nanosic si? mogla, ale ze res ipsa tak dictuje i nierad

pisz?. Zyczylbym ja sobie ex toto corde, abym si? Bogu, Cerkwi i Swi?tobliwosci

Twej zasluzyl ochocz^ prac^ moi^, lecz niedola moia, czyli tez nieochota czyja i

na tej szkody mi ponosic przynagla. Twoje pasterskie labores jesli nie tu mog^,

jednak na tym ze warsztacie, na ktorym Miecz wzi^c perfectionem i z niego

swiatowi appelari: lubo te opus non exiguas potrzebuje opes. Jakozkolwiek tylko

daj Boze w krotkim czasie tych zlotych Trqb wdzi?czny glos i swi?ty uslyszec

Cerkwie matki synom, aby wszyscy, jednymi usty Bogu chwal? oddawszy, i za

Autora modly swe nabozne k niemu wylewali. De utramque salute, ktory i ja

synowskim sprzyjaj^c affectum przy szcz?sliwych successach na mnogie lata.
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miiosci i taski Ojcowskiej zebrzg, pokornie o blogoslawienstwo pasterskie

upraszajgc, i samego siebie nieodmiennej dobroczynnosci intime recommendujgc.

1. On the history of the Mohyla Collegium together with information about the

activities of its numerous alumni, see: Metropolitan Makarij (Bulgakov),

Istorija Kievskoj duxovnoj akademii (Kiev, 1843); V. Askocenskij, Kiev, s

drevnejsim ego uciliscem akademieju, chaps. 1 and 2 (Kiev, 1854); Aleksander

Jablonowski, Akademia Kijowsko-Mohylanska: Zarys historyczny na tie rozzvoju

ogolnego cywilizacji na Rusi (Cracow, 1899-1900); Z. I. Xyznjak, Kyjevo-

Mohyljans'ka akademija (Kiev, 1988).

2. Inasmuch as he was a Belarusian by birth and nationality, it seems fitting to

use the Belarusian form of his name. (In Polish he signed himself S.

Sitnianowicz-Piotrowski.) In Russian, the name is rendered Simeon Polockij,

and in Ukrainian, Symeon Poloc'kyj. The basic biographies of Polacki are

also the most important studies of his life and creative activity to 1680,

lereofej Tatarskij, Simeon Polockij (ego zizn' i dejatel'nost'): Opyt issledovanija iz

istorii prosvescenija i vnutrennoj cerkovnoj zizni vo vtoruju polovinu XVII veka

(Moscow, 1886); and L. N. Majkov, “Simeon Polockij," Ocerki iz istorii russkoj

literatury XVII-XVIII vekov (St. Petersburg, 1889), pp. 1-162. Peter A. Rolland,

"Three Early Satires by Simeon Polotsky," Slavonic and East European Review,

no. 1 (January 1985), pp. 1-20, fn. 1; Peter A. Rolland, "'Duke est et fumos

videre Patriae'—Four Letters by Simiaon Polacki," Harvard Ukrainian Studies,

vol. 9, no. 1/2 (June 1985), pp. 166-181, fn. 1. Since the publication of the

above, many other works about him have appeared; they are too numerous

to list here. L. I. Sazonova, Poezija russkogo barokko (Moscow, 1991), provides

an exhaustive list of virtually all the published literature on Polacki's life and

works to 1991, including V. K. Bylinin and L. U. Zvonareva, eds., Simeon

Polockij: Virsi (Minsk, 1990).

3. The basic publications relating to Baranovyc's life and works include: N. F.

Sumcov, K istorii juznorusskoj literatury XVII stoletija, vol. 1: Eazar' Barai20vic

(Kharkiv, 1884) (unavailable to me at the time of writing); N. F. Sumcov, "O
vlijanii malorusskoj sxolasticeskoj literatury XVII v. na velikorusskuju

raskol'niceskuju literaturu XVIII v. i ob otrazenii v literature masonstva,"

Kievskaja starina, vol. 51, no. 10 (December 1895), pp. 376-79; N. F. Sumcov,

"O literaturnyx nravax juznorusskix pisatelej XVII st.," Izvestija Otdelenija

russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti Akademii nauk, vol. 11 (1906), no. 2, pp. 259-280;

Data z stolice Anno a partu Virginis 1670 Mali.

Wiernym i zyczliwym Adhaerentom

Twojej Pasterskiej Swigtobliwosci

Zasylam i o modly swiyte proszy

Waszej Pasterskiej Swigtobliwosci

najzyczliwszy cliens i najnizszy

podnozek

S.S.P.J.N. m.p.

Notes
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V. O. Ejngorn, "Snosenija malorossijskogo duxovenstva s moskovskim

pravitel'stvom v carstvovanii Alekseja Mixajlovica" (= Ocerki iz istorii

Malorossii v XVII v., vol. 1) (Moscow, 1899), pp. 629-634; and K. V. Xarlam-

povic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie na velikonisskuju cerkovnujn zizn' (Kazan', 1914;

reprinted 1968), pp. 422-427. The last two sources provide much information

on Lazar's activities during the period in question. They are complemented

by the materials published in Pis'ma preosvjascennogo Lazarja Baranovica, 2d

ed. (Cernihiv, 1885), and Akty, otnosjasciesja k istorii juznoj i zapadnoj Rossii (St.

Petersburg), vol. 7 (1877), vol. 12 (1882), which contain much of the

correspondence between Baranovyc and those in Moscow whose aid he

sought on various matters, including the publication and distribution of his

works. Until 1672, Polacki was a person valued by both the tsar and

Patriarch loasaf. In that year loasaf died and his replacement, loakim

(Savelov), a cleric of firm Orthodox position, proved extremely hostile to the

entire Latinate trend in the Belarusian and Ukrainian churches (cf. fn. 10).

4. Tatarskij, Simeon Polockij, pp. 159-162, and Majkov, "Simeon Polockij," pp. 46-

67, both make passing references to this episode, as do Ejngorn, "Snosenija

malorossijskogo duxovenstva," pp. 629-634, and Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe

vlijanie, pp. 422-27. They are inconclusive, however, about the exact reasons

for Baranovyc's failure.

5. This manuscript was unknown to Polacki's biographers. An owner's

inscription on the inside front cover indicates that it was in private hands

until at least 1901. Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie, p. 424, seems to have

been the first to make use of it; he cited the letters that are published here

and quoted brief portions of them in Russian translation. Since then other

scholars have referred to the manuscript, without making significant use of

it. In preparing these texts for publication 1 have followed the recommenda-
tions in Konrad Gorski's "Zasady transliteracji tekstow XVI i XVll wiekow,"

published in Z badan nad literatnrq staropolskq: Program i postulaty (Wroclaw,

1952), pp. 79-87.

6. Eor the text of Baranovyc's letter of May 1669, see Pis'ma, pp. 86-89.

7. The date appears on the very edge of the folio, which might have been

trimmed. On the basis of internal evidence, one can state with assurance that

the year in question was 1669. Both Ejngorn, "Snosenija malorossijskogo

duxovenstva," p. 668, and Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie, p. 426, note

that Galjatovs'kyj arrived in Moscow for official confirmation of his rank as

archimandrite in September 1670, almost a year after his appointment by
Baranovyc. Hence we must assume that Baranovyc's letter to Polacki was
conveyed by one of the many representatives sent from Kiev to Moscow
during this time.

8. Tatarskij and Majkov (fn. 4) refer to the publication of Baranovyc's collection

of sermons entitled Mec duxovnyj.

9. On Baranovyc's further efforts, see Akty, vol. 9, cols. 238, 337-338; vol. 12,

cols. 37-39. Also see Ejngorn, "Snosenija malorossiskogo duxovenstva," and
Xarlampovic, Malorossijskoe vlijanie.

10.

As early as 1664 Polacki had written to Varlaam Jasyns'kyj: "Moze kto

tabulae zalecac, zen tu Amaltheae cornu caelestis fundit ambroseas, ale nam
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tak ich securum i uzywac jako canibus Aegypti z Nyla wody, abo plastru

pszczolami. Matkac i tu sine aculeo, ale agmen nad szerszenie zwlaszcza

advertus irritum/' Central State Ancient Document Archive, fond 381

(Synodal Press Library Collection), MS 390, fol. 108^ Although Simiaon

eventually gained the confidence of the tsar, of many Western-oriented

boyars (such as Artamon Matveev), and of the aged Patriarch loasaf, his

views were distrusted by others, including loakim, archimandrite of the

Cudov monastery and later (1674-1690) patriarch of Moscow. Expression of

loakim's negative opinion of Polacki's education, theology, and writings may
be found in Osten: Pamjatnik russkoj duxovnoj pis'mennosti XVII veka (Kazan',

1865), pp. 70-74, 133-144. That assessment may have extended to Baranovyc

as well.
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Ex abundantia enim cordis os

loquitor: Dymytrij Tuptalo's

Ukrainian Sermons and the

Kievan Rhetorical Model

Dushan Bednarsky

The art of the sermon, despite its long and notable contribution to

European literature, has been neglected by Ukrainian literary scholarship.

From the rise of Christianity until the end of the Baroque, the sacred

oration occupied a prominent position in European literature. It is only

comparatively recently, during the last two centuries, that the sermon has

fallen out of the realm of belles-lettres. Similar circumstances have

surrounded the fate of the sacred oration in Ukrainian literature.

Although the art of the sermon flourished in Kievan Rus', with homilies

of significant literary value attributed to Ilarion of Kiev and Cyril of

Turau, it disappeared with the disintegration of the Kievan state. ^ After

experiencing a revival during the Renaissance and reaching a dazzling

climax during the Baroque, the art of sermon writing in Ukraine declined,

eventually disappearing as a form of artistic expression altogether.

The art of the sermon flourished throughout Europe during the reli-

gious upheavals of the Baroque period. The Baroque was a cultural

period characterized by a humanist reinterpretation of Christian thought:

the Baroque mind attempted an uneasy compromise between Christian

theology and the scientific and humanist discoveries of the Renaissance.^

Therefore it is not surprising that the new way of thinking would find a

powerful voice in the form of the sermon. The Ukrainian Baroque was
profoundly shaped by Renaissance humanism and Christian theology.

The flood of new ideas pouring in from Counter-Reformation Poland, the

concentration of intellectual activity in monasteries and in the Latin

schools associated with them,^ along with the atmosphere of religious

crisis that characterized the conflict between Orthodox and Uniates in
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Ukraine, provided the extremely fertile ground in which this art form

was to flourish. The leading literary figures of the Ukrainian Baroque

were almost without exception members of the higher clergy, who
received training in rhetoric and poetics in the Latin humanist schools of

Ukraine, of which the most important was the Kievan Mohyla Collegium.

Not only were clerics the major producers of literature during this period,

they were also its consumers: literature was produced by monastic clergy

and read by other monastics, by the students who attended the Latin

schools attached to these monasteries, and by the various patrons and

faithful who visited these institutions. It is not surprising, therefore, that

the art of sermon writing in Ukraine reached its zenith in the seven-

teenth-century, achieving artistic heights that have never been equalled.

In a cultural atmosphere that treasured well-written sermons, one

author stands out above others. Dymytrij Tuptalo was one of the most

outstanding preachers of his time, receiving acclaim for his skill

throughout Ukraine, Belarus, Lithuania, and Muscovy. He received train-

ing in rhetoric while a student at the Kievan Mohyla Collegium, the

intellectual and educational centre of Ukraine. While in Kiev, he received

instruction in homiletics from loannikij Galjatovs'kyj, the undisputed

master of the Ukrainian Baroque sermon. Following his study of rhetoric,

Tuptalo embarked on a fruitful career as a preacher (kaznodij), writing

and delivering sermons in numerous locations throughout Ukraine and

elsewhere.^

Only a handful of Tuptalo's Ukrainian sermons survive in the

vernacular: the bulk of his extant homiletical works have been preserved

in Church Slavonic translation.^ Therefore the author's few remaining

Ukrainian sermons are unique examples of Tuptalo's sacred orations, in

the tongue in which they were originally preached.^ Although Tuptalo's

masterful command of Church Slavonic is unquestionable, his Ukrainian

sermons offer a rare encounter with the poetic voice of a writer who was

born and raised in Ukraine, spoke Ukrainian as his native language, and

spent most of his life delivering sermons in Ukrainian. For this reason

they merit special attention and further examination within the Kievan

rhetorical tradition.

Ukrainian Baroque rhetoric is essentially a reworking of the Renais-

sance concepts of classical rhetoric, based on a humanist reinterpretation

of the works of Greek and Roman authors. Ukrainian Baroque sermon

writing draws upon one particular element of the classical tradition,

namely, the theory of epideictic, or ceremonial, oration based primarily

upon Aristotle, Cicero and Quintilian. This reworking of the principles

of classical rhetoric is evident in the principal handbook of rhetoric

produced in Ukraine during this period, loannikij Galjatovs'kyj's Kljuc
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razumtnija, which contained his tract on homiletics, "Nauka, albo sposob

zlozenja kazanja."^ In essence Galjatovs'kyj's homiletical theory differed

little from that of other humanist orators of the Renaissance and the

Baroque.® His Kljuc razuminija became the basis upon which sacred

orators crafted their works during the second half of the seventeenth

century in Ukraine.^ Among the preachers who utilized an approach to

sermon writing that closely followed Galjatovs'kyj's interpretation of

classical rhetoric was Dymytrij Tuptalo. Tuptalo, Galjatovs'kyj's student,

regarded the Kljuc razumtnija as an indispensible reference work

throughout his lifetime.^° Tuptalo was doubtless familiar with other

rhetorical models, but Galjatovs'kyj's "Nauka, albo sposob zlozenja

kazanja" provides us with an appropriate point de rephe for understand-

ing the homiletical methodology present in Tuptalo's work.

Tuptalo' s Ukrainian sermons survived because of the efforts of

Andrej Titov, who collected the various extant witnesses and published

them in 1909 under the title Propovedi Svjatitelja Dimitrija, Mitropolita

Rostovskogo, na ukrainskom narecii. Titov's collection consists of seven

sermons: Sermon on the Sixth Sunday after Pascha, Sermon on the

Descent of the Holy Spirit (1693), Sermon on Holy Spirit Monday (1698),

Sermon on the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pentecost, Sermon on the

Dormition of the Theotokos, Sermon on the Nativity of Jesus Christ,

Sermon on the Feastday of the St. Michael the Archangel, and the Oration

in Memory of Innokentij Gizel'.^^ Most of the sermons found in Titov's

collection had indeed been previously published, but in later Church

Slavonic translations. The reappearance of the Ukrainian sermons in 1909

allowed readers to reacquaint themselves with a part of Dymytrij

Tuptalo's legacy that had almost been lost: the voice of a vernacular

Ukrainian poet and author.

Tuptalo's Ukrainian sermons demonstrate a practical application of

classical rhetoric, according to Galjatovs'kyj's interpretation of homiletical

theory. An examination of individual rhetorical elements within these

works reveals a close adherence to the homiletical principles of Galja-

tovs'kyj's Kljuc razuminija in Tuptalo's own writing. His sermons display

features typical of epideictic or ceremonial discourse, all of which are

described in the Galjatovs'kyj's "Nauka, albo sposob zlozenja kazanja."

These include the stylistic median of delectare, the aim of eulogy, the use

of episodic argumentation, the object of Christian virtue, freedom of

structure, and great attention to ornamentation. Although it is impossible

to identify completely all elements of ceremonial discourse in these eight

sermons, certain examples help to demonstrate Tuptalo's application of

the principles of epideictic speech. Not only does Tuptalo remain faithful

to the basic homiletical principles advocated by his teacher, but he does
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so in a particularly delightful way: his imaginative use of associations

and lavish use of ornament identify him as a student who has not only

learned from, but has clearly outdone, his former teacher and mentor.

Tuptalo's sermons tend toward the stylistic median of delectare advo-

cated by Galjatovs'kyj.^^ For example, in his Holy Spirit Sermon (1693),

he presents the question: "In what manner are we to praise God the

Father?"^^ He develops this theme by resorting to the technique of

similarities. He starts by offering simple advice, that "if one desires to

learn how to do something, one must have a example to follow: an artist

has his model before himself; an architect, his plans." He then explains

that the example by which to learn appropriate glorification of God the

Father is that of the seraphim, who stand before his throne and offer

songs of praise. Following this simple instruction, Tuptalo proceeds to

elaborate upon the image of the seraphim as a metaphor for the Christian

church offering praise to God. Each seraph has six wings, two of which

cover his face, two of which cover his feet, and two of which are used to

fly before the throne of the Father. The symbolic gestures of each seraph

are then associated with Christian virtues: the covering of the face

represents humility,^^ the covering of the feet symbolizes purity,^^ and

the flight before the throne of the Father represents prayer and contem-

plation of the divine nature.^® In this manner, Tuptalo takes a familiar

image, well known to his listeners through the vehicles of sacred art and

scripture, then introduces his point by means of a simple explanation,

and then delights his audience through an imaginative use of associ-

ations.

Other examples of this kind of inventiveness can be found in these

sermons. The Dormition Sermon takes another image familiar to his

audience, a field of wheat, and associates this with the life of the

Theotokos. Tuptalo divides his field into five furrows and associates

each furrow with a period in Mary's life. The first furrow is her

childhood,^® the second is the period from her betrothal to the birth of

her son,^^ the third leads up to the Crucifixion,^^ the fourth is her

sufferings beneath her son's cross,^^ and the fifth is her glorification

among the apostles following the Resurrection and Ascension.^'^ The

association continues and is developed by means of an acrostic, a device

typical of the Baroque. The five letters of the subject's name (i.e., MARIA)
are associated with the five periods of her life. The letter M stands for

"Mudraja Diva" ("a Wise Virgin"), the letter A for "Ahnyca Xrystova"

("Lamb of Christ"), the letter R for "Raba Hospodnja" ("Handmaid of the

Lord"), the letter I for "Istocnyk Zyzny" ("Source of Life"), and the final

letter A for "Apostolom Vinec" ("Crown of the Apostles"). In this

manner, a very simple image drawn from the theme of harvest was
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amplified into a discourse concerning the history of salvation.

The stylistic median of delectare is also evident in the Nativity

Sermon. The image Tuptalo presents to his listeners is again a familiar

one, drawn from sacred art: the icon of Christ's Nativity, in which the

child and his mother occupy the central space of the cave, whereas in the

space surrounding it are Joseph, the angels, the shepherds, the wise men,

the ox, and the ass. Tuptalo then presents his listeners with a paradox:

"How can it be that all of heaven—the sun, moon, stars, and everything

within them—is found inside this cave?"^^ Departing from there, he

develops a series of elaborate associations based on three levels of

heavenly existence. On the lowest level, the cave in Bethlehem contains

all representatives of the created order (e.g., shepherds, wise men,

animals, etc.).^^ On the middle level, heaven is represented by the

Blessed Virgin, whose womb has become a throne for the second person

of the Holy Trinity.^^ On the highest level, heaven is represented by

Jesus Christ, in whose person the heavenly and earthly worlds are united

and two natures, divine and human, have become one.^^

In addition to the delightful use of associations in the elocution of the

sacred oration, another feature of epideictic speech that prevails in

Tuptalo's sermons is the eulogistic aim of the sermon.^^ The eight

sermons found in Titov's collection allow us to see examples of the three

types of sacred oration based on eulogistic aims as discussed in Gal-

jatovs'kyj's "Nauka": sermons for Sundays (i.e., Tuptalo's Sermons for the

Sixth Sunday after Pascha and for the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after

Pentecost), for feastdays of the Lord (i.e.. Descent of the Holy Spirit,

Nativity of Jesus Christ), of the Theotokos (Dormition Sermon), of the

saints (St. Michael Sermon), and for funerals (Gizel' Oration). This is in

keeping with the eulogistic purpose of sermon writing, which was to

magnify the praiseworthy actions of Jesus Christ, the Theotokos, the

saints, and other devout individuals.

As is typical of epideictic speech, Tuptalo's method of argumentation

involves the use of episodic eulogy. Galjatovs'kyj advises the preacher to

remind his listeners of the subject's virtues, of his or her good acts

(actiones humanas), and of the miracles that give witness to his or her

holiness.^” Tuptalo follows this advice, for in his sermons we find

numerous examples of such argumentation. In two of the speeches, the

Dormition Sermon and the Gizel' Oration, the use of episodic eulogy is

particularly effective.

The Dormition Sermon is essentially a eulogistic narration, dividing

the life of Mary into five periods, and describing the various good acts

associated with these periods. Her childhood is described under the

heading of "Mudraja Diva," an allusion to the ten wise virgins of
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Matthew's Gospel (Matt. 25:1-13). Just as Matthew's wise virgins

prepared for the arrival of the bridegroom, the childhood of his subject

Mary, as Tuptalo describes it, was a period of preparation for her service

to God, through her purity of body and soul.^^ The narrative of the

sermon continues, now under the title "Ahnyca Xrystova," alluding to

John the Baptist's proclamation of Jesus as the lamb of God (John 1:29).

If Jesus is the lamb of God, then Mary is the she-lamb who gives birth to

him. In this manner Tuptalo amplifies the second period of Mary's life,

during which she consents to give birth to God's son, thus permitting the

world to participate in his kingdom.^^ The narrative proceeds into the

third period, "Raba Hospodnja," echoing Mary's own words, "Behold the

handmaid of the Lord (Se raba Hospodnja)" (Luke 1:38). Tuptalo then gives

various episodes from his subject's life, describing the many good deeds

by which she served God as an earthly mother and as a spiritual

daughter. The fourth section of the narrative, called "Istocnyk Zyzny,"

celebrates Mary's ultimate role in salvation history as the vehicle by

which eternal life is made available to humanity. Tuptalo vividly places

his audience at the scene of the Crucifixion: Jesus hangs upon the cross,

his blood flowing as a fountain of immortality. His mother stands be-

neath the cross and weeps, for she is the flesh by which God's son

fashioned for himself a body, a body that is now broken upon the cross,

for the remission of sins. Thus are two sources of life present upon

Golgotha: the dying saviour and his mother. Jesus' blood and Mary's

tears flow together to wash away sin, the son offering his flesh as a

sacrifice, and his mother offering her love and humility, without which

the sacrifice of her son would not have been possible.^'^ The fifth and

final episode from the life of Mary is her presence among the apostles at

the Ascension, at which moment Tuptalo names her "Apostolom Vinec."

At this last moment, the subject takes her place of glory in the Christian

church, exalted not only among, but above the apostles. Tuptalo mag-

nifies the Blessed Virgin as mankind's intercessor before God, and as a

source of hope and comfort for all believers.^^

A eulogistic approach to argumentation is also employed in Tuptalo's

Gizel' Oration. The subject of course, is different: instead of the

Theotokos, the details of whose life are drawn from myth and apocrypha,

we have Innokentij Gizel', one of Tuptalo's own friends and colleagues.

Accordingly, the Gizel' eulogy is built on references to actual deeds

witnessed by the orator and his audience. Tuptalo constantly makes

reference to the deceased's acts of service to the Kievan Caves Monastery

and to the Orthodox church. Gizel' is lauded as a pastor, preacher, and

spiritual guide, whose words of wisdom and good acts served as an

inspiration to his brethren.^^ Gizel' is also praised for his many chari-
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table acts toward the poor, the sick, and other suffering individuals.

Tuptalo structures the eulogy in an elaborate manner: Gizel's good acts

serve as a pillar in God's temple (i.e., the Christian church), and his

charitable acts are likened to the blossoms of lilies (in Church Slavonic,

kryn) from which this spiritual pillar, like porphyry, is fashioned. As

further testimony to Gizel's praiseworthiness, Tuptalo draws attention to

the great honour that was given to his subject following his death,

likening the hymns of the multitude of brethren who stand about his

grave to the many flowers of a wreath with which the late archimandrite

receives a glorious crowning in heaven.^®

Along with the use of episodic argumentation, another epideictic

feature of Tuptalo's sermons that closely follows Galjatovs'kyj's

homiletical theory is the use of Christian virtues as the object of the

speech.^^ An example of this is found in the St. Michael Sermon, in

which the author presents a battle between the forces of good and evil.

Goodness is represented by three characters—^Jesus Christ in the story of

the Gadarene demoniac, the seven-horned lamb of the apocalypse, and

St. Michael. Evil is personified by the demons who possess the Gadarene,

by the apocalyptic seven-headed dragon, and by the devils against whom
Michael and his angels do battle.

Tuptalo begins by using the Gadarene narrative to show the presence

of seven deadly sins in the world. He does this by atomizing the

narrative into seven components and then associating each component

with a particular sin. First, the demoniac wanders about the hills (Mark

5:5), avoiding the lowland settlements: Tuptalo associates his love of high

places with the sin of pride.^° The second feature of the narrative that

demands our attention is the demoniac's preference to live in tombs

(Luke 8:27); this represents undeanliness."^^ The third element is the

demoniac's refusal to wear clothing (Luke 8:27); Tuptalo associates this

with gluttony, or drunkenness, recalling the story of Noah, who became
drunk on wine and uncovered himself (Gen. 9:21).^^ The fourth compo-

nent is the inability of anyone to control the demoniac (Mark 5:4); this

represents greed.^^ The fifth narrative element is the man's ability to

destroy the iron chains and fetters that are placed on him (Luke 8:29);

this symbolizes anger. The sixth incident involves the demoniac tearing

at his own body with stones (Mark 5:5). Tuptalo associates these stones

with jealousy, which drives people to inflict painful wounds of gossip

and slander on one another. The final component is the man's refusal

to live in a human dwelling (Luke 8:27); this represents sloth.^^

In this sermon Tuptalo's discourse on Christian ethics does not end

with the elements taken from the Gadarene story. The moral elaboration

of the speech continues, based on the second theme, taken from the
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apocalypse narrative of the Archangel Michael and his host fighting

against the demons. Tuptalo associates the seven deadly sins personified

by the Gadarene demoniac's behaviour with the seven heads of the

dragon found in the book of Revelation (Rev. 12:2). In opposition to the

dragon is the lamb with seven horns, representing Christ. The orator

takes his associations even further, explaining that just as the seven heads

of the dragon symbolize the seven deadly sins—pride, uncleanliness,

gluttony, greed, anger, jealousy, and sloth—so, likewise, do the seven

horns of the lamb correspond to seven virtues. Tuptalo then describes

these seven virtues by means of yet another association, namely, with the

seven archangels who fight in St. Michael's apocalyptic war against

evil.^^ The first archangel is Michael, who carries a two-edged sword,

one edge representing knowledge of God, and the other representing the

knowledge of one's self having been created by God. Thus, knowledge

of God and of God's creation is the means by which the first head of the

dragon, personifying the sin of pride, is severed.^® The second archangel,

Gabriel, carries a lantern in his hand, representing purity of soul, the

light of which causes the unclean darkness to disappear, thus severing

the second head of the dragon.'^^ The third angelic hero is Raphael, the

healer from the Book of Tobit (Tob. 3:17). The medicine that he brings is

self-denial, achieved through fasting, and by which the third head of the

dragon, that of gluttony, is destroyed. The next angel to appear is

Uriel, whose opponent is the fourth head of the dragon—greed. The

weapon with which he destroys this sin is love and knowledge of Jesus

Christ, by which the Christian may mortify the desire for material

comforts. The fifth archangel is Salathiel, who offers prayer as a

weapon with which to destroy the fifth head of the dragon—anger.^^

The sixth angelic victor is Jehudiel, who provides us with patience as the

virtue by which the sin of jealousy is defeated. The seventh and final

archangel to appear is Barakiel, who offers God's blessings and spiritual

gifts as the means by which the seventh head of the dragon—sloth—is

destroyed. As the scent of flowers draws bees to gather pollen,

gratitude for divine gifts inspires the Christian to perform acts of spiritual

fortitude. Thus Tuptalo's St. Michael Sermon lists the seven virtues by

which the seven deadly sins are vanquished: knowledge of God, purity

of soul, self-denial, love and knowledge of Jesus Christ, prayer, patience,

and remembrance of divine things.

Not only is the aim of Tuptalo's writing in keeping with Galjatov-

s'kyj's interpretation of epideictic speech: the structure of these sermons

displays a flexibility of strategies that is also typical of ceremonial

discourse.^^ Tuptalo's choice of themes demonstrates a great deal of

variety and originality in the introductions of these speeches: he draws
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from a wide selection of texts, sometimes taking his theme from the

Gospel reading for a given Sunday or Feastday (e.g., Sermon on the Sixth

Sunday after Pascha, Sermon on the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pente-

cost, the St. Michael Sermon), sometimes from a different text of Scripture

(Dormition Sermon, GizeP Oration), and other times from biblical texts

(the two Holy Spirit sermons. Sermon on the Nativity of Christ).

Tuptalo's application of dispositio faithfully adheres to the three partes

oratoriae of exordium, narratio, and conclusio. He carefully follows Galja-

tovs'kyj's demand that all three parts be interrelated and that continuity

of theme be maintained throughout the speech.^^ The Sermon on the

Sixth Sunday after Pascha begins with a theme taken from the Sunday

Gospel reading: "and this is life eternal, that they might know thee, the

only true God." (John 17:3)^^ The narratio develops the theme based on

the concept that the only way to know God is through love.^® The

conclusio reiterates this idea, and again quotes the original passage from

John's Gospel.^^

The Sermon on the Descent of the Holy Spirit (1693) does not take its

theme from the Gospel reading of the Feast (Matt. 18:10-20), but instead

from the prayer of the Doxology, "Glory to the Father and to the Son and

to the Holy Spirit."^° The narratio is divided into three sections, each of

which describes how to glorify one person of the Holy Trinity. The Father

is glorified through prayer,^^ the Son is glorified through suffering,^^

and the Holy Spirit is glorified through purity.^^ The conclusio repeats

the Doxology, ending with a prayer of glorification to the Holy Trinity.^^

The theme of the Holy Spirit Monday Sermon (1698) is likewise taken

from a non-biblical text, rather than from the prescribed Gospel reading

(John 7:37-52). The theme quotes a verse from the eulogitaria of the

Resurrection sung at the Sunday office of orthros (matins): "Let us

worship the Father and his Son and his All-Holy Spirit—the Holy

Trinity."^^ The narratio is divided into three sections, elaborating upon
three different ways in which we are to worship the three persons of the

Trinity. We worship the Father with our soul,^^ the Son with our

body,^^ and the Holy Spirit with our spirit.^® The third section on the

worship of the Holy Trinity comprises the conclusio.

The sermon for the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pentecost takes its

theme from the Sunday Gospel Reading, which describes Jesus' healing

of a crippled woman on the Sabbath (Luke 13:11-17). The narratio

elaborates upon the idea that if one wishes to receive God's mercies, it is

necessary first to approach him in love and repentance.^^ The conclusio

consists of a prayer beseeching God to show his abundant mercies.^®

The theme of the Dormition Sermon is not taken from the Gospel

reading of the feast (Luke: 10:38-42,11:27-28), but instead from another
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Gospel text: "and he will gather the wheat into his garner..." (Matt. 3:12,

Luke 3:17).^^ The narratio describes the life of the Theotokos, likening it

to field of wheat that brings forth an abundant harvest.^^ The conclusio

repeats the wheat metaphor and offers a hymn of praise to the Theo-

tokos.^^

Tuptalo's choice of theme for the Nativity Sermon is also original.

Instead of the Gospel reading (Matt. 2:1-12), Tuptalo introduces a theme

that quotes the ninth heirmos of the canon for the feast, which is also sung

during the liturgy in place of the axion esti (i.e., "It is fitting and right to

call you blessed, O Theotokos"): "I behold a mystery, a strange and

wonderful mystery: heaven is a cave."^'* The narratio elaborates upon the

mystery of the Incarnation, expressing wonder at God's son being born

of an earthly mother, and having chosen the cave in Bethlehem as his

dwelling place.^^ The conclusio repeats the theme of "a mystery, a

strange and wonderful mystery" that offers salvation to the universe.

The St. Michael Sermon is the most complicated of all the sermons in

regard to theme. In the year 1697, this church holiday fell on the Twenty-

Third Sunday after Pentecost, thus giving Tuptalo the opportunity to

construct his sermon around two themes, one for the Sunday and one for

the feastday. The Gospel reading for the Sunday is taken from Luke

8:26-39, which describes the healing of the Gadarene demoniac. The

theme for the feastday comes from the book of Revelation, describing the

war in heaven between St. Michael and his angels against the dragon

(Rev. 12:7).^^ Tuptalo's narratio skillfully intertwines the two themes:

Jesus' struggle against the multitude of demons who possess the Gada-

rene is not only identified with the Archangel Michael's war against the

dragon, but the two events are described as one, transposing differences

of time and setting. The two narratives are combined to present a

discourse on how the seven virtues can defeat the seven evils that exist

in the world. The conclusio glorifies the triumph of Jesus over the

demons, of St. Michael over the dragon, of goodness over evil.

The theme of the Gizel' Oration is taken from the book of Sirach: "he

will be widely praised for his wisdom, and it will never be lost, because

people for generations to come will remember him. The Gentiles will talk

about his wisdom, and he will be praised aloud in the assembly..." (Sir.

39:9-10).^® The narratio continues with a eulogy to Gizel', praising his

wisdom and service to God. The speech concludes with an imaginary

dialogue between Saints Anthony, Theodosius, and the other fathers of

the Kievan Caves Monastery, in which they call out to Gizel', commend-
ing him for his lifelong service to the monastery, and inviting him to

partake of his heavenly reward.^^ In this manner, as in all his other

sermons, Tuptalo carefully ensures that unity of theme is maintained
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throughout the oration, from exordium to narratio and finally to conclusio.

Such variety in the subject of a speech's introduction is permissible—in

fact, desirable, according to Galjatovs'kyj's theory.®” Similarly, Tuptalo

pays heed to Galjatovs'kyj's advice never to construct a sermon without

a theme, and to avoid substituting a simple retelling of the Gospel narra-

tive for the theme.®^

Tuptalo's sermons are extremely rich in the last element of Galjatov-

s'kyj's homiletical theory—ornamentation. Galjatovs'kyj suggests a

number of techniques for attracting an audience's attention, such as the

promise of new and unusual ideas, and the use of wordplay, apostrophe,

loci topici, epithets, and metonymy.®^ Tuptalo's orations display a wealth

of ornament, clearly identifying him as an orator who has mastered the

art of ceremonial discourse.

Tuptalo's love for wooing his audience with new and unusual ideas

is particularly evident in four of the sermons: the Sixth Sunday after

Pascha, the Holy Spirit, the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pentecost, and

the Nativity. In each of these, the preacher presents his listeners with a

paradox, and then proceeds to give a solution to a seemingly impossible

mystery.

An example of this is found in the Sermon on the Sixth Sunday after

Pascha. He places before us what appear to be two irreconcilable beliefs:

on one hand, in order to have eternal life, it is necessary to know God in

faith and in love, but, on the other hand, faith and love are not enough

to know God.®® What, then, is missing? Tuptalo solves the mystery by

explaining that good works are the sign of true love, and without them,

eternal life is unattainable. He quotes the first Epistle of John, "if a man
say, 1 love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar..." (1 John 4:20), thus

demonstrating that good works are essential in order to love God. He
then presents his listeners with yet another problem: even though good
works are essential to salvation, not all people who perform good deeds

will be saved. Why not? He compares two women from scripture, Rahab
the harlot (Josh. 2:1-12) and the sinful woman who anoints Jesus at the

house of Simon the pharisee (Luke 7:36-38). Rahab saves the lives of

Joshua's spies in order to protect her own home, while the woman from

Luke's Gospel bathes Jesus' feet with her tears, wiping them with her

hair, for no motive other than love. Thus the solution is given: in order

to find salvation, faith must be accompanied by selfless acts of love

performed only for the sake of God.®'^

Similar uses of paradox are employed in other sermons in order to

attract the audience's attention. The Holy Spirit Sermon presents us with

the dilemma: "How is it possible to know God without putting him to

the test?"®® Tuptalo solves this problem by explaining that it is futile to
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test God, for the only way to know him is through faith.^^ The Sermon
on the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pentecost describes the Prophet

Elijah's condemnation of King Ahab of Gilead, in which he utters the

words, "the Lord God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand" (1 Kings

17:1). Tuptalo points out the paradox in this statement: Elijah was
standing before Ahab, not before God; therefore his words do not make
sense. The preacher unravels this dilemma by explaining that Elijah stood

before the Lord God in spirit, not in body.^^ The theme of the Sermon

on the Nativity of Christ (see above) is also based on an unusual

dilemma, that of how all the universe may be contained within the cave

of Bethlehem. Tuptalo explains how this ceases to be a paradox when it

is placed within the realm of the spiritual, rather than the physical order

of being.

Another ornamental technique used by Tuptalo is the use of word-

play, especially the use of alliteration and other plays on word sounds

such as rhymes. A particularly impressive use of this ornamental

technique is found in the Dormition Sermon, in which the Theotokos is

likened to a light (in Ukrainian Church Slavonic: "svit") and an elaborate

play is made upon this one sound:

Mctomhhk'b cBtra Mapia craAa 0041? KpecTOMa., a6bi 3axo4BiJLjy coAHyy,

CBlDTMAy CBtra, Ha ero m1dCi;h, hko CBtronpiniviHaa CBiuja, xoijb TMy npoc-

BtujaAa; a6bi Bory yMepmy, He ynaAi) CB'fex'b, ona CBtreHieMT) cBOHM'b

BCHHpaAa. O CBlsTe nama. Boropo4Hi;e! npocBibLjaH TMy nauiy!®®

Numerous examples of wordplay may be found elsewhere in

Tuptalo' s sermons. The section of the Dormition Sermon entitled

"Mudraja Diva" contains an alliteration of the sound "m": "Mudraja diva,

precystaja i preblahoslovennaja Marija, crez more mira zytija svoeho

tecenie mila."^^ This same sermon plays upon a rhyme between the

word for "mud" (i.e., "blato") and the word for "gold" (i.e., "zlato"): it

describes the Theotokos in the following manner: "ves' mir jak blato, ona

edyna v nem zlato. The St. Michael Sermon contains an alliteration

based on the consonant "c": "cystyj Precystoj Divy precystoho zaca-

tija."^^ In his introduction to the Sermon for the Twenty-Seventh Sunday

after Pentecost, we find a play on the syllables "dar" and "dor": "Slovo

Bozie...est' podarkom i dorohoju. Est' podarkom, a see nad zloto i

dorohoe kamen'e."^^

Apostrophe is another ornamental technique that Tuptalo frequently

employs. Throughout his sermons we hear him calling out to Jesus Christ

and to the saints as if they were present in the building. In the Holy

Spirit Sermon we find an elaborate apostrophe in which Tuptalo cries out

to Jesus, and laments over the saviour's agony in the garden of Geth-
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semane:

O, XpHCTe, CnacHTeAKD Haunj! Oto Iio4a y^e 6ah3ko 3'b BoftcKHM'b [s/c], co

opy^ieMTb H 4peKOAMH, noHMaTH re6e, 3t> noBaaaMH CBH3aTM re6e! Oto

6e3MecTie TeGt ry>KT! Oto y>KC roTyioTTb Ha TeGt KaTopcKin HHCTpyMCHTa

—

6HMt, po3TH! Oto TernyTT 4epcBO Ha KpecTT. na cpoMMTHyKD co 3A04tH

CMcpTb. Oto bhctt. 3A04tH KOBaTH Ha Te6e 6y4yTT>: auje ne 6bi 6biAT> cen

3A04tH, He 6bIXOMT CFO Te6t npe4aAH: BOCMH, B03MH, paCHHM!^^

Another example of apostrophe is found in the Sermon for the

Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pentecost, where he implores the prophet

Elijah to explain the meaning of his words to King Ahab.^"^ Not only

does Tuptalo call out to saints for advice, he also thanks them when
assistance has been given, as in the case of the Sermon on the Sixth

Sunday after Pascha, when he thanks St. John Chrysostom for helping us

to unravel the mystery of the knowledge of God.^^ In addition to saints,

we also find Tuptalo making apostrophe to individuals who have not

been canonized, as in the GizeP Oration, when he calls out to the late

archimandrite, commending him for his service to the Kievan Caves

Monastery and celebrating his eternal memory in the Rus' church.^^

Use of loci topici as a means of ornamentation has already been

observed in the episodic structure of the Dormition Sermon and of the

moral discourse found in the St. Michael Sermon. The technique of

atomization of a narrative into its component parts, and the extremely

elaborate associations that are then drawn from these components,

demonstrate Tuptalo' s skill in the art of Baroque ornament. From the

above analysis of episodic eulogy in the Dormition Sermon, it is seen

how Tuptalo develops this sermon by means of various loci topici: he

begins by atomizing the image of a field into five furrows; he then

proceeds to associate these five furrows with five periods in the life of the

Theotokos; he then associates these five periods with the five letters of

her name; the five letters of her name then provide five titles (i.e.,

"Mudraja Diva," "Ahnyca Xrystova," "Raba Hospodnja," "Istocnyk

Zyzny," and "Apostolom Vinec") by which she is exalted for her role in

salvation history. In developing the moral discourse found in the St.

Michael Sermon, the author again utilizes a complex system of loci topici:

the Gadarene narrative is atomized into seven components, which are

then associated with seven deadly sins; St. Michael and six other

archangels are then associated with seven virtues; the author then turns

his attention to the seven-headed dragon of the apocalypse, whose seven

heads become associated with the seven deadly sins; likewise, the seven-

horned lamb from this same incident becomes associated with the same
seven virtues represented by the seven archangels.

Epithet and metonymy are also a part of Tuptalo' s ornamental
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technique. Use of epithet may be seen in his Gizel' Oration, the theme of

which is taken from the book of Sirach, and concerns remembrance (Sir.

39:9). Tuptalo uses two different epithets to describe the concept of

eternal remembrance—a pyramid and a pillar (in Church Slavonic:

"stolp").^^ In the narratio, he describes various monuments erected in

memory of famous individuals,^® all of which may be associated with

the present honor given to the late archimandrite. Metonymy is also

employed. An example of this is seen in the Dormition Sermon, where

two metonymies are used in one sentence. The Blessed Virgin is

identified as a fresh-water stream, and the world surrounding her is

described as a salty ocean. In this manner, the purity of Mary's life amid

the evils of a sinful world is likened to a stream of fresh water that

preserves its sweetness even when flowing into the midst of a briny

ocean.^^ This, along with the already mentioned examples of ornamenta-

tion found in these sermons, clearly identifies the author as someone who
has mastered the art of delighting an audience.

Dymytrij Tuptalo's Ukrainian sermons are superb examples of

ceremonial oratory. The artful synthesis of humanist strategies of

expression with theological content in his works places him among the

most gifted writers of the Ukrainian Baroque. His practical application of

the classical principles of demonstrative speech testifies to his sound

humanist training in the rhetorical theories of Aristotle, Cicero, and

Quintilian. His work demonstrates the important role that Latin school

learning played in seventeenth-century Ukrainian thought, as well as the

continuity of this tradition in the course of study at the Kievan Mohyla

Collegium. Although doubtless well read in the works of classical and

contemporary orators, Tuptalo, like many of his contemporaries, owed
much to loannikij Caljatovs'kyj and the Kljuc Razummija. Tuptalo's

affinity with Caljatovs'kyj's theory is especially evident in the epideictic

profile that reflects the wealth of compositional strategies recommended

in Caljatovs'kyj's "Nauka, albo sposob zlozenja kazanja." The stylistic

median of delectare, the eulogistic aim, the use of episodic argumentation,

the object of Christian virtue, the structural freedom, as well as the great

love for ornamentation expressed in these orations, demonstrate a prac-

tical application of the principles of ceremonial speech as presented in

Caljatovs'kyj's theory. As teacher and mentor, Caljatovs'kyj was instru-

mental in Tuptalo's development as an orator. Tuptalo not only remains

faithful to the basic homiletical principles advocated by Caljatovs'kyj: he

even surpasses his former teacher and mentor, employing the most

delightful strategies of association and a luxurious abundance of

ornamentation. Dymytrij Tuptalo's Ukrainian sermons fit squarely within

the Kievan model of demonstrative oratory, offering a unique insight into
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the late seventeenth-century Ukrainian way of preaching.

Notes

1. See Sermons and Rhetoric of Kievan Rus', Simon Franklin, trans. and ed..

Harvard Library of Early Ukrainian Literature, English Translations, vol. 5

(Cambridge, Mass., 1991).

2. For a summary of humanistic and theological elements in Baroque culture,

see Jean Krynen, "Apergus sur le Baroque et la Theologie Spirituelle,"

Baroque revue internationale, no. 1 (1963), pp. 27-35.

3. Not all Latin schools of the period were attached to religious institutions

—

for example the Cernihiv Collegium.

4. This article uses the International System of transliteration for Church

Slavonic, Middle Ukrainian, and the modern languages using the Cyrillic

alphabet. Transliteration is based on the actual source cited. All transliterated

quotations from Titov's redaction of Tuptalo's sermons reflect the seven-

teenth-century Ukrainian literary standard; thus the Cyrillic [r] is transliterat-

ed as th], [L] as [i], [n] as [y]. Transliterations from nineteenth and early

twentieth-century Russian sources will reflect standard contemporary

Russian orthography (i.e., [F] as [el, genitive [-aro] as [-ogo]).

5. Following Tuptalo's death in 1709, his collected homiletical works were

published in numerous Church Slavonic editions. Differences between the

surviving Ukrainian witnesses and later Church Slavonic editions of these

same sermons consist primarily in the substitution of Church Slavonic

lexicon for Ukrainian words. For a complete list of all publications of

Tuptalo's works prior to 1960, see Leonid Maxnovec', Ukrajins'ki pys'mennyky:

Bio-bibliohraficnyj slovnyk, vol. 1: Davnja ukrajins'ka literatura X-XVII ss. (Kiev,

1960), pp. 569-576.

6. The text of these sermons is found in Andrej Titov's Propovedi Svjatitelja

Dimitrija, Mitropolita Rostovskogo, na ukrainskom narecii (Moscow, 1909). All

citations from Tuptalo's Ukrainian Propovidi are according to Titov's

redaction.

7. In this essay all citations from Kljuc razummija and from "Nauka, albo sposob

zlozenja kazanja" are from loannikij Galjatovs'kyj, Kljuc razummija, I. Cepiha,

ed. (Kiev, 1985).

8. Concerning the Latin humanist school tradition and its influence on I.

Galjatovs'kyj and other seventeenth-century Ukrainian writers, see: Tadeusz

Grabowski, Historja literatury polskiej od poczqtkow do dni dzisejszych 1000-1930,

vol. 1 (Poznan, 1936), pp. 240-250; Nikolaj Petrov, "Iz istorii gomiletiki v

staroj Kievskoj duxovnoj akademii," Trudy Kievskoj duxovnoj akademii, no. 1

(1866), p. 90; Nikolaj Petrov, Ocerki iz istorii ukrainskoj literatury XVII i XVIII

V. (Kiev, 1911), pp. 20-29; Evgenij Petuxov, Russkaja literatura (Jur'ev, 1912),

pp. 232-240; Ilija Sljapkin, Svjatitel Dimitrij Rostovskij i ego vremja (St.

Petersburg, 1891), pp. 52-68; Nikolaj Sumcov, O literaturnyx nravax juzno-

russkix pisatelej XVIII v. (St. Petersburg, 1906), pp. 18; Konstantin Xarlam-

povic, Zapadnorusskija pravoslavnyja skoly XVI i nacala XVII vika (Kazan', 1898),
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p. 436.

9.

The importance of Galjatovs'kyj's "Nauka" as a homiletical handbook is

noted by many scholars, including: Michael Berndt, Die Predigt Dimitrij

Tuptalos (Frankfurt, 1975), p. 16; Konstantyn Bida, loannikij Galjatovs'kyj ijoho

"Kljuc razuminija" (Rome, 1975), p. xi; Aleksej Galaxov, Istorija russkoj

slovesnosti drevnej i novoj, vol. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1880), p. 359; Johannes

Langsch, "Zur Charakteristik Simeon Polockijs als Prediger," Kyrios, no. 5

(1940/41), p. 92; Metropolitan llarion (Ohienko), Ukrajins'ka cerkva za cas

rujiny (Winnipeg, 1956), p. 312; 'Tz istorii gomiletiki v staroj Kievskoj

duxovnoj akademii," Trudy Kievskoj duxovnoj akademii, no. 1 (1866), p. 92;

Evgenij Petuxov, Russkaja literatura (Jur'ev, 1912), p. 248; Vasilij Sipovskij,

Istorija russkoj slovesnosti, vol. 1 (St. Petersburg, 1911), p. 189; Nikola] Sumcov,

"loannikij Galjatovskij," Kievskaja starina, no. 6 (1884), p. 199; Zoja Xyznjak,

Kyjevo-Mohyljans'ka akademija (Kiev, 1981), p. 64.

10. This fact is attested in one of Tuptalo's own letters, recorded by Ilija Sljapkiri

(in his Sv. Dimitrij Rostovskij i ego vremja (St. Petersburg, 1891), p. 430):

«KAioH'b paayMkHiii btj FlpocAaBAM >xe CHHCKaAi), ho HenoAbHbiH h6o 4Ba cyTb

Bbixo4a KATOHoev Tkx'b: nepBbiM OeMepcKOH nenaTH, toh HenoAbHbiH, a 4pyriH

AbBOBCKOH nenaTH noAHbiH 6oAke OeHepcKaro. Auje 6bi AynMAOCb mcchocth

TBoefi y Koro oOpkcTM Kawhv AbBOBCKaro Bbixo4a, moaio na MaAoe BpeMa mhF

npHCAaTb: Hy>K4Mya mhF bt> HeM'b nkHTO npiMCKaTb.»

11. The first sermon in Titov's anthology is Tuptalo's Sermon on the Sixth

Sunday after Pascha. Titov erroneously identifies this sermon as a Sermon
for the Seventh Sunday after Pascha. In the church calendar there is no

seventh Sunday after Pascha—the seventh Sunday following Pascha is

Trinity Sunday (Pentecost). Also, the theme of the sermon (John 17:2) is

taken directly from the Gospel reading for the Sixth Sunday after Pascha. No
date and no location for the sermon are given. Titov's redaction of this

sermon is based on three Ukrainian manuscripts found in his collection: nos.

1277 (fol. 109-115), 1280 (fol. 36-40), and 1286 (fol. 191-202). A fourth

Ukrainian witness (no. 1293) is found in a mid-nineteenth-century Church

Slavonic publication of Tuptalo's works: Socinenija Svjatitelja Dimitrija,

Mitropolita Rostovskogo, vol. 2 (Moscow, 1857), pp. 238-2510.

The second is the Sermon on the Descent of the Holy Spirit, which was

preached in Kiev, at St. Cyril's Monastery, on Holy Spirit Monday, 1693.

Two Ukrainian witnesses are found in Titov's collection: nos. 1277 (fol.

117-126) and 1286 (fol. 203-220). A third Ukrainian witness is taken from an

1884 publication of Tuptalo's Church Slavonic Sermon for Trinity Sunday (E.

Barsov, "Slovo Svjatitelja Dimitrija, Mitropolita Rostovskogo, v den' Svjatyja

Trojcy," Ctenija v Obscestve istorii i drevnostej rossijskix, no. 2 [1884], pp.

82-106).

The third Ukrainian sermon is the Sermon on Holy Spirit Monday. Titov

incorrectly identifies this work as a sermon for the previous day. Trinity

Sunday. Again, the text of the sermon itself gives us the correct identification

of the oration. It identifies the Gospel reading for Trinity Sunday as the

previous day's Gospel text (i.e., the preacher would have to have been

speaking on the following day. Holy Spirit Monday). This sermon was

preached in Baturyn in the year 1698. Titov's collection has three Ukrainian
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witnesses of this sermon: numbers 1277 (fol. 126-135), 1280 (fol. 40-48), and

1294 (fol. 135-154). A fourth witness is also found in Socinenija, vol. 2 [1857],

pp. 270-293).

The fourth sermon is on the Twenty-Seventh Sunday after Pentecost. Its

date and the location where it was preached are unknown. Titov found only

one witness of the sermon in Ukrainian, no. 1289 (fol. 24-37). According to

Titov, the authorship of this work is confirmed by a comparison with

Tuptalo's Church Slavonic Sermon for the Thirteenth Sunday after Pentecost

(Socinenija, vol. 2 [1857], pp. 432 ff.), with which it shares a similar introduc-

tory section. Certain stylistic features, such as the frequent use of apostrophe,

which are typical of Tuptalo, also bear witness to his authorship.

The fifth sermon is Tuptalo's Sermon on the Dormition of the Theotokos.

It was preached in Kiev, at the Caves Monastery, on 15 August 1693. Only

one witness exists in Titov's collection of Ukrainian sermons, no. 1285 (fol.

395-419).

The sixth sermon in the anthology is the Sermon on the Nativity of Jesus

Christ. Four Ukrainian witnesses of it are found in Titov's collection: nos.

1277 (fol. 498-505), 1280 (fol. 242-251), 1284 (fol. 1-14), and 1285 (fol. 255-272).

A fifth witness, no. 1294 (fol. 154-172), is found in Socinenija, vol. 3 (1857),

pp. 445-469.

The seventh sermon is the Sermon on the Feastday of St. Michael the

Archangel. It was preached in Kiev, at St. Michael's Golden-Domed
Monastery, on 8 November 1697 (the date coincided with the Twenty-Third

Sunday after Pentecost). Three Ukrainian witnesses are found in Titov's

collection: nos. 1277 (fol. 267-275), 1280 (fol. 147-154), and 1283 (fol. 83-92).

A fourth witness, no. 1293 (fol. 177-194), is also found in Socinenija, vol. 3

(1857), pp. 553-573.

The last sermon to be included in Titov's anthology is Tuptalo's Oration

in Memory of Innokentij Gizel' (d. 18 November 1683). This is the oldest of

Tuptalo's surviving sermons. It was preached in Kiev, at the Caves

Monastery, on 24 February 1685. Three Ukrainian witnesses are found in

Titov's collection: numbers 1277 (fol. 365-380), and 1280 (fol. 252-269). A
fourth witness, no. 1294 (fol. 173-202), is taken from Socinenija, vol. 3 (1857),

pp. 574-612.

12. Galjatovs'kyj's theory of homiletics follows the Ciceronian concept of style

based on docere, delectare, movere (cf. Cicero, Orator 6: "erit igitur eloquens

—hunc enim auctore Antonio quaerimus—is qui in foro causisque civilibus

ita dicet, ut probet, ut delectet, ut flectat"). During the Baroque, rhetorical

practice tended toward the stylistic median of delectare. In the "Nauka,"

Galjatovs'kyj adheres to this middle ground. On one hand, he stresses the

didactic purpose of the sermon, which is to instruct believers (Kljuc, p. 218:

«CTapancij, )xe6bi Bct aioac sposyMkAM roe, ujo Tbi MOBHmt na Ka3aHio»), while

emphasizing the need for the sermon to be intelligible, because without this

quality, the sermon gives rise to confusion, which is tantamount to false

preaching (Kljuc, p. 218: «€cam 6y4em'b caobo 6o>Koe nponoBt4aTn, a h^xto

er(0 He poayM’fecT'b, ce6e caMoro 6y4eun> nponoBk4a™ h BbicAaBABTM, He caobo

6o>Kie.») On the other hand, he also suggests that a good preacher should

delight his audience (Kljuc, p. 216: «Mo>Kem'b noBabuTH Aio4eH 40 cAyxaHba...»).
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It is through imaginative wordplay, association, and other ornamental

devices that the orator entices his audience to listen further. Several sections

of the "Nauka" are devoted to techniques for "attracting the audience's

attention" through the use of delightful language.

13 . Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 11 : «A cKyreMne CAaenTn Bora 4oa>khk[....»

14. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 13: «Xto xomct's aKOBaro HayHHTuca penecAa, cMorpHT'b

Ha o6pa3eq'b, na apaaij h na RmraATij Toro 4'feAaeT'b: MaAapT MaeTT> KyniuTT.

npe4T co6okd, a 6y40BMMH0M— a6pHCT>.»

15. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 13: «Xto xoMeuiT Bora cAaBHTM GAaroroBtftHO, ujo 6bi

MorAH 6biTM Ha TBoeft 4ymH 36y40BaHie, a to mtctt KynLUTT., to a6pHCi>:

mecTOKpbiAHiH cepacjDHMM KOAO Boa<iaro npecTOAa.»

16. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 14: «/^boxt> kphat Tpe6a, 4a AHijbi aaKpbicMT, h TbiMH

6biTb paayMhTH mo/Kcmt aaBCTbuaneca [sic] npe4T Botomt cbohxt rphxoBHbixT

cnpocHocTeft h CMMpenie, Toe aAbeoBkiviT o6oe yMtcTT ahi;o saKpbiBaTH

MeAOBhKy.»

17. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 15: «r4bi 40 6AaroroBhHHCTBa bt cAaBocAOBin Bo>komt> na

3aKpbiTie HOTT. HamHXTb BOSM'feivi'b ceGk 3a KpbiAa 4Boe cie: nosnanbe ho4aocth

CBoeH H onaccTBO h ocTpoa<HocTb Ha4y(|)aHa bt ce6h caMOM'b....»

18. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 17: «Eu[e >kt. 4Bohx kphat Tpe6a 40 ACTanba, a tbimh cyTb

y CBBTaro Haaianaena 4haaHie h BH4'feHie, to ecTb, aKyia h KOHTeMHAayia, npocTth

MOBBMM n04BMr'b BT MOAHTbE H 6orOMbICAbHOCTb, aAb6o BHHManie BT

MOAHTBt....»

19. Like that of his contemporary Ukrainian and Belarusian Orthodox clergy-

men, Tuptalo's Mariology is a synthesis of Orthodox and Roman Catholic

thought. Throughout the Dormition Sermon, he variously identifies Mary as

the Theotokos (Bohorodycja) and as the Most Pure and Blessed Virgin

{precystaja i preblahoslovennaja Diva). Theotokos is the title given to Mary in

Eastern theology, while the Blessed Virgin is the title by which she

commonly is known in the Christian West. Tuptalo's frequent use of the

second indicates the Roman Catholic colouring of his Orthodox theology.

Indeed, four years before the preaching of the Dormition Sermon, in 1689

Tuptalo was chastised by Patriarch loakim of Moscow for including the

Doctrine of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary in his

Ceti-Minei. See I. Sljapkin, Sv. Dimitrij Rostovskij i ego vremja, pp. 191-193. For --

more on the cult of the Immaculate Conception in Orthodox Ukraine, see

Sophia Senyk, "The Marian Cult in the Kievan Metropolitanate, XVII-XVIII

centuries," De cultu Mariano saeculis XVII-XVIII. Acta congressus Mariologici-

Mariani internationalis in Republica Melitensi anno 1983 celebrati, vol. 7: De cultu

Mariano saeculis XVII et XVIII apud varias nationes. Pars altera (Rome, 1988),

pp. 520-26.

20. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 56: «Ha nonaTKy BCTyntMT 40 nepBOH npecBBTaro ea

)KMTba 6pa34bi, aAbOo nacTH, KOTopaa noHMHacTca ott> 40My cBaTbix npaBe4Hbix

p04MTeAeH loaKHMa H AhHBI, H H4eTT> Hpe3T> yepKOBb CoAOMOHOBy, a TepMHHT>

CM o6pyMeHie.»

21. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 62: «3t nepBoft npecBaTaro >KHTia Boropo4HMHa 6pa34Bi

HocTynMMT 40 4pyroH; a Taa ecTb bt KpoBb IochcJdobL, bt> 40My locHcboMT;
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noMMHaeTc^i ot^ Coaomohoboh yepKBH, a repM'bH'b eft a>K'B bo BMeAecMt bt^

Beprent.”

22. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 65: «Ott> BMeAeeivia noMMHaercH Tperaa 6pa34a npecBaro-

ro Boropo4HHHaro >KHTia, a n4eT'b npea-b ErHiiera., at ErHnry 40 Haaapexy

noBopoTX) MHHHTx M CBraeTa) a>K'b 00413 ropy EoAroocKy 6ah3ko.»

23. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 68: «HeTBepTaa 6pa34a npecBaroro xoria Boropo40MHa

oa EoAroet no4i> KpecTOMi3.»

24. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 69: «riaTaa ocTaTHaa npecBararo >KHTba Boropo4MMoa

6pa34a oTx ropbi EoAroecKia, 040x13 rio4x. ropy OAtBoyio 40 reecoMaHio.»

25. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 77: «E4HbiMij caobomx. BbiaBOAoca ceKpexa Bo>Kio,

xaoHCXBa; cntBaexx obiot yepKOBb; xaoocxBO cxpaooo Boac4y o opecAaBoo. A
eojie HopoBHbiM ceKpexa? LJtAoe oe6o, ax. coAHyeMX., MEcayeivix, 3X. 3Bfa4aMO, xa

30 bcEmx. MaecxaxoMx. Bo>KioMX. BXocoyAoca bx e40Hy LyyoAyK) BoeAeeMCKyio

neryepy: oe6o cyiyy neryepy.»

26. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 83: «riepujoe Ho>Kmoe oe6o 6y4b BooAeeMCKaa neu;epa.»

27. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 83: «/lpyroe Bbimuioe oe6o— opeMocxaa o opeGAa-

rocAOBCHHaa

28. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 83: «Tpexee—HaoBbimmoe eMoopeocKoe oe6o, 60 oxxoax

couie4bio Borx BonAoryeHObio bx 4oxohhomx x'fey\'fe.»

29. Edward Corbett (Classical Rhetoric, New York, 1965, p. 29), places the art of

sermon writing under the category of epideictic oratory. Galjatovs'kyj's

“Nauka" is concerned with the eulogistic branch of epideictic speech, in

which worthy purposes and actions are amplified. The individuals who are

eulogized in this type of oration are Jesus Christ, the Theotokos, the saints,

and other pious individuals. Galjatovs'kyj treats these subjects in three

different chapters of his "Nauka": "Simple Instruction on the Composing of

Sermons for the Lord's Day" («HayKa aA6o cnocoGx AaxBkHmiH bao^kchb

KaaaHbB aa He4eAk>>), "Simple Instruction on the Composing of Sermons for

Feast days of the Lord, and of the Theotokos, and of other Saints" («HayKa

AaxBkfimaa aA6o criocoGx 3Ao>KeHa KaaaHa aa apa34HaKM rocno4CKia a Boro-

po4aMabia a aa CBHxa aaaibia»), and "Instruction on the Composing of

Sermons for Funerals" («HayKa, aA6o caocoGx 3Ao>Keaa Kaaaaba aa norpe6L»).

30. The method of persuasion present in Galjatovs'kyj's theory closely agrees

with Aristotle's second mode of persuasion (Aristotle, Rhetoric (1356a 1): xcbv

5e 6i6c ion Xoyovi 7uopi^opevC3v Trioxecov xpia ei6ri eaxiv- ai pev yap eiaiv ev

x& f|08i xou ^leyovxoq, ai 5e ev x« xov ocKpoaxfiv 6ia0eivai Tucoq, ai 5e ev auxw
x& X6y(p, 8ia xou beiKvbvai fj (j)alveo0ai beucvOvai) i.e., that of putting the

audience into a frame of mind in which it takes on the speaker's viewpoint.

Just as Aristotle advises the ceremonial orator to intersperse the oration with

bits of episodic eulogy when speaking of the subject's virtue and describing

its good results (Aristotle, Rhetoric (1418a 32): ev xoiq eTubeiKXiKoiq 5ei xov

A,6yov CTteiaobiouv ejiaivon;), so Galjatovs'kyj advises his students to remind

listeners of a particular saint's virtues, of the good acts by which he or she

served Christ, and of the miracles that bear testimony to his or her holiness

(Kljuc, p. 215: «€cah aacb bx cbbxo cxoMemx KaaaHbe noBt4axH, na xomx KaaaHio

XBaAM xoro cbbxoxo, Koxoporo bx xoh 4CHb npa34Hyioxx, uanpnKAa4x,

npeMMCxyio 4LBy 6oropo4Myy, aA6o anocxoAa, aA6o npopoxa, aA6(0 MyneHMKa,
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aA6o cBaTHTCAH, aA6(0 nycTCAHMKa, aA6(0 MHUioro cBHToro, npHnoMHHaft erco

IJHCOTbl H 406pbIM yHHHKM, KOTOpbIM COH-b MtATj, >KHByMH Ha CBtrls, BKl) CAy^HA-b

6ory H ijepKBM cbbtoh, Lyo aa XpHcra Tep'bn'isA'b, bkhs Hvmyijyh ny4a h Tenepij

bkIh hmhhtT} Aio4eM'b, yx'feKaioHHM'bCH 40 erco 4o6po4'feHCTBa»). Similarly,

Galjatovs'kyj agrees with Quintilian that a certain amount of proof is

required in panegyric speech (Quintilian, Institutio oratoria [111 vii 5]: "ut

desiderat autem laus quae negotiis adhibetur, probationem, sic etiam ilia

quae ostentation! componitur habet interim aliquam speciem probationis");

in order to be credible, Galjatovs'kyj advises his students to quote frequently

from other sources that support the speaker's viewpoint. The suggested

sources include biblical references, the witness of various saints and church

fathers, examples, analogies, and, in fact, anything that can lend credibility

to the sermon (Kljuc, 218: «/(o roro, ryo MOBHLur> na KaaaHio, 40B04H roro

HHCMCOMa. CBBTbiM'b 3a. GuGAtM, aA6co CBbyoycTBOM CBHToro COrya bkofo, ynwreAB

yepKOBHaro, aA6co npHKAa40Ma., aA6(0 no4o6eHCTBOM, aA6(0 aKHM-KOABeKi)

40B040M noTBep4H H no4onpM cboio MOBy, to BT>4aHHlDHUjaa tbob MOBa byycTT.

AK)4eM'b, KOTOpblH Tc6e CAyxaiOTT, H B’fepHTHMyT'b TOMy, uyo MOBmUT.»).

31. Tuptalo, Propoindi, p. 61: «yHHTT. My4paa /(kBa cbommt npMKAa40M'b h

HHCTOTbl, a HHCTOTbl CypybOH, BHkiIIHkH H BHyTpHCM, TtACCHOM H 4yLUeBHOH.»

32. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 63: «ArHMya, po>KmaH arnya, bhctt. npHxoyHT'b na MbicAb

KpknocTb, H CHAa, H CAaBa, m yapcTBO ArHya.»

33. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 68: «TaKa> bbicoko KAacT cAy>Ke6HHMecTBa pa6bi

Tocno4HeH bt. npayaxa. okoao BbiKOpMACHa oxpoKa 6o>KecTBeHHaro XpHcra, raxT

BbicoKO BHpocAT., >Ke sacTaAT. 4iyepiio BoyKieio.»

34. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 68: «06bi 4Ba tbih npeHaHCBarkmiM hctomhhkh oMbiBaAH

6oaoto rptxoB"b HamHxa., obt. xpoBbio, obt. CAeaaMH. Mctomhhkt. XpncTocT bo

H3AianiH CBoea KpOBC npHHOCHAT. Bory Oryy o Hacx. :a<epTBy, 3a Hbi noa<peca

XpMCTocT.. Mctohhhkt. Mapia, bo MSAiaHin CAeaa. cbohx 3t> /KepxBoio 4yxa Ty^a.

cTOHAa— >KepTBa Bory 4yxa. coKpymeHa..»

35. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 69: «Bo Bckxa> tbixt cKopbHbixx neMaAexa. cBHTbiMa.

anocTOAOMa. c4HHa 6biAa yrkxa, orpaya, npHTOMHOcTb bt rkAk npeMwcTbia,

iipeGAarocAOBCHHbia /l^Bbi, Ha KOTopyio, no cBnykreAbCTBy mhophxt, 6bi kto m

HaHCKopbnkHmiH cnoapkAT, BeceAia yyxoBnaro mchoahhch.»

36. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 124: «Ero yHHTeAHbixa> caobcct cAyxaioHn, HCMoiynbin

HKO ACKapCTBOMT. HOCHABACa; HC CrO yoGpoykTCAHOC >KHTie B3HpaiOHH, Gpara.

KO>K4bIH, HKO O CTOAHT, OHHpaACH M byyOBaACH: CrO OTHeCKyiO MHAOCTb KT. ce6t

BH4BMH, HKO A03a BHHorpayHaH KOAO CBoero yepacaACH; eMy, hko OBCMKa,

nacTbipio CBoeMy nocAkyyKDHH, yoBOAHO iiHryeio yyxoBHOio nnTaACH.»

37. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 128: «ripH3HaeTe, AacKM Bamn, >xe Hbint noMnnaeMbiii

Bbicoyk npeBCAeGHbiH ero mhaoctb apxHManypHTa. Tbie KpuHbi hmEhIh caynAT

oGc^HTe BT. iioAK), BT. pyKaxT, yGornxa.; roHHbin 6biAa. HAMy>KHHKa., 34o6hach tott

yyXOBHblH CTOAHT KpHHOBblMa> yBbrOMT., HKO HOpcfDHpOK) HKOBOIO, rybl TaKT. 6bIAT.

MHAOcTHBa. Ha y6orie.»

38. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 131: «M xyra. npH rpo6k Hbink nownnaeMaro bt

6Aaa<eHHOH iiaMHTii ripecraBAbmarocH, ero mmaoctm rocnoynna orya h nacTbipn

Haiiiero, BHH<y ynAeTaraniecH Bknybi h nocMnyKDMiecH yalsTH. Bbicoyk bt Bory

iipeBeAeGnbiH ero mmaoctb rociioynHT oreyT apxnManypHTT ct npeBey\e6HbiMM
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MX1> MHAOCTbMH OTl^aMM HryMeHaMH KieBCKMMH M CO BCbMH OTIjaMM H 6paTiaMH.

r4bi KOAO Toro >KaAo6Haro KaTacJiaAKy CTaHyTa>, no oGbinaio i;epKOBHOMy

OKpy>KaK3Mn bkoao, to 6y4eTT B-bneyT no iiMcannoMy: OKpecTT. ero B^neyT

6paTin; nonnyTT iiaHaxH4Hbin nt™ rnMna, to 6y4yTT. yB'feTbi.»

39. Regarding the aim of eulogistic speech, Galjatovs'kyj affirms that the object

of such speech is to show virtue and nobility in the subject. Galjatovs'kyj's

definition of virtue, however, reflects the basis of his thought in Christian

ethics. Among the virtues that he gives as examples in the "Nauka" are

humility, fasting, generosity, love for one's neighbor, patience, quietness,

prayer, obedience, purity, living according to God's commandments,

meekness, and righteousness (Kljuc, p. 215: «€cam bt. He4kAio cxonemT. KaaanG

noB'fe4aTH, cobkqyn bt npono3bii;biM ujo 4o6poe XBaAHTu, HaripnKAa4T>, iioKopy,

nocTT, HAMy>KHy, CTpannoAtoGie, TeprieniG, MOAHanie, MOAHTBy, nocAymencTBO,

HHCTOCTb 4eBHMeCKyiO, /KHBOTT 3aKOHHHHbIH, KpOTOCTb, CnpaBe4AHBOCTb, aA6o

MHUjyK) ynoTy»). The opposites of these virtues are vices: pride, anger,

jealousy, sloth, drunkenness, avarice, and other sins (Kljnc, p. 215: «€cah tc>k

cxoMemT), (oGbqyfi bt> nporio3biybiM ujo 3Aoe raHHTn, HanpnKAa4, ribixy, rnbBT.,

3a34pOCTb, AaKOMCTBO, OBHCTBO, BmeTeHCHCTBO avGo HHmblH rpkxT»). In his

instruction on funeral orations («HayKa, aAbo cnocob-b 3Ao>KeHa Kasanba na

norpe6k»), Galjatovs'kyj gives a complete list of good qualities for which the

subject of an oration may be praised, including the individual's loyalty to the

Orthodox faith and his various gesta humana. He gives numerous examples

of such acts, including care and generosity toward the poor; offerings to

churches, monasteries, hospitals; the welcoming of visitors, travellers, and

pilgrims; the liberation of slaves from captivity; acts of humility and piety;

frequent participation in the sacraments of confession and holy communion,

in addition to fasting, prayer, and other selfless works and efforts for the

benefit of church and homeland {Kljuc, p. 221: «Bt Happaqin BbixBaAaii

yiviepAoro HeAOBkKa, BbiAHHaioHH ero qnoTbi n 4o6pbiM yHHHKM, a<e saxosaA Bkpy

npaBOCAasHyio 40 Konya >KHBOTa CBoero, >xe 6biAT MHAOcep4Hbin na Aioyen

ybornx, cnoMaraAT. hxt. BAMy>KHOio cbbtok), >xe naKAa4aA na yepKBbi, na

MonacTbipH, na iunnTaAk, npiMMOBaAT bt 40MT cboh rocTen, npnxo4HeBT,

nCACpblMOB, BbIKynOBaAT n BbI3BOAHBT HCBOAHMKCOBT 3T HCBOAk nOraHCKOM, >KC

6biAT noKopHbiMT, Ha6o^HbiMT, HacTo cOHMiyaAT cyMACHbe cBoe cnoB'b4io cBaToio

H npiMMOBaAT npeHancBaTkiimiH caxpaMCHTT eUxapicTieft T^Aa m KpoBe

XpMCTOBOH, 3axoBaAT nocTbi, aacTanoBBATCH 3a LjepKOBT Bo>Kilo h aa cOTHbiany,

BeAHKiM npaybi h Tpy4bi 4Aa LJepKBH Boxen n 4ah COTMbiany no4biHMOBaAT»).

Thus, the object of the sacred oration is to show the presence of Christian

virtues and the mortification of sin in the subject of the speech.

40. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 102: «Bt ropaxT 6k Bonia: to anaxT nepBaro rpkxa CMepT-

naro— rop40cTM .

»

41. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 102: «>KMBauje bo rpo6kx: to anax BToparo rpkxa

CMepTHaro— HenncTOTbi."

42. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 102: «Bt pway ne oGAanameca: to anaxT TpeTbaro rpkxa

CMepTHaro—OB>xHpcTBa, >xapAoyTBa, niaHCTBa, xoTopoe n npaBe4HHXT Hoobt
o6Ha>xaTH yMkeTT.»

43. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 102: «HnxToace Mo>xaiue MnnyTH nyTOMT tTmt: to 3Hax
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MCTBepTaro rptxa CMepTHaro—AaKOMCTBa.»

44. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 103: «PacTep3aH ysbi aceAtanbiH: to 3HaKT. nararo rptxa

CMepTHaro— rH'feBa.»

45. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 103: «ToAHa KaMeHieMT: to 3HaKT rptxa mecTaro

CMepTHaro—3aBMCTH.»

46. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 103: «Bt> xpaMtxT ne yKHBame: to 3HaKT> ce4Maro rptxa

CMepTHaro A'feHHBCTBa.»

47. Tuptalo' s seven archangels reveal his late seventeenth-century, Jesuit-style,

Ukrainian Orthodox way of thinking. Three of these archangels have unusual

nanaes: Salathiel, Jehudiel, and Barakiel. According to Tuptalo (Propovidi, pp.

100-101), the names of these angels, and the descriptions that accompany
them, are taken from mosaics found in the thermae of Diocletian's baths

(restored by Michelangelo and now known as the Church of Santa Maria

degli Angeli) in Rome, and from copies of these images frescoed on the walls

of the cathedral in Palermo, Sicily. These three names, and the reference to

the Palermo frescoes, are taken directly from an early seventeenth-century

commentary on the book of Revelation by the Jesuit scholar Cornelius a

Lapide (in Dutch: Cornelis Cornelissen van den Steen, 1567-1637). Lapide

was the Jesuits' most prolific scriptural exegete of the seventeenth century,

and his work was circulated throughout Roman Catholic (and Ukrainian

Orthodox) Europe. According to I. Sljapkin, (Sv. Dimitrij Rostovskij i ego

vremja, appendix, p. 55) Tuptalo's library contained ten volumes of Lapide's

scriptural commentaria, including his exegesis on the apocalypse. It was
doubtless a source from which Tuptalo drew when composing his St.

Michael Sermon. For references to Lapide's Revelation commentary,

including these three angelic names and the references to the Palermo

frescoes, see Theodor Klauser, Reallexikon fiir Antike und Christentum, vol. 5

(Stuttgart, 1962), pp. 208, 217, 231. For a complete bibliography of Lapide,

see: Bihliotheque de la Compagnie de Jesus, vol. 4 (Louvain, 1963), pp. 1511-1526.

48. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 103: "Cbbtsih apxHCTpaTHPT. MHxaHAT., mcctm h Cy\aBbi

BO/KOH oOopOHLja, TKHCTT> ho 3MieBOH TOH TAaBk OTMCTHTeAHHMT MCHeMT.,

o6oK34y ocTpobiMT KOTopbiH 3T> e4HOH CTopoHbi HaoLLjpeHT> H03HaHieMT> Bora

TBopya cBoero, 3t 4pyrofi cTopoHbi HaoiypeHT noanaHieMT. ce6e, >kc cyTb

cTBopeuie co34aTeAio.»

49. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 104: «CTaeTT> npoTHBT. tom neHMCTOM roAOBbi cBBTbiM

raBpiMy\T)...a cTaeTT 3T cbLtaoio (bko bt. hohh) AHXTapneio, TMy BiueTeneHCTBa

oTTOHBiobyeio, a BKoObi na rpLxy aacTaKJHM, o6y\MMaioHM, rpoMBHH, aaBCTnaaiOMM,

M Ka3Hb HaHOCHHM, OpaBT H CT HpeSOpHHCTblM'b CTaCT 3BLpi;a4AOMT>, a6bi TOe

ujKape4Hoe toaobmcko, bkt> apaaAHBbiH OaakAeiiieKT) cboio bt 3kpi;a4AL uiirfeT-

HOCTb yBH4'feBIHM CaMO OTT. CBOerO B30pKy 340XAO...a TBOerO CMp04y OTBOpO-

HaiOTCH BCH IjiAOMy4pe4HHbIM, 4yuiy CBOIO BT Tty\b, BKT CBhMKy BT AHXTapHL,

TbMOIO HCHMCTOTbl HeHOMpaHeHHyiO, 3aXOBaTH yCHAyiOMM, a BT CyMHCHe CBOe

HHCTOe, BKT BT 3epi;a4AO.»

50. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 105: «Bocxhtm PacJ)aHAT 4eMOHa...a twm nocTyoKOMT

KO>K4oro yHMTT: KAa4e cep4i;e TBoe na /KapncToe yry\ie aioObc Bo>Kia, a

BMAPOTHOCTb T^Aa TBOCFO CTpaCTHyiO BblCyiUb, BblHaAb B034epa<aHieMT,

MOCTOMT.»
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51. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 105: «HeTBepTbiH arreAi> cBaTbin YpinAT), cAyxHTCAb

6o>KecTBeHHbiB akdObc, Ha Tyro roAOBy 4o6biBeTT. Mena a opasT h orHB...n mch m

OTHb TO cyT AroOBC 6o>KecTBeHHbia 3HaKH. Kto mIsctt cep4i;e CBoe AroOoBiro

Bo>Kiero yaaBACHHoe, bko MeneMT), kto m^ctT) cep4 iJ[e CBoe a<eAaHieMT> Bora

pacnaACHHoe, bko orHeMT>.»

52. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 106: «CTaeTT> npoTHBT toh 3MieBOH apocTHOM toaobbi

CBaTbiH CcAaeiMAT., BbiHy kt> Bory o po4T HeAOB'feHecT'feMT MOAaHca, a MOAMTBaMH

CBOHMM aKO ptKoro orHb, apocTb orHcnaAHyro Bpaaciro 3aTony\aeTT>.»

53. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 106: «CBaTbiM Ery4iHATb aaBMCTHyro OtcoBCKyro roAOBy,

IIpOCTHpaCTT 4eCHHyy CBOro 3T> BtHIjeMT BAaTblMT., KOpOHyroMH TbIXT>, KOTOpblH

npcTepnlDBaroTT. KptnKO aaBwcTb TaKT. ott> BparoBT BH4HMbixT, ott 4pyroBT> h

C0ct40BT) Bpa>K4e6HHXT), aKO M OTT. BparOBT. HeBH4MlMbIX'b.»

54. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 107: «CeMyro roAOBy 3MieBy cc4Maro rpTxa CMcpTHaro

A^HOCTM CBaTbIM BapaxiHAT 3anaXOMT> pO>Kb OTaBIXT, KOTOpblMH CyTb OAarOCAO-

BCHCTBa H 4apoBaHiH Bo>KiH mcaobIskomt. Hpeal. pyKH ero no4aBaeMbiii, tbimh

OHyro TpyMTT m y6HBaeTT>.»

55. The treatment of structure in Galjatovs'kyj's "Nauka" is also typical of

epideictic speech. Classical rhetoric allows for great freedom in the

introduction of a speech (Quintilian, Institutio oratorio till viii 9]: "in

demonstrativis vero prohoemia esse maxime libera existimat"). Likewise,

Galjatovs'kyj gives several choices for the subject of the introduction. For

Sunday sermons, the theme is taken from the Sunday Gospel readings: Kljuc,

p. 216: «r4bi BT He4kAro cxoMemT KaaaHbe noBk4aTH, (03mh eexia 3t> eUaHreAiH,

KOTopoe MHTaHO 6biao Ha CAy>K6k Ooxceft, h BC4AyrT toch ©eMbi yHHHH Ka3aHbe.»

For festal sermons, the theme is drawn from various books of the Bible,

including the Pentateuch, Psalms, Proverbs, Prophets, Epistles, the Gospels,

and the Apocalypse {Kljuc, p. 216: «€cah aacT bt> cbhto cxoMeuiT Kaaanbe

HOBk4aTH, MO>KeHJT> Aro6T> 3T. KHUTT MW'UCeCOBblX'b, Aro6T> 3T) \|/aAM(0BT) /(aBH-

40BbiXT>, ArobT. 3T npHnoBtcTCH CoAOMtOHOBbixT., ak)6t> 3T. HpopCOKa, aAbco

anocTOAa bkofo, Aro6a> 3t> euanreAia, ArobT 3t> anoKaAH\|/H»). Less frequently,

Galjatovs'kyj suggests that a preacher may wish to choose a theme from non-

biblical sources, such as patristic writings, or from liturgical texts, such as

troparion, kontakion, stichera, sedalion, antiphon, theotokion, or other church

hymns appropriate to the given feast day (Kljuc, p. 217: «€cah bt kopotkomt.

Hack npHTpa(|)MTT.ca BCAMKaa h HHAHaa noTpeba noBk4aTn Kaaanbe, a He mo^cuit

B3BTM ©eMbI BT) HHClVlk CBBTOMT, BT> bubAkn, Ha TOH HaCT> MO>KemT> 3HaHTH ©CMy

3T cBBToro cOTya BKoro, yHMTCAa ijepKOBHoro, avbo 3t Tponapa aAbO) 3T KOH4aKa,

aAbco 3T) cTHXHpbi, aAbco 3t. ck4aAHbi, aAbco 3t> aHTHcbcona, aAbw 3t> 4orMaTa,

aAbCD HHmorcO rHMHy i;epKOBHoro»).

56. Galjatovs'kyj, Kljuc, p. 211: «TbiH Bct nacTH MaioT ca 3rax<aTH 3t ©eMoro...HacTH,

KOTopbi ca BT) KaaaHbio 3HaH4yroTT), rioBHHHbi ca 3t> ©CMoro 3T)ra>KaTH, acebbi lyo

ca BT) ©CmT 3HaH4y6TT), TOe BT> G^Op4iy]MT), H BT) HappaqblH, H BT) KOHKAroaiH ca

3HaH40BaAO.»

57. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 1: «Ce ecTb >kmbott3 Bkanbiii, 4a anaroTT Tebe E4HHaro
HCTHHHaro Bora.»

58. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 6: «A to xct aano, ace tott tbiabko Bora 4obpk anaeTT,

xTo ero ArobHTT).»
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59. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 9: «TaKo r4bi xto aigOobb npaB4HByK) b^ cep4ijibi CBoeM^b

40 Bora Mterij, tom aanoBHe 4o6p'fe Bora BHaeTT, KomryeTT) ero aioBobIio h

BHaeTT) cep4eMHOio CAa40criio, hko 6AarT> ecTb, h TaKOBbiH BAacnt 40CTynHT'b

>KMBOTa B^HHaro BT noBHaHia Bora noxo4HMoro, no caobccm XpHCTOBy: ce ecTb
' >KHBOTT> BtnHbiH, 43 BHaioTT Tc6e e4MHaro HCTHHHaro Bora.»

60. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 10: «CAaBa Oryy h Cbiny h CBaroMy 4yxy.»

61. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 17: «BAacH'fe Te4Bi Bory Oryy bt> moahtb^ Hauiefl

OAaroroBtHHCTBO npHCAymaeTT>.»

62. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 19: «Ecah Te4bi xomcmt. China Bo)xia bt rtAt nameMb
npocAaBHTH, mEcmt )Ke ero npocAasHTM KpecTOMT., cTpa4anbMH.»

63. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 22: «Mhctotoio y6o Te4bi MaeMTb Bora 4yxa CaaToro

npocAaBAaTH.»

64. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 25: «CAaBa Oryy, h Cbiny, h CsaTOMy 4yxy. CAaaa Bory

Oryy, cfe4au:;eMy na npecTOAt CAaBbi CBoea! Cabbb Bory Cbiny, npeKAonnieiviy

neOeca h come4meMy na bcmaio! CAaBa Bora /\yxy CBaroMy, BeB4t cyn;eMy n

Bca McnoAnau}eMy!»

65. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 26: «rioKAon'feMca Orijy h ero CbinoBM h CaaTOMy 4yxy,

CBaTOM TpOMljM.»

66 . Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 29: «To uokaout Bory Oruiy, a uokaout. tom 6y4eTT> ott>

4yujH nauieH.»

.67. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 38: «TaK'b Te4bi h naiuT noKAouT, ott> rtAa nauiero

ObiBaeMbiH Bory Cbiny.

»

68 . Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 42: "Ott 4yxa namero noKAom> CbaroMy 4yxy *'

69. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 47: «Tbix'b toabko Tocno4b neAOB'feKOAioOHBbiMH apuTT

OMMMa, KOTopbiM npn6AMa<aioTca eiviy cep4iJieMT), a 4aAOKO oTCToaLyMMT), bt>

6Ay4nbiM'b cbinoMT y43AaioLLjHXca na crpany 4aAeMe, xoi^b h bh4htt> bcobm-

4anjHM'b OHHMa na hxT), HeAUBfeoAioGnbiMM e4HaKT h MHAOcep4HbiMH OMMMa na

nbix ne norAaneTT. h axoGbi ne 40BpMTT>.»

70. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 54: «Pa4yeMca h mw o reOt, Tocno4'fe naineMT, XpHcre

CnacHTeAK) naiuT, a moahmt tboio OAarocTb: noKpbiH nacT> h ott> conMa h

opy>Kia BparoBT. namuxT. BH4HMbix'b m neBM4MMHX'b, bo Bca 4hh >KHBora namero,

yBpanyn 4ymeBnbia h rtAecnbia ne4yrH namn, m B^nnaro yro4HBinMX'b reOt

nacAt4 ia ne AHmn nacb!»

71. This text is read during the liturgy on the eve of the feast of the Theophany

(January 6/19); it quotes the words of St. John the Baptist, prophesying the

arrival of the Messiah. Its choice as a theme for the feast of the Dormition,

however, is hardly inappropriate. The Dormition of the Theotokos, which

falls on August 15 (28), coincides with the harvest period in Ukraine. Much
of Ukrainian folklore surrounding this holy day is rich in harvest imagery.

See Stepan Kylymnyk: Ukrajins'kyj rik u narodnix zvycajax v istorycnomii

osvitlenni, vol. 5 (Winnipeg, 1962), pp. 95-107.

72. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 56: «HnBa, bko mobmtch, ecTb mecTb4ecBTOA'feTnoe >KHTie

npeMMCTbia Boropo4Mi;bi, Maionaa cboh 6paB4 bi, cboh nacTn, na KOTopnxT KAacbi

CM 4o6piH, a na4T Bcfexa. CBHTbixT Bory ripiarnkHniin 4kAa.»

73. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 74: «OT4aeMT. 40Aa<nbiH rioKAonT n mbi bcm reOh, o

iipeneBecnaa xAhOa >KMBOTnaro nmenni;e....»
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74. Tuptalo, Propovtdi, p. 76: «TanHCTBO crpaHHoe Bw>K4y m npecAaBHO: He6o cyuyy

neii;epy.»

75. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 79: «He6o npecroA'b cctb BoKiit, a h b^b neiijep’fe Bon>

Ct/IMTI, Ha npeCTOA-fe CBBT'feM'b CBOCMa., Ha pyKaXt 4'feBHHeCKHXT>.»

76. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 93: «npMme4iuy IncycoBM Ba. crpany ra4apMHCKyio....»

77. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 93: «MHxaHAa. h anreAbi ero 6paHb coTBopuma

3MieM'b.»

78. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 108: «He oT'bM4er'b naiviaTb ero, h hmh ero iio>KHBeT'b Ba>

po4'b M po4Tb, npeMy4pocTb ero noBtcTByRDTa. a3bii;H, h XBay\y ero nciioBlscTb

yepKOBb.»

79. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 133: «By4u reOt riaMarb B^Mnaa m btj neOt iiocpe4ii

npeno4o6Hbix'b h OoroHOCHbixa) oTeyTi HamHXTj AnTonia m ©eo40cia h npOHHX'b

oTeyt nenepcKHX'b, aObicb xaM^b CAbimaA'b aaBLue raKOBbiM hphb1'dTx.....»

80. Cf. Galjatovs'kyj, Kljuc, p. 516.

81. Cf. Galjatovs'kyj, Kljuc, p. 516.

82. Another characteristic of Galjatovs'kyj's "Nauka" that borrows from classical

theory about epideictic speech is the great attention that is paid to ornamen-

tation as a means of delighting the audience. Galjatovs'kyj gives several

techniques for "enticing the audience to listen" («rioBa6MTM Aio4eH 40

cAyxaHba»), including the promise of new and unusual ideas, the use of

wordplay, apostrophe, epithets, metonymy, and loci topici. One way in which

the preacher may interest his listeners is by promising them something new
and wonderful that they have not seen nor heard of before (Kljuc, p. 216:

«Mo/Keujx. HOBabHTH AK)4eH 40 CAyxaHba CObhqaTM HKyio HOByio peMX. noKaaaxH,

KOTopoM COHM He BM4aAH H HC MyBaAM»). Another technique involves wordplay,

which is typical of the humanist copia verborum. Poetic effects may be

achieved by playing with the letters of a subject's name (e.g., «Borx. >xe

borarx, cbift bx mhaocth») and Galjatovs'kyj suggests that it is possible to

organize an entire sermon based on the structure of a wordplay (Kljuc, p.

216: «Mo>Kemx. noBabHTH ak)4ch 40 CAyxanba, TAyManaMH hkoc ina, h MO>Keui'b

yiAoe KaaaHbG nacoMi) 3"b hmchh yMHHHTM»). Another technique is the use of

apostrophe, whereby the preacher turns his attention to the individual who
is the subject of the oration, and addresses him or her directly. Galjatovs'kyj

suggests that a preacher may wish to call upon Jesus Christ, the Blessed

Virgin, or the saints, as if they were present in the room, and beseech them
for help (Kljuc, p. 217: «Mo>KemT5 KOHKAio3iio bx KaaanbK) yHHHHTH, co6ep-

HyBmMca h mobhhh 40 Xpncra, aAbo 40 OpeMHCTOH /fhBbi, aAbO) 40 HHiiiorCO

CBaTorco»). Another ornamental technique recommended by Galjatovs'kyj is

the use of epithets, or the giving of many different names for one thing

(Kljuc, p. 220: «€4Ha peMTb MHCOrniviH n po3HbiMM HMenaMH Ha3biBaeT'bca»).

Metonymy is another ornamental technique in which the preacher calls two
different objects by the same name (Kljuc, 220: «Be4Ayr'b posMaHToro) cency

MHCOri'H M po3'bHbiM pcHM e4HMMx. CH HMeHeM-b Ha3biBaioTx>.») Yet another

technique is the use of loci topici, or extended associations between many
different objects. In his "Nauka," Galjatovs'kyj suggests the use of loci topici

as a means of ornamenting sermons. One example he gives is a sermon on
the feast of St. Nicholas, in which various precious stones are described;
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these stones are then associated with the decorative stones on St. Nicholas's

mitre; and finally, the decorations on St. Nicholas's mitre are then associated

with various virtues belonging to the saint {Kljuc, p. 230: <<61. uappaybiM

BbiAHHaft TbiH 4oporin KaMenh— Kap6yHKyAT>, acnuc'b, macj^'fep'b, xpusoAhTTb,

GepHATb, raraTOKa), aMCTMCT, mMapaf4'b, TonasiCOHa., MarHeca>, KOTopbm KaMeut

CbaTbiH HiKOAaM Ba> Koponh CBoeft Maera> m KO>K4oro KaMcua uarypy BAacHOCTu

H CKyTKH annAMKyn 40 CBBToro HiKOAaa»). A similar example is found in his

sermon for St. Onuphrius: various threads used for weaving are described;

from these threads St. Onuphrius (who is portrayed nude in icons) weaves

himself a garment; finally the threads of this garment are associated with the

saint's virtues (Kljuc, p. 230: «Ba> HappaijbiH BbiAMHan Tbin hhtkh—AHanyio,

BOAHBHyiO, €4Ba6HHIO, BOAOTyiO, 3a> KOTOpbIXaj CBBTblH OHO^Dpift yTKaAa. co6t

mary, ko>K40m hmtkh BAacHocTH h CKyTKw anuAUKyM 40 CBarorCO OHo4)piio»).

83. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 1: «nepiuaa—ne KO>K4biM Bora 4o6pb anaeTa,, ujo nepesa)

Bhpy Ero SHaera.; a aarbiMa, ue KOX4biH shpubiu xpHcriannHa. 40CTynHTaj xcHBOTa

BhHHaro; 4pyraa—Tora. tbiabko 4o6pb Bora anaera., KOTopbift Ero npM stph m

AK)6HTa>, a Aio6MTa> npaB4UB'fe, h aora) toabko 40CTynHTa> >KHBOTa BlsHHaro.»

84. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 7: «Eiije h to neBHow auaKa. npaB4HBofi aio6bh Bo^oh,

ecTAH XTO AioOuTa) Bora 4ab caMoro tbiabko Bora, a ue 4ah ce6e, to cctb He

4AB cBoeft npHBaTbi, He 4ab CBoero no>KMTKy, ne 4ab 3anAaTbi.»

85. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 11: «A BKo^B...6y4eMa) anaTH Bora, exteAH o HeMa>...He

6y4eMT HCHBITOBaTM?»

86 . Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 12: «He BBicoKOMy4pcTByft, ho 6ohcb; Blspyh, cAaBb,

noKAaHHHca bAaronecTHO, a ne HCTaayM Aio6onbiTHO.»

87. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 48: «Ctoio,—mobhtt.,

—

npe4a> BoroMa>: /KmbT) rocno4B,

eMy>Ke npe4CToio npe4'i> hhmt>: to ecTb: Aioba atAOMT) ecMb na bcmah, npe4CToio

AHyy ijapH acMHoro, aAe yMa> moh, mbicab mob, cep4ye Moe caMOMy na He6ecfexa>

cyayeMy, na xepyBMMCKHXTb npecTOAbxT noMMBaioiijeMy, npe4CTOHTa> Bory.»

88 . Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 69.

89. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 61.

90. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 60.

91. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 104.

92. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 43.

93. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 18.

94. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 48: «CBBTbiH npopone MAie, ryo >kt> tbi mobhihb?»

95. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 5: «/(aKyeM'B aebb, ynnaeAio cbbtbih, aa HayKy.»

96. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 133: «By4M aebb h bo Been Pocefeh yepKBM BtaHaa

naMaTb....»

97. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 110: «lTHpaMH4y aAbbo ctoaht Ky bEmhoh naMaan bt> Bory

aemAOMy Bbicoyh ripeBOAebnoMy ero mmaocth rocno4MHy oayy MnnoKenaiio

rH3eAio,...»

98. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 109: «HoeBo no noaonh paaMHO>KeHHoe hotomctbo,

aebpaBuiH o tomt. pa4y, MOBHaa: npiH4HTe, 4a co3H>K4eMa ce6h rpa4a> n caoAna,

ewy>Ke Bepxa 6y4eaa 40 nebeca, m coTBopMMa CAaBHO hmb Haiiie.... ABeccaAOMa,

BToaca iiparHyan b^mhoh y Ai04eH naMaan, iiocaaBMAa bt caoAna cebh bo y40AW
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yapcTBtM.... Chmoh'b MaKKaBCH, TaKa> a<e xotbmh po4MMaM'b h 6paTaMT> cbommtd,

TyT Te>Ka) m ceGt naMBTb yHMHHTn....»

99. Tuptalo, Propovidi, p. 61: “PtKoio 6biAa My4paa /Itea, iipeHMcraa m npeGAaroc-

AOBCHHaa Mapia: Mpes'b Mope Mipa >KHTiH CBoero TeneHie M’feAa....»
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